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FOREWORD

There is a growing awareness that it is necessary to identify, assess,
and manage the risks of energy and other complex industrial activities in
order to minimize their potential to harm public health and the environment.
Therefore, quantitative risk analysis with emphasis on risk management has
become an important aspect in high level decision making for regulation in
developed and developing countries.

Recognizing these needs, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Health
Organization (WHO) have initiated a project to promote the use of risk
assessment and risk management in environmental health and safety decision
making throughout the world. The project will involve a series of case
studies in both developing and developed countries which will serve as a
framework for demonstrating how risk assessment methodologies can be put to
use in risk management decisions.

In order to ensure that the scope of the Inter-Agency project encompass
the most relevant technical problems of risk decision making, a meeting was
held in Paris, France on October 13-17, 1986. The meeting brought together
those in international, regional, and national organizations working in the
risk management field to exchange information on risk assessment and risk
management. The purpose of the meeting was to:

a) Discuss the state of the art of national and international experience
in conducting case studies in the field of assessing and managing
industrial risks from energy and other complex industrial systems
either at the plant level or in highly industrialized areas within a
country;

b) Present and discuss planned regional risk management case studies
within a country or international research projects on risk management
to be implemented in the future; and

c) Review the Project Document on "Assessing, Controlling, and Managing
Health and Environmental Risks from Energy and Other Complex Industrial
Systems"

The full texts, together with abstracts, of the papers given at the
meeting are presented. The summary reviews briefly some of the major points
that arose in papers or in the ensuing discussions. Where a consensus view
resulted, conclusions were drawn. Major differences of opinion are also noted.
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SUMMARY

Introduction

The studies presented covered a wide range of situations.
Some covered only a single plant or a limited number of pollutants.
For example, one paper focused on risk management at a single
Philippine power plant. Others focused on broad geographic areas.
Among these studies was a report on the experience gained from the
" Grand Delta" project in France as well as a U.S. EPA paper on
the environment risks in Philadelphia and Santa Clara.

The studies also varied in terms of the type of risk examined.
Many focused on routine environmental emissions to the air or
water. This was the case in a paper on assessing and managing
risks from energy supply strategies in Baden Württemberg, FR Germany.
Others focused on accidental releases or low probability, high
consequence events. For example, one paper focused on the assess-
ment and control of major industrial hazards. Still others focused
on risks to ecological systems rather than to human 'health. In
this category were a study on the mitigation of heavy metal pollu-
tion at an abandoned mining site in the Rum Jungle of Australia
and a discussion of Lake Victoria as a possible site for a risk
management case study.

While the studies presented spanned a wide range of environ-
mental problems, those that have been linked to specific management
decisions have generally been limited to the examination of a
single plant or a few specified pollutants. The studies of large
energy or industrial systems at the regional or national policy
level that have been performed have generally been less successful
in influencing risk management decisions. Such decisions are
typically influenced by a number of factors outside the realm of
risk assessment.

This is not to say that studies focused, on the regional or
national level are of no value. National guidelines for plant
acceptability and plant design have been based on risk assessment
studies.

Studies that focus both on individual facilities and on larger
energy and industrial systems are needed for the development of
coherent regional or national risk management strategies. Indivi-
dual facility studies are needed to ensure that risk management
decisions are consistent with local conditions — which will
affect siting, contingency planning and site specific pollution
control measures. Larger systems studies are needed to fully
understand the effects of a given environmental or safety policy.
For example, a national policy of imposing stringent controls on
land disposal of hazardous waste may lead to a greater use of
incineration — which may pose health hazards of its own. These
types of effects can only be understood through the use of large
scale systems analysis.



1. Risk and its Representation
While the terra "risk" usually connotes the possibility of

undesirable effects, it does not have one single meaning or
measure. Energy systems and industrial facilities, for example,
impose several kinds of risks, including mortality, chronic and
acute health effects, damage to property, and damage to ecosystems.
Risk analysts must carefully select the most relevant health,
welfare, and ecological endpoints in their risk analyses.
1.1 Health Effects

Calculating the health effects associated with the routine
operation of energy and industrial facilities typically involves
extrapolating dose-response information from other studies (either
animal or epidemiological) . Rarely, is it the case that observed
health effects near these facilities can be distinguished from
background levels in the general population. Extrapolations are
typically made not only from other species to humans, but from
high doses to low doses.

Health effects of concern can either
be associated with acute or chronic exposures. Examples of acute
effects include increased rates of respiratory disease, nausea, or
vomitting from short-term exposure to air pollutants. Chronic
effects include mutagenicity, teratogenicity, and cancer.

Given the diversity of these health endpoints, a problem
arises as to how to aggregate then when conducting a risk assess-
ment. There is no universally accepted metric for this purpose
and obviously any attempt to apply a single metric in weighing
such diverse health effects results in a loss of information.
Risk analysts need to be sensitive to the needs of decision makers
when deciding what level of aggregation is appropriate.

Studies have used
both individual and societal risk. Individual risk (usually cal-
culated as the probability of a given health effect to the most
exposed individual) is felt to be an essential measure. However,
it alone does not präsent a complete description of the risks
associated with a given facility. The societal risk, usually
expressed as the probability of causing any given number of health
effects, is necessary to enable accidents to be properly represented.
1.2 Other Effects

Effects to ecosystems and human welfare can be an important
part of a risk assessment. These include such effects as defores-
tation, materials damage, loss of wetland habitats, and aesthetic
losses. It is important to quantify the extent of the physical
damages where possible. However, significant value judgements may
be involved in assigning the weight to be given such damage. For
example, the value to be assigned to damages associated with the
destruction of national monuments is largely subjective. The fact
that valuation may be subjective, however, should not prevent risk
analysts from quantifying the extent of physical damage whenever
possible. This would allow national decisions makers to put a
final value on these effects.

A second set of effects to be considered in risk management
decisions are the sociological and political ramifications of
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alternative environmental and safety policy decisions. These were
found to be very important i'n deciding whether additional hydro-
electric or nuclear power should be developed in Brazil, for example.
In this case, the social problems associated with large movements
in the rural population to accommodate hydropower have to be weighed
against the political ramifications of siting additional nuclear
stations near highly populated areass. Often it is useful for the
risk analyst to not only present decision makers with information
on the costs and benefits of alternative policies, but the distri-
bution of these as well. Who bears the costs and who reaps the
benefits can be important information in risk management decisions.

It was noted in the meeting that cause and effect relation-
ships concerning ecological and non-health endpoints can be highly
uncertain. This creates additional difficulties for giving con-
sideration to these other effects. Again, however, where possible
uncertainties should be quantified. In any case, the presence of
uncertainties does not obviate the need to consider these categories
of effects in risk management decisions.

2. Techniques
Risk assessment techniques must vary depending upon the

individual situation. For example, mathematical modelling of the
dispersion and fate of environmental releases may be an appropriate
approach for the assessment of risks from routine releases. In
assessing the potential for accidents from industrial or energy
facilities, however, an approach based on probabilistic analysis
may be needed. Both types of analyses were featured in the studies
presented at the conference — the latter illustrated in a paper
entitled "The Development of Computer Methods in Risk Analysis," by
R.J. Whitehouse and the former employed by USEPA is assessing risks
in Philadelphia and Santa Clara.

The type of analysis employed not only has to match the
individual situation, but the resource constraints of the sponsoring
organization. Such analyses can cost anywhere from thousands to
millions of dollars. In assessing the potential for accidents, for
example, at one extreme might be the probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) of a nuclear power station, which can be extremely expensive.
At the other extreme might be the review of an inventory of hazardous
material stored at a site. Both situations were discussed at the
meeting.

The same range of costs is seen in the assessment of risks
from routine releases. Versions of dispersion models, for example,
range from those that can be run on personal computers to those
that require large mainframe computers. In some cases ambient
monitoring data can be gathered to evaluate the results of computer
models, while in others, this may be prohibitively costly. Thus,
it was strongly felt that the level of analysis should be tailored
to the problem at hand and that risk assessment techniques represent
a kind of "tool box" — not all of which is needed every time.

Participants saw risk assessment analysis as a design tool
which aids decisions concerning plant safety and the stringency of
environmental controls. Several papers used cost-effectiveness
analysis and in some cases cost-benefit analysis. Some showed that
"cost-ineffective" decisions have been taken in the past. Such
statements indicate that value judgements are always present in the
area of risk management and should be considered with great care.
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While cost-benefit analysis can be a useful tool in decision making,
most participants felt that given the limitations of risk assessment
techniques and the value judgements involved in making safety and
environmental decisions, it should not serve as the sole basis for
making decisions.
3 • Uncertainties and errors

Risk assessment — whether for accidental or routine releases
— is concerned with the estimation of the probabilities of certain
events or exposures and their consequences Both types of estimates
are uncertain.

All risk assessments — whether for accidental or routine
releases — must estimate the fate and transport of these releases
into the environment. The models used to make these estimates are
uncertain. For example, air pollution dispersion models are accurate
only within several factors. Models used to calculate fate and
transport in other media are similarly uncertain.

For routine releases to the environment of toxic chemicals,
however, dose-response relationships are usually the largest source
of uncertainty. Data must typically be extrapolated from animal
studies when calculating human health endpoints. In making this
extrapolation, several unverifyable assumptions must be made
concerning the relevance of the animal studies for the calculation
of human health risks. For example, the risk analyst must decide
whether to extrapolate on the basis of body weight or surface area;
whether the benign tumors found in the animal studies have relevance
for humans; etc.

The results of the analysis are made even more uncertain
because not only is there an extrapolation from animal species to
humans, but an extrapola- _on from high doses to low doses as well.
This typically involves making assumptions concerning the functional
form of the dose-response curve, given the limited knowledge of the
biological mechanism involved in the generation of the health effect
in question, Again, these assumptions are typically unverifyable.
The net result of these extrapolations is an estimate of human
health risks that typically is highly uncertain — often having
confidence intervals that span orders of magnitude.

For accidental releases, large uncertainties exist both in the
estimation of probabilities of releases and their consequences.
Probabilities of equipment failures can ba estimated from.engineering
analyses or from examinations of historical failure rates of similar
pieces of equipment. Estimating the liklihood of human error is
more difficult. Finally, estimation of the liklihood and consequences
of human exposure given an accidental release is subject to many of
the same uncertainties present in the case of continuous releases.

In presenting results some form of error propagation considering
both data and model uncertainties is valuable. In particular, the
use of bounding estimates is appropriate for controlling human health
risks. Risk-benefit analyses, however, should be based upon "expected
value" estimates, with sensitivity analyses displayed for important
sources of uncertainty.
4. Management dialogue

A common theme in many presentations was that of dialogue
between scientists and engineers assessing risk'and managers
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controlling it. It was clear that in a number of studies this link
had not been properly made, for a variety of reasons.

Risk assessment is not a goal unto itself, but rather a tool
that can be useful in decision making. Thus, a risk analysis should
be designed with the needs of the decision maker in mind. Therefore ,
early dialogue between risk assessor and risk manager is essential
for risk assessment to be used in decision making.

Undertaking this dialogue will allow the risk analyst to take
into account the constraints under which risk managers may be
operating. These constraints can include a variety of social and
political factors. For example, the design of a safety policy
within a country must be integrated with other economic and social
goals. The burning of fossil fuel may be less likely to result in
catastrophic consequences than nuclear power generation, but energy
independence may be an important goal in a country wi th l imi ted
domestic reserves of coal, oil , and natural gas. A l t e rna t i ve ly ,
as demonstrated in a paper on the impact of hydroelectr ici ty in
Braz i l , r isk management decisions can be subject to socio-political
constraints . In the case of Braz i l , those who bear the r isks of
nuclear power are more politically organized than those who bear
the costs of relocation from the construction of dams for hydro-
electric power. By establishing a dialogue early on w i t h the
decision makers, the r isk analyst can take into account these
constraints in the design of the analysis. This will ensure that
the analysis will be undertaken in a way that aids decisions.

Dialogue is important at several d i f f e r e n t levels w i t h i n a
country. For example, a dialogue among d i f fe ren t regulatory bodies
at the national and local levels is important for the design of a
comprehensive safety policy that encompasses both accident preven-
tion and contingency planning. P lant designers and operators m u s t
be involved to ensure that risk studies can be applied in such a
way as to give practical advice, as well as rational codes and
sta ndards.

Communicat ion to the public of the results of risk analyses is
also extremely important . Wi thout such c o m m u n i c a t i o n , it is u n l i k e l y
in many countries that risk assessment w i l l be used in establishing
environmental and safety policies. However , no consensus view
emerged at the meeting on how best to improve public communica t ion .

5. Developing Countr ies

Risk assessment and risk management is important in developing
countries because unmanaged industrial development can lead to
s i g n i f i c a n t envirormental and safety hazards. Moreover, given the
scarcity of capital and other resources in developing count r ies , it
is all important that safety and environmental policies be esta-
blished in as e f f i c i en t a way as possible. R i sk assessment and
r isk management can be an important tool in this regard.

While the basis methods and concepts of r i sk analys is are the
same in developed and developing countries, s tudies in developed
countries cannot simply be exported:

0 local data on exposure, meteorology, and
geography must be considered in risk
management policies;
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• the sociology of each country must be
considered when establishing environmental
and safety policies. As discussed earlier,
weight must be given to these factors for a
risk assessment to be useful to decision
makers.

• the unique condition of the infrastructure
of the country must be reflected in the
environmental and safety policies. For
example, contingency planning may be much
different in a developing country than in
a developed one. Alternatively, it may not
be feasible to close a power station for
improvements because of its importance to
the local or national economy.

• the degree of training in the workforce may
be different in developing countries. Thus,
while the possibility of human error may be
only a minor consideration in the risk assess-
ment study in a developed country, it may be
a major factor in a study of a developing
country.

Thus, it is crucial that unique conditions of each developing
country be considered in establishing risk management policies.
Despire this, however, there remains a large role for international
technology transfer of risk assessment methodologies and for the
exchange of expertise on risk management. While the experience in
developed countries cannot simply be exported to developing
countries, many of the analytic tools can be adapted for their use.
For example, dose-response information would be readily transferable
from developed to developing countries. Models of the transport
and fate of environmental releases could also be adapted.

6. Case Studies

At the meeting, case studies already performed were described and
discussed; proposals were also made for case studies that might prove
suitable candidates for the Inter Agency Joint Project.

6 .1 Case Studies Presented

The f u l l texts of case s tudies are p resen ted .
That includes an abstract of each individual study. Summaries are
not therefore repeated here but some notes are given on aspects
which received particular attention in discussion especially where
they relate to other case studies and points of common interest or
experience discussed in earlier sections.
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The notes are given in the order of presentation of papers.
1. A regional approach for risk assessment and management: Experience

gained from the 'Grand Delta' Project (R Coulon)
The basic objective of the "Grand Delta" project was to perform an
as large as possible inventory of the different types of risks to which
the south-east population of France is exposed. As a first step, these
efforts have been focused on the gathering of large amounts of data on
industrial risks and particularly those related to energy systems:
routine pollutants emissions and occupational exposures and accidents
Based on the source terms, risks to the population have been evaluate
using dispersion modelling and dose exposure risk relationships.
It was noted in discussion that there had been no initial
contacts with local authorities or industry prior to the study
and hence no link to specific decisions. This was partly
because of the diversity of industry and authorities involved
and partly because it was felt at the time to be useful to
gather concrete information before starting any dialogue.
Amongst problems noted is the difficulty of using existing field
measurements to verify dispersion models over wide areas. Field
monitoring is normally designed to measure data on one source
and to confirm safe levels rather than gather widespread
information.

2. Case studies in the field of assessing and managing risks from
energy systems. CSSR experience and future trends (J Kadlec)
The Czechoslovakian studies described cover a wide range of
specific instances dealing mostly with public exposure through
routine effluents but covering also occupational exposures in
nuclear plants, and accidents in coal plants and transport.
There are nine specific studies in all and all have based their
methodology on the cost effectiveness approach. They form part
of the IAEA co-ordinated research programme. The analysis was
able to focus on specific decisions in each case.
Neverthless, two areas were cited as having proved difficult:
interfacing properly with decision makers; and arriving at an
appropriate means of expressing the uncertainties involved.
Ways in which different types of risk can be aggregated and
presented is one particular aspect that is felt to deserve
further attention. Since the problem of making decisions is
often one of maximising safety under constraints, a decision
analysis approach may be adopted in future on a trial basis
although it is recognised that this will implicitly or
explicitly involve value judgements.
It was noted that the nuclear industry appeared more aware of
risk and systematic means for managing it than the other
industries involved in the study.

3. International experience in the assessment of risks due to oil
and gas production and chemicals manufacture (MA Seaman)

The studies presented cover acute death risks to members of the
public following an industrial accident. They include a
comparison with individual and societal risk criteria currently
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in use in the Netherlands and discussed in paper 7 at this
workshop.

Results were presented for two industrial complexes, one upon an
island, together with regional risk study and a study of
transport of hazardous materials. It is notable that the
transport accidents dominate the risk in the high probability
and low to moderate consequence region. For a particular site,
risk is often associated with a combination of factors dictated
by plant positioning such as a source of flammable release and a
source of ignition. Very often one plant dominates the risk
from a site.
There was some stress on the application of intrinsic risk
reduction measures such as a change in process conditions or
vessel integrities. To incorporate risk analysis as part of the
design engineering discipline was felt particularly valuable.
In discussion it was noted that human factors lead to a
comparatively irreducible minimum risk from a given plant and
the only way to achieve further risk reduction may well be
through inherent safety features in the design of the plant such
as reduction of inventories.

4. British and French decision-making on radioactive discharges from
reprocessing plants: risk analysis versus public acceptance
(D Hart)

The paper concentrates on apparent policy differences in French and
UK approaches to effluent discharges from reprocessing. The
difficulties of arriving at policies that would combine technical
optimisation with public acceptance are noted. The differences
in historical background to French and British reprocessing may
make it impossible to generalise too widely from those specific
cases but the points of principle involved are very similar in
other situations.

5. Discerning competent from incompetent error (W Rowe)

A distinction is drawn between errors that are negligent, ie
incompetent, and those that are genuine errors. The latter
imply that there will be some residual risk due to human error
in any plant, even the best managed. Attention is drawn to the
difficulties of estimating error rates in the absence of
applicable data and to what was felt to be a public relations
problem in communicating that there can be such a thing as
competent error.

In discussion a different view was also put that examination of
errors that actually lead to major incidents is likely always to
show incompetence or a failure to foresee the consequences of
actions.

6. Assessing, comparing and managing risks from energy supply
strategies on a regional basis - a case study (V Kallenbach)

The study involves measurement and calculation of atmospheric
pollutant concentrations on a relatively finely detailed grid in
the area of Baden-Württemberg (Federal Republic of Germany). It
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covers both stationary and moving sources. It is particularly
noticeable that transport dominates in nitrogen oxide emissions.
Concentrations of pollutants were not followed through to health
effects.
As in many studies, there are boundary difficulties when it comes
to considering possible actions. For example both power and
pollution are imported and exported from the region of the study.
There are also quantification difficulties in extending the work
to consider such things as economic loss due to forest
destruction.

7. Risk management in the Netherlands: A quantitative approach
(Van Kuijen)

The Netherlands policy for managment of -major hazard accident
risks was presented. It is based on individual risk and
societal risk as represented on a frequency versus number
effects plot. Both criteria have acceptable regions;
unacceptable regions; and an area where improvement should be
sought if possible. The starting point in deriving them was an
additional risk of 1% of existing individual risks from
accidents. Its use is at present restricted to external safety
only.
The Dutch industry feels that the guidelines can be met and that
this can be demonstrated by a relatively inexpensive and simple
risk assessment. This does not generally include external
hazards such as aircraft crash.
Major uses are felt to be in identifying areas for risk
reduction by in-plant alterations, and in zoning measures for
plant siting.

8. Status, experience and future prospects for the development of
probabilistic safety criteria (F Niehaus)
The status of PSA was reviewed, ranging from statutory
requirements such as in Finland, to the use of rapidly
recalculated PSA on a personal computer to indicate how
important the loss of an in-service component is to overall
risk. This sort of development may bring with it the most
wide-spread application of probabilistic safety criteria in
practice.

In this the balancing of routine risk and accidental risk
considerations is likely to be a problem, as is the choice of
safety factors.

9. Risk analysis as an aid in the planning of energy and other
complex industrial systems (J Curkovic)
The studies presented concentrate on the cost effectiveness
approach to flue gas desulphurisation in coal fired power
plants. They include both direct risks and indirect risks;
where to draw the boundary when including indirect risks is
clearly a problem. This is less important in comparative than
in absolute studies. Man days lost is used as a common
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indicator, but the problems of aggregating high probability low
consequence data with low probability high consequence are noted.

10. The assessment and control of major industrial hazards. A
review project (D Slater)
The study reviews methodologies and compares legislation in
other countries with a view to proposing an Australian scheme.
The existing system there has codes, standards, and audit
procedures but no hazard analysis. Some form of analysis is
recommended, but the depth gone to in the nuclear industry is
felt to be unnecessary and probably unacceptable in the chemical
industry. Structural analysis is noted as a particularly weak
area for probabilistic calculations.
From a managerial point of view, such a system demands expertise
both on the part of the regulators and those regulated. This is
not always present. There is in Australia stress on the need
for public involvement in the formulation of guidelines.
Uncertainties are clearly case dependent but typical factors of
an order of magnitude on both consequence and frequency are
expected.

11. The Vese project: Fossil fuel case studies (___Pinchera)

The project aims to collect data, analyse them from an
environmental and a socio-economic view point and to review some
preventive and control measures. This involves collecting
Italian specific data and developing assessments of response
where necessary. (For example this has been done for sulphur
dioxide).
Routine pollutants are considered: oxides of sulphur, oxides of
nitrogen, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and particulates.
These arise from both coal and oil sources. Difficulties
encountered were the acquisition of data from dose response
relationships, and the lack of any protocol for aggregating
health and non-health effects. Destruction of archeological
sites and works of art were quoted as examples of significant
non-health effects.

12. The development of computer methods in risk analysis (D Slater)
A computerised probabilistic safety analysis model for major
hazards was described. It was developed for The Netherlands'
government and its application is described in other papers.
Early models of physical processes were over-refined for the
application and simplified models will do. (For example TNT
equivalent instead of detail explosion modelling).
The most important part of the hazard assessment chain is still
felt to be the identification and definition of failure cases.
Automatic generation of these has been considered but there is
no substitute for a basic engineering familiarity with the
system on the part of the safety analyst. Subsequent steps in
the analysis are more straight forward.
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The model has been tried against an original study done by hand
in Rijnmond. Results correspond well.
Costs range from approximately $20,000 to approximately $150,000
depending on the complexity of the study. Human error is not
generally separated out as a separate component but is implicit
in error rates for equipment faults. Results tend to be limited
by plant characteristics for high frequency/low consequence
accidents and population characteristics for low frequency/high
consequence accidents.

13. Practical approach for incorporating environmental risks into
energy planning and decision-making (El->Mahgary )

A review of typical decision-making procedures was given
together with a case study on optimising the power generation mix
in Finland. This is essentially a financial optimisation but it
is intended to develop the methodology to incorporate
environmental considerations.

14. Risk analysis and policy assessment in the transport of dangerous
material (Lind)
A study of transport accident risks in the carriage of hazardous
cargoes in Canada was presented. LPG, chlorine, and sulphuric
acid are considered. Fault trees are used. Because of the many
variables involved sophisticated statistical sampling techniques
are needed to optimise routes.
There is a direct link to decision making: route choice. The
use of mandays lost is felt to be a valuable means of
aggregating mortality and morbidity, allowing a simplified
representation of risks and benefits when different routing
policies are being compared. This has been found to improve
effective communication with decision makers.

15. An approach to risk management at a Philippine power plant - a case
study (R Savellano)
This deals with a geothermal power plant. Studies of discharge
and dispersion of hydrogen sulphide allowed the development of a
general model with site specific parameters. It is based on
standard dispersion modelling techniques already used in the
developed countries. The usual problems of transferring
technology to a developing country have been encountered both in
performing the case studies and in considering any further
actions. For example, the plant provides 9% of the grid power
for the island it is on and the economic impact of shutting it
for any extended period is unacceptable.

Comparison of various risk reduction measures is done on classic
cost-effectiveness analysis.

16. A preliminary framework for a research case study on risk management
in Brazil (L Siextas de Oliveira)
Whilst little control has been provided on early developments, it
is now a Brazilian requirement to have an environmental impact
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assessment for any new installation; this includes a risk
assessment. For early developments however the overall risk has
never been formally assessed and they could provide suitable
candidates for Joint Project case studies.

17. USA experience in conducting integrated risk management case studies in
large industrialized areas (A Christofaro)
This dealt with Environmental Protection Agency projects
focussing initially on continuous releases of carcinogens. A
project in Philadelphia is completed and others are in hand and
broadening out to non-carcinogens. The pollutants involved
travel across different media, and by different pathways.

The active participation of State and local officials is felt to
be particularly important and their concern was indeed the
initiative for the studies. The results illustrate that the
relative risk from all pollutants considered is small although
the perceived risk at the time the study started was high.

There is very variable correlation between models used for
pollutant tracking and field measurements made. Some such as
sulphur dioxide correlate well and others such as carbon
tetrochloride correlate very poorly. These uncertainties are
not felt to be as important as variations in the dose response
relationships or potency estimates.

18. Identification of hazards from energy and other complex systems for
the Zagreb ar ea population and environment (N Halbasa)

The paper surveyed possible risks in the Zagreb area as a whole.
This contrasts with past experience which has been on a project
by project basis considering a single medium or a single
pollutant.
It was noted that small fire burning played a major role in air
pollution. The Zagreb area could provide a suitable case study
for the Joint Project.

19. Review on studies of applicability of cost-effectiveness approach for
comparison of nuclear waste management alternatives (S Vuori)

Three alternatives were considered: fuel disposal as in the K3S3
Swedish study; a similar disposal with less robust canisters;
and reprocessing and waste disposal. A cost effectiveness
approach is used. For such long-lived wastes the impact values
calculated vary with the time period considered and the
uncertainties increase greatly at long times. Choices must
therefore be made on which environmental indicators to use and
this involves value judgements.

20. Risk and impact of hydroelectricity in Brazil (L Pinguelli Rosa)

In Brazil the comparison between nuclear and hydroelectricity is
more appropriate than the comparison between coal and nuclear
often used in other countries. Many aspects are specific to
Brazil which has both nuclear power plants at Angra and large
hydroelectric plants the biggest of which producing 12
Gigawatts. Social and economic factors are therefore very
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different and include matters such as livelihood disruption (the
largest dam affected 40,000 people) as well as accidents such as
dam bursts. In developing countries it is not possible to leave
out of the judgement the consequences of going without new power
generation capacity, which may be more severe than in developed
countries.

21. Heavy metal pollution of mine sites: rehabilitation of Rum Jungle
(J M Costello)
The clean up of the Rum Jungle area of mine disposal heaps was
described. The original activities led to severe local
pollution both directly and through bacterial action producing an
acid environment and leaching out heavy metals. Although this
exercise is retrospective, the costs are relatively small
compared to the value of the ore mined.
A feature in common with many developments is that the
industrialisation was treated perfectly properly by the
standards of the time.

22. The World Bank's approach to risk assessment and major hazard
accident prevention (R Batstone)

The World Bank requires that risk is minimised in investments
for which they provide the funds. There are a variety of ways
of seeking to achieve this such as risk criteria, cost benefit
analysis, or risk minimisation. In practice a degree of
optimisation occurs under all regimes. For example, given a
risk target a plant management will minimise costs to reach the
target.

At plant level risk management is closely tied to plant
management and this aspect has received less attention than plant
design and plant operator actions. This makes the results of
safety analyses suspect if they are transferred from one
management regime to another. Some form of safety audit
approach can protect against this.

There is World Bank interest in trying to expand a logical risk
management approach into policy or programme level, as well as
plant or projects level. This may promote interchange of
technology since different sectors of the economy have developed
different methodologies for their own application. The energy
sector may well be the most advanced. At a policy level however
there can be little technical understanding which leads to
difficulties.

23. Practical guidelines for risk analysis (W Rowe)

A "study of studies" (a survey of past work) prepared for the CEC
was described. This shows that studies that set out to be
generic have been less successful than those directed to specific
ends. Some guidelines for risk analysis studies were derived
from the survey.

Particular attention is given to uncertainties and the need to
recognise uncertainties in the models used as well as the data
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supplied. A sensitivity study on modelling is worth while but
rarely done.

24. Risk assessment based on case studies for reference plants of
Hungarian energy systems (Z Techy)
This study uses a cost effectiveness framework. It considers
routine emissions from a coal fired plant and containment leakage
emissions from a nuclear plant after an accident. Specific
alternatives were studied, local data used, and cost-effective
actions derived.
These did not lead to any changes in decisions.

25. OECD-Compass Project ( Torrens)

This OECD project is on the comparative assessment of the
environmental implications of various energy systems. One
output of the study had been agreed criteria for the preparation
and presentation of impact statements.
Risk assessment is a tactical tool in deciding whether or not
research and development results can be waited for.. This is a
not infrequent policy dilemma.
Further work on linking environmental policy more closely to
energy planning is felt to be an area where further development
would be useful.

26. Experience of CEPN in the field of risk assessment and
management: perspectives for future developments (J Lochard)
Several studies already completed within CEPN were noted.
Whilst early studies were on generic comparisons such as nuclear,
coal, solar and oil generation of electricity, later ones have
begun to focus more directly on management options such as cost
effectiveness analyses of worker protection in nuclear
facilities. These have played a part in bringing figures on
risk and costs to bear on decisions made by management in
practice.
Work on probabilistic safety analyses of hazardous materials
transport and routine environmental and occupational risks from
conventional and chemical industry is also now included. In
addition to the presentation on current work, some suggestions
were made for possible case studies under the Joint Project and
these are summarised below.

6-2 Joint Project Studies
It was not a purpose of the Inter Agency Workshop to make decision
on future studies within the Joint Project. Some possibilities were
discussed and these are briefly summarised here by country.
Kenya
The Lake Victoria basin has a pollution problem. This comes partly
from industrial effluent but mostly from agricultural activities
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such as deforestation and fishing. This needs to be seen against a
background of population growth and economic hardship.
There are already several unrelated projects on environmental risk
assessment and risk management in the region which could be
incorporated into a case study. There is Kenyan government interest
in this. The WHO representative at the workshop presented further
information on this.
Yugoslavia

Two possibilities were described at the meeting:
1. Cossova

Cossova is an existing heavy industrial area with environmental
health problems mostly concerning air and water pollution. It
is a well defined area and has some co-operative programmes on
routine pollutants already in existence that could be allied to
a Joint Project study. This would be likely to centre on water
and air pollution. Further details were given by the WHO
representative.

2. Zagreb
The Zagreb area featured in a paper to the workshop (18 above).
As an area it is heavily industrialised, with about a million
inhabitants and pollution problems both in air and water. A
good data base on these exists from earlier studies on
individual plants and this could be a starting point for a study
taking into account different types of risk in the area. Most
forms of heavy industry are represented, there is extensive
transportation of hazardous materials, and there are storage
plants with the potential for major hazard such as liquified gas
storage.

Brazil
Paper 16 above discussed in some detail the possibilities for case
studies in Brazil. In brief they are:
1. Angra nuclear power plant with the associated Reduc oil refinery

and CSN steel plant.
2. Cubatao industrial area - an early development.

3. Rio Grande del Sol petrochemical complex.

4. Camacarci petrochemical complex
5. Alagos chlorine production complex.
Between them these cover a very wide range of activities and ages of
plant. For example Cubatao is an early and complex industrial
development that has just grown and has already seen significant
accidents for example one hundred deaths in 1984 in a pipeline leak
and fire. It is close to the metropolitan area of Sao Paolo.
Camarcaci by comparison is a relatively new development and has
benefitted from more modern approaches.
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Siting issues arise from most of these since the Reduc refinery and
CSN steel plant are close to Rio de Janeiro and Volta Hidonda
respectively.
Difficulties in obtaining industrial co-operation were noted but it
was felt that if the interest of the Brazilian authorities were
sufficiently aroused then industrial co-operation would follow. In
some possible studies difficulties of adapting models and obtaining
site specific data might be encountered.

France

Four possible studies were noted:

1. Industrial Risk management including transport of dangerous
material in the Lyons area.

2. Strategies for handling nuclear wastes in France

3. Risks from PCB transformers.
4. Marseilles area industrial risk management.

These range from relatively specific studies building on earlier work
such as transport routing in the Lyons area through to large scale
area studies that could synthesise and expand individual studies done
on a piece-meal basis such as in the Marseilles area.

The third study on poly-chlorinated biphenyls in transformers has
stemmed from specific incidents in France that were described to the
workshop by Dr Abenhaim of INSERM, the French national institute for
medical research. The concern is combustion products such as dioxin
and furans that can result from accidents. In 1985 and 1986 there
were two major fires in France in Reims and Lyons the second of
which involved significant evacuation. A case study could
concentrate on emergency plans and strategy for management.

Germany

The case study presented on Baden-Württemberg (6) could provide a
data base from which to expand to consider either other types of risk
or different management strategies.

Other Countries

There are known to be other potential case studies on which
information was not available at the workshop. These include
inter-alia, Tunisia and Italy.
It is therefore not appropriate to comment on any relative ranking
of the proposals in this workshop summary. However, the conclusions
of the meeting reflect the general direction and principles that
workshop participants saw as being important in the conduct of any
future studies.
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Conclusions

The meeting concluded:
(i) To be of value in risk management, risk assessment should be

linked as strongly as possible to an action or potential action.

(ii) The link between assessors and decision-takers is often weak,
and needs to be improved.

(iii) The methodologies already developed -are at a stage where
application is possible and case study experience should be
sought. This should lead to further developments where
necessary.

(iv) Case studies taking a broader view than one plant or risk are
desirable and should be encouraged.

(v) Case studies optimising over too wide a range of activities
are however unlikely to be practical or to fulfil the spirit of
conclusion (i) above.

(iv) The Inter Agency Joint Project was endorsed as a valuable
initiative.
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INTEGRATED APPROACH FOR RISK ASSESSMENT
AND MANAGEMENT IN HIGHLY INDUSTRIALIZED
REGIONS IN A COUNTRY

A. NOVEGNO, F. NIEHAUS
Division of Nuclear Safety,
International Atomic Energy Agency,
Vienna

Abstract

The recent history of catastrophic industrial accidents has
dramatically underlined the need to identify, assess and manage risks from
complex industrial activitites to maximize safety and minimize detrimental
occupational public health and environmental effects:

- The aim,of this paper is to discuss and propose an integrated approach
for risk assessment and management in highly industrialized regions in
a country.

- To fulfill this goal it is also proposed to initiate a new
international research effort based on regional (within a country) case
studies which will establish a "risk management procedure guide" for
making industrial safety decisions, utilizing the principle of optimal
allocation of resources for risk reduction, taking into account the
complex and multiple objectives of a decision making process related to
environmental impacts, health and socio-economic effects.

Introduction
The recent history of catastrophic industrial accidents, such as

Bhopal, Chernobyl, and, more recently, the chemical accident in Basel,
Switzerland, has dramatically underlined the need to identify, assess, and
manage risks from complex industrial activities to maximize safety and
minimize detrimental effects to workers, the general public, and the
environment.

In the last few years, the attention of safety decision—makers in
various countries and in several international organizations have been drawn
to the need to identify and implement unified "safety policies" regarding the
risks from technological activities.

The Commission of the European Communities (CEC) has adopted several
"directives" related to major hazard installations, air pollution from
industrial plants, and other risks. The main purpose is to develop in
European countries a common policy for managing high risk/impacts for
industrial installations, which for technical and economic reasons are
generally concentrated in defined regions of a country.

Several industrialized countries - the USA, France, Federal Republic of
Germany, Netherlands, Sweden - have in recent years implemented specific risk
assessment research case studies in large industrialized areas. Therefore,
quantitative risk analysis, with emphasis on risk management, has become an
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important aspect in high-level decision-making for regulation and protection
of public health and environmental impacts.

At the plant level, risk management cannot resolve the complex and
multiple objectives of the decision-making process related to environmental
impacts, health, and socio-economic effects. This assessment and management
should be broadened to include regions where different industrial facilities
are located and different targets of risk reduction are considered. The
Chernobyl and Basel accidents have demonstrated that such regions may cover
areas belonging to different sovereign States. For instance, the definition
of emergency plans (an important part of a risk management process) in
industrialized areas has to be structured in such a way as to be flexible and
to be able to cope with all the potentially severe accidents that should occur
in that region.

In this context it is necessary to develop an international research
programme on Risk Management as a tool for defining a normalized approach to
safety.

The main general content of this normalized safety approach would be
the definition of guidelines, procedures and integrated safety policy for risk
prevention and mitigation,

The main purpose of this international research programme should be to
document a framework for taking safety decisions in large industrialized
areas, based on the principle of optimal allocation of resources for risk
reduction, taking into account the complex and multiple objectives of a
decision making process related to environmental impacts, health and
socio-economic effects.

A review of a certain number of case studies performed in developed and
developing countries within the framework and the logic of the Risk Management
process in Fig. 1 could be utilized to establish a systematic procedure for
risk/impact analysis and provide information based on actual experience for
risk-decision making in highly industrialized areas.

The product of this international project would be a Risk Management
Procedures Guide which would include a description and the results of a
certain number of case studies in developed and developing countries.

The guide would be backed up by documentation including the relevant
computer codes and would provide a framework for carrying out studies on
defining optimal strategies for managing environmental and health risks in
industrial areas which would include a large variety of industrial
installations as energy production plants (coal, nuclear, oil, etc.), chemical
plants, industrial facilities for production and processing of mineral
products, etc.

General
The suggested program has a long-term objective to enable decisions

balancing direct costs of risk abatement programs in highly industrialized
areas against their external costs in the form of detriment to the public and
workers health and the environment. Such decisions serve the purpose of
allocating scarce resources in an optimal way.

An objective in the shorter term should be to identify areas where the
analysis is on reasonably safe grounds and areas where principal difficulties
remain, and stimulate research to resolve these principal difficulties.
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A side objective is to encourage the wide dissemination of the today
available risk data and methods with the expectation that they will be used to
advantage also in other areas, not the least in developing countries.

The program will take several years duration and involve many types of
activities. In particular, early case studies in several countries should be
made in large regional areas, referring to specific sites and actually
existing plants or plants under consideration.

It would be valuable to include risk reduction in occupational health,
public health, socio-economic and environmental impact. For each of these
branches, the studies should include the initial steps of definition of a
reference system and identification of methods of abatement. They should end
with an evaluation of the risk reduction and suggestions for how the decision
on the abatement option should be influenced by the external costs. Studies
should focus on accidents as well as normal operation where this is
appropriate.

It is believed that various task forces activities should be focussed
on:

- Identifying measures to facilitate the researchers' access to data
on emission, occupational exposures, etc.

- establishing research on the direct benefits of abatement measures,
for instance extraction of valuable chemicals or increased
availability of the installations;

- defining methods of reducing the sizeable data collection required
for site specific evaluation of dispersion in the environment.
Through these measures, for instance optimized sampling procedures
and data collection schemes, data collection would be cheaper
without much loss of information;
establishing dose-response relationships for the effects of air
pollutants on crops and human health;

- evaluating detriments to health, crops, forests and aquatic systems.
Cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit techniques are very useful tools

within this framework but they should be checked by independent techniques
such as multicriteria analysis. In these techniques, use should be made of
the best available methods for incorporating uncertainties, so that the
results of the studies are expressed in terms of distribution rather than
single values.

In an early phase of the program, a review should be made of the way in
which the suggested studies are likely to be used in the decision making
process.

Particular emphasis should be given in the project work, with parallel
researches and specific task forces, to the following areas:

(a) how to define and assess the various "impacts" to public health and
safety as well as on the environment,

(b) how to deal with data uncertainties,

(c) how to define and compare risk from high probability/low
consequence and low probability/high consequence accidents
(catastrophic events),
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(d) how to aggregate risk (individual, public, immediate us. delayed
effect),

(e) dose/effect relationships,
(f) voluntary versus involuntary risk (equity problems),

(g) how to define and establish the acceptable or unacceptable level of
risk for the industrial activities as well as the range-level where
risk reduction (management) should be considered.

Comparative Studies of Risks in Energy Systems
The health and environmental effects of different energy technologies

have in the last decade become an important aspect in the public debate about
energy systems. Comparative studies on risks and impacts from nuclear, coal,
oil, and hydroelectric power serve to put energy-related hazards into proper
perspective.

The main objective of such studies is to provide energy planners with
scientific information about one of the various factors influencing
decision-making regarding energy systems, both on the national and
international level.

Early studies concentrated first on specific aspects of the risks
involved in energy production and then on the conceptual framework,
methodological issues, and data availability. More recently, specific
problems, such as nuclear risk, sulphur dioxide releases, acid rain,
radioactivity in coal, and low-level radiation, were singled out, Finally
quantification and comparison of the various health detriments, of continuous
impacts, and of consequences of rare accidents were explored.

Great effort was devoted to developing models that simulate long-range
dispersion of airborne pollutants and enrichment through terrestrial food
chains. The lack of extensive epidemiological studies restricted the
establishment of dose-effect relationships needed to assess the full range of
health hazards. Some of the aspects of risk comparison are still not solved,
mainly because of lack of data, complexity of the comparative health and
environmental studies, data uncertainty, and lack of knowledge about methods
and data manipulation.

Since the conclusions that can be drawn from such general comparisons
are very limited, later studies tried to compare energy supply technologies
only. However, in spite of the large uncertainties incorporated in such
assessments, the general conclusions that have been drawn are valid and show a
definite rank ordering of energy systems according to various riks
dimensions. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that the most
important value of risk comparisons for various energy sources rests not with
the overall results, but with the identification of major risk contributors in
each of the fuel cycles investigated.

It is also important to recognize that a quantitative comparison of the
risk/impact dimension related to different energy systems cannot strongly
influence decision-makers in defining national energy plans. In fact, many
other apsects contribute, in a complex way, in determining a national "mix of
energy" in a country. These aspects include: energy demand; international
trade; industrial development; economic situation; balance of payments;
security of supply; capital costs; and others. Therefore, it was suggested
that risk/impact analysis with emphasis on risk-management could play an
important role at the level of national utility planning, where, for example,
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specific technology features and siting must be decided on a national or
regional basis.

From Risk Comparisons to "Risk Management"

As follow-up to studies on comparisons of risks of energy systems and
because of the overall consideration discussed above, the last few years have
seen a shift in emphasis from comparisons to the management of risks.

Comparing risks of reference plants puts risks into perspective;
however, such information is not yet sufficient to decide if it is safe
enough. It cannot be the objective of a rational safety policy to reduce (or
increase) all risks to the same level for the individual or society in
general. Rather, it seems reasonable to reduce a low risk even further if
this is easily achieved, or to leave a quite high risk (if not out of
proportion with other risks) on such a level if it were too difficult
(expensive) to reduce further. A method that approaches this question
systematically is cost-effectiveness analysis.

The IAEA actively promotes the use of such methods and in 1983 started
a co-ordinated research programme ("Comparison of cost-effectiveness of risk
reduction among different energy systems"). Its main purpose is to
co-ordinate within Member States a certain number of national risk assessment
research projects, as case studies, utilizing the cost—effectiveness approach.

Fifteen Member States are co-operating with the Agency in this effort.
To date, 18 case studies have been completed using the methodological
framework defined during the first CRP meeting. These studies are mainly
dealing with the different facilities and operations related to the nuclear
fuel cycle (uranium mines, power stations, transportation or radioactive
material, waste disposal). Ten further case studies are being done and will
be completed before the end of the CRP.

In conducting such case studies, it has been demonstrated that within
the field of risk management techniques, cost-effectiveness analysis of risk
reduction is an adequate method for evaluating and defining the optimal
allocation of protection and safety resources within large industrial systems.

The report of the Second Research Co-ordination Meeting is available
from the authors; the final report is expected in 1988.
Joint IAEA/UNEP/WHO Project on "Risk Management"

A policy of risk management implies the definition of quantitative
safety criteria and standards, development of guidelines and procedures, and
development of a rational tool for optimizing policy decisions on the
allocation of safety funds. The regional approach, therefore, seems to be the
most appropriate for managing complex problems of technological risk
management. In this regard, the IAEA has joined the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Health Organization (WHO) in
initiating a joint project on the assessment and management of health and
environmental risks from energy and other complex industrial systems. The
approach is integrated and based on the principle of optimal allocation of
resources for risk reduction, taking into account the complex and multiple
objectives of the decision—making process involved. This new research effort
will be conducted through the implementation of case studies in developed and
developing countries. It seeks to establish a unified systematic procedure
for risk decision—making in highly industrialized areas of countries.
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The project has four main activities:

- Development of a guide to procedures for risk management and hazard
control, drawing on results from a number of case studies that will be carried
out in Member States.
- Establishment and operation of a system for the collection, evaluation
and distribution of information concerning methods and, as required, health
and environmental effects
- Training of personnel in risk management and hazard control

Promotion of an approach to risk management and hazard control, and
procedures for the planning of energy production and use, and of other complex
technologies at the national level.
RISK MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE GUIDE

(A general framework)
The main purpose of a "Risk Management Procedure Guide", as defined in

Fig. 1, is to establish an integrated system analysis tool for defining
optimal strategies for managing risks/impact reduction in highly
industrialised regions in a country.
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FIG.l. Integrated approach for risk assessment and
management in highly industrialized regions
in a country.
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The following steps should guide the project study and they can also be
considered as milestones of the final procedure guide.
1) Delineation of the area where the study will be performed

The number of the plants and kind of production systems to be chosen
are directly related to the specific area of technical and scientific
interest and to the resources that can be allocated for performing the
study.
A complete set of basic information on the particular geographical
situation of the industrial area considered should be prepared. This
should include information related to population density, climate and
meteorological factors that could play a great role in further impact
evaluation. This step of data collection will lead the process of
delineating the area to be investigated according to a multitude of
factors interacting in the process, like:
-Health and Safety aspects
-Environment impact (air, water, land pollution)
-Socio-economic impact

2) Technical description of the relevant installations of systems in the area
(reference systems)

A complete set of technical information and general description of the
plants and main technological processes under consideration should be
prepared.
This should include energy production plants (Coal, Nuclear, Oil, etc.)
chemical plants, industrial facilities for production and processing of
mineral products, transport systems in the area etc.

This preparatory work should focus the analysis on the main "hazard
sources" and the physical condition under which possible major
accidents could occur.

Particular attention should be given to the hazardous installations
located in areas with high density population or high density
industrial plants, where serious propagation and multiplying effects
could occur (domino effects).
In the latter case the groups of plant should be considered as a
"whole" in the investigation and particular attention should also be
given to planning systematic control of the plants and up-to-date
procedure for inspection and maintenance.
An important aspect to be considered in describing the reference
systems is the collection of complete and detailed information related
to the normal production processes as the various normal physical
parameters (temperature, pressure etc.) as well as the various
(hypothetical) parameters and conditions in case abnormal events should
occur.
This part of the analysis could also be extremely useful at the later
stage when appropriate safety measures and safety procedures are
selected.
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3) Preliminary Hazard Survey and Inventory
This step of the study should contain a complete preliminary hazard
survey in order to identify the technical problems related to the data,
methods and models to perform the analysis (see point 4).

This should also include a survey of all the hazardous material stored
or to be transported and processed in the various industrial plants in
tho area.

A set of normalised "criteria" should be developed in order to classify
the activities and the related hazardous materials (explosives, toxic
substances, pollutants, etc.) within the entire industrial processes to
be considered including those dangerous substances which may be created
in case of abnormal event in the production process (chemical
processes , etc,)

This step of the study also includes the identification of:
routine environmental emissions of air or water and soil wastes and
other process byproducts;
routine occupational exposure to chemical, physical and biological
agents;
accident conditions presenting the greatest potential threat to
safety.

4) General Models, Data, Methods and uncertainties

One problem within this step of the analysis is the selection of the
models for each specific application, because in many cases models of
widely varying complexity are available. Similarly the amount of data
required varies largely and therefore a compromise in the selection of
models as regards their sophistication has to be taken into account.

An important and key aspect related to the modelling process is the
problem of uncertainties and specific effort is required in developing
methods to reduce the basic uncertainties linked to input data and
model structure.
Some relevant sources of uncertainties are those related to:
the definition of the problem under study, that is the establishment of
boundaries and scenario which structure it.
the choice of models to perform the quantitative evaluation including
the aggregation of different types of risk (e.g.future and present risk
and the introduction of social values)
the quality of the input data used in the models, whether they are of a
statistical nature (e.g. accident frequencies) or based on expert
judgment (e.g. dose risk relationship coefficients).
the compliance of data with models developed.

5) Safety Policy Definition
The main purpose of this step should be the definition of a "reference
safety policy" in the area.
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This is an important aspect of the study as this would be directly
integrated in the risk management process. The reference safety policy
should include risk characterization schemes, safety criteria, safety
goals, acceptable level of risk/impact definition, safety standards and
regulations for each plant etc. (see Fig. 1)

6) Preliminary Safety Analysis
Before starting a process of risk reduction it would be extremely
useful to perform an analysis of the design and check if the hardware
of the plants and safety equipment conform with the original required
standards of safety and operation procedure.
This preliminary safety analysis is also very important in determining
the predominant weak points in the system to be analysed further.

7) Risk/Impact Analysis
Depending on the type of plants and systems to be analyzed, a complete
risk/impact analysis is required. This part of the study could be
complex and difficult to perform but very important within the process
of risk management. All the influencing parameters related to the
various events, i.e., geographical and meteorological condition,
population distribution in the area etc, should be considered in the
study. The assessment should consider all impacts related to:

Occupational Risk
Public Risk
Economic Risk
Environmental Risk
Social Risk

Where a full quantification is difficult to achieve because of lack of
data, methods, or uncertainty problems, a "qualitative" complete list
of consequences should be defined and included for final risk
management consideration. This part of the study should consider all
the various aspects of risks: routine operation, recurrent risk and
low probability/high consequence risks (LP/HC).
7.1) Routine Operation
The quantification of impacts due to atmospheric and aquatic releases
caused by routine operation of facilities includes several consecutive
steps.

The first step in the analysis is to evaluate the source terms of
atmospheric and liquid release rates of harmful substances from the
facility.

The next step requires the simulation of the dispersion of released
substances in the atmosphere and the aquatic and terrestrial
environment. Models of differing complexity are applied depending on
how much data is available about parameters describing the various
phenomena. As a result, this step provides with quite good accuracy
the concentrations of substances or exposure levels in the environment.
The analysis of pathways to humans is the subject of the next
analytical step. The direct exposure modes are relatively easy to
simulate but some more complicated pathways through terrestrial and
acquative food chains can be important, especially with regard to
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long-term exposures. Consequently, by performing sensitivity analyses
it is possible to identify the most important pathways in each case and
concentrate the efforts of data collection to characterize the
pertinent parameters of these exposure modes

7.2) Recurrent Risk

Recurrent risk is related to rather frequent events that cause a
limited number of injuries or even death. Such events are certainly
not planned nor tolerated and precautions are taken to prevent them
However, in spite of these measures, it is highly probable that such
accidents will occur in relation to a certain type of activity
Examples are given by mistakes in applying safety precautions,
incorrect handling of equipment, or faulty maintenance work These
accidents are usually most readily predicted because of the statistical
evidence from experience.
7.3) Low Probability/High Consequence Risks (LP/HC)

Low probability/high consequence (LP/HC) risks are related to accidents
that are postulated to occur with a low probability, but sometimes with
major consequences (e g., in the range of <10~^ per year) Because
of their low probability, there is no experience available to estimate
these risks nor is it possible to wait for sufficient historical data
to accumulate. This lack of data refers mainly to the behaviour of the
total systems (e.g., a nuclear or chemical plant) However,
statistical experience is usually available for system elements
Therefore, methods need to be developed to predict the behaviour of the
total system based on information about components or elements Such
methods are fault and event tree analysis, as well as computer simulation
models, for determination of physical and chemical phenomena in the course of
an accident. If complemented by computer codes modelling consequences, such
an analysis allows an estimation of the consequences of accidents and their
probability of occurrence.

8) Cost-effectiveness of Risk Reduction Analysis
A cost-effectiveness of risk reduction analysis should be performed for
all the relevant actions

This will include: identification of measures to reduce risks,
estimation of risk reduction achieved by each measure, cost estimation
of each measure and sensitivity analysis with regard to uncertainties
and trade-off between different types of risk.

This step of the Risk Management Procedure Guide has a broad meaning
and includes various kinds of actions to be taken and some of these
actions could be difficult to define and assess

A final rank order of the various risk reduction measures, within the
various plants, should be prepared for further decision making.

This step of the analysis should also provide useful information for
developing new criteria, rules and safety objectives, to be
incorporated in future plant design.
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9) Optimal Allocation of Resources for Risk Reduction
and Decision Making Process

The last step in the process of defining an "optimal" strategy for risk
reduction in the area, under the conditions of a unified safety policy
as defined in Fig 1 (safety standards and regulation, safety goals,
safety parameters, risk criteria etc.) is the optimal allocation of
resources for risk prevention and mitigation of consequences in case of
large accidents.
All the different cost-effectiveness of risk reduction ratios
previously assessed within the various plants and systems and all the
technical measures to reduce the risk should be ranked for use by
safety decision making at various levels including the political level.

This rank order should provide the rationale for decision making in the
area taking into account all the technical constraints that could play
a role including limited resources to be allocated for safety.

10) Emergency plans definition
One important aim within a "risk management process" as described in
this document is the preparation of the emergency procedures.
In case of low probability/high consequences accident a well structured
emergency plan would play an important role in the limitation of
effects (health and environment)
Detailed emergency procedure should be prepared in cooperation with the
responsible competent authorities and the public should be fully
informed.

The content of these plans are highly dependent on several factors like
hazardous material, siting, locations, density population, climate,
meteorology etc.
To deal with all these factors a complete set of "criteria" should be
prepared within a general safety policy definition.

11) General Impact analysis related to the implementation of the "Optimal
Safety Strategies" in the area.

One important aspect to be considered in the risk management process is
the role played by the political regional level particularly related to
the social and economic considerations.

It is therefore considered to be of particular interest to assess the
"total impact" of the implementation of the "safety strategy" in the
area as defined in Fig 1 and perform a general impact analysis that
should include general economic and social considerations like
development of new.technologies, manpower increase in advanced
industry, public acceptance, quality of life, etc.
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Abstract

As major human activities develop, those responsible for orienting these
activities and making decisions must take more and more account, notably due
to pressure from the public, of risks likely to arise, together with other
elements of choice such as technical, economic, social and political
considerations.

It is therefore essential to make an objective assessment of these risks
to which individual are exposed naturally or because of their life styles.

Because most decisions are made on a regional level and because it is
also at this level that can be realistically defined the environmental
characteristics, the way of life and the economic and social structure which
determine the risks to which the regional population is exposed, it is on this
scale that a comparative assessment is of maximum value.

This assessment should be as exhaustive as possible and should take into
account all the risks whether natural or artificial, and from whatever source
(industrial, domestic, medical, etc.). It should take into account successively the
exposure to various hazards, and the resulting consequences to health based on
the choice of appropriate indicators and on available knowledge of
exposure-effects relationships. Subjective aspects of risk perception should also
be considered.

A study programme has been begun covering the regions called the
"Grand Delta" which includes the Rhône valley and its banks to the
méditerranéen coast in the South-East part of France. The paper presents the
motivation and aims of this programme and describes the method which hi*s
been used.

INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, the concept of security has undergone important
changes. This appears first in the professional field where both the workers and
managers came to realize that any improvement in the level of security was
for the benefit of all. The nuclear industry has been the object of consistent
but not always justified attacks from the ecologists ; but it was f rom the very
same industry that came the first efforts to demonstrate the necessity and the
possibility of weighing advantages and disadvantages ofan undertaking whilst
chosing the desired level of safety.
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Nevertheless, a great deal remains yet to be done, especially :
to have a more global overview of risks : an individual remains an
individual whatever be the situation he may be in : at home, on travel,
on holiday or at work, his security under all circumstances must be
ensured with the same principles in mind.
to have a more rational overview of relative risks : even when subjective
considerations might occur, the management of risk on a coherent time
may be possible only f rom mature objective analyses, and this would
r equ i re knowledge, methods , s t ruc tu re and above all, the wil l .

The task may appear unbounded : it does not follow that it may be
abandonned. It is in that sense that the Grand Delta programme has been
created. Its ambition is to contribute to progress in this field.

1. PRESENTATION OF THE "GRAND DELTA" PROGRAMME

1.1. MOTIVATION AND AIMS

The basic motivation for the creation of the Grand Delta programme
stems f r o m the three points underlined in the introduction

At the outset, the aim of the study was only to increase knowledges on
the relative importance of risks associated with the major human activités and
to make this knowledge available to all those who could be interested, i.e. the
general publ ic , the socio-prof essionnal organizat ions , the pol i t ical ,
administrative and technical responsibles.

In view of the experience gained in the radiological f ield, it appeared
that it was possible and useful to transfer this experience other areas.

In a second step, it became apparent that a more effective use of the
results of this work could be made in the context of risk management. Such use
required a new research area in order to f ind common risk indicators and to
adapt methods able to take these indicators into account and to integrate them
in the management system with all the associated social and economic criteria.

1.2. THE APPROACH USED

It appeared rapidly that the interest and the efficiency of the study
would be increased if the risks taken into consideration were of concern to an
exis t ing and c lear ly def ined populat ion hav ing a interests in common.

M a i n l y because they did not take this point in view, numerous
programmes developed in the past were unable to provide clear and practical
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responses to the actual preoccupations of the population and of the responsible
authorities.

For these reasons, we thought that the best way of achieving this aim
was to carry out the study at a regional level. By "region" is meant an area
owing its unity to factors which are of physical nature (climate, topography...)
or of human na ture (popula t ion , economy, admin is t ra t ive structure...).

In addition, the study was limited to the present situation or the near
fu ture , avoiding any consideration to the distant fu tu r e for which a special
approach must be adopted. Assessment of exposure over long periods raises a
number of problems : the reliability of the assessments, the solidity fhmsmess
of the assumptions made about the environment, about the uses made of it by
man, about the characteristics of populations (size, distribution, life style...).

Moreover, many such risks correspond to the situation at a given moment and
cannot be projected into the future. Fore these reasons, it seems more
appropriate to look for a common representation covering the risks suffered
during a given year.

And f i n a l l y , i t seemed more u s e f u l to test the possibili t ies, the
difficulties and the impossibilities of the adopted approach, by applying it to an
actual situation : so the Grand Delta programme corresponds to a case study.

1.3. CHOICE OF THE REGION

The region chosen as the basis for the study is located in the south east
of France (figure 1) : the mam reason for this choice lies in the diversity of
human activities to be found there, with regard to industry as well as
agriculture, transports, and social development. For instance, different types of
industrial activities are represented, such as chemical, metallurgical, food
industry and more specially those connected with energy production : almost all
the stages of the oil, coal and uranium cycles occur, f rom the extraction of
rare materials to the management of waste.

1.4. PRINCIPLES AND STAGES OF THE STUDY

In principle, every potential risk must be considered whatever its nature
or origin, with no a priori exclusions. Thus, it covered not only risks of natural
origin but also those resulting f rom human activities, whether industrial,
medical, agricultural, social, domestic, etc. Also included were radiological,
physical and chemical hazards, which can occur either in normal or accidental
situations, and which concern both people, whether as workers or members of
the public, and the environment (Table 1).
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FIG 1. The south-eastern area of France and its three administrative regions.

However, in a first step, only the risks associated with industrial
activities (and mainly energy-producing activities), whether of radiological or
chemical nature, have been covered and only in the case of normal situations.
Nevertheless, preliminary information about risks f rom sources other than
industrial has been provided, for instance due to the use of fertilizers and
pesticides in agriculture, to the use of radiation in medicine, and also due to
natural radiation.

All the assessments are made on an annual basis, the reference year
being 1982.
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TABLE 1. CLASSIFICATION OF HAZARDS TO HUMAN BEINGS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
IN NORMAL OR ACCIDENTAL SITUATIONS

c
o
N
T
R
I
B
U
T
E
D

B
Y

M
A
N

N A T
ORIGIN

Natural

Domestic

Leisure

activities
Industrial
activities

Transport

Medical

Agriculture

U R E
RADIOLOGICAL

Radiation :
- cosmic
- terrestrial
- Internal
- Construction
materials :
external radiation

- Radon and Its
products : Internal
radiation

- Consumer goods

Public : discharge of
effluents and storage
of wastes

Workers :
Occupational exposure
Air : cosmic radiation

Public : diagnostic and
therapeutic radiation

Hospital waste
Workers :
Occupational exposure
Public and
Workers
Fertilizers

CHEMICAL

Volcanoes
Sand storms

- Culinary practices,
heating

- Construction
materials and
equipment

- Nicotinism

Use of solvents and
glue...

Public : discharge of
effluents and storage
of wastes

Workers :
Occupational exposure
Emission from motor

vehicles
Public : treatment and

medication

Workers :
Occupational exposure
Public and
Workers
Pesticides, fertilizers
Emission from motor
vehicles

OTHERS

Earthquakes
Floods

Fire
Electrocution
Asphyxie
Noise

Drowning
accidents

Noise, vibration...
Thermal modification
of the environment

Noise, vibration...
Trafic accidents
Mistakes In dlagnos

and treatment

Noise, vibration...
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Risk estimations can be performed in two different ways : from

observations of statistical nature and, in the case of exposure to radiation or

chemical pollutants, from assessment based on modelling.

In short, the work carried out in the context of the Grand Delta
programme has involved :

gathering the information available about the characteristics of the

region studied in relation to its climate, its hydrology and geology, its

agricultural produce, the distribution of its population, its way of life, its

transport...

gathering the information available about the existing industries in the

region : the type of activity, the location, the personnel employed, the

materials processed, the effluents discharged...

carrying out programmes for the measurement of pollutants discharged

by certain industrial plant : dusts, gases, organic compounds, trace

elements, radioactive elements...

collecting the results of the measurements monitoring existing

environmental pollution, whatever its origin...

establishing the bases of calculations that enable the levels of

contamination and exposure to be evaluated from source-terms : models

and transfer parameters, representation of distributions, methods of

computation...

gathering the information available on the statistics for accidents at

work, for occupational diseases, for occupational exposure....

carrying out a first synthesis of all the observations and assessments and

of the knowledge about exposure-effect relationships, and drawing

preliminary conclusions there from.

Other tasks were carried out at the same time as these, concerned

particularly with the perception of risk, with reflections on economic aspects

and, as has already been indicated, taking into account risks from other sources

(natural, medical, agricultural).

Finally, it should be pointed out that, given the size of the task, all

these aspects have not been treated in the same depth. In general, more effort

has been put into gathering the information, inquiring into its relevance, and

preparing data banks. The use made of these data banks, particularly from the

viewpoint of health and the economy, has not been carried as far as is needed

and requires further work.
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TABLE 2. DISCHARGES DURING 1982 FROM OIL-FIRED POWER STATIONS
(kg for chemical pollutants and kBq for radionuclides)
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2. PRINCIPAL RESULTS OBTAINED

Most of these concern the assessment of risks due to the atmospheric
and liquid discharges from installations of the three energy-producing cycles
existing in the region.

The system utilized is based on a grid with a 100 km mesh covering the
region. All the data are inserted in the grid, data concerning source terms,
population dis t r ibut ion, agricul tural productions, results of environmental
monitoring... as well as the data resulting from assessment, such as atmospheric
concentrations of pollutants and exposures.

The principal results obtained can be briefly illustrated as follows :

2.1. SOURCE TERMS

In some cases, mainly for oil-fired and coal-fired power plants, the
discharges have been evaluated by direct measurements in the stack or by
measurements after sampling at the discharge point.

The radiological and chemical composition of the releases is presented in
Table 2.

2.2. ENVIRONMENTAL CONCENTRATION

From the source-terms and using conventional models, the concentrations
of the different pollutants in the main environmental componants have been
calculated in each mesh of the grid. Figure 2 and 3 present the atmospheric
concentrations of SO2 and U-,,« respectively.

2.3. EXPOSURES

In the case of radioactive discharges, it is possible to assess exposure
due to external radiation, inhalation and ingestion of water and foodstuffs. This
is done on an individual basis, in order to determine the mesh where the
"critical group" (that is, the population group which is the most exposed due to
the different sources of releases) lives, and on a collective basis by the
summation of the product, in each mesh, of the average individual dose by the
number of people, in order to assess the corresponding detriment for the
regional population.

In the case of chemical pollutants, the exposure can also be expressed on
an individual or collective basis : but, since the concept of "dose" does not
exist, the exposure is only founded on quantities such as the concentration of
the pollutant in air or in a given organ or tissue or such the incorporated
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quantities. The distribution of the collective exposure due to the discharges of
SO? is presented in Table 3.

TABLE 3. NUMBER OF DEATHS CALCULATED THEORETICALLY FOR THE WHOLE POPULATION
OF SOUTH-EASTERN FRANCE FROM SULFATES EMISSIONS OF FOSSIL FUEL
FIRED POWER PLANTS

RANGE OF
CONCENTRATION

C|ig/m )

< io~2

,o-2 - to'1

,0-' - 1

NUMBER OF
PEOPLE INVOLVED

2,451,697
7,979, 323

0

COLLECTIVE
EXPOSURE

(man-fjg/m )

0.20.10 5

0.17.10 6
0

NUMIIER OF DEATHS
CALCULATED

THEORETICALLY*

0 2 à 4
2 à 34
0

*• mean annual risk cj/ between 1 and 20 deaths for a population of 10
exposed to 1 \ig/m of atmospheric Buifatea (Hamilton}.

2.4. EFFECTS AND DETRIMENTS

In order to express the consequences of exposure, relationships must be
available that enable it to be translated into a probability that ha rmfu l effects
will occur. These relationships can take very diverse forms (linear, quadratic,
linear-quadratic...). There may be no threshold, so that the probability of an
effect appearing becomes zero only when the exposure is zero ; or a there
shold may exist, when the probability becomes zero below a certain f ini te level
of exposure. In the case of exposure to radiation, there are generally accepted
assumpt ions available for the dose-effect relat ionship : that of a l inear
re la t ionship wi thou t threshold for so-called "stochastic" e f f e c t s (cancer,
leukaemia...) ; and of a relationship with a treshold value, above which the
probability of appearance is unity for "non-stochastic" effects (burns and acute
syndromes).

For exposure to chemical pollutants, our knowledge is very limited and
exposure-effect relationships are only available for a few pollutants - and even
here there are great uncertainties. It is important to be extremely cautious in
the use of exposure-effect relationships and to consider the values obtained as
orders of magnitude rather than precise assessments : the use made of any
results should take this into account.
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3. DIFFICULTIES, LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBILITIES OF THE STUDY

3.1. WHAT ARE THE DIFFICULTIES AND LIMITATIONS OF THE
ASSESSMENTS ?

The first difficulty concerns the acquisition of the data and more
specifically those relating to emission from the industrial establishements
involved. Several alternatives are possible :

with the agreement of managers, data specific to the installations
concerned are used, where they exist, or else programmes of
measurement are set up in these installations. Both of these situations
were encountered during the investigation.

lacking those possibilities, it is necessary to rely on data f r o m
international publications, and this means that the investigation is no
longer involved with a concrete case. This was the situation encountered
mainly with certain operations in the oil fuel cycle.

The second difficulty concerns the exploitation of the data and in
particular the limited validity of the models used. It is impossible in a regional
study, with the prohibitive costs in time and equipment and the sheer physical
problems involved , to measure the quant i t ies of the pol lutants in the
environment directly. The use of models is thus inevitable in such a study, even
though its ability to represent the situations accurately will always be diff icul t
to test. The reliability of the models used is an important problem, with no
easy solution.

The th i rd d i f f i c u l t y , cer ta in ly the most impor tant , concerns the
assessment of risks and associated detriment. As it has been underlined above,
this assessment requires the existence of exposure-effect relationships, and
there are very few of these for chemical pollutants.

3.2. CONCEPTS OF RISK AND LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

The object of the assessments to be made is described ty the word
"risk".

This has not as a rule been used in its everyday sense of "danger" or
"harm" but with its more scientific meaning, namely "the probability that a
harmful consequence of a particular event will occur during a given time". For
example, it could be the probability of accidental death during one year of a
person driving a car or engaged in some given occupation, or the probability of
contracting a fatal illness following a year's exposure to radiation or chemical
pollutants.
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If the size of the population taking part in the event concerned is known,
then it is possible to determine the expected number of deaths from this cause
and, if several events are involved, a comparison between them can be made
based on the criterion of the mortality rates.

However, mortality is not the only cr i ter ion involved, since the
consequences of an event can also be non-lethal damage. This can be assessed
in the same way as lethal damage, but it is not possible to compare events
directly on the basis of the two different criteria (mortality and morbidity) :
this requires the use of other indicators such as "detriment", a term employed
in radiological protection.

More complicated still is the situation where the psychological state is
a f f e c t e d or where it is the mater ia l goods that s u f f e r , or the n a t u r a l
environment, or production... New criteria then have to be found, like economic
indicators.

The objective of "comparative risk assessments" appearsin the strict
sense that was given to it, but only as a theoretical objective. The real aim
must be to adopt a different meaning which can be expressed as "the attempt
to establish results justifying a comparison between certain activities on the
basis of the hazards they are capable of creating". This is then the ordinary
meaning of "detriment" which, in what follows, will have to include the sense
of the word risk.

3.3. OVERALL ASSESSMENT

The question to which the present investigation was intended to be an
answer is this : is it possible to establish a clear comparative assessment of the
risks due to the industrial activities in a given region to which the population
of that region are subjected, so as to be able to relate them to risks due to
other activities ; and to draw any conclusions about the action to be undertaken
to improve the protection of people and to plan socio-economic developments ?

The investigation carried out, which has concerned mainly the production
or energy, and the exploitation of the results f rom it, do not permit a simple
reply : that is, by a mere "yes" or "no". A much more qualified reply might be :

a) It is not possible in the current state of knowledge to produce the
desired overall assessment : that is, complete, irrevocable and accessible
to everybody, including the uninitiated.
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b) On the other hand, it is possible to ascertain the relative importance of
risks, even without referring to a single indicator, particularly those
which are bound to be or major concer.

c) It is also possible to establish a complete assessment of the risks
resulting from exposure to ionizing radiation.

d) Points 2 and 3 therefore show that it is possible to provide people in
authority and responsible organizations with information that can be used
to f o r m a more objective guide for some of their decisions.

e) Such information cannot be presented and used in a simple way : it must
be accompanied by qualifications and reservations to prevent any misuse.

f) The gaps and uncertainties which make the reply not as clear as we
would wish can be rectified, at least partially, so that in the future less
qualified reply can be envisaged.

Another important and foreseeable aspect is that it will be possible to
make appropriate assessements of radiological risks, subject to uncertainties
concerning the models used to evaluate transfer factors, and with some
reservations about the validity of the dose-response relationship postulated.
Another feature that has been demonstrated is the ability to transfer knowledge
gained in the radiological field to the non-radiological one : this is particularly
so in regards to the approach adopted for evaluating the effects on individuals.

4. CONCLUSION

The difficulties encountered and their influence on the definition of aims
must nevertheless not be allowed to discourage the execution of a study of this
type : deficiencies, inaccuracies and uncertainties do not in the least prevent
assessments being carried out which enable the hazards caused by various
activities to be put into perspective. An objective consideration of such
d i f f i cu l t i e s merely causes more modest l imits to be put on the work
undertaken.

In the light of the work carried out in the context of this investigation
and taking into account the limitations deliberately imposed and the thoughts
leading up to them, it would appear that the direction initially adopted, namely
a regional approach integrating as completely as possible the various sources of
hazard and risk, is a good one, even if it has not been possible in the current
state of knowledge to formulate the results in a very satisfactory way. It also
clearly emerges that the comparison should not constitute an objective in itself,
either for its own sake or because of the possibility of carrying it out, but that
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the true aim is the management of risk, for which it is essential to define a
framework into which all the necessary (or simply useful) elements can be
fitted, particularly putting into perspective the different risks, their social
costs and their perception by the various protagonists.
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CASE STUDIES IN THE FIELD OF ASSESSING AND
MANAGING RISKS FROM ENERGY SYSTEMS —
CSSR EXPERIENCE AND FUTURE TRENDS

J. KADLEC
Research Institute of Fuel and

Energy Complex (VUPEK),
Prague, Czechoslovakia

Abstract

The paper summarises the results of the already -finished case-studies
which were developed during 1984-1986 in the framework of the IAEA CRP on
"Comparison of cost -offectiveness of risk reduction among different energy
systems". Case- studies were developed according to the common principles of
cost-effectiveness analysis of different options. They are related to the
different systems of the power plant and its fuie cycle (so called "subsystem
level").

The results demonstrate the applicability of the cost-effectiveness of
risk reduction method as a rational tool for:

Determination of reasonable limit of radiation exposure
Selection of optimal strategy to achieve these limits
Decision to develop new-technologies for risk reduction
Decision about the most-effective allocation of resources.

These results justify the decision to expand this effort through the
new research project. In the framework of this project it is proposed to
apply integrated approach for risk assessment and management on the "energy
system" in highly industrialized areas to demonstrate the possibility to get
practical results from this research.

General aims, and principles of implementation of the new research
project are briefly described.

1• Introduction
The on-going discussion of the risks associated with energy systems

demonstrate society's concern over policies on health and the environment.

Both the formulation and the implementation of these policies concern
risk assessment and risk management.

At present there is well accepted conceptual framework elaborated in
the field of risk assessment and risk management (1).

Roughly speaking, to assess a risk means to find out what the problems
are. To manage a risk means to decide what to do about problems. To be safe
means to be able to control risks. To control risks implies to spend
resources. Resources to invest in safety are inevitably limited and should
therefore be used in the most effective way possible. An understanding of the
cost of safety is essential to responsible risk management (2).
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Cost-effectiveness techniques haue been identified as a rational tool
for optimizing policy decisions on the allocation of funds to safety - looking
at all activities and associated risks at the same time.

In its broad sense, cost-effectiveness analysis evaluates the economic
effectiveness of alternative choices of action. From a theoretical point of
view cost-effectiveness is disarmingly simple in its basic concepts.
Nevertheless, although the methodology is simple and sound, its application is
not easy. We believe that the most effective way how to overcome the above
mentioned difficulties is to implement carefully prepared international
co-ordinated research programme where a number of institutes will work through
the individual national research projects toward the same target: to put the
cost-effectiveness method into practice. Therefore, we have welcomed the fact
that the TAEA started in 1983 a co ordinated research programme "Comparison of
cost-effectiveness of risk reduction among different energy systems" and thus
promoted the use of this method on the international level.

As a response to the IAEA invitation our institute joined this CRP in
1984.

2 • Re sea rch Philosophy a n_d__R ejäjjl t s
The period 1984 - 1986 can be described like the beginning of this type

of research in our institute. For this period we have adopted the philosophy
that the cost-effectiveness method is sound and there is only a little need to
improve it.

Progress can bo best achieved through the practical use of the method
and the experience gained thereby

The practical use means development of a series of case studies based
on the cost-effectiveness approach Experience can be gained both during the
development of a case study and the introduction of the results into the
concrete policy-making and decision making process.

The process of selection and development of the case studies was
conducted according to the following principles:

the studies should be addressed to the different levels of the energy
system (sub-system of an installation, a given installation, a set of
installations - energy system)
the studies should be addressed to the different typos of risk (public,
occupational, environmental)
studies should be addressed to the different decision-makers (energy
policy, regulatory body, designer, operator)
the scope should be carefully and exactly defined and it should be
suited to the problem
the depth of analysis should be sufficient to resolve significant
differences between options, but not more complex than necessary
the approach should be standardized as far as possible
the results should be presented in such a way that the analysis and
decision maker can establish a dialogue
all important assumptions and results should be summarized and, if
possible, published for use in other studies.

Above mentioned principles cover nearly all recommendations in (2)
except this which says "uncertainties in both risk and cost must be explicitly
calculated and included in the display of results".
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Wo do not want to challenge this recommendation. The reason why we
have not taken into account the consideration was very pragmatic.

The part of our present research philosophy is the strategy to develop
the case studies as quick as possible regardless the fact, that the quality of
the case studies is not at present on the highest level.

Following those principles we haue selected a sot of nine case studies
(soe table 1) .

These case studies find themselves on the different level of
development. The state of the art was described in progress reports for the
IAFA (4.S) in the paper for the international symposium on the total risk and
benefit impact of energy alternatives, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada, May 1986
(6), arid at the second research coordination meeting on "Comparison of
cost effectiveness of risk reduction among different energy systems", Rio de
Janeiro, Bra/il, Apri] 1986 (7)

Appendix 1 is an example how important assumptions and results look
like (takun from the 5th case study, see table 1). Ihis appendix should be
understood like the "abstract" of the case study. We suppose to elaborate on
this (and othor)studios in such a way to fulfill the demands format and
content of the rase studies developed in the framework of the CRP J A F A .

3. Evaluation of the results

Which conclusions can bo derived from experiences gained during the
development of the ca->o studies?

We believe we have already demonstrated the usefulness of the
cost -effectiveness approach for different decision-making processes concerning
risk reduction in energy sysl.om<>

For example, decision-making process established for the task to set a
new limit for radium concentration in waste water discharges from uranium
mines has accepted like the "argument" the following cost-effectiveness curve
( see Fig . 1 ):

1,86

1 , 4 1

0,74
0,67

0,48

0,30-

0,11

22,2 22,4 22,5 22£ 23/> 23,2 23y4 23/5

-*• [uon«t«ry unite]

Fig, 1

Cost-effectiveness of
226 Ra discharges reduction

1-2 - organizational actions
3-7 - technological actions
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Ihe acceptance of this curve meant that the participants of this
decision making process had agreed both with the representation of the problem
(risk indicator, cost indicator) and the results of risk and cost assessment.

The results can be explained in such a way that the implementation of
the organizational actions is justified on the cost-effectiveness ground (Ra
concentration reduction from 1,86, Bq/1 to 0.74 Bq/1). The next steps arc
cost- ineffective. Therefore it was decided to set the new limit on the level
0.74 Bq/1.

We believe that it is possible to introduce the reasoning and the
results from our case studies into the decision making processes established
for :

installation of the new sub- systems in the nuclear power plants with
the aim to improve the radiation protection

allocation of resources into the development of the new safety
oqu ipmonls

investment-policy in the ara of resource allocation into the energy
system.

The important results from case studies I 3 suitable for
decision making process can bo found in Appendix 2.

4. Ihe Weed for Further Research

Ihe research project whose philosophy aims arid presents results were
described in the previous chapters should be finished next year.

We suppose both to develop our set of case studies and to intensify a
dialogue between analysts and decision-makers for those decision-making
processes where our results can be used.

We suppose to include both positive and negative experiences from these
dialogues into the final results of this research project.

During implementation of this research project we have been challenged
by several problems which could not be solved within its framework:

consistency of cost effectiveness analysis in hierarchy: sub-systems of
an installation, a given installation, a set of installation.

aggregation of different types of risks to a single value that
expresses the total risk.

coping with uncertainty of the quantification process in risk and cost
assessment.

We have the intention to solve these problems through the new research
project.

Based on our experiences we fee] that this new project has to have
completely different philosophy At present we are trying to formulate the
basic principles of this philosophy:
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4.1 The research effort should be concentrated on the development of only
one case study. In the framework of this study we suppose to analyze
the energy system located in a certain area. Some preliminary results
can provide the 6th case study (soe table 1).

4.2 The problem is how to maximize safety under economics] and energy
constraints. There are some methods available in our institute how to
solve this problem (11).

4.3 The basic methodology could be so calJpd "decision analysis". This
method was applied in our institute for

nuclear power plant siting (13)
- nuclear fuel management (12)

Decision analysis can provide a systematic framework for development,
analysis and evaluation of different options how to solve special
decision problem. For the options evaluation this method uses more
sophisticated approach (inultiattributo utility functions).

We are not certain whether the decision analysis methodology provides
the same base for the new case study like the cost effectiveness method does
for the previous case studies

Wo beliovo, however, that we can proceed in both directions: to develop
the new case study and to improve the decision analysis methodology.

4.4 There should be the possibility to develop special sub-case studies in
the framework of the base case -study.

5. Principles of Implementation
As can be seen from the previous chapters of this paper we are thinking

to expand our research in the area of risk assessment and management in energy
system.

One direction can be described like risk assessment arid management in
the specific sub-systems of an energy installation (e.g. nuclear power plant)
based on cost-effectiveness methodology. This research is going on in the
framework of the national research project and it is supported by the IAEA
(period 1984- 1988).

This paper mainly deals with this research project. Another direction
can be described like risk assessment and management in energy system located
in highly industrialized areas based on the decision analysis methodology.
The new national research project is under preparation (for period
1988-1992). Based on our good experiences we would like again to join our
project with the suitable international project (o.g. Inter Agency project on
"Assessing and Managing Health and Lnuiornmental Risks from Energy and Other-
Industrial Systems").

Wo believe that this Inter-Agency workshop provides for sharing
different ideas how to effectively cooperate in this field at international
level.
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Appendix 1
Reduction of gaseous radioactivity

during normal operation of the nucler power plant
5th case study

(important assumptions and results)

dcjFinition
Rare gases participate on the total acitivity of gases radioactive

wastes from nuclear power plants (normal operation) by 99%. In principle, it
is possible to isolate - with the exception of tritium - all radionuclides.
Regulatory body follows this policy taking into account economical constraints
(ALARA principle). "The goal of this study is to find out the limit behind
which the next reduction of the gaseous radioactivity is not justified on the
cost-effectiveness base.

2- Th£L methodology approach

Development of the case study means to perform the following steps (3):
choice of risk indicator
definition of protection measures
assessment of protection measures costs
risk quantification
cost-effectiveness curve construction and display
selection amonq all possible alternatives

3 • jLm.BJ°!PPPJtflt_ip_n_j3f__the_methodology
risk indicator (collective dose equivalent - CDE)
protection measures (continuous delaying line with different number of
the moduls)
cost assessment (annual cost in real prices)
risk assessment (CDE calculation based on the transport model and
dose-effect models used in CSSR)

4. Re su[Its
Results are displayed in Table 2 and Fig. 2.
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Cost-effectiveness of collective dose equivalent (CDf) reduction from
radioactive rare gases releases from NPP with VVtIR -440 reactors (normal
operation).

Protection
measures« 1
(no of
sections)

0

4
8

12

16

20

24

36

48
60

Risk
reduction,

ECUS) +
manSv« y

3.H-00

6.63-01
3.44-01
2.02-01

1.40-01

8.59-02

5.96-02

2.22-02

8.80-03

3,53-03

Annual
coats, C.

103U.O.
.7

0

42.5

85rO

128

170

213

256

385

510

640

Annual costs of CDE decrease

/ Ci " Cl-1 /
' Hi-1 * Ri 7

lO^.U.y""1 /manSv.y"1

-

17.16

133.23
302

676
790

1,630
3,450
9,600

24,500

Figures are in a aerailogarithraio scale

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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of eectiona

0
4
8
12
16
20
24
36
48
60

ua
unitill

Fig, 2
Cost-effectiveness of reduction of radioactive noble gases emissions

from NPP.
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plant .

Se_l_ecti_ori __a
"I ho system with 24 moduls is operated in the present nuclear power

It can be derived from Table 2 (or Fig. 2 ) th«t WP save one man SV for
82 940 monetary units -

(256 000)
MJs

3,0865

This number can bo compared with 58 600 MJ which is used by thes
regulatory body like monetary limit for saving one man SV per year.

Introducing additional measures (e.g. doubling the delaying lino - 48
moduls) increases the cost for saving one man SV per year on the level 5 mil
MJ which is 86-times more than the limit,s

Therefore, this reduction is not justified on the cost-effectiveness
ground.
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Table 3. Description of case studies.

Case study
Determination of
Ra concentrationlimit in waste
water dischargesfrom uranium
mines

2.,Determination of•'H concentration
limits in dis-charges from NPP

Risk indicator
tia concentration

liquid discharges.
in.

CDE per year of the po-pulation from drinking,
water, food chain, and JHfrom the atmosphericmoisture

Protection measures analyzed
1. Improvement of the technology applied inthe decontamination station.
2. Modification of operation regime.3. Introduction of a further decontamination

stop

1. Dilution of*Tî waste waters with otherliquid effluents from NPP and discharged
into the river as^considered by the project,

2. Retention pool - ̂ H waste waters arecollected and discharged during favourablehydrological conditions out of thevegetation period,3. Evaporation facility-release through a
stack.4. Isotope separation and deposition of wastescontaining concentrated JH,

5. Decay pools.6. JH waste waters fixation in concrete and
its deposition«7. Transport of -*H waste waters and theirrelease into the river at site with higher
rate flow.8. Evaporation pool.

Cost-effectivennesanalysis of pro-
tection measuresreducing occupa-tional radiationexposure in NPP.

CDE per year of the main-tenance team is exposed toduring inspection of pres-sure vessels nozzles anddismantling of the mainclosing fittings (MOP)

1. Equipment for removal and preparation ofMCF seam.2. Concrete container for nozzles inspection.3. Equipment for removal and preparation ofMCP seam with automatic rotation.4* Equipment for automatic inspection ofnozzles.

nv

^c8 S-
rs1C
Q.

STt—1
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Table 4

Cost- ef fee tiveness of
discharges from uranium mines.

concentration decrease in waste water

Protectionmeasure,!

basic
1
2
3
4
5
6

Riskreduction,

cone./

Bq.l"1

1.86
1.41
0.74
0.67
0.48
0.30
0.11

Annual
costs,
Ci

• y~
22.27
22.33
22.41
22.52
22.87
23.16
23.47

Annual costs of Ra cono./CDE4decrease
, °i * °1-1 f

Ri-1 -Ri
105M.U./Bq.1~1

1,59
1.33
1.19

15.71
18.42
16.11
16.30

/manSv.y

38.0
31.8
28.5
176
441
386
390

+ Calculation in this case was performed with conversion
factor 1 Bq.l" = 4.18 manSv

*"*" M.D. <* monetary unit

Table b

Cos t -e f fec t iveness of co l l ec t ive dose equ iva len t ( C D E ) decrease from
t r i t i u m releases from NPP (normal operat ion) .

Protectionmeasure,!

1 . Dilution
2. Retentionpool
3. Evaporationfacility
4. Isotopeseparation
5. Decay pools
6. Piration
7. Transport
8. Evaporationpool

Riskreduction«
Rt (CD2)
manSv. y

0.12

0.04

0.02

0
0
0
0.04

0.28

Annualooate, C.

10̂ .U.«y
57

340

1,242

40,281
44,596
60,815
5,901

2,000

Annual costs of CDS decrease0, - G. 1/i !r ' • /
' Ri-1 - Ri '

106M.U.y~1 / manSv.y"1

-

35.4

451

19,519
+
+
+

+

* These protection measures were not further evaluated as these
increase both the risk and costs, or only costs without re-
duction of risk«
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Table 6

Cost-ef fect iveness of collective dose equivalent (CDt) reduction of the
IMPP maintenance team.

Protectionmeasure,! Riskredaction,
H * \ GIsS /j.

manSv.y

1. Equipnent for
removal and
preparation
of MC? fleam

2. Concrete
container

3. Equipment for
removal andpreparation
of UCP soam

9.28 *

7.76

0.35

with automatic
rotation

4. Equipment for
automaticinspection
nozzles

of

0.282

0.062+++

Annual
coats, 0^

103M.U.. y -1

28

268

272"1"1"*'

i

Annual costs of CDE decrease
C, - C, ./ i i-1 /
Ri-1 Ri

103M.U.y~1 manSv.y"1

18.4

32.4

58.4

+ CDB without protection measures

** MCP = nain closing fi t t ing

estimate
coats have not yet been estimated.

(W

«,<*

Cost -effectiveness of
discharges reduction

I-? - organisational actions
3-7 -- technological actions

ii,t nj u,i jjr» HJ a,t »,» H,I nf i\fl n,» i
«<<)]
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1 - Dilution
2 - Retention pool
3 - Evaporation facility
4 - Isotope separation
5 - Decay pool
6 - Fixation
7 - Transport
8 - Evaporation pool

^ A
Cost-effectiveness of
tritium discharges reduction

1.Equipment f«rreaoval and
preparation ofM.C.F. aea«

2. Concret«
container

3.Equipaent for
rénovai and
preparation of
It.C.F. e«»m «1th
automatic rotation

Cost-effeetiueness of occupational
radiation exposure redu<liori
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Liquid discharges JH discharges
from uroniua from NPP '
mining

Occupational Radioactive
radiation exposu-r«r* gases
re in NPP releases fromNPP

1 - monetary equivalent of l manSv in 1978
2 - monetary equivalent of 1 menSv in 1985
3 - equlpaent IG being developed, for details see text
J23- protection measures in oper«tion
f~l - Cur'hfr protection measures that were evaluted •» ur.rtBsonable

Fic3._6. Annual costs for colloctiuo doso equivalent decrease of 1 man Su. y
caused by ^66pa discharges from uranium mining, ^H discharges and

fu t i\/e> rare gases releases from MPI' and occupational exposure in NPP.

i
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INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE IN THE ASSESSMENT
OF RISKS DUE TO OIL AND GAS PRODUCTION
AND CHEMICALS MANUFACTURE

M.A. SEAMAN
Technica Ltd,
London, United Kingdom

Abstract

Risk analysis methods have been applied to the analysis of real
chemical plant installations for more than 10 years. The early
applications were concerned mainly with LNG importation projects,
located on both east and west coasts of the United States and in
various European countries. A wider range of chemical processes and
storage installations were included in the pioneering studies at
Canvey Island and in the Rotterdam area (the "COVO" study).

In these early studies, a vast amount of effort was expended on the
development of basic methodologies such as prediction models for the
dispersion of very large dense vapour clouds, and important advances
were made in the general scientific understanding of chemical process
hazards. The paper will describe the main features of these studies,
and the most important of the theoretical developments.

In more recent years, risk analysis has been applied very extensively
to a wide range of installations,-on an almost routine basis. Major
studies have been carried out in countries as widely spread as:
Australia, Hong Kong, Singapore, Saudi Arabia, Canada, the USA, and
many countries in Western Europe. A few of these particular cases, of
which the author has personal knowledge, will be described briefly,
with particular emphasis on the ways in which the results of the
analyses were presented and used.

Currently, there is strong pressure from both the industries and the
regulatory authorities to make the results of risk analysis more
useful for design purposes, and many recent studies have been
particularly aimed at this objective. Some risk analysis studies have
been allied very closely with the design process, in such a way that
intermediate results can be used to refine the design before it
becomes completely fixed. For example, an early approximate risk
analysis may be used to optimise plant layout, while later, a more
detailed study can be used to identify the most critical features of
the installation and hence specify appropriate protective systems such
as improved instrumentation and safety trips, or fire and blast walls.

The original objective of risk analysis (to make an overall
quantification of the risk for determination of its acceptability)
still remains and several government authorities are using the
technique to assist them in making decisions about the siting and
general acceptability of major process installations. This use has
necessarily led to the development of more sophisticated criteria for
the acceptability of risk, and the paper will describe and compare
several of these, originating from both industry and government.
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The paper concludes with some views on the future development of the
application of risk analysis, with particular reference to its
extension to a wider range of industries and other activities.

1. INTRODUCTION

The risks which stem from industrialisation have in the recent
past and will continue to be brought into the forefront of the
public's attention as a result of the almost inevitable string of
incidents and near misses throughout the world. Even natural
disasters such as the recent volcano incident in the Camaroons
will serve to remind us if the ever present risk to which society
as a whole is exposed from such hazards.

In essence Risk Assessment in the first instance attempts to take
a logical approach to presenting the whole risk picture for a
chosen risk generator. As far as possible it attempts to
represent the whole spectrum of 'outcomes' in terms of both the
magnitude of effect and its frequency.

The question which an often put by the sceptics are:

"Why do we need to know what the level of risk"?
"What does such an analysis achieve"?

The practitioners of risk assessment will of course argue that by
knowing what the risk "looks like" we can focus our attention on
designing and providing measures to reduce or eliminate such
risks. This may be done either by significantly reducing the
underlying frequency of an initiating incident (eg. release of
hazardous material) or, probably better, by adapting the design
of a plant in such a manner that the inherent cause of the hazard
is reduced or eliminated.

It is the purpose of the paper to illustrate practical ways in
which this can be done through the use of classical risk
assessment methods. Hence this draws upon the experience gained
in the Risk Assessment of process industries throughout the
world, principally by Technica. Observations will be made about
how the methodology can be improved, what are the presentational
difficulties and how in future this developing technology can
best be introduced into the "design process".
The development of risk analysis method for application to both
"chemical" and nuclear risk has not been painless. Many of the
earliest of these studies, dating back ten years and more, were
connected with the development of LNG plants particularly in the
USA. A major effort to produce a useful approach to the
different types of chemical risk with both regulatory authorities
and industry was made in the Rotterdam area. Some of the
essential features of these studies which were responsible for
early innovation in the techniques of risk analysis are described
below.
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Experience has been gained in many industrial sectors including
offshore oil production, refining, nuclear power generation,
petrochemicals and chemicals transportation and shipping.
Examples of most of these are cited to illustrate the application
of general principles across many different fields of activity.

2. EARLY STUDIES

Canvey Studies

Probably the best known early study of a chemical complex was the
work carried out on behalf of the U.K. Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) at Canvey Island in the Thames estuary. Around
this area are located several significant chemical and hydro-
carbon plants. Included in these were:
- an LNG import terminal
- an oil refinery including ammonia storage
- 2 oil refineries producing LPG
- an ammonium nitrate plant
- oil product storage sites
- LPG bulk handling and cyliner factory
- shipping and road haulage associated with the above.

Much of the technical work in this study was carried out by the
Systems Reliability Directorate, a quasi government organisation
who specialised in this subject area and in particular the
techniques used to analyse the consequences of hazardous events.
In fact this work went through two major cycles of analysis and
revision. The initial report (1) was subsequently revised (2)
after a significant amount of debate amongst the hazard analysis
community and by other interested parties.

The results of the Canvey Study were finally produced in the now
traditional form of:
- Individual risk (risk contours)
- Group risk (F-N plots)

This was probably the first time that this sort of presentatation
had been used of a wide range of chemical plants.

Between the first issue of this report and the second edition
several 'corrective' measures were taken both by the analysts and
by the operators.
The reassessment (1981) summarised the main differences in the
results of the study as follows:

CALCULATIONS

Canvey Report 1978
Canvey Report 1980 after
suggested improvements
Canvey Report 1981

AVERAGE INDIVIDUAL
RISK
(casualties/years)

7.4 x 10~̂
3.0 x IQ'4

0.35 x Kr*

SOCIETAL RISK
RISK OF
EXCEEDING 3000
CASULATIES
(events/year)

17.5 x 10-4
4.2 x 10-4
0.8 x IQ'4
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This table also shows the fact that in the study both societal
and individual risk levels were calculated.

This illustrated the magnitude of the steps which had to be taken
particularly on the methodological side of risk analysis.

COVO Study

Probably the next most significant step in the development of
this art was the initiative taken by the authorities in Zuid
Holland (The Netherlands). A study was commissioned under the
direction of a committee set up to review safety analysis methods
and practices (COVO) which consisted of representatives from the
public authority in the Rhine Delta area (Rijnmond), industry
groups and representatives and interested parties from central
government (eg. Ministry of Social Affairs, Ministry of
Environmental Affairs).

The COVO identified a set of 6 hazardous installations which were
all present in the Rijnmond Area but which had significantly
different features for the point of view of generating risk. The
units chosen were:

- an LNG peak showing plant
- as pressurised ropylene store and equipment
- a pressurised ammonia store and equipment
- an ACN storage tank
- pressurised chlorine storage
- a sulphur plant on a refinery

It was clear from the outset of this work that some specific
aspects of the lessons that have been learned from the Canvey
Study could be considered in formulating the approach. However,
the general approach was quite similar. The final objective was
to express risk in a common set of units (Fatalities within the
adjacent communities) for a number of different sorts of plant
which manifested risk in very different ways. Thus the selected
objects included both flammable and toxic materials, matierals
stored at both ambient and refrigerated condition, materials with
boiling points above and below ambient temperature, materials
whose vapour densities were heavier than air, and others with
densities similar to air.

The Canvey Island study has drawn attention to the fact that
selection of the physical models to be used in predicting the
behaviour of releases of hazardous material had a very
significant effect on the results of the risk analysis. The
first step, therefore, in the COVO study was to comprehensively
review the methods available. These had to be particularly
relevant to the situation in the Netherlands.

However one of the building blocks for such a selection was the
book of Methods of Assessment of Hazardous Materials developed by
TNO and known as the Yellow Book'3). This book contains a set of
relatively simple mathmatical models which would enable an
engineer armed with a calculating machine to make estimates of
the behaviour of released hazardous materials. This proved to be
a very valuable source of methodological ideas, not least because
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it had been available for some years and practice in its use had
meant that many of the models had been well adapted for predict-
ing behaviour on the scale that was appropriate to major hazard
events.

However, there were some omissions in this methodology, notably
the absence of a computational scheme to deal with the behaviour
of the vapour clouds which were signifcantly denser than air. The
group undertaking the COVO study included in its number the
author of a relatively simple but rather comprehensive model^'
which dealt with all of the recognised aspects of dense cloud
behaviour which should be included in an evaluation of this
phenomenon at this scale.

The task, therefore, of the COVO study team in the first instance
was to put together a comprehensive methodology extracted mainly
from well-known methods which would be appropriate to evaluating
all six of the identified study objects. The methodologies were
then vetted by the various interested parties on the Steering
Committee for the work and a set of models was agreed.

The study then turned its attention to formulating a risk
assessment of each of the objects using the classical method in
which each of the steps in the development of the risk is
modelled, using the best methods of estimation available. The
steps can be summarised as follows;

(a) Identify a full spectrum of typical releases which will be
representative of any conceivable hazard generating release
for the installation.

(b) Estimate the physical behaviour of the release expressing
the results of the potential to cause death to a human
individual who is exposed.

(c) Estimate the impact of every event implied by the spectrum of
release identified in (a) and the range of consequences would
be produced through the physical behaviour modelled in (b).

(d) Express the result of the calculation in a common form for
all the six study objects.

The results of the study carried out by an initial study team
were subjected to critical reviews by all interested parties and
also by another expert team who specifically focused on some of
the key technical methodological issues. The combined deliber-
ations of the initial study, the reviews and the organisation of
this work was then compiled into a

3. METHODOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

In the early stages of the development of a coherent approach to
classical risk assessment some significant technical issues
specifically relating to physical behaviour of large releases
were addressed and solutions were found. Also some notable
advances in the approach to establishing the effects of toxic
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materials on human beings were made. Some of the most
significant of these are discussed briefly below.

3.1 Two Phase Flow

When a major leak occurs in a vessel containing material at
or around its boiling point and elevated pressure, there is
a tendency for two phase flow (i.e. vapour and liquid) to
develop.

The conventional engineering methods for predicting flow
rates usually refer to either gas (compressible) or liquid
flow. Work carried out in the Nuclear industry (leaks from
primary coolant circuits) recognised the importance of
"choked" flow in determining such outflow rates. In essence
the vapour liquid equilibrium at the exit plane is
established and the mean density of the fluid is calculated.
A fairly straightforward pressure drop model is used to
calculate the flow.

3.2 Explosion Models

A field in Hazard analysis which has attracted very
considerable debate and widely diverse approaches to its
assessment is that of explosion effects. In theory an
explosion is a physical phenomena which can be analysed
using rigorous physical models. However, experimental data
shows that there are technical difficulties in predicting
the effect of explosions even in situations where factors
such as the mixing of gases are well controlled. Thus in
predicting the effects of ignition which may result in
explosion in a cloud which is freely dispersing in the
atmosphere introduces another order of magnitude of
uncertainty in predicting the effects of unconfined vapour
cloud explosions from free dispersing clouds.

For this reason the approach which is most popular in
predicting such effects is usually based on a simplification
of the known factors in the explosion. Such a model is the
correlation model which was developed by assessing the input
parameters and actual damage effects of incidents of
unconfined vapour cloud explosions^). The only physical
relationship which is used in this model is the energy
(heat) of combustion and it is assumed that the normal
homogeneous three dimensional disipation of that energy
takes place.

3.3 Toxicity Relations

In order to characterise the effect of toxic material on
animals or human beings it is recognised that the effects
are both time dependent and dependent on the concentration
of the toxicant. It is generally accepted that there is
some relation between these such that a given concentration
time profile for the exposure to a toxicant can be estimated
in terms of the probability of its effects. Thus a relation
known as a probit relationship has been devised as a general
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form for evaluating these effects. This approach was first
suggested in the vunerability model^"^. This approach has
essentially been retained in hazard analysis whilst the
parameters of this model have been subject to some
considerable discussion and resulting modification during
evaluation of its use in actual hazard analysis.

FOUR CASE STUDIES

The most significant advances in hazard assessment have certainly
been made as a result of practical application of the methodology
to situations where risk was considered to be an issue. A large
number of such studies have been carried out in the last 10 years
on plants as diverse as LNG terminals, plastics manufacturing
plants, systems for distributing LPG, use of toxic gases in bulk
in the chemical industry, sulphur dioxide etc. Described below
are some cases which have been analysed by Technica Ltd and which
show features of the sorts of issue and conclusions which can be
derived from such an approach.

4.1 Integrated Chemical Complex

A regional government authority was concerned about the
impact on the community of a large integrated petrochemical
site around which relatively densely populated residential
areas had developed. The site included:

ammonia plants
LPG storage and distribution
ethylene plants
vinylchloride monomer storage
acrylo nitrile production
ammonium nitrate
major storage of all produced components

The population was distributed at various specific locations
relatively close the chemical site and in some cases within
about 800 metres of the factory fence. Residents in the
community were concerned about noise, odour, risk in
particular.
An overall risk assessment of this complex was undertaken
with the primary objective of determining the risk level
generated around the site. This was to be included with
assessments of noise and odour into an integrated zoning
exercise.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 show some of the interesting results
which emerged from the risk analysis. Prior to this
analysis being undertaken there were several different
prejudices about the plants which were most likely to be
making a contribution to the risk. As can be seen from the
figures it is evident that the main risk level are
contributed to by only a few plant elements. Not
surprisingly the main storage and distribution of ammonia oh
the plants at the north end of the site were a dominant
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FIGURE 1 : RISK CONTOUR FOR CHEMICAL COMPLEX
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FIGURE 2 : RISK CONTOURS FOR LPG STORAGE AREA IN CHEMICAL COMPLEX
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FIGURE 3

RISK CONTOUR FOR AMMONIA STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM - CHEMICAL COMPLEX
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feature of the riek. The production plants themselves on
the other hand made a relatively minor contribution to the
overall total. The relative scale of the risk from the
major hydrocarbon plants (ethylene crackers) and the ammonia
plants provided a different perspective on the risk.

It was broadly concluded from this study that the risk
levels for this complex of plant was not excessively high.
However it was possible to identify a few key features of
the plant which if modified in the course of time would
significantly reduce the risk.

4.2 Transportation of Chlorine and Ammonia

The objective of this study was to identify the main
features of risk resulting from all of the modes of
transportation of both chlorine and ammonia in the Rijnmond
area, west of Rotterdam. The results (Figures 4, 5, 6, 7)
speak for themselves. It is evident from these that
particular modes of transportation should be examined very
carefully within the context of both the Rijnmond area and
more broadly for any area where such transportation is
required close to a large population centre. It should be
noted that this study laid particular emphasis on a specific
analysis of the underlying frequency of failure (i.e. major
release of material) fo'r each mode of transport. A very
extensive survey of the factors effecting such releases with
regard to the shipping was undertaken.

4.3 Chemical Plant and Storage Facilities on an Industrial
Is land

The perimeter of a mountainous island close to a very
heavily populated urban area had been developed as a site
for the storage of petroleum products (i.e. LPG and others)
and small chemical plants. The pressure of urbanisation
spilling over from the main urban area had caused the
pressure on land-use planning of the remainder of this
island to be very great. Certain urban developments which
were already partly under construction were assessed as part
of this study.

Figure 8 illustrates the hetrogeniety of risk in such a
situation. This very clearly illustrates the fact that
careful planning of the use of land in such situations is
absolutely vital.
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4.4 Total Risk Review of a Region

A study has been recently carried out in which a total
survey of all hazardous installation in an industrial region
of approximately 20 km x 40 km was made. The objective was
to identify every significant source of risk to the general
public. After that the analysis was carried out on each
installation in order to establish which industry or
operation was contributing mostly to the risk and what
measures should be considered particularly from a planning
point of view to minimise such risk in the future. The
study area included 3 major process type plants, aluminium
production and bulk aluminium products, iron and steel, oil
and gas production and shipping of all these materials.

Figure 9 illustrates the range of risk levels which were
demonstrated by this study.

5. RISK REDUCING MEASURES

In the course of undertaking a large number of risk analyses many
recommendations have been made to significantly reduce this from
the installations in question. The following categories of risk
reducing measures usually produce the most significant changes in
the area at risk (individual risk) and also the societal risk.
An illustration of the manner in which this can be assessed will
be presented later in this conference (paper by Whitehouse &
Seaman).

5.1 Change Process Conditions

In general the primary factor involved in the development of
a hazard from a hazardous material is the extent to which
this material disperses initially into the atmosphere upon
release. This can be very often be mitigated by reducing
the energy available for such initial dispersion. Most
often this can be achieved by reducing the temperature at
which large quantities of such materials is stored (e.g.
"refrigerated" storage). However other measures which
improve the inherent safety of the equipment with regard to
process conditions can also be considered.

5.2 Design Secondary Containment
When a large quantity of hazardous material is stored a
secondary containment area is normally provided. However,
in general the design of this secondary area is very often
not considered with respect to the effect of major events
resulting from a catastrophic or near catastrophic release.
Measures such as reducing the effective surface area of such
containment and also the heat content and thermal
conductivity of the material of construction, can very
significantly reduce the impact of a release from the
primary containments. This measure often provides a very
significant reduction in the inherent risk of the storage
areas.
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FIGURE 9 TOTAL F-N CURVES FOR ALL INSTALLATIONS
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5.3 Valves and Other Barriers
One way of reducing the amount of material released from a
plant which contains a complex of pipework is to ensure that
the various types of valves and barriers are suitably
designed to significantly reduce this risk. Some devices
act almost instantaneously with a high level of reliability
and therefore provided the circumstances are correct should
be used. An example of such a device is a check valve. The
advantage of analysing the components of the hazard is that
the effectiveness of such barriers can be very easily
determined.

5.4 Location of Plant

Once the key hazardous areas of a plant have been
established it is clear that optimum plant siting with
particular regard to such hazardous plant areas can be used
to minimise the risk potential. Both overall siting of the
plant and relative locations of critical components can be
considered in this context.

5.5 Location of Population

Clearly once a hazardous chemical plant has been built in a
given location, it is desirable to ensure that areas of high
population density are not permitted within a distance which
would significantly increase the risk. For this reason it
is important that planners take seriously the possibility of
zoning areas around process industry complexes with this
matter in mind. Too often in the past residential areas
have been allowed to be developed in areas where the
incipient level of risk is relatively high.

6. CRITERIA

INDIVIDUAL

It is generally accepted that the level of risk regarded as
acceptable for the general public should be less than that for
employees, as the employee accepts voluntarily the risk
associated with working at a hazardous installation. People will
usually accept a higher level of risk from voluntary activities
than they would from an external activity or event over which
they have no control. The risks from some voluntary and some
involuntary activities are shown in Table 6.1. Involuntary risks
may^be regarded as being accepted where there is no significant
outcry against them.
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TABLE 6.1 : DEATH RATES FOR SOME VOLUNTARY AND
INVOLUNTARY RISKS (AFTER KLETZ.̂

Voluntary Risk
Taking contraceptive pill
Playing football
Rock climbing
Car driving
Smoking (20 cigarettes/day)

Involuntary Risk
Meteorite
Transport of petrol and chemical
(U.K)
Aircraft crash (U.K)
Explosion of pressure vessel
(U.S. A)
Lightning (U.K)
Flooding of dikes (Netherlands)
Release from nuclear power
station (at 1km) (U.K)
Fire (U.K)
Run over by road vehicle
Leukaemia

FATALITY RATE
(death per
person per
year)

2 x 1(T3
4 x 1(T5
4 x 10~5
17 x 10~5
500 x 10~5

6 x 10~n
0.2 x 10~7

0.2 x 10~7
0.5 x 10~7

1 x 10~7
1 x 10~7
1 x 10~7

150 x 10~7
600 x 10~7
800 x 10~7

Source: P.P. Lees(8)

From this table it is clear that people accept risks in excess of
10~5 for voluntary activities, and that involuntary risks are
accepted provided the risk is sufficiently low. A number of
workers have suggested a risk criterion of 10"' per year as an
average over the whole population, with the risk to the most
exposed individuals being in the range 10~~* to 10~" per year.

Similar values can be developed by another route. If we take the
frequency of death from natural causes as a starting point, and we
can argue that industrial activities should not increase this risk
by more than 1%. The lowest value for death by natural causes is
for children between 10 and 15 years old and is 1 x lO"** per person
per „year. The lower boundary of unacceptable individual risk is
then 10~ . Such figures can be presented in a form which
represents a range of values from which various criteria can be
derived. Such an intepretation is as follows:
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INDIVIDUAL RISK LEVELS ADOPTED IN THE
NETHERLANDS

Unacceptable Risks
(excessive risk levels)

action level

Risk Reduction Desirable

no action level

Acceptable Risks

Individual Death Rate
(per year)
1CT6

10-7

10-8
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GRONINGEN 1979)

GRONINGEN (HOLLAND)
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FIGURE 10 CRITERIA FOR SOCIETAL RISK
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SOCIETAL

It is generally accepted that the public reaction to multiple
casualty accidents is greater than it is to the same number of
deaths occurring separately. This has led to various suggestions
for weighting multiple casualty accidents in order to give
societal risk criteria. This is most easily presented as an F-N
curve.

There have only been a few attempts to define societal risk
criteria in this form, and a collection of these are shown
together in Figure 10.

Criteria can again be selected from the range of relations which
are shown in these graphs. Here again it is appropriate to
select a range of criteria.
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RADIOACTIVE DISCHARGES AND DECISION-MAKING
ON RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION OF THE PUBLIC
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND FRANCE
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Abstract

The institutional arrangements for controlling marine discharges
of radioactivity in the UK and France are outlined. The level of
discharses from nuclear fuel reprocessing plants in the two countries
are compared (namely the discharges from Sellafield, La Hague and
Marcoule). A review is given of the changes made in discharge
practices at Sellafield over the years, and the reasons for those
changes. Difficulties in the use of the ALARA principle and of risk
coat-benefit analysis for decision-making are discussed, including the
problem of setting a monetary value for health detriment and for lose
of human life. The relevance of the factor of public acceptance is
discussed, and mention is made of the attempt to address this through
a ' willingness-to-pay' survey in the UK. Finally, the difficulties of
having an investment strategy which is formulated to take account of
the sensitivity of public opinion are discussed.

Introduction

There are two central concerns in this analysis. Firstly, to
gain an understanding of the reasons for differences between the UK
and France in practices involving the discharging of material from
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants. Secondly, to understand the role
that political processes play in formulating a discharge policy. Both
countries have accepted for some time now the recommendations of the
International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) on dose
limits, and both have national legislation which is essentially in
line with the recommendations of the Commission of the European
Communities on radiation safety standards. The explanation for the
differences should therefore lie in the internal organisation and
decision-making of the two countries.

Discharges from reprocessing in France and the U.K.

Liquid effluent has been discharged from the Sellafield site
since 1952 when the UK's first reprocessing plant began operation1. A
second plant began operation in 1964. A third plant, the Thermal
Oxide Reprocessing Plant. is due to go into operation in the 1990s.
This is planned to have much smaller discharges than occur at present,
according to the operator, British Nuclear Fuels Limited (BNFL).

This work is based on research funded by the UK Economic and
Social Research Council, reference no. D00232237- I wish to thank
Prof. Tim O'Riordan and Prof. Lewis Roberts for their cooperation in
this project.
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The first large French reprocessing plant (UP1) was commissioned
at Marcoule in 1958. This was still in operation in the 1980s. A
second major reprocessing facility (UP2) was built at La Hague, and
came into operation in 1966. Both of these plants are operated by
COQEMA and both use the Purex process. which is the process used at
Sellafield. The plants at all three sites were built to reprocess
natural uranium metal fuel, but the UP2 plant was subsequently adapted
to make it capable of dealing with oxide fuel also. It first
reprocessed oxide fuel in 1976, and since then has dealt with more
than 1OOO tonnes of LWR fuels operating on alternate campaigns of
metal fuel and oxide fuel. By 1987. UP2 will be exclusively devoted
to reprocessing PWR fuel. and all metal fuel will be sent to UP1. By
the early 1990s the La Hague site will be expanded to cope with 16OO
tonnes/year of oxide fuel. COGEMA has undertaken, despite the
increase in throughput. not to exceed present authorisations for beta
discharges.

Over its lifetime. the Marcoule plant has reprocessed about ÜOO
tonnes/year of metal fuel, while La Hague has reprocessed on average
about 32O tonnes per year of metal fuel and oxide fuel combined .
These figures compare with a typical throughput of about 9OO
tonnes/year at Sellafield. The Marcoule plant is an inland site, and
accordingly its discharge levels have been very low particularly as
the River Rhone provides drinking water for Aries, Avignon and other
towns. Typically, discharges of alpha emitters have been substantially
less than 0. O9 TBq/year, and beta/gamma discharges have amounted to
less than 100 TBq/year. Sellafield and La Hague being coastal sites,
their practices are more easily comparable. A comparison of the three
plants is shown in Table 1.3 if practices at the 2 plants were
similar, one would expect that Sellafield would discharge about three
times the material discharged from La Hague. In fact Sellafield has
typically discharged more than 1OO times as much alpha radioactivity
and 5 times as much beta as has La Hague. These disparities are
generally maintained when one looks at individual radio isotopes.

Table 1

Plant Operation Site Lifetime Average Average Annual
Fuel Throughput Discharges (TBq)

(t/yr)
Alpha Beta

____ _______(1967-83) (1973-83)
Sellafield 196U Coast 90O 73 5353

La Hague 1966 Coast 32O O.Ü 996
metal + oxide

Marcoule 1958 River UOO <0.1 <100

Table 2 shows the respective discharges for caesium, plutonium,
ruthenium, and zirconium with niobium. Only for ruthenium do La Hague
discharges seem, on a size basis, relatively higher than Sellafield.
Sellafield also appears to have significantly higher discharges using
the normalised analysis (TBq/GWyr, i.e. discharge per unit of energy
produced by the fuel throughput) adopted by the Commission of the
European Communities. On this basis, for the period 1976-8O,
Sellafield has discharged 55 times more alpha material than La Hague,
and 3. U times as much beta.'1
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Table 2

Period Radio Sellafield La Hague
isotope discharge (TBq) discharge (TBq)

1966-79
1970-77

1970-77

Caesium 137

Caesium 13Ü

Zirconium 95

30. ooo
H2OO

67OO

7ÜO

1O6

77
and Niobium 95

1966-77 Plutonium 238 UBO 1.6
and Plutonium 239

1966-79 Ruthenium 1O6 12.836 5222*

The La Hague ruthenium discharges include the activity of rhodium
1O6 also. The latter amounts to considerably less than 1OX of the
figure given here.

Sources: NRPB 'The risks of leukaemia and other cancers in Seascale
from Radiation Exposure' 1981, pl8.

P. Guegueniat and P. Le Hir 'Données nouvelles sur la
dispersion des radionucleides dans La Manche1 in IAEA
'Impacts of radionuclide releases into the marine
environment*. 198l. pp482 +

Authorised annual levels of discharge have also been somewhat
different. From 1956 to 1970 inclusive, Sellafield had an authorised
level for alpha discharges of 67 TBq per year. This was raised to 222
TBq/yr over the period 1971 to 1984, because there had been an
increase in both the tonnage and the radioactivity of fuel
reprocessed. Subsequently the limit was lowered, and from 1 July 1986
the annual limit was 14 TBq. At La Hague the annual limit for alpha
discharges since October 1980 has been 1.66 TBq. For beta discharges
the authorised limit at Sellafield was 11.1OO TBq/yr until 1985 when
it became 7UOO TBq/yr. The annual limit from 1 July 1986 was put at
95O TBq. At La Hague the annual limit for beta discharges since
October 1980 has been 1666 TBq.

Regulatory arrangements

Does the explanation for these differences lie in the regulatory
systems used?

U. K.

Radioactive dischargee into the environment are the particular
concern of 2 government departments - the Department of the
Environment (DoE) and the Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries and Food
(MAFF). These two bodies Jointly issue an authorisation if they agree
to allow radioactive substances to be discharged into the environment.
They are therefore known as the 'authorising departments'. They set
limits on discharges on the basis of principles established by the UK
government in 19595. The principles were:-
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a) To ensure, irrespective of cost. that no member of the public
shall receive more than one tenth of the ICRP level for occupational
workers.

b) To ensure, irrespective of cost, that the whole population of the
country shall not receive an average dose of more than one hundredth
of a seivert per person in 3O years.

c) To do what is reasonably practicable, having regard to cost,
convenience and the national importance of the subject, to reduce the
doses far below these levels.

The authorising departments also Jointly check that the
authorisations are being fulfilled. Here they have an agreed division
of labour whereby the DoE's Radiochemical Inspectorate actually
measures discharges, while MAFF is principally concerned to monitor
the movements of radio-isotopes in the sea and in food chains, and to
monitor the exposure of the public. It was decided, during 19SU-5, to
review authorisations every 3 years, following a suggestion in Sir
Douglas Black's report.6

The authorising departments have regular discussions with BNFL
about the level of discharges from Sellafield and options for reducing
them. The procedure is that BNFL outlines what it can achieve, in a
'Justification document', and then the authorising departments respond
as to whether that is acceptable.''' This process is iterative in
form. If the authorising departments consider that the operator is
not fulfilling the terms of an authorisation then the matter can be
taken to Court.8 Ultimately, the direct responsibility for taking
action to ensure safety and for meeting the cost of such action rests
with the operator. This accords with the 'polluter pays principle*.

France

In order to get an authorisation to discharge radioactive
material the operator (in the procedure followed in the 1970s) submits
a preliminary study to the Ministry of Industry. This study must
provide the information necessary to evaluate public exposure. It is
transmitted to other concerned ministers, in particular to the
Minister of Health who consults the Service Central de Protection
contre les Rayonnements Ionisants (SCPRI). The Minister of Industry
takes into account the opinions of the other ministries and the SCPRI.
The operator may then submit an official request for authorisation
together with a definitive impact study which has developed out of the
preliminary study. These must be lodged at least one year before the
first discharges are contemplated. Finally, authorisations are
granted Jointly by the Minister of Industry, the Minister of Health
and the Minister of the Environment, and, when radioactive discharges
into the sea are concerned, the Minister of Transport. An
authorisation is given for a period of 3 years. After that period, an
authorisation can be modified by interministériel decree, as long as
one year's notice of the change is given. The authorisation sets
limits on both particular radionuclides and total activity. Other
obligations can be required such as the monitoring of effluent before
release, the conditions under which release is allowed, and the
monitoring of the environment.^ Since 1966 a clause has been written
into the French regulatory system stipulating that exposure (both
collective and individual) should be as low as possible.-1-0

The SCPRI is responsible for monitoring discharges into the
environment and for publishing the results. Usually it supervises and
checks measurements of discharges taken by the operator's own
radiation protection service. SCPRI requires a sample of each batch
of effluent to be sent to it.
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There are basic similarities then between the two countries,
including: the need for intermlnisterial agreement: the setting; of
absolute limits on discharges; and the establishment of monitoring
procedures. However, there is one difference and that is the UK has
essentially followed the ALARA principle (for a definition of this see
later) while French legislation requires discharges to be as low a-s
possible. Although the French stipulation is often said to be derived
from the ALARA principle, it would seem to be a somewhat stricter
interpretation.

The context of decision-making

In both the UK and France. the major factor influencing the
setting of discharge levels was, in the early years, the need to keep
critical group exposure below ICRP limits. Two other factors appear
to have encouraged the La Hague plant to set discharges at a
relatively lower level than for Sellafield. Firstly, Marcoule had
already shown that low discharge levels could be achieved, and it was
Just as easy to build a similar plant as to re-design. Secondly, the
importance to France of the nuclear programme, in both civil and
military aspects, meant that a strict economic analysis could be
neglected. If an efficient treatment plant helped to ensure succeso,
then that was all to the good. In the 1980s, on the other hand, it
has appeared that France would like to ensure greater cost-
effectiveness, but is not yet fully confident that the theoretical
methods available can be applied in actual practice.

Discharge practices

In the UK, radiological protection policies are directed toward a
goal of restricting maximum exposure to members of the public to below
1OX of the 5 mSv ICRP limit. This factor of ten is incorporated aa a
safety margin against such things as unknown effects and the uncertain
performance of new technologies.11 The sector of the public which
receives the most exposure from a particular radiation source is known
as the 'critical group'. Until about 1972 the critical group as far
as Sellafield was concerned consisted of consumers of laverbread made
from a seaweed called Porphyra. Ruthenium 1O6 was the major cause of
exposure by this route. When, in the early 1970s, Porphyra was no
longer collected in the vicinity of Sellafield for making laverbread,
the critical group became one of fish and shellfish eaters. In
general, the critical group was thought to have received exposures a
small fraction of the ICRP limit. Due to the cessation of
reprocessing in the early 1970s, and the corrosion suffered by fuel
stored in water for long periods, discharges of radioactive caesium
from the Magnox fuel storage ponds became of significant concern. By
1976 the critical group had experienced ÜUX of the ICRP dose limit.12
This was Judged to be unacceptable.

At La Hague the typical critical group exposure would be of the
order of 2X of the ICRP limit.^ Though La Hague has also had
problems with fuel clad in magnesium alloy - contamination as a result
of corrosion necessitated a thorough cleaning of the storage ponds and
modifications to the water treatment system.

Subsequently, successful measures were taken by BNFL to reduce
caesium discharges. As an interim measure, zeolite was placed in the
storage ponds to absorb the caesium, starting in 1976. This led to a
reduction in critical group exposure to about 15X of the ICRP dose
limit by the early 1980s. As a longer term solution, a Site Ion
Exchange Effluent Treatment Plant (SIXEP) was Installed and began
operation in 1985. This cost £126 million.15 Investment in SIXEP
could not be Justified on a simple cost-benefit analysis according to
both BNFL and the DoE. l6 The decision to build it was taken to be
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Justified by what was considered to be an unreasonably high exposure
of the critical group, and by the need to avoid a worsening of

1 7conditions in the storage pond. The cost-benefit analysis of SIXEP-^ '
indicated that an expenditure of £6O million could be Justified, as
against the projected capital cost at the time of C11O million, plus
operating costs which could be expected to virtually double this
figure.18

It was also decided to build a Salt Evaporator Plant whereby all
medium active liquors are evaporated and stored for some years to
allow radioactive decay to take place. This came into operation in
1985 at a cost of £3O million and reduces the amount of beta/gamma
activity discharged and also assists the floe precipitation plant to
remove alpha activity. (The latter plant was introduced in 1975 and
uses chemical precipitation and flocculation to remove suspended
solide. France has used a similar technique during the 1970s.) Thes'e
measures (SIXEP and the Salt Evaporator Plant) were not regarded as
totally sufficient by the UK Radioactive Waste Management Advisory
Committee (RWMAC). They noted that, on then current estimates, the
dose to the critical eroup when these plants were in operation would
still be over 1OX of the ICRP limit. They therefore expected to see
further reductions in discharges.19

During the early 1980s MAFF found that the critical group was
eating more seafood than had earlier been reported.20 Also the
National Radiological Protection Board decided that the rate at which
Plutonium is absorbed after Ingestion was five times higher than
previously thought.21 In combination these changée meant an increase
by a factor of about 2 on the total dose to the critical group. As a
result, in 1902 the authorising departments asked BNFL to reduce
actinide discharges as soon as practicable, and BNFL complied,
reducing actinide discharges in 1983 to about half the 1982 value.

Thus, in 1981 the critical group was estimated to be receiving
about 69X of the ICRP limit of 5 mSV per year, in 1982 61X. in 1983
52X and in 198U 36*. using the new MAFF and NRPB assessments.22 These
figures attribute the whole of the dose to the year in which intake
occurs, using the concept of 'committed dose'. In June 198Ü the
Chairman of BNFL announced they were to do a study of how liquid
effluents could be reduced to as near zero as possible. After
consultation with Government and with RWMAC, it was decided to build a
new floe precipitation plant, called an Enhanced Actinide Removal
Plant (EARP) at a capital cost approaching £15O million and with
additional lifetime operating costs of about £1OO million. This
should be in operation In 1991 and should bring the annual committed
dose to the critical group to below O.2 mSv by 1995. It is expected
to save 2 cancer deaths over a period of 1O.OOO years. The cost per
life saved is therefore put at about £12O million.23 AS was the case
for SIXEP, the decision to build EARP was not taken as a result of a
cost-benefit analysis. It was taken because this was what the public
wanted, according to BNFL. 2ti We see then that although riek cost-
benefit analysis has indicated no need for further investment, such
expenditure has been made in the UK over the last 10 years.

Risk-cost benefit analysis and social pressures

The way that cost-benefit analysis (CBA) is applied to the
problem of protecting the public from radiation is to work out the
total collective dose (in man-sieverts) and to apply a valuation for
the health detriment (in C/man-eievert) to work out the total cost of
that exposure. All doses are taken into account, whether in foreign
countries or in the UK. There is no discrimination between the two.
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CBA has always been applied to the total collective dose (i.e. the
total public exposure) rather than to the critical group. There are
usually so few people in the critical group (perhaps even Just one
person) that the apparent benefit would appear inordinately small.

The evaluation of dose in monetary terms has been a key feature
in CBA. The valuation of health detriment (£ per man-sievert ) deals
with a fundamental trade-off between financial cost and adverse
effects upon human beings. The valuation of health detriment is
intimately bound up with the valuation of human life. The two are
linked in the following manner:

Value of health detriment = value of human life x risk of death

(£/man-sievert) (£) (number/man-sievert )

Thus the valuation of health detriment is based on risk of death
rather than on ill-health.

Putting a monetary value to a human life is, of course, a
controversial procedure. One may say that particular human lives are
priceless, while perhaps admitting that unknown lives saved can be
given a monetary value. To put this in a slightly different way, if
the identity of the person at risk is known then there is likely to be
high spending to save that life. While if the expenditure concerns a
person or persons unknown then the level of spending is likely to be
lower (this latter consideration may not entirely hold for the nuclear
industry, however). It may be argued that the precise valuation of a
life is not vital since usually. in radiation protection, far more is
spent than that value. Nevertheless there is an ongoing debate on
this matter.

As well as there being no exact consistency between 'values of
human life' used to calculate the health detriment, the "risk of
death1 factor is also problematic. The assumption of a linear dose-
response relationship at low doses is a matter of social consensus
it has not been scientifically validated. Thus. questions of
uncertainty and Judgement enter into any risk cost-benefit analysis.
Further, we cannot say that a risk cost-benefit analysis has real
superiority over other approaches. In particular, we cannot say that
it is superior to decision-making based on a criterion of public
acceptability - both are riddled with value Judgements. So, although
public anxiety has been labelled irrational and deemed inferior to
technical calculations, it is difficult to fully Justify this.
Policy-making bodies recognise anyway that an expressed public
preference, although it may not have a firm scientific basis. is
certainly a firm fact. The fears of the public have voting
implications and real economic effects. A reduction in house prices
in the vicinity of a nuclear project may be merely a symptom of a
psychological attitude, but it is nevertheless a real economic fact.

In the 1970s the ICRP heavily emphasised CBA as a decision aid,
but none of the radiation protection authorities now regard CBA as an
overwhelmingly dominant consideration - as' evidenced by the fact that
the regulatory authorities usually ask for more severe standards than
can be Justified by CBA. However, the regulatory authorities in the
UK have generally stated that one should not ask for an expenditure
which is grossly disproportionate to the likely improvement in the
risk situation. 25 In general, reasonable expenditure has been regarded
as about 3 to 10 times the benefit2° though the particular ratio may
depend on public preference - the public's fear of the unknown, and
their dread of particular events. Such factors seem to have become
more prominent in, for example. the DoE's decision-making on
regulatory control during the 1980s. ^ Such an approach to decision-
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making will minimise public anxiety while accepting deaths which could
have been prevented had the expenditure been made elsewhere (for
instance on road safety). It surely ought not to be the case that
public safety depends on the whims of public fashion. The converse
policy would be to minimise total deaths while accepting an increase
in public anxiety.

Despite the pressure to consider public acceptance and to move
away from technical analyses such as CBA, officialdom has hoped that
the continued use of CBA as a tool would eventually lead to greater
consistency in resource allocation. At present there appears to be
little consistency in allocation of resources, partly because there is
public pressure to minimise certain types of risks, while other, equal
or more dangerous. risks are taken less seriously. It is doubtful as
to whether this greater consistency would be achieved through making
the decision-making process more 'transparent'. That is through
helping the public to understand why certain resource allocation
decisions had been made.2^ It is rather the case that public
consideration of quantitative assessment of risk only leads to a
heightened public dread and political opposition.

In the UK there is an ongoing attempt to combine the
consideration of public preference with a type of CBA. This is a
'willingness to pay survey1. The Health and Safety Executive ia
cooperating with the NRPB to develop a risk aversion curve. The aim
being to find out whether people would be prepared to pay higher and
higher amounts to avoid higher and higher risks, and if so what the
shape of a curve expressing -this relationship would be. It is
anticipated that the curve will not be represented by a precise line
but by a broad band taking account of varying preferences and
uncertainties. But it is hard to see how the survey can cope with
what is likely to be a largely non-quantifiable public reaction to
nuclear risks. The general public is not used to thinking in terms of
numerical risk but is more attuned to making qualitative value
J udgements.

The ALARA principle

The ICRP has issued a recommendation that radiation exposures
should be "as low as reasonably achievable taking economic and social
factors into consideration". The phrase 'as low as reasonably
achievable' is usually known as the ALARA principle. The ALARA
criterion should involve a balancing of the benefit of dose reduction
with the cost of that reduction. ALARA does not require that
everything feasible be done to reduce doses. But Just how does one
decide what is 'reasonably achievable'? One may interpret ALARA in a'
narrow sense, focussing principally on CBA applied to the collective
dose (with or without a gross disproportion term). Or one could use a
range of factors. The following factors could be taken into account in
applying the ALARA principle to discharges from reprocessing plants:-

(i) critical group exposure

(ii) collective dose, nationally and internationally

(iii) exposure to the workforce

(iv) the levels achieved by reprocessing plants in other countries

(v) the cost and reliability of technical possibilities

(vi) levels of public acceptance
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To attempt to take all these factors into account should imply a move
towards a multi-attribute decision analysis involving the attachment
of a relative weighting; to these factors. That, clearly, is very much
a matter of dudgement.29 But the exercise of putting costs on all
the factors and weighing them in a broad CBA could be a more rounded
input to the decision-making process. Such a procedure might help to
correct a relative under-emphaeis on workforce exposure. The major
difficulty in the costing process would be that of evaluating the
disbenefit of public opposition. There are certainly methodological
difficulties in doing this. For instance, how would one weight the
relative importance of local and non-local opposition? And how would
one translate this factor into monetary terms? But, at least this
factor would then be appearing explicitly in the analysis.

Concluding Remarks

UK policies and investment in this area have been pushed during
the late 1970s and 1980s toward lower discharges. This has entailed
substantial retrofitting and expenditure. In contrast, France adopted
from the outset a policy of keeping discharges as small as possible,
and has thus had fewer changée to contend with. It is likely that
France's approach will now* appear to have been cheaper (the cost of
retrofitting being rather high,) though it would of course have been
impossible to foresee this when the plants were built. It seeme
probable that French practice has worked out better as far as the
factor of public relations is concerned. But in an area where public
opinion is fairly volatile it is difficult to formulate a long-term
investment strategy.
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Abstract

In this paper a regional case study w i t h i n the envisaged joint
inter-agency project on 'Assessing and Managing Health and E n v i -
ronmental Risks fro« Energy and Other Complex Industrial Systems'
is proposed for Baden-Württemberg. Baden-Württemberg is a state
located in the southwest of the Federal Republic of Germany,
sharing about 15.1 % of it's population and about 14.4 % of it's
area. Around 15.7 % of the Geriran Gross Domestic Product are
obtained in Baden-Württemberg.

The Institut fUr K e r n e n e r g e t i k und Energiesysteme (IKE) has per-
formed a number of studies dealing with the evaluation and reduc-
tion of emissions and risks of energy systems. So, a very detai-
led data base is a v a i l a b l e which can serve as a suitable basis
for further investigations related to risk management. Conse-
quently this paper consists of three main sections with emphasis
on :
- description of research projects carried out by IKE in the

field of energy systems and risk evaluations,
- description of aims and procedures of an ongoing study on re-

structuring measures for the energy system in Baden-Württemberg
and ,

- the proposal for a regional case study on risk management in
the energy field for Baden-Württemberg.

1 Introduction

The IKE has performed a number of research a c t i v i t i e s dealing
with environmental impacts and public risks from conventional and
nuclear energy. These activities comprised besides others:
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- siting of power plants,
- ecological impacts of roads,
- environmental control of air pollutants,
- evaluation of hypothetical accidents in nuclear power plants,
- evaluations for the licensing procedure of nuclear power

stat ions.

In order to h i g h l i g h t the general background and experiences
available the following studies w i l l be described here in some
-ore detail :

- §Costs and Effectiveness of Environmental Control of S02 and
NO and its Impact on the Energy Production Systems1,

- "Cost-Effectiveness Analyses of Measures and Strategies for the
Reduction of S02- and NO -Emissions from Industrial Furnaces',

/^

- 'Evaluation of Time-Dependent Emission Inventories on an 1 x 1
Kilometer Scale for Baden-WUrttemberg', and

- "Cost-Effectiveness of R i s k Reduction by Engineered Safeguards
in B iblis-B-Type Nuclear Power Reactor Systems".

Thereafter, an assessment project on "Restructing Measures for
the Energy System in Baden-WUrttemberg " which has most recently
been started w i l l be presented. Major parts of this project are
felt to be closely related to the envisaged inter-agency project.
It is strongly believed that the project could result in a most
valuable basis for further more ambitious and more comprehensive
assessments of important contributors to the overall risk and for
r i s k management approaches.

Consequently, a proposal for a regional case study within the
envisaged joint inter-agency project is made in the concluding
section of this paper and a provisional framework for the imple-
mentation of the case study is given.
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2 Research Project: 'Costs and Effectiveness of Environmental
Control of SO, and NO and its Impact on the Energy System*

This project comprised two studies on environmental control of
S02 and NO , respectively. The studies have been carried out in
1983 and 1984. Their general background could be characterized as
fol lows :

The observed damages to forests have increased very rapidly over
the last years. In 1982 about 8 % of the total forest area in
the Federal Republic of Germany was more or less badly affected.
Since then, the damage has increased dramatically, as can be seen
from F i g u r e 1. A detailed damage survey carried out in 1983 in-
dicated that the total area of forest affected had increased to
34 % and the figures for 1984 show that about half of all forest
area is affected by this new widespread chronic damage. While the
intensity of damage differs among tree species, f i r , pine,
spruce, beech and oak are particularly affected. In the case of
f i r , for example, the extend of the damage has increased to about

SPRUCE
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FIR

BEECH

OAK

OTHERS

4)7.
51%

1983
1984

44%
59%

75%
87%

26%
50%

15%
43%

17%
J 31%

ALL
TREES

34%
50%

FIG.l. Damages to forests in the Federal Republic
of Germany (1983-1984).
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90 X of its total population. Most recent damage reports indicate
that the intensity of damage has been stabilized at high levels.

Rational policy making related to acid rain or, more broadly
speaking, to air quality control is particularly d i f f i c u l t be-
cause of the scientific uncertainties and different value judge-
ments.

W i t h i n the following paragraphs it w i l l be shortly described how
and to what extent a "cost-effectiveness-analysis1 is able to
support a rational decision making process under these circum-
stances, based on the experience and results of a real case.

In 1983/84 the state government of Baden-Württemberg set up two
commissions to investigate an optimal control strategy to reduce
S02- and No -emissions from public power plants, taking into
account the rapidly increasing damages to the forest especially
the 'Black Forest*. The commissions consisted of state government
officials, representatives of the regional electric power compa-
nies and some scientists.

Approximately 33 % of the total S02-emissions and 20 X of the
total NO - emissions in Baden-Württemberg emanate from public

A
power plants. Furthermore, it is important to point out that it
is estimated that about 50 % of the acidic depositions in
Baden-Württemberg are attributable to emissions released outside
Baden-Württemberg (in turn, about 50 % of the power plant
emissions in Baden-Württemberg are "exported").

To be able to quantify the costs of alternative emission control
measures and strategies a 'reference scenario* has been set up,
describing the development of electricity consumption, the
production of the different power plants, their fuel input and
r e s u l t i n g S02- and NO -emissions. Subsequently, starting from the
reference scenario, the surplus costs and emissions avoided for
every measure were calculated over the time horizon 1984 to 1995.
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Fig. 2 shows the development of e l e c t r i c i t y supply in Baden-Würt-
temberg, differentiated into energy sources in the reference
scenario. Total electricity supply w i l l increase from 43 TWh/a in
1980 to about 63 TWh/a in 1995.

TOTAL ELECTRICITY SUPPLY

IKE Stut tgor t

FIG.2. Electricity production of public power plants
in Baden-Württemberg.

Also electricity production of nuclear plants w i l l rise from
currently 23 X to nearly 60 X of the total by 1995, growing elec-
tricity consumption requires increasing electricity generation
from coal power plants.

A broad variety of technical as well as fuel and power-plant
management measures were investigated. They included the use of
low sulphur fuel, the extended use of natural gas, combustion
modifications and different flue gas treatment technologies
(to mention only a few).

Fig. 3 shows the development of Surémissions from public power
plants for different control strategies. The solid top line i n d i -
cates the development of S02-emissions if no control measures are
taken. In the long run the 'Ordiance of Large Fi r i n g Installa-
tion 1 ( Großanlagenfeuerungsverordnung) w i l l reduce S02-emissions
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FIG.3. Surémissions from public power plants.

to about 25 % of the 1984 level by the year 1990. It requires the
implementation of flue gas scrubbers by 1988. In the short run,
however, the emissions would increase by about 25 % and would
reach todays level again not before 1987. Fig. 3 shows clearly
that the increasing SOZ-emissions in the next years were the real
issue. Therefore, more measures regarding power-plant- and fuel
management have to be investigated and applied. All these measu-
res presented in this figure w i l l reduce the S02-emissions to
appr. a level of 25 % in the period from 1985 to 1988, in c l u d i n g
the avoidance of the increase of emissions above the i n i t i a l
level in the years 1985 to 1987 (see Fig. 3). Fig. 4 provides a
trade off curve between S02-emission control and the a d d i t i o n a l
costs. It can be seen that the most effective measures A-D have a
strong gradient. The uneffective measures have only a l i t t l e
respectively no decrease. In this figure it is clearly pointed
out whether a measure is useful or not. It is a good way for the
representation of results to the decision maker.

Nitrogen oxides were the second air pollutant for which a cost-
effectiveness analysis as the basis for the formulation of a
control strategy was carried out. NO -control techniques can be
c l a s s i f i e d into two main groups: those based on the combustion
modifications, and those based on the e l i m i n a t i o n of NO fromX
f1ue gas.
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FIG.4. Trade-off between S0_-emissions and
additional costs.

Concerning flue-gas den i t r ification techniques, the selective
catalytic reduction (SCR) process progressed rapidly, w h i l e other
techniques are s t i l l in the stage of development or demonstra-
tion. The different NO -control measures were carefully examined
r e g a r d i n g their technical a p p l i c a b i l i t y , their expected results
in reduction rates and their overall costs. Fig. 5 shows the
development of NO -emissions for different control strategies
from p u b l i c power plants in Baden-Württemberg. Without any con-
trol measures, NO -emissions would increase from 55 000 t/a to
67 000 t/a in 1988. Reductions thereafter are a result of an
increased nuclear production and a higher share of modern boilers
with dry ash extraction, having lower specific NO -emissions than
boilers with l i q u i d ash extraction.

Combustion modification measures w i l l reduce NO -emissions in the
short run by about 10 %. Further drastic reductions of the emis-
sion level w i l l be achieved by the installation of flue-gas deni-
trification facilities. By the end of this decade NO -emission

f\

w i l l drop below than 25 X of 1984's level by increased use of
hard coal.
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FIG.5. Reduction of NO -emissions by various measures,x J

Concerning the cost-effectiveness of the different NO -reduction
measures, it should be noted that they form a broad range fro«
less than 1 to as high as 8 DM per kg NO avoided (see Fig. 6).

A
The cost-effectiveness of combustion modification is very attrac
tive (< 1 DM/kg NO ), but the strict e m i s s i o n standards (e.g.

f\

200 m g / m s ) cannot be met. The c o s t - e f f e c t i v e n e s s of f l u e gas
d e n i t r i f i c a t i o n d e p e n d s to a g r e a t e x t e n d on the size of the
p l a n t , the b o i l e r type and the load factor. In the case of Baden
W U r t t e m b e r g , they range front 3 to 8 DM/kg N0-

COMBUST I ON MOD IF I CAT I O NS
FLUE-GAS D E N I T R I F I C A T I O N

[DM /kg NO* ]
0 - 1
3 - 8

THREE-WAY C A T A L Y T I C CONVERTER 6 - 8{NEW CARS )
- R E T R O F I T M E A S U R E FOR USED CARS 3 - 8

I K E S l u l l g o r l

FIG.6 . Cos t - e f f ec t ivenes s of NO reduct ion measures .x
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B o t h , t he S02- and NO -control s t r a t e g y a s d e s c r i b e d above w i l l
of cou r se h a v e an i m p a c t on the e l e c t r i c i t y p r o d u c t i o n cos ts . To
r e a l i z e t h e SO Z - a n d N O - c o n t r o l s t r a t e g y ( c o n c e p t B - W ) t h e e l e c -
t r i c u t i l i t i e s w i l l h a v e t o i n v e s t 1 .75 B i l l i o n D M ( s e e F i g . 7 ) .
T h e a n n u a l o p e r a t i n g cos ts o f t h e f l u e g a s t r e a t m e n t f a c i l i t i e s
w i l l a m o u n t a t a b o u t 4 8 0 M i o D M . T h e e l e c t r i c i t y g e n e r a t i o n cost
of coal f i r e d power p l a n t s w i l l i n c r e a s e by an a v e r a g e o f 3 .7
D p f / k W h . , tha t is r o u g h l y 15 % of p r e s e n t e l e c t r i c i t y c o n s u m e r
p r i c e s . W h e n t h i s i s r e l a t e d t o t h e to ta l e l e c t r i c i t y p r o d u c t i o n ,
t h e a v e r a g e cost i n c r e a s e d u e t o t h e c o n t r o l s t r a t e g y w i l l b e
about 1.1 D p f / k W h .

I n v e s t m e n t s a n d C o s t s

I n v e s t B e n t s [ M i o D M 3

d e s u t p h u r l s a t i o n p t o n l s 1000

d c n i l r i f i c o l i o n p l a n t s 705 -745

A n n u a t c o s t s C M i o D M / a ]

d e s u t p h u r l s a t i o n 3 0 0

d e n i t r i f i c a t i o n 1 8 0

A v e r a g e c o o t c t c c l r i c i l y p r o d u c t i o n C D p f g / k W h ]
c o s t i n c r e a s e

d e s u t p h u r i s a l i o n 2 . 4

d e n i l r i f i c a t i o n 1 . 3

A v e r a g e e l e c t r i c i l y p r o d u c t i o n c o s t C D p f g / k W h ]
i n c r e a s e

d e s u l p h u r i s o l i o n 0 . 7

d e n i t r i f i c a l i o n 0 . 4

I K E S t u L I g o r t

FIG.7. Investments and costs.
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3 Research Project: 'Cost-Effectiveness Analyses of Measures
and Strategies for the Re
from Industrial Furnaces'
and Strategies for the Reduction of S02- and NO -Emissions

The study described below is - in principal - an application of
methodologies developed during the studies already mentioned
above to all furnaces > l MW i n Baden-Württemberg. It has been
carried out within the frame of a comission set up by the prime
ministry of Baden-WUrttemberg in 1984. The questions which had to
be investigated by the project group have been:

- How w i l l emissions of SO, and NO from industrial furnaces2 x
in Baden-WUrttemberg develop until the year 1995?

- Which measures for the reduction of these emissions are
applicable?

- What are the costs of these control measures?

The overall aim was again to derive rational indications for
methods to control and reduce air pollution by measures which are
reasonable under ecological as well as economical aspects.
The most challenging requirement for this study was the necessity
of compiling and specifically evaluating complete data concerning
the furnaces and the emissions of the roughly 8000 industrial
installations in Baden-WUrttemberg. Data available from official
authorities within the region differed substantially, which
caused all data to be refined and balanced systematically with
obedience of existing regulations concerning the protection of
personal data. Where necessary, new data collections have been
performed in close cooperation with the industrial associations
in Baden-WUrttemberg. According to this, all furnaces investiga-
ted have been grouped into three categories:

- Category 1: Furnaces which are subject to the Großfeue rungs-
anlagenverordnung (GFAVO) (in general plant larger
50 HW),
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- Cateogry 2: Furnaces which are subject to the Technische
Anleitung Luft - Issue 1986 (TA Luft 86) (in
general plant between 1 - 5 0 MW), and

- Category 3: Furnaces which are not subject to a licensing
procedure.

Based on this classification, investigations concentrated on the
followi ng areas :

- Establishment of the state of art and of costs of measures for
the control of emissions from industrial furnaces and evalua-
tion of the applicability of these measures to existing and new
installations in Baden-Württemberg.

- Cost-effectiveness analyses of possible measures and strategies
for the ri
furnaces .
for the reduction of S02- and NO -emissions from industrial

In order to analyse the effectiveness and costs of possible fu-
ture measures up to the year 1995 a 'reference scenario* was set
up, describing expected fuel consumptions and industrial emis-
sions. This assumed development of industrial emissions, which
should not be misinterpreted as a forecast, serves as a quantita-
tive basis for the quantitative time-dependent evaluation of
measures to reduce emissions.

For this scenario a mean annual increase of industrial net pro-
duction between 2 % and 2.5 % has been assumed for the time hori-
zon 1984 to 1995. The overall annual fuel input to the industry
in Baden- Württemberg decreases continuously between 1983 and
1989 from 209 PJ to 205 PJ; followed by an increase of roughly
2.5 X up to 210 PJ until the end of the time interval i n v e s t i g a -
ted. The behavior of fuel consumption corresponding to this gene-
ral development is given in Fig. 8. It is characterized by a
continuous substitution of heavy fuel oil by natural gas and hard
coal.

The development shown can be regarded as a conservative estimate
and as an upper bound for fuel consumption of the industry to be
expected. The statement is strongly supported by the fact, that
industrial companies indicated the overall expectation of a de-
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FIG.8. Fuel consumption in the industry.

creasing fuel consumption during the consultations performed
within the course of the data collection.

Based on this projection of fuel consumption by industrial bran-
ches and under the assumption that the requirements of the GFAVO
w i l l be f u l f i l l e d , the development of industrial emissions of SO,
and NO in Baden-WUrttemberg have been plotted in Figs. 9
and 10.

Fig. 9 indicates that - for the 'Reference Case1 where require-
ments of the TA Luft 86, recent extension of the GFAVO and fur-
ther measures have not been taken into account - emissions of S02
w i l l decrease continuously from 87 000 metric tons (t) in 1983 to
roughly 61 000 t in 1995. This corresponds to a reduction of 30 %
with respect to 1983's level of emissions.

As shown in Fig. 10, NO -emissions also decrease continuously
from 38 000 t to 34 500 t. This reduction of emissions in the
•Reference Case" originates from successful measures to control
emissions which have been started by the industry in the past.
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Their effects are p r i m a r i l y due to fuel conservation and sub-
stitution as well as to the introduction of «ore ecologically
harmless power production processes and measures for flue gas
treatment.

One main purpose of the study, presented here, was to examine and
systematically evaluate further measures to reduce emissions with
regard to
- possible field of application,
- state of technology,
- waste management,
- specific investments required and
- overal1 costs.

These analyses required the development of an extensive computer-
based simulation model which includes all industrial furnaces in
Baden-WUrttemberg which require a license. The model enables the
IKE to individually simulate alternative control measures for
each of the single furnaces. As criterion for the evaluation of
economical efficiency of the single control measures, the so-
called specific reducement costs (Germ.: Spezifische Minderungs-
J^osten - SMK ) per unit of pollutant removed, have been chosen.
These are defined as the quotient of the annual costs caused by
an i n d i v i d u a l measure and the annual reduction of emission
reached by means of that measure. The single measures at i n d i v i -
dual furnaces are then ordered according to their respective SMK
and their successive implementation is simulated by IKE.

A typical result is presented in Fig. 11 in form of a trade-off
curve between costs and reduction of S02-emissions . Measures
which have been found highly recommendable are in this case:

- implementation of flue gas desulphurisation plants at furnaces
with high load factors,

- substitution of heavy-fue1roi1 by natural gas, where natural
gas supply is already a v a i l a b l e or could be implemented at
resonable costs, and

- extensive desulphurisation of light-fuel-oil.
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S i m i l a r results have been obtained with respect to the Baissions
of NO . It should be noted that the results shown have been d e r i -
ved for an assumed best-estimate scenario of fuel prices. However
influences of a l t e r n a t i v e fuel prices have also been analysed in
detail.

T h e p o s s i b l e uses o f these q u a n t i t a t i v e r e s u l t s a r e t w o f o l d :

after h a v i n g d e f i n e d some q u a n t i t a t i v e g o a l s c o n c e r n i n g e m i s -
sions control, it is p o s s i b l e to e s t i m a t e the a d d i t i o n a l ex-
p e n d i t u r e s w h i c h have to be borne by the i n d u s t r y in Baden-
W ü r t t e m b e r g , and

- having defined some economical l i m i t or a level of costs of
clean a i r Measures w h i c h i s c o n s i d e r e d reasonable w i t h respect
to a c e r t a i n i n d u s t r i a l p o l i c y , it is p o s s i b l e to e s t i m a t e the
l e v e l of reduction of e m i s s i o n w h i c h is r e a c h a b l e .
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4 Research Project: Small-Scale Investigation of the S0a-
and NO -Emissions in Baden-Württemberg

The aim of this study was to determine the amount of emissions of
S02 and NO for the local state of Baden-WUrttemberg during the
period of the TULLA-exper i ment (T>ansP°rt und Umwandlung von
Luftschadstoffen im L^ande Baden-WUr ttembe r g und aus A^n r a i ne r st a a -
ten). While the studies, mentioned above, aimed at the develop-
ment of optimized strategies for emission control, the project
described below followed the m a i n purpose of e s t a b l i s h i n g a de-
t a i l e d data base with an extremely high spatial and temporal
resolution. In contrast to the studies which evaluated annual
values of emissions and e m i s s i o n reduction, the emissions have
been calculated here for every hour during the 'Tul1a-period* and
in a scale of 1 x 1 Kilometer. Furthermore, the evaluation of
emissions has been separated by the height of the e m i s s i o n sour-
ces. The following sectors have been investigated separately:

- public power plants,
- i ndustry,
- small consumers,
- private households,
- internal community transportation, and
- external community transportation.

The data base has been b u i l t up using an inquiry of the operators
of furnaces larger 10 MW as well as specific models for emissions
which could not directly be acquired. These models are based on
data such as annual energy consumption, data concerning b u i l d i n g
structures, numbers of employees, volumes of traffic and others
which were available from the energy suppliers and other source
with sufficient spatial resolution (Fig. 12). Exemplary, the
model used for evaluation of emissions from private households is
g i v e n in Fig. 13. As the figure shows, 40 different classes of
household have been considered. Each of them is differentiated by
meteorology dependent hourly variations of the energy demand.
Energy consumption data has been validated by means of statisti-
cal data.
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AIM OF THE PROJECT

E v a l u a t i o n »( the h o u r l y e m i s s i o n s ( 502 and NOi )
d u r i n g the •ea s u r t n g - c a • p o i g n in Bödt n-Wuer l le•bt r g

• in l h e s c a l e of 1 t • x 1 k •
• 11 per a led by the h e i g h t of the e t i s t i o n - s o u r c e «
• f o r o i l s e c t o r s ( h o u s e h o l d s , t r a n s p o r t a t i o n ,

i n d u s t r y , o t h e r c o n s u m e r s a n d p o t r i r - p l o n l s )

DATA-BASE

• i n q u i r y o f t h e o p e r a t o r s o f C u r n a c i t g r e a l i r 1 0 M W
• s t a t i s t ; t o i d a t o
• • e t e o r o l e g i c o l d a t a
• i n q u i r y o f t h e e n e r g y - s u p p l i e r s

I K E - S t u l l g o r I

FIG.12 . Research p ro jec t : Small-scale invest igat ion
of the SO.- and NO -emissions in Baden-Würt temberg .
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FIG.13. Energy model for the sector 'private households'.
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The results are stored in form of a 'cadastre* of the whole state
of Baden-Württemberg which is made up of elements of 1 x 1 K i l o -
meter. 288 hourly values for the S02-emission and the same number
of values for the NO -emission have been assigned to each of

A
these elements (see for example Fig. 14) resulting in an exten-
sive data base of roughly 37 m i l l i o n single data.

FR 29.03. 16.00 BIS 17.00 UHR RPSTER 1» 1 KM

SCKTORi GESfMT

D VON

NO*

0.0 - 1.0 KO / »«STEH
VON 1.0 - 5.0 KG / RASTER
VON 5.0 - 10.D KG / RASTER
VON 10.0 - SO.O KG / RASIER
VON 50.0 - 100.0 KG l RASTER
VON 100.0 -3000.0 KG / RASTER

FIG.14. NO -emissions from all sectors (Friday, 29 March 1985,
4-5 p.m.).
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Hour*

I K E S L u l t g o r I

FIG.15. S0„-emissions in Baden-Württemberg (hourly values).

A comtemplat ion of major results demonstrates the following ge-
neral f i n d i n g s :

Main sources of S0,-emissions are established by the industrial
and public power plant sectors (see Fig. 15). The industry's con-
tribution to the emissions during the period investigated is al-
most constant.

This is p r i m a r i l y due to high base-load factors of the primary,
the heavy, the petrochemical and the cement producing industries.
Compared to them, other important sectors show a behavior, which
is deeply influenced by the outdoor temperature and largely
changing by the days of the week.

The spatial distribution of emissions indicates - in the case of
S02 - major local accumulations around the cities of Stuttgart,
Heilbronn, Karlsruhe, the Mannheim region, the Upper Rhine Region
and to some extent the city of Freiburg (see Fig. 16).
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DI 19.03. 8.00 BIS 9.00 UHR RflSTER IN l KM

SEKTORi CESPMT 502

D VON 0.0 - 1.0 KG / RflSTER
H VON 1.0 - S.O KG / RASTER

H VON S.O - 10.0 KG / RRSTER
H VON 10.0 - SO.O KG / RflSTER
H VON SO.O - 100.0 KG / RRSTER

H VON 100.0 -3200.0 KG / RRSTER

FIG.16. S0„-emissions in Baden-Württemberg (19 March 1985,
8-9 a.m.).
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Turning to NO -emissions, it becomes obvious, that the spatial
and temporal distribution of emission is by far dominated by
contributions from the transportation sector. The temporal fluc-
tuations, shown in Fig. 17, clearly follow the traffic volume
which causes high emission peaks during the rush hours. A typical
spatial distribution of NO -emissions is given by Fig. 18. A
comparison of the hourly emissions in the transportation sector
on March, 29th, 1985 between 4-5 p.m. (Fig. 19} and a corres-
ponding cadastre of NO -emissions from all other sectors except

A

transportation (Fig. 20) demonstrates clearly, that the major
roads and the downtown areas within the conurbani t ions are the
places with the highest emissions.

••'••'" '.I'1" ...... n ......-ŵ• ' I. ! î ' * Î • ! !" " F°"*r n«nt» t« " « * i « . . « T

0 24 AB 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 240 264
Houri

IKE S l u l l g o r l

FIG 17. NO -emissions in Baden-Württemberg (hourly values).
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FR 29.03. 16.00 BIS 17.00 UHR RÖSTER 5* 5 KM

SEKTOR: TOTRL

D VON
ttitm VON

NOX

0.0 - S.D KG / RflSTER
5.0 - JO.O KG / RflSTER

VON 10.0 - 25.0 KG / RflSTER
VON 25.0 - 100.0 KG / RRSTER
VON 100.0 - 500 0 KG / RflSTER
VON 500 0 -1000.0 KG / RflSTER

FIG.18. Total NO -emissions on Friday, 29 March 1985,
4-5 p.m.
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[FR 29.03. 16.00 BIS 17.00 UHR RflSTER 5* 5 KMffg

TRRNSPORTRTION NOX

0.0 - 5.0 / SOUflRE

5.0 - 10.0 / SOURRE

10.0 - 25,0 / SQURRE

25.0 - 100.0 / SOUHRE

100.0 - 500.0 / SOURRE

SOO.O - 1000.0 / SOURRE

FIG.19. NO -emissions of sector Transportation.
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FR 29.03. 16.00 BIS 17.00 UHR RflSTER 5« 5 KM

RLL SECTORS EXCEPT TRHNSPORT NOX

Q 0.0 - 5.0 / SOUflRE

H 5.0 - 10.0 / SQUflRE

H 10.0 - 25.0 / SOUflRE

H 25.0- 100.0 / SOURRE

• 100.0 - SOO.O / SOURRE

B SOO.O- 1000.0 / SOUflRE
1 fsT-„

'-': -£-"'! V- ".I™-" "F. " - _ • *- _-Ä u.^ t • •"•« - ij* "- 3 - - " « * " '^•^--^-j _JB., ..t.-''-S ̂.̂ Ĵ -rjJI

•L

FIG.20. NO -emissions of all sectors except Transportation.x
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More and extensive results can be gained, if the data base elabo-
rated is fed into suitable pollutant transportation and conver-
sion Models which are currently being developed by other institu-
tions. A verification of these Models will also be possible using
Measurements of immissions which have been carried out within the
fraMe of overall 'TULLA'-project.

The Methods and Models developed here are currently being exten-
ded in order to allow the deterMination of spatially and tempo-
rally resoluted emissions not only for the specified period which
was subject of the •TULLAi-project but also for other periods of
time. This provides the opportunity of evaluating future environ-
Mental control measures with respect to their influence on spa-
tially and temporally distributed emission peaks. At the same
time an extension of the land register to other air pollutants
(especially volatile organic compounds) is well under way. How-
ever, a major problem in this area is the large number of hydro-
carbons of different toxicity, causing an enormous, and even
increasing data base.

5 Research Project: Cost-Effectiveness of Risk Reduction by
Engineered Safeguards in Biblis-B-Type Reactor Systems1

The research projects, presented so far, are dealing with the
assessment of air pollutants - in particular SO, and NO - and
the development of rational strategies for their control. Besides
this, the IKE has performed research activities in the area of
nuclear safety engineering since 1971. These activities comprai-
sed the development and utilization of deterministic as well as
probabilistic techniques, which have been used in the licensing
process and for the evaluation of hypothetical accidents.
Within the last years, especially since the TMI incident, reactor
safety research programs focussed on a more realistic description
of the operational and accidential behavior of nuclear power
plants. The complete modeling of reactor safety problems requires
new and non-conventional computer techniques. Thus, the IKE-Plant
Simulation and Analysis System (SASYST) has been developed and is
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being developed further in order to allow determin istic and pro-
b a b i l i s t i c analyses in a less conservative Manner. The nodular
concept of SASYST as shown in Fig. 21 is based on the data and
software management system RS'YST of IKE which provides techniques
for statistical analyses, interactive graphics and other general
purpose Modules. SASYST has already proven to be a very flexible
and efficient advanced tool in a large number of reactor safety
analysis applications. It incorporates well introduced code
systems l i k e TRAC, AOINA, SAP, RELAP, SSYST, KESS and MELSIM.

EXF
OPI

DETERMINISTIC PR
ANALYSIS

A>ERT //" \\
NION * —— *l PASYST)J-

yrv^/*
SOFTWARE EXPER.MEN1

OBABIL ISTIC
ANALYSIS

PLANT
' —— * OPTIMIZATION

\
S STATISTICS

S A S Y S T

FIG.21. Plant simulation and analysis system of IKE.

Examples of successful applications of SASYST concepts have been
e.g.

• Analyses of blow down and melting experiments of PNS at KfK,

• Core melt and thermal hydraulics calculations for the German
Risk Study Phase B,

• Investigation of low pressure «elt down accidents,

• Statistical analysis of various thermalhydrauli es codes,

• Determination of recoolable reactor states during severe damage
ace i dents,
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• A n a l y s i s of TMI-2 degraded core,

• D e s i g n and i n t e r p r e t a t i o n of severe fuel damage e x p e r i m e n t s ,

• I n v e s t i g a t i o n of the b e h a v i o r of the reactor pressure vessel
u n d e r t h e r m a l shock c o n d i t i o n s

to m e n t i o n only a few.

In e a r l y 1984 the IKE entered the IAEA c o o r d i n a t e d r e s e a r c h pro-
g r a m on 'Evaluation of Cost-Effectiveness of R i s k R e d u c t i o n Among
D i f f e r e n t E nergy Systems*.

R e s e a r c h a c t i v i t i e s of the f i r s t phase of t h i s study can be sum-
m a r i z e d as follows:

• Development of a r i s k matrix formalism approach for an
effective representation and evaluation of results of
PRA-studies (see Fig. 22).

Vector of Initiating
Event Frequencies

Vector of Cond.
Probablllt!«» of
Event Sequence!
P - 9 (• |J )

Vector of Freq. of
Releaie Catégorie»

r = E H a n c
i l -- 'l

V«ctor of Freq. of
Damage Cla»«»»
v = E II r d
- J i - *>

Syctem Function»
Matrix

S.- (•„ )

Containment
Matrix

C _ - ( e u )

Con»equ*nc«»
Matrix

£ - ( - „ >

F I G . 2 2 . Risk m a t r i x fo rmal i sm approach.
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• Introduction of Measures of risk importance for safety relevant
installations, i.e. introduction of 'Vesely*-inportance Mea-
sures to the syste« functions level.

• Evaluation of these importance Measures based on the risk Ma-
trix formalisa approach.

An exemplary result is given in Fig. 23, which shows evaluated
risk importances of system functions of the Biblis-B-NPP as they
have been analyzed by the German Risk Study (GRS), Phase A. Also,
these importance values of course wil l have to be updated as soon
as exhaustive results of Phase B are available, this kind of
representation is extremely useful because it demonstrates the
different contributions to the overall risk considered. By this
way, it clearly points to individual Merits and potentials for
reinforcement of the system functions analyzed.

Furthermore, areas of necessary extensions of research have been
identified. Ongoing analyses showed an urgent need for further
Methodological improvements in order to meet requirements as e.g.
consistency of models and limitations of uncertainties. Especial-
ly a consistent Method for the evaluation of impacts of changes
in a plants's design on the risks associated with the operation
of the plant seemed to be highly favorable. Such method is impor-
tant since e.g. design measures reducing the portional contribu-
tion of a specific event sequence may increase the relative risk
importance of other sequences, which might have been neglected;
or 'new* event sequences may arise from changing a plant's de-
sign. This caused the research work to get focussed on methodolo-
gical improvements of models rather than being p r i m a r i l y concer-
ned with performing a case study on specific event sequences of
the GRS. Present major research aims of this project are:

- Definition of model and data interfaces between deterministic
and probabilistic techniques of analysis and

- Evaluation of updated estimates of cost and risk reduction
achieved by selected engineered safeguards.
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Sy»tem Function« (»ee lefend below):
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Legend:

Symbol System Function

K Receler Seront

l Main Feed«rater Supply and Main Steam Heat Removal

J Auxiliary Feedwater Supply and Wain Steam Heat Removal

• Ueoturement et Senelng Value for Startup ef ECCS

C High—freeture Injection

D Accumulator Injectlen

E Lew-Fr«iiure Heeding ln|eotlon

F Lew-Preiiure Injection with Sump fteclreulatlon

C Containment Integrity fer emergency Core Cooling

H Leng-Torrn Reeldual Heat Removal

L Opening ef freeiure Relief Valve
In the Primary Cooling Syetem

M Clotlng ef Preeeure Relief Valve
In (he Primary Cooling Syelom

0 Delayed Feedvater Supply and Main Steam Heat Removal

R Long-Term Feedwater Supply and Main Steam Heat Removal

FIG.23. Risk reduction worth for risk measure
'genetically significant dose1.
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It is strongly believed that the ongoing research activities
should result in a valuable Methodology which has the a b i l i t y to
handle design changes in a »ore consistent way, thus p r o v i d i n g
extremly useful means for evaluating measures of risk reduction
at the plant level.

6 Assessment of Restructuring Measures for the Energy System in
Baden-Württemberg with Special Regards toward E l e c t r i c i t y
Supply

Having put some few highlights on experiences gained and d e v e l o p -
ments started at IKE in the fields of environmental control and
nuclear safety, we now turn to an assessment project recently
launched w h i c h - in our belief - is d i r e c t l y related to the e n v i -
saged inter-agency project.

Alsc h a v i n g caused moderate r a d i o l o g i c a l consequences in the
Federal R e p u b l i c of Germany, the Chernobyl accident has g i v e n
r i s s to major public concern about the r i s k s of energy sources,
3 s p e c i a 1 1 y nuclear energy. It h s s provoked v i o l e n t d i « r u r. s i o n
among p o l i t i c a l parties and different interest groups q u e s t i o n i n g
the d e s i r a b l e structure of present and future energy supply
systems for Germany. In this situation, the state government of
Baden-WUrttember g appointed the IKE - as an independent s c i e n t i -
fic i n s t a l l a t i o n - to guide and perform a comprehensive study on
possible measures of restructuring the energy system in the state
of Baden-WUrttemberg. W i t h i n this study special regard shall be
paid to e l e c t r i c i t y supply. The study was started in August, 1986
and has to be completed by end of July, 1987.

The study's overall aim is a comprehensive assessment of te c h n i -
cally feasable options for a long-term safe energy supply for
Baden-WUrtteiiberg as well as the evaluation of ecological, econo-
mical and social consequences. Although this study is not anti-
nuclear, it w i l l be required to investigate in particular,
whether and to what extend it could be possible to substitute
nuclear energy; and which consequences would arise from such
substitution. Lastly, the study aims at decision aids for a ra-
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tional energy policy in order to identify decisions which Bust be
taken now if a sufficient, economically, ecologically and social-
ly favourable energy supply shall be guaranteed. The nain steps
to reach this goal are summarized below:

- Analysis of the different options of energy supply and
efficient energy use with regard to

• their potentials,

• their costs and development of cost,

• their environmental consequences and

• thei r risks .

- Analysis of alternative energy supply strategies taking into
account economic, écologie, international and social aspects.
In order to put the different strategies into perspective, the
following topics are addressed by the study:

- energy consumption and energy supply,
- e f f i c i e n t energy use,
- foss i l energy,
- renewable energy,
- nuclear energy,
- comparative risks from different options of energy supply,
- social compliance,
- scenarios of energy consumption and energy supply,
- evaluation of different strategies for energy supply.

Within the frame of this assessment, the IKE collaborates with a
large number of institutions in Baden-Württemberg and in the
Federal Republic of Germany, providing specific contributions
which are compiled and evaluated at IKE.

Also, this study, due to its time schedule, cannot go beyond a
c r i t i c a l review of methodologies and assessments already
a v a i l a b l e . However, it is felt to be closely related to the more
ambitious tasks followed by the envisaged inter-agency project.
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For this reason» the working package on 'Comparative Risks fron
Different Options of Energy Supply1 is presented in More detail.
It aims at a systematic review of available quantitative assess-
ments of the overall risks fro» different options of energy sup-
ply and puts special emphasis on a critical estimation of metho-
dological and other shortcomings of today's comparative risk
studies. The questions to be investigated are: how and to what
extend do the mean individual and collective risk change if nu-
clear energy is substitued by some other source of energy, and
what are the impacts of different scenarios of substitution under
a risk point of view. In this context the transferabi1ity of
results gained abroad to the specific regional situation in the
state of Baden-WUrtteaberg w i l l be one of the most important
criteria.

Envisaged steps of analysis are listed below:

1. Methodology and uncertainties of comparative risk assessments.

2. Evaluation of existing assessments.

3. Compilation of estimates of risks associated with the follow-
ing energy supply options:
- nuclear energy,
- coal fired plants,
- oil fi red plants,
- gas fired plants,
- wind energy,
- solar energy.
- hydroelectric energy.

4. Qualitative discussion of possible measures to reduce these
risks.

5. Discussion of risks due to sabotage, terrorism, etc.

6. Comparison of the risks with other natural, ci v i l izational and
technical risks.
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In conclusion, it should be noted, that the ongoing study presen
ted so far, shall neither be confessed with risk evaluations of
different strategies of energy supply because of It's limited
tine schedule and other inherent limitations; nor shall it
attempt to identify strategies which are optimized under the
aspect of allocation of resources for risk reduction. However,
this study seems suitable as a useful basis for such investiga-
tions.

Proposal for a Regional Case Study on 'Assessing, Comparing
and Managing Risks from Energy Supply Strategies in Baden-
WUrttemberg 1

Due to the studies presented above, the IKE operates a very de-
tailed data base of the energy system and the emissions in Baden-
Württemberg. So, for example, all furnaces larger than 1 MW,
their energy demand and their emissions are part of the data
base. Furthermore, the hourly numbers of cars on every road in
Baden-Württemberg are known. For all sources of emissions, mea-
sures to reduce emissions and the costs for these measures have
been investigated. Furthermore, experiences available at IKE in
the field of nuclear safety engineering have been outlined.
Further research in the areas mentioned is already underway and
believed to have the potential of substantial improvements. The
assessment of restructuring measures for the energy system, re-
cently launched by the state government of Baden-WUrttemberg,
analyses and evaluates the different options of energy supply
under economical, ecological, international and social aspects.
It has been pointed out, that this study w i l l result in an extre-
mely valuable basis for further investigations.

Based on these experiences and ongoing studies, the IKE proposes
a regional case study for Baden-WUrttemberg as a contribution to
the inter-agency project. This envisaged case study shall be
d i v i d e d into two principal phases.
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Within Phase I of the case study an attempt shall be Made in order
to implement a risk Management approach by identifying strategies
for the regional energy supply. Those strategies should account for
an effective allocation of resources for reducing the risks invol-
ved.
Research activities of this first phase shall be limited to the
energy field according to the data base available. However it is
intended to go beyond a conventional comparative risk assessment,
since it does not focus solely on risk of electricity generation
but includes other sectors of energy use. In this sense, Phase I
of the case study w i l l widen the approach of former studies because

- it investigates regional quantitative data for the risks of
nuclear, fossil, other conventional and 'new* fuel cycles

- it evaluates different energy supply strategies with respect to
the overall risk reduction reached

- it analyses the costs of different measures to reduce the risks
of energy systems and identifies measures having the best cost-
effectiveness values

- it identifies by these means those strategies which have a maxi-
mum efficiency in reaching the goal of reducing energy risks.

Furthermore, it is strongly believed that it w i l l be essential to
perform the study on a regional base, since the level of overall
risk and even more the risk reduction reachable largely depends
upon regional parameters such as structure of population, exist-
ing energy system, regional distribution of emission sources, etc.

In spite of their complexity, energy risks could make up only a
certain fraction of the overall risk to which the population
w i t h i n a region might be exposed. Other technical activities -
such as traffic or process industries - might make s i m i l a r or even
larger contributions. In order to further increase the usefulness
of the risk management approach taken, Phase II of the case study
should be devoted to an extension of analysis to other sources of
risk than energy supply.

A provisional framework for Phase I and a short synopsis of pos-
sible extensions during Phase II of the proposed case study is
given in the following section.
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8 Provisional Framework for the Proposed Regional Case Study

It is proposed that the case study should be based on the results
of the assess lient project described in Chapter 6. This is felt to
be very appropriate since the proposed study is in some way a
direct expansion of results reached by the pioneering 'Baden- WUrt-
temberg Project'. Besides regional average estimates of energy
risks, the i n d i v i d u a l Merits and shortcomings of different methodo-
logies of risk assessment as well as specific problem areas concer-
ning data and models are investigated within this project. In this
sense the assessment project for Baden-WUrttemberg makes up some
ki n d of a 'Phase O1 for the envisaged case study, which points to
the areas were further research efforts are needed and promising.
For example, it is regarded as a logical straightforward step to
expand the analysis from average values over the region to consi-
derations with much higher spatial resolution. However, this should
require major efforts to be spend on a number of topics such as
models for pollutants transportation and conversion, dose-response
relationships or acquisition of data, specific to the regional
si tuation.

Phase I

(i) Delineation of the Area where the Study w i l l be Performed

The case study will be performed for the state of Baden- Würt-
temberg which is located in the southwest of the Federal Repu-
blic- of Germany. Baden-WUrttemberg covers about an area of
about 35 700 km2 and has a population of about 9 200 000 peo-
ple. The population structure reaches from rural areas to
conurbanitons. Around 15.7 % of the German gross domestic
product are obtained in Baden-WUrttemberg. The industrial
sector includes primary industries, petrochemical, cement
producing and automobile industries and a large number of
other branches.

{i i) Description of the System under Study

The system researched is the complete energy system in Baden-
WUrttemberg. It includes the following sectors:
- public power plants,
- industry,
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- small consumers,
- private households,
- transportation.

This first phase w i l l liait its scope to risks arising fron
the conversion and use of energy in the sectors Mentioned,
i.e. risk as e.g. risks of traffic or inhouse accidents
w i l l not be included. However, this phase aims at building
a complete «odel of the energy system for the years 1985 to
1995, which wi l l allow a detailed analysis of different
-easures with high temporal and spatial resolution.

(i i i ) Hazard Identification

Hazards associated with the operation and the construction
of respective plants, fuel supply (including e.g. mining),
waste treatment and disposal w i l l be addressed for each of
the energy options:
- nuclear energy,
- coal,
- oil,
- natural gas,
- wind energy,
- solar energy.

For each of these options routine environmental emissions
e.g. S02, NO , routine radioactive emissions to air and
water, routine occupational exposures, accidental condi-
tions causing occupational or public hazards w i l l be asses-
sed on a specific regional basis.

Hourly emissions of S0a and NO are known in form of inven-
tories on the scale of 1 x 1 Kilometers for a 12 days
period in March, 1985. A s i m i l a r cadastre is currently
being prepared for other air pollutants (hydrocarbons) and
could possibly be included. In addition, the models are
extended to allow calculations for any period of time bet-
ween 1985 and 1995. Routine radioactive emissions w i l l be
assessed for each plant in Baden-Württemberg within the
frame of the assessment project mentioned above.
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(i v) Safety Policy

Relevant safety standards for the energy systems such as
standards, regulations and goals concerning public, occupa-
tional or environmental issues w i l l be listed here. By
these neans, the environ»ental and safety policy followed
w i l l be assessed. This explicitly includes the environmen-
tal control strategies developed by the studies, Mentioned
above, Thus, instruments for achieving present and future
levels of safety and environmental control (e.g. air q u a l i -
ty control) w i l l be assessed and analyzed.

(v ) Risk Assessment

The use of suitable models for the transportation and con-
version of air pollutants and radioactive release will
result in a clear distinction between hazards which origi-
nate inside Baden-Württemberg and those which are 'impor-
ted* from outside the region. This should be done for rou-
tine and accidential emissions. It w i l l result in detailed
information about imission originating from sources inside
and outside Baden-Württemberg.

Major efforts might be caused by the need for meaningful
dose-response relationships. Especially, in the field of
routine emissions of air pollutants it w i l l be necessary to
carefully evaluate the dose-responses published with parti-
cular regard to their transferabi1ity to the regional con-
ditions. A careful choice must be made here between quali-
tative and quantitative approaches of risk assessment in
order to reach a reasonable balance between what is desi-
rable and what is practical and useful as described in
terms of different risk measures.

(vi ) Risk Management

Based on a freference scenario* different energy supply
strategies w i l l be evaluated with respect to the overall
risk reduction reached. The costs of different measures to
reduce the risks w i l l be investigated and cost-effective-
ness values w i l l be assigned. The resulting relationship
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between risk reduction and costs w i l l then be use to iden-
tify those strategies with an maximum efficiency. An area
which will require Major efforts to be spent on is the
question of whether and how to aggregate the different
risks in order to identify favorable strategies.

Phase II

This phase of the case study will be devoted to an extension of
research to other industrial sources of risk. These could be
investigated in comparison with energy risks. Such are risks to
encounter accidents inhouse, risks of traffic accidents, risks
fro« hazardous Materials in the industrial branches, cheMical
industry risks, etc. Most recent incidents have given rise to
Major pulbic concern about industrial risks, especially those
imposed by the process industry. This should be seriously taken
into account, when discussing the scope of Phase II and a useful
choice of partner organisations which should collaborate if
chemical industry risks are to be incorporated into the case
study. Additionally the attempt could be made to systematically
introduce other aspects than risk into the procedure of identify-
ing perferable strategies.

It is believed that the efforts to be spent within the frame of
the proposed case study should contribute to a more effective way
of coping with the various potentials of harm which are i n e v i -
tably inherent to any industrial activity. Thus, the implementa-
tion of the risk management approach w i l l provide rational mea-
sures to balance the risks and benefits involved. Finally, per-
forming the case study w i l l enhence the usefulness of the
approach itself.
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RISK MANAGEMENT IN THE NETHERLANDS —
A QUANTITATIVE APPROACH

C.J. VAN KULJEN
Ministry of Housing, Physical Planning

and Environment,
Leidschendam, Netherlands

Abstract

A policy for the management of environmental risks ha« been drawn up
by the Dutch Parliament.
Until now within this frame work the management of risks caused by
activities with dangerous substance« in particular has been worked out
into an external safety policy.
This is based on a quantitative evaluation and on politically laid
down limits for the external safety of residents living near
industrial installations.
This approach has been applicated to the transport and selling of LPO,
the zoning of pipelines and the transport of chlorine and ammonia in
the Rijnmond area. Also the implementation of the Seveso Directive in
The Netherlands is based on it.

1. INTRODUCTION

For over 150 years The Netherlands has had legislation aimed at the
prevention of nuisance and danger caused by industrial activities.
After its most recent revision this legislation (The Nuisance Act) is
an effective tool to regulate these activities. It contains a
permitting system allowing the competent authorities - viz. the
municipalities or the provinces - to decide whether a certain activity
is acceptable at a certain place and which conditions should be
attached to the permit in the interest of protecting the population
and the environment. The application for and the draft of the permit
are open to public inspection. The public can object to the draft both
in writing and in public meetings. Moreover, a comparable legislation
for physical planning offers possibilities to create and maintain
sufficient distance between industries and the population.
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However, these systems of legislation do not offer any explicite
criterion for the judgement by the authorities or the public of the
risks of the industrial activities. So, they are only tools for the
implementation of a decision concerning risky activities, not a tool
for the decision-making process itself.
The same holds for other risks that can endanger the population or the
environment, as the presence of carcinogenic substances in the
environment or the transport of dangerous substances.
This led the Dutch government to the formulation of a policy for risk
management within the framework of an environmental policy. This
policy has been approved by Parliament in 1985 (réf. 1).

2. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

The aim of an environmental policy is to define and to realize the
environmental conditions to ensure a good environment. These
conditions will often pertain to the Netherlands as a whole. Achieving
and maintaining this general environmental quality is the most
important objective of environmental policy at the national level. In
addition, specific conditions will be necessary in parts of the
country in order to protect special living communities or species or
forms of use to offer opportunities for development. Environmental
policy must be directed at achieving and maintaining such a particular
environmental quality as well.

In the light of these objectives, the required changes in the
behaviour of diverse groups of producers and consumers can be
established. These are the target groups of environmental policy.
Depending on the target group in question, it will have to be
determined what "mix" of regulatory, stimulatory and communicatory
instruments is most effective in achieving the necessary change in
behaviour. The choice regarding the package of measures will have to
be made jointly by the environmental policy sector and other policy
sectors of the government.
So, this "strategic" environmental policy is formulated and
implemented along two tracks: an effect-oriented and a source-directed
policy.
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The effect-oriented policy must make clear which objectives are being
pursued with respect to the quality of the environment and the tasks
for target groups implied by these objectives. This will have to be
based as much as possible on insights into the environmental
conditions necessary to be able to manage risks for the environment
on the one hand, and into possibilities for environmental renovation
and their costs on the other.
The intended environmental quality will be formulated with the help
of, often, quantitative descriptions of the required environmental
conditions, such as, for example, the highest allowable concentrations
of substances in water, soil and air, or the highest allowable
exposure of organisms or goods to noise or radiation. Ultimately, the
environmental quality will have to be such that the risks to the
interests to be protected are negligible. This quality level is
designated as the target value.
For most environmental conditions (concentrations of substances etc.)
the target value can only be reached in the long term. In such a
situation the target value has to be reached in several smaller steps,
taken in an interim period. This will be done with the help of
environmental quality objectives which can be realized in the short or
medium term and which reasonably guarantee that the risks will remain
limited to on acceptable level. Such quality objectives are the result
of a trade-off between what is desirable from an environmental
view-point and what is technically, economically and otherwise (for
example, from a land-use perspective) possible. The space which within
this trade-off can take place (= the "grey area") is bounded on one
side by the level at which the risk for people, animals, plants, goods
and forms of use is maximally allowable and on the other side by the
level at which the risk is negligibly small. This approach is
presented in figure 1.

Figure 1 :

Dealing with risks
in environmental policy. Increasing

risk

Risk reduction
desirable

Negligible risks

Max acceptable
level

Negligible level
(target value)
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As a first step along this path both levels have been determined for
people. Establishing the distinguished levels for other kinds of risks
- for example, to plants, animals and goods - is an even more
complicated task, especially because of the complex relationships (for
example, in populations and living communities) and reactions (for
example, photochemistry) that play a role. Nevertheless, it is
expected that, with the help of research into eco-systems and
ecological processes, more parts of the intended risk management
system can gradually be filled in.

In additon to this effect-oriented policy, a source-oriented policy is
necessary that makes clear the way and the tempo in which the
behaviour of target groups will be "corrected", with attention paid to
the environmental quality objectives and tasks formulated in the
framework of the effect-oriented policy. Such a policy will have to
establish priorities with respect to the measures to be instituted, in
case a target group runs the risk of being confronted with a total of
requirements that exceed its technical or economic possibilities.
Knowledge about the circumstances under which the target group
operates and about its motives and perspectives is indispensable in
determining an adequate package of regulatory and stimulatory measures
for target groups. Research and direct and indirect communication with
the target groups will be of great importance. This two-track policy
is presented schematically in figure 2.

Effect-oriented

General/particular
environmental quality

\
Development/managing
regions

Pysical planning/
water management

Source-oriented

Efforts of
target groups

Planning/implementing
activities of
target groups

Economic policy
sectors

Figure 2: Two track policy.
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3. DEALING WITH RISKS

Within this framework an external safety policy has been worked out.
This policy is directed toward preventing unusual incidents with
undesirable consequences for the surrounding area involving activities
with dangerous substances and toward limiting those consequences as
much as possible. Managing the so-called "smal probability-large
consequence" risks requires special attention.

3.1. Risk and risk management
The concept risk connects that what we do with the undesired
consequences thereof. Risk is defined as the chance of undesired
events occurring in relation to the possible extent of the events'
consequences for the population.

There are a number of sequential steps in the process of dealing with
risks:
1. Identifying the dangers to people or the environment*
2. Estimating the extent of these dangers. Both the chance and extent

of exposure as well as an agent's detrimental properties play a
role in this.

3. Determining the acceptability of the risk of the activity and the
desired risk reducing measures: risk assessment.

4. Control: maintaining a situation of acceptable risk.

Risk for people can be expressed in different ways.
Individual risk; the chance that a person spending 24 hours a day
during a year on a certain spot will die as a consequence of incidents
with the activity under consideration.
Group risk (or societal risk): The chance that accidents will occur
which cause the death at the same time of more than a certain number
of people. This concept is used especially in determining the risks
from accidents of which the societal consequences can be sizable.

*"Risk to people" refers in this paper only to people living outside
the industrial plant. For decision-making concerning the safety and
health at work other procedures are in force, based on the Work
Environment Act.
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Application of the group risk concept makes it possible to take the
size of the group of people who can be simultaneously victims of an
undesired event better into account in the decision regarding risk
acceptability. Recent accidents such as those in Bhopal and Mexico
City illustrate the importance of this approach.

3.2. Risk identification
In the case of external safety the identification of the hazard is
mostly rather obvious (for instance, fire or explosion or the release
of toxic gases). For other risks, which have a less direct
cause-effect relation, for instance the effects of lonq-term exposure
to toxic substances, the identification requires much more study.

3.3. Risk estimation
In order to be able to evaluate risks against quantitatively
formulated environmental conditions, quantification of these risks is
required.
At this moment quantification of the risk of "disaster type" incidents
is completely feasable. In this field the progress of science aided by
the progress in data processing capability, has been remarkable. So,
in 1982 my Ministry decided to initiate a project to develop a
computerized risk quantification scheme using the most recent
information available in the fields of the dispersion of heavy gases,
unconfined vapour cloud explosions and fire ball radiation, and the
response of man to exposure to large concentrations of toxic chemicals
during a relatively short period. This computer model is now
operational (réf. 2). It enables calculations to be made from basic
data such as plant layout, population density data and meteorological
data. These data are processed via effect and consequence calculations
toward the final result: the individual risk curve and the group risk
curve (or FN-curve).
The accuracy of this model has recently been systematically analysed
(réf. 3). The inhaerent uncertainty in the modelling has been found to
be a factor 3 and the uncertainty in the estimated frequencies about
10. Although this uncertainty is still large, the results of the model
are considered to be reliable enough and close enough to observed
effects and frequencies to be usable for decision making.
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3.4. Risk Assessment
For this step in the decision-making process the two levels mentioned
above I fig. 1) had to be determined with the two aims of external
safety policy in mind, viz. the protection of the individual against
undue risks and the prevention of disasters in which many are killed
at the same time.
The starting point for determining the maximum acceptable level for
individual risk is the frequency per year of death from natural
causes. This number is the lowest for children between 10 and 15 years
old, viz. 10~*. Recently my government has decided that a new
location-specific industrial activity will not he allowed if it
imposes an additional risk of more than 1 percent of this base value
(see also réf. 4).
The maximum acceptable level for individual risk is thus 10~6.
It seems reasonable to set the range in wich risk limitation can be
required ("grey area") at two orders of magnitude. So, the negligible
level for individual risk is 10~8.
For the maximum acceptable group risk level a chance of 10~5 per year
of an incident with maximum 10 deaths has been chosen.
A chance of 10~7 per year with 10 deaths is taken as negligibility
level for group risk.
Further, a heavier weight must be assigned to the larger consequences
of accidents. It has been decided in this connection that a
consequence n times greater must correspond to a chance n2 smaller, as
it appears from literature that the seriousness of the societal
consequences of an incident is judged to increase with the square of
the number people killed.
These risk criteria are depicted in figure 3.

A differentiating policy is desirable for both individual and group
risks falling within the grey area, to wit: risks from new industrial
activities falling in this area are only acceptable after
. adequate risk reduction measures have been instituted or safer
alternatives have been chosen, aimed at reaching the target value of
ID'8 for individual risk;

. the permitting authority has weighed the risks and disadvantages of
the activity involved against its benefits and is convinced that the
relationship between risks and benefits is acceptable;
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Figure 3: Risk criteria for the policy on external
safety in the Netherlands.

. the interests and perceptions of the population liable to the risk
of the activity have been considered by the permitting authority in
an balanced and responsible way.

Risk reducation can be achieved along two tracks. First of all in
situ, by measures such as the layout of the plant, the application of
additional safety devices and the use of a less hazardous activity.
Secondly, by zoning. Often a combination of both types of reduction is
wanted. Limiting the size of the zones by means of measures on the
installation and maintaining sufficient distance to sensitive areas
promote both prudent space use and the good "fitting in" of
installations where activities with dangerous substances take place.
One of the major advantages of risk quantification is, that it can
provide information about the cost effectiveness of different sets of
risk reducing measures, and that it provides a tool for zoning.
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3.5. Risk control
When it has been decided what an acceptable level of risk is,
decisions have to be made and implemented to safeguard this
situation. Which specific measures have to be taken will depend on the
type and scale of the activity involved.
Generally speaking the following actions will or may be required.
1. For stationary sources the license under the Nuisance Act will have

to specify what safety provisions have to be taken and what
procedures should be followed to test these safety devices.

2. The municipal authorities will have to achieve the implementation
of the required zoning-measures and to maintain them.
Where necessary distances between the installation and the
population cannot be achieved, removal of vulnerable dwellings or
the hazardous installations will have to be considered.

3. In case of risks associated with the transport of hazardous
materials again action will be promoted either by improving the
safety of the means of transport or by means of routing and zoning,
or both.

4. APPLICATIONS

4.1. Implementation of the Post Seveso-Directive
Recently the concept of an administrative order has been published by
my government to implement this EEC-Directive on the major-accident
hazards of certain industrial activities.
This new legislation will require the industries concerned to provide
the competent authorities with a notification comprising a
quantitative risk analysis. For the decision-making concerning new
activities the approach mentioned above will be followed.
For existing activities, about which notification has to be presented
at the latest on 8 July 1989, the further policy concerning measures
to be taken, will be formulated after that date on the basis of the
insight into the installations safety that will than be obtained from
the notifications.
As far as the safety and health at work is concerned, the Directive is
already imbodied in the Work Environment Act.
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4.2. Natural gas pipelines
Over the years there has been a considerable argument about the
distance that should be kept between natural gas lines and housing
developments. In The Netherlands land use has to be as optimal as
possible, so every meter counts. Yet the safety of the populations has
to be guarded. It was to settle this dispute that is was decided to
make a risk analysis of those lines, and size safety distances on the
basis of the risk criteria put forward. It was concluded that the
group risk criterion could not be applied for the very reason that the
frequency of incidents grows with increasing length of the line, while
on the other hand the people affected are different-ones along a line
(and not the same-ones as in the case of a plant). It was therefore
decided that the safety distances should be based on individual risk
alone. The results of this analysis are in part depicted in figure 4.
The solid lines represent the best estimate of the risk. The shaded
areas represent the estimated 95% confidence interval.

Figure A:

Fatal accident rate as a function of distance from a main transmission line for
natural gas (pipe sizes in inches). The hatching gives a rough indication of the
area of uncertainty.
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As can be seen, at some instances the risk may be twice as high as the
best estimate, but also may be zero. Yet parties involved felt
sufficiently confident to accept the best estimate as the value to use
in determining the size of the safety zones. As a result, a directive
concerning zoning along main transmission lines for natural gas has
been published by my Minister in 1984 (réf. 6).

4.3. Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG)
The approach I have presented here was also adopted in the LPG policy.

In 1978 the large oil companies in the Netherlands expressed
their expectation that the market for LPG as motorfuel and feedstock
would see a spectular growth. Within a few years import and transport
were expected to grow from 1 million tons a year to 10 million tons a
year. And these transports would pass trough densely populated areas
and cities. The safety of these activities was a subject of general
concern for the public and the authorities.
The Dutch government commissioned a study to examine the safety of all
parts of the chain of activities from the importation in the sea
harbors to the distributions at gas-stations selling LPG (ref.7).
The results of these studies formed the basis for the policy statement
of the government to Parliament in 1984 (ref.7).
In this "LPG-nota" the risk contours are translated into safety
distances to be applied to unloading facilities, depots and storage
tanks, and measures are presented to increase the safety of barges and
roadtankers.
Because of the difference in risk that was calculated between stations
situated within city limits and those at the side of highways at
sufficient distance from houses, it was decided that the opening of
new stations selling LPG will only be allowed outside city limits, at
a minimum distance of 80 meters from the nearest houses. Existing
stations which are located within 15 m distance from dwellings will be
closed.
For the other existing stations located at larger distances (up to
120 m from dwellings) a program of risk preventing measures will be
executed. The costs of this (about 125 million guilders) will be
beared by the LPG selling companies.
Another example is the comparison of the transportation in bareres and
other means of transportation. Prom this comparison it was concluded
that transport by barges can be allowed, provided that some
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constructive changes will be realised. Legislation concerning these
changes is in preparation.

4.4. DSM (Dutch State Mines)
This is a large industrial facility in the south east of The
Netherlands. Within the framework of a study concerning integral
zoning around DSM, a risk analysis has been made. The resulting risk
contours facilitated the decision about the expansion of existing
dwelling facilities and the erection of new ones.

4.5. Transport of dangerous substances
Recently in the Rijnmond area the risks of the transport of chlorine
and ammonia have been tackled.
From the results, the iso-risk contours and F-N curves for the various
routes and modes can be examined.

5. PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

The development of these computer assisted methods has also been a
starting point for more advanced developments. My Ministry is
presently engaged in a collaborative exercise with the Joint Research
Centre of the EEC, to develop a decision support system. This system
will allow to combine data on the risks of different modes of import,
production, storage, transport and use, with data on economics etc. to
help the decision maker to seek an optimal solution for complicated
problems.
Other lines of developments are groundwater transportation models,
long term atmospheric models and the effects of incidents with nuclear
installations.

It may be remarked that the methods described above are aimed at
dealing with risk problems only, not with problems connected with the
perception of risk or with different views on the further development
of our society. The nuclear power problem is an example of such a
still more complicated issue.
In these sort of problems it is tempting to devote all efforts to
solve the risk issue only, to find out later that solving the risk
issue did not solve the problem.
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6. CONCLUSION

In this adress I have presented the framework of our approach toward
the problem of risk management. I have to admit that this approach is
not unchallenged. In particular from the side of industry much
scepticism regarding the usefullness of quantitative risk assessment
in decisionmaking is made known.
Firstly, it is being argued that the data needed for quantitative
risk-analyses in many cases are too scattered to justify a casuistic
approach. We agree that the data-base needs further improvement. This
will be one of our main objectives for the near future. On the other
hand there remains the fact that decisions have to be made about the
acceptability of risk, often in relation to very complex situations.
In our opinion such decisions will have a more solid basis in case a
quantitative risk-analysis is disposable, how inperfect our data may
be, than in case when such decisions are taken on the basis of
qualitative assessment only. Of course the decisionmaker should be
aware of the uncertainties involved and accomodate these uncertainties
in his final-decision. To quote my former Minister Pieter Winsemius:
"There is no substitute for thinking".
Secondly, quite a number of people in industry fear that the use of
quantitative risk data may jeopardize the willingness of the public to
accept additional hazards, even if the risk involved is very
marginal. On this point we don't agree. Of course, we also do
recognize the fact that the public attitude is determined by
risk-aversion, especially where non-voluntary risks are involved.
However it is just for this reason that we prefer a normative
approach. In the view of my government it is only by means of
politically established standards that endless disputes about the
acceptability of a specific type of hazard can be avoided. We are sure
that ultimately industry will recognize that this is to his interest
too.
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RISK ANALYSIS AS AN AID IN THE PLANNING
OF ENERGY AND OTHER COMPLEX INDUSTRIAL
SYSTEMS

J. éURKOVlé, Z. VARAZDINEC
Institut za elektroprivredu,
Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Abstract

The-paper describes the methodological approach and an example of the applica-
tion of the cost-effectiveness analysis in the area of planning the construc-
tion of coal-fired power plants. An approach is suggested that should provide
the basis for decision-making as to implementation of a technology for protec-
tion of human environment aiming at reduction of risk. The results of up-to-
date investigations have been presented concerning risks associated with vari-
ous branches of economy in Yugoslavia. On the example of flue gases desulfuri-
zation we have demonstrated the application of cost-effectiveness analysis,
providing the basis for decision-making in risk management.

1. INTRODUCTION

It may generally be said that any human activity will as a consequence have
a certain amount of risk for people and ttteir health. Since the beginning of
man's existence on this planet man has been faced with natural risks
(volcanoes, floads, thunder, hurricanes^ as distinct from the risks
evolved front human activities. Therefore, since the very beginning of human
civilization man has been concerned with ways to control some natural pheno-
mena, i.e. with reduction of risk to his existence.
With the development of civilization, and more particularly after the first
industrial revolution, man has had to accustom himself to more and more risk
caused by human activities such as car accidents, train accidents, mining
disasters, damn failures, aircraft accidents, ect.
The development of large technological systems such as those for production
of electric power, large petrochemical complexes, drug industry, etc., has
made evident the need to protect man and his natural environment, i.e. to
reduce risk resulting from these large industries. With a higher level of
development of national economies there is a point above which the society
does not accept a further risk increase. This and the public requirement to
define the level of acceptable risk have contributed to the fast development
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of risk assessment techniques that will enable a quantification of risk level
caused by man.
However, it has been noted that an acceptable level of risk depends upon so-
cial, economic and political situation in a given country. It is therefore in
the present-day economic and political situation in the world not possible to
prescribe absolute risk standards. An imperative emerges for the elaboration
and application of simple and rational methods for treatment of risk.
In such a case, safety of man and his environment represents a good which, as
any other good, may be purchased only at a certain price.
Risk can not be reduced to zero. The marginal costs of risk reduction increase
with the level of achieved safety. The capital available for investment into
safety is restricted and must therefore be used in a most effective possible
way. This, as a principle, means that capital allocation must be optimal in
relation to all human activities and their associated risks to man and his
environment simultaneously. This, however, presents a difficult problem that
may be overcome through an increased conscousness of risk for those involved
in decision-making. Taking into consideration that further development and
growth of the society's economic power must not be halted, it is the job of
the technical experts to submit the necessary data and propose the uniform
procedures for establishment of rational criteria for acceptable risk in the
given planning stage of further development of national economies. Based on
so defined uniform criteria of accetable risk, it is necessary to determine
whether a given technology is safe enough. It is possible to establish the
safety of a technology by comparing its risk with other risks already accepted
in the society.
The willingness of a society to invest a part of its national income in the
measures for risk reduction is in direct relation with its socio-economic
status. The rich and developed countries are in a position to invest much
more into safety systems, regardless of the relatively small risk reduction
achieved. The developing countries are, in the risk analysis and the analysis
of possibilities for its reduction, restricted by their own economic situation.
As a possible criterion income per capita may be used as the measure for
determining the most acceptable level of risk.
Taking into consideration the above, it is the application of cost-effective-
ness analysis that suggests itself for determining the level of acceptable
risk as a basis in decision-making.
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2. LIMITS TO RISK REDUCTION

Risk incurred as a consequence of the operation of a certain technology can
be reduced below any given level, but in practice it can not be reduced to
zero. The introduction of a new technology must be considered as part of the
entire economic system of the country, along with all ecological consequences
brought about in the given area. If the risk resulting from the operation of
the echnology can not be neglected, it is necessary to consider all aspects
of risk for the proposed safety measures and analyse the possibilities for
its reduction, meaning that an aggregation procedure is needed for the level
of acceptable risk. In the case of safety measures with exceptionally high
marginal costs, it is important to take into consideration the professional
and social risk that is a component in the production of safety equipment
(réf. 1 ).

The professional and social risk may be determined by means of the input-out-
put models of national economy and the statistical data on the health effects
and deaths occuring in the various branches of national economy that have
participated in the production of this safety equipment. The introduction of
indirect risk into the analysis (i.e. the risk built into the safety equip-
ment) can very simply give us the lower limit to which it is reasonable and
worthwile to invest into risk reduction measures. The schematic representati-
on of the interrelation between the direct and indirect risk and the corres-
ponding net cost-effectiveness ratio as the measure of the efficiency of the
given safety alternative, is shown in Figure 1.

In Figure 1. it is possible to identify the lower limit to which it is worth-
wile to invest into the risk reduction systems. This limit is located in the
point in which the net cost-effectiveness ratio (NCER) is minimal.

3. THE METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

The methodological approach in this paper is based on reduction of total risk
as a result of application of certain safety measures their associated produc-
tion costs. The capital invested into safety measures obeys the economic law
of diminishing returns, meaning that the lower the level of risk, the higher
the marginal costs of measures for further risk reduction. These costs, in
fact, grow exponentially (réf.; ). This statement leads to the conclusion
that in the range of very high marginal risk reduction costs it is necessary
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DSÄ - DIRECT RISK REDUCTION
IPR - INDIRECT RISK INCREASE

COSTS

Figure 1 - Illustration of actual flow of direct risk reduction and the
increase of indirect risks through construction of certain safety
measure

to consider separately the amount of risk incurred by the production of safety
equipment to the entire population. It follows that the net risk curve has an
absolute minimum below which further investment into safety equipment increases
the risk to the total economic system, making it greater than the risk reduc-
tion for the directly exposed population (figure 1.). The analysis requires
introduction of the following definitions:
DRR - direct risk reduction, i.e. risk reduction for the exposed population

as a result of implementation of certain safety equipment in the plant
IRI - indirect risk increase, i.e. the risk increase in the entire economic

system incurred by the production of safety equipment
NR - net risk
c - capital expenditure for safety equipment
On the basis of so defined concepts it is possible to write the expression
for the cost-effectiveness ration as follows:

NCER = NR - AJ.RI
Ac
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The net cost-effectiveness ratio (NCER) is the measure for assessment of risk
reduction.

The significance of such an investment analysis of safety systems, from the
standpoint of the global national economy, is in the possibility of applica-
tion of this approach in any segment of development of national economy. From
the standpoint of the global economy, risk reduction measures can be assessed
according to the defined net cost-effectiveness ratio. If we assume that a
given fuel cycle has several risk reduction alternatives built in, the problem
arises how to evaluate their net cost-effectiveness ratio. The answer to this
question requires an evaluation of the direct risk reduciton, the indirect
risk increase and the corresponding associated costs of each safety measure.

3.1. DIRECT RISK REDUCTION

The calculation of direct risk reduction achieved through implementation of
new safety equipment in a given plant is conceptually very simple: first the
risk without the safety equipment is calculated and then the risk with the
saety equipment built in.
The difference represents the value AR.
If we limit ourselves to risk reduction for an actual plant, the risk is defi-
ned as the sum of events with consequences (c^~) and a frequency (fj_). We can
write:

Rl = il1 fi ' ci <2>

*2 = fr f3 • C3 <3>

where A^ and K 2 and the incurred risks of the plant, without
and with the safety equipment installed. The outcome is:

N M
= Rj -R2 = Z f. • C. - Z f. • C. (4)

3.2. INDIRECT RISK INCREASE

Indirect risk increase in dependent upon the cost of the applied protective
technology and its distribution among the various economic branches of the
national economy. If the total investments into the protective technology are
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broken down as to the participation of individual branches of economy in the
production of this same technology, the following general vector £ is obta-
ined:

c-
c = (5)

The interrelation between MCL and the realized currency value of the produc-
tion per economic branches, the matrix is obtained giving the specific health
risks Sikas follows:

R '

where Rik represents the total effects on health in one year and xk corres-
ponds to the currency value of annual production in the k- branch of economy.
The annual costs c are calculated by means of the known expression for actu-
alization:

c = ——— Z ———— c
i - r-HH71

1 +p
where:
Ct - investment value of the work
p - rate of actualization in %
n - planned lifetime of the plant
Each total cost of an individual protective measure or a combination of prote-
ctive measures being analyzed is broken down according to the participation
of individual branches into k sectors of economy. The matrix calculation in-
cludes the annual costs cfc obtained from actualization of investment costs c
for a given alternative, calculated with a discount rate p(%) and the number
of years the plant n is to be exploited.
Multiplying the vector C and (I -A) the following is the result:

z = Ci -A)'1 x c (7)

or
zk = j, %' * ci (8)

where zk represents the part of each sector in the production of certain
equipment with the cost structure according to vector (6), and r, . means

' (I-A)'1 represents the inverse matrix of technical coefficients of thebasic input-output matrix of total intersectorial transactions
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the total sector multiplicator of the j sector. From the expressions (5) and
(6) follows that the indirect risk (ZR) corresponds to the product of the
specific risk and the costs incurred by the production of the planned protec-
tive equipment:

n
AZRJ = £ S x Z (9)

k=l

or in vector form:
S v 7 — c v r v /"• f i n }X 6 — JXLiXL: (*V/

If we introduce the expression for the total risk Hik that occurs per unit
of production in sector k , we get:

or in matrix form:
H = s x L (12)

representing the intersectorial matrix of total risk.
Each protective action is described by its cost vector. Multiplication with
the corresponding column of the matrix of the specific total risk we obtain
the risk vector for the analyzed protective action. The obtained values depend
upon the risk level of the used sector and the intensity of each sector's
participation.
From the equations (10) and (11) follows the expression for the indirect risk
increase ( AIRI):

AIRJ = H x c (13)

or
n

AlRJ = T, H x C . (14)
lk 3

4. THE COMPARATIVE STUDIES OF RISK

The fact that environmental risks that occur as a consequence of operation
of a technological system may have a local, regional and a global character,
dictates the elaboration of comparative risk studies, the results of which
should be a base for the development of a particular region. This statement
is corroborated by the occurence of disasters in Italy (seveso), India
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(Bhopal) and Russia (chemobU). Following the mentioned disasters, in many
countries in the world the public has begun to demand a reexamination of
attitudes as to an acceptable level of risk. These demands of the general
public have been the impetus for the onset of a series of research projects
that should record the existing situation, develop the methods and calculati-
on models with the aim to establish the optimal allocation of available capi-
tal for risk reduction in the industrially most developed areas of a given
country.
In Yugoslavia, one such research project has been initiated for the Zagreb
region, industrially the most developed in the country. Experience in Yugos-
lavia up to the present day has been to find the possibilities for an optimal
risk reduction in energy systems, irrespective of the fact that the results
of many studies have shown that risks incurred by energy systems are lower
than other, already accepted risks in the society. Considering that the deve-
lopment of the electric power supply industry in Yugoslavia up to the year
2010 is based on the remaining hydropotential, construction of coal-fired
power plants and nuclear power plants, three years ago the power supply indus-
try began to finance the elaboration of a comparative study of risk between
the coal-fired power plants and nuclear power plants. The diagram of the
comparative study of risk between the coal-fired power plants and nuclear
power plants is shown in Figure 2.
The methodological approach that furnishes the base of the said comparative
study is described in section 3. of this paper. The problems arising in elabo-
ration of such studies relate to the mode of comparing different types of
risk. The major problems in this area are the trade-offs between professional
and social effects (deaths, illness, MDL caused by accidents)
the individual level of risk and, very importantly, the high probability / low
consequence and the low probability /high consequence risks (réf. 1).

Owing to all these problems, the rational approach in the elaboration of the
comparative risk study is found to lie in the comparative cost-effectiveness
analysis for different modes of energy production and for different systems
for risk reduction. The leading idea in such an approach has been to suggest
the policy for optimal allocation of capital for protection, without attemp-
ting to define the absolute level of acceptable risk or the currency value
of human life.
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5. THE RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS UP TO THE PRESENT TIME

The investigation of indirect risk increase has been carried out on the basis
of the standard classification of national economy. The total risk H^ , de-
fined for four different specific risks, has been investigated in Ref. 4
for an 8-year period in order to gain an overview into the trends in inter-
sectorial interactions with regard to the significant changes in the nario-
nal economy. The risk has been analyzed by means of the input-output models,
separately for domestic production and for total production. This approach
has afforded an isolation of the effect of imports on risk reduction in indi-
vidual sectors. The typical matrix of total risk is calculated on the basis
of the inverse input-output matrix for 1981 and statistical data for professi-
onal accidents for 1983, results appearing in Table l. The matrix shows
the total risk expressed in the value of production calculated in $ 10 ,
offering an insight into the riskiness of individual sectors and pointing out
construction and forestry as the most risk-burdened sectors. The presented
total risk matrix is the basis for a complex analysis of the created indirect
risk due to the construction and operating life of a planned technological
system.
For the sake of illustration, the comparative analysis is presented of the
indirect risk increase that would be incurred by installation of individual
technologies for flue gas desulfurization in a coal-fired power plant. The
contribution to risk increase is analyzed, the risk being due to the construc-
tion and exploitation costs, and the results appear in Table 2 . The last
column shows the used values for total risk H . Figure 3 graphically presents
the obtained results with evident differences in the incurred indirect risks
for individual technologies. For the FGD systems that create a by-product, the
corresponding saved risk is shown, depending on the sector to which a given
by-product belongs. As a rule, the construction risks are in proportion with
the investment costs since the structure of individual sectors does not much
vary for similar FGD systems. The space for risk optimalization is practically
the value above the risk level created by the reference system. It may be noted
that even though certain FGD systems (NO 12 and 13 ) have the construction
risk lower than that of the reference system, their operational risks greatly
exceed the risk of the reference system. The analysis shows that only in one
case ( MgO - process ) the saved risk cancels the incurred risk and even acqui-
res a negative value in the chemical production sector. This means that besides
the benefit of the by-product, there is a permanent risk decrease in the che-
mical industry. However, significant differences appear in the exploitation
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Table 1: RESULT OF THE MATRIX OF TOTAL RISK M ON THE BASIS OF INPUT-OUTPUT MATRICES
SPECIFIC RISK OF ECONOMIC SECTURS FOR 1983- FOR PRODUCTION OF VALUE OF Î 10

FOR6 1981 . AND

SECTOR

1 . Energy
2. Metallurgy
3- Production of nonmetals
4. Processing of metals
5. Manufacture of chemicals
6. Manufacture of wood
7- Manufacture of textiles
8. Manufacture of food products
9- Mischell. manufact. industry
10. Agriculture and fisheries
1 1 . Forestry
12. Irrigation, water works
13. Construction
14. Transport and communicat.
15- Trade
16. Catering and tourism
17. Arts and crafts services
18. Publ ic uti 1 i ties

Total ins.
working days
per total
production

WD

1

44632620
39034710
19572030
208695150
67705740
67931460
145038330
69954300
16868790
70144110
18855450
5597370

179279730
117869850
175269690
61606510
47297250
34427430

Occupât .
acci dental

i nj uri es
man day lost

MDL

2

152.629471
201 .339752
270.168549
227.366913
207.884567
302.836395
164.387619
146.295715
196.399216
84.651497
387.099640
197.127380
272.192902
181.315994
60.748611
133.946106
171 .340256
241.968658

Occupât .
acci dent

deaths num-
ber of ace .

AC

3

0.017310
0.016796
0.014005
0.011696
0.015847
0.015457
0.008235
0.010652
0.020079
0.007687
0.037079
0.024759
0.024985
0.021759
0.004925
0.007974
0.011288
0.031212

Equi va 1 ent
man day lost
( Onp AT —\ VJ 1 I C rA O —

6000 MDL)
MDL

4

256.491943
302.114044
354.198547
297-541040
302.969543
395-578430
213.799133
210.210663
316.873260
130.773300
609-572937
345.681549
422.102814
311 .870941
90.295876

181 .788086
239-069351
429.239441

Equi val ent
man day lost
(One AC =\wiic no
7500 MDL)

MDL

5

282.457611
327-307648
375.205994
315.084534
326.740723
418.763885
226.152039
226.189438
346.991730
142.303772
665.191284
382.820068
459.580292
344.509735
97-682678
193-748611
256.001648
476.057129
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Table 2: Indirect risk increase analyse of coal-burned TPP 335 MW for different FGD processes
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Table 3: COMPARISON OF LOST WORKING HOURS IN SOME SECTORS FOR PRODUCTION OF 10° % IN FRG AND SFRY

Sectors

Manufacture of fabri-
cated metal products
and manufacture of
electric machinery
Mining
Manufacture of texti-
les and finished tex-
tile products
Manufacture of buil-
ding materials

Construction

Energy
Arts and Crafts Ser-
vices and Repairs
Transport and Communi-
cations

Total hours needed
for productions of
goodsfiof

10° % value

1) 2)

82.000 147.690

76.000 251.950

119.600 193.160

63.200 207.700

101.000 206.130

58 . 840

75.000 155.330

200.700

Lost working ho-
urs due to acci-
dents at work

per 10

1) 2)

1818,88

2753,04

1315,04

1862,0

2177,52

1220,96

1370,72

1450,48

Deaths due to ac-
cidents at work

10"2/per 106 %

1) 2)

0,470 1,1696

1,916 1,1696

0,270 0,8235

1,182 2,4985

1,492 2,4985

1,7310

0,566 1,1288

2,1759

Total equivalent
lost working hours

per 106 %

1) 2)

416 2520,67

1040 4824,08

336 1809,21

438 2651,59

630 3676,64
*-

2259,65

118 2048,00

2756,00

Lost working hours
in relation to to-
tal working hours

/%/

1) 2)

0,500 1,706

1,368 1,914

0,280 0,936

0,693 1,276

0,623 1,783

3,840

0,15 1,318

1,373

1) Results for FRG according the (Ref. 1)
2) Results according this paper (Ideath = 7500 MDL)



where the of the selected FGD system becomes greater as it utilizes the product
of a riskier sector, largely irrespective of the cost effects. Such an approach
implicitely suggests the need to consider not only the achieved benefit of the
protection system under analysis but also the utilization of the comparative
analysis of alternative solutions. Such an analysis can directly influence the
total acceptable risk decrease.

Through analysis of total risk per unit of production it is possible to assess
the efficiency of individual sectors. Table 3 shows the comparison of risks,
in lost working hours, for some sectors for West Gwrmany and Yugoslavia. It
is possible to carry out the complete cost-effectiveness analysis given the
data on direct risk, intimately related to the site features. Here it is im-
portant to note that same professional an population risks occur in the case
of production of any economic goods as would occur in the produciton of safety
equipment. However, the space for a cost-effective optimalization process is
in the fact that the exclusive function of safety systems is the direct risk
reduction.

6. CONCLUSION

The paper presents the up-to-date experience in the area of risk management
in Yugoslavia. The methodology has been proposed offering, in this stage of
risk investigation, the rational solutions for risk reduction in individual
systems, such as systems for production of electric power, or in complex in-
dustrial systems.
On the example of the application of cost-effectiveness analysis for risk re-
duction in protective systems of coal-fired power plants, we have demonstra-
ted the application of this method on technologies for FGD . The analysis is
done only for indirect risk since direct risk for the environment caused by
SO2 is the same for each technology.
The major problems of this methodological approach occur in comparing and eva-
luating the different types of risks. Owing to this, further investigations
will put a stress on determination of weighting factors for different types of
risk. This is a necessary prerequisite in rational decision-making concerning
the safety policy involved in planning of an industrial area. As is suggested
in literature ( -réf. l ), the combination of the following three approaches
will be used:
1. It will be demonstrated that a new activity or technology is not in dispro-

portion with other risks already accepted by the society.
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2. By means of the comparative cost-effectiveness analysis, the safety policy
for closely related activities will be established.

3. The cost-effectiveness ratio will be established taking into account the
total economic system of the country. This ratio will change with time and
in relation to economic and technological advancement.

In our opinion, the major problem in this approach is how to define the evalu-
ation system for low probability/high consequence risks and high probabili-
ty/low consequence risks. Without such a system every comparative study of risk
will remain inconclusive.
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THE AUSTRALIAN RISK ANALYSIS
REVIEW PROJECT

R.M. PITBLADO, D.H. SLATER
Technica Ltd,
London, United Kingdom

Abstract

The Warren Centre for Advanced Engineering has sponsored a thorough
review of major hazard identification and risk control methods for the
process industry. Detailed recommendations on appropriate legislation
for Australian conditions is made based partly on the current UK/EEC
approach. Reviews have also been undertaken on identification methods
such as checklists, codes, HAZOP and FMEA; frequency methods such as
fault-trees and event-trees; and a wide range of consequence
calculation models. Recommendations on these most applicable given
local skills and resources are made.

1. PROJECT AIMS AND BACKGROUND

The aim of the Warren Centre project was to review current methods
for hazard identification and risk control of major hazardous
industry as applied within Australia and overseas. The best and
roost practicable methods were highlighted and recommended for more
general application within Australia.

The scope of "Hazardous Industry' was to include any process
industry (eg. chemical, petrochemical, or pharmeseutical) which
has the potential to cause serious fire, explosion or toxic
incident. The emphasis was on acute incidents, rather than long
term latent effects.

The vehicle and funding for this project came from the Warren
Centre for Advanced Engineering within the University of Sydney.
The Warren Centre was established by a gift of $1.5 million from
local industry in 1984, to commemorate 100 years of engineering
education within the University. Its objects were to note
advances in practical engineering technology occurring overseas
and where appropriate to arrange for a transfer of the technology
to Australia. The mechanism for this is flexible, but to date
this has involved an intensive review/case study project, led by
an overseas specialist and staffed by a team of 20-30 local
engineers. Project participation is seen as more effective than
conferences or academic courses. Once the project is complete and
the technology transferred, the Warren Centre carries on to its
next project end it is for local industry to carry on forward.

The need for this project was identified over 18 months ago
(Pitblado, 1984). Australian Industry was meeting increased
resistence from local communities and government authorities
regarding plant expansions and new facilities. Methods for
evaluation of potential hazards were ad hoc and varied between
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States and between projects. Several countries overseas had
addressed these issues and had implemented solutions of differing
approach and cost implications. The Warren Centre Board agreed
with the Department of Chemical Engineering at Sydney University
that this was a suitable technology for review.
A Steering Committee comprising senior management level
representatives of local industry, government authorities, and
university staff was formed and had its first meeting on April 29
1985. The objects of the Steering Committee were to define the
terms of reference of the project, to find Project Fellows to
undertake the review, and to select the overseas specialist.
Membership of the Sterering Committee and the Project Fellow is
listed in on Appendix to this paper. Membership of these teams
was based on the goal of technology transfer. Teams were not
chosen to be "representative' of the wider community.
The Warren Centre project was divided into 4 task groups. These
covered legislation; identification and frequency estimation;
Consequence prediction and utilisation; and special problems.

2. OVERSEAS EXPERIENCE

The experience in the UK is useful to review as it is parallel to,
but precedes similar responses in other countries. The single
most significant incident there was the mine spoil heap collapse
in the town of Aberfan in Wales in 1965. This crushed a school,
killing an entire generation of children from that community. The
UK Government responded by commissioning a study (the Robens
Inquiry) to review the means of controlling potentially hazardous
industry.

The UK Government, perhaps spurred by the findings of the
Flixborough court of inquiry, adopted the Robens recommendations
and established a unified legislative system - the Health and
Safety at Work etc Act (1974). An early action of the Government
was to establish an expert Advisory Committee on Major Hazards
which had representatives from industry government and unions (One
of the authors - the visiting Fellow served on this).
About this time the EEC was reacting to a request by the Italians
for suitable regulatory legislation following the Seveso disaster.
The UK Advisory Committee was very influential on the direction of
the EEC in its adoption of the so-called Seveso Directive in 1982.
This Directive specified inventories for 178 hazardous chemicals
for which special controls were required. The UK enacted this
Directive as the CIMAH Regulations (1984). Key provisions here
were the adoption of an inventory list, exceedance of which would
require a Safety Case. The object of the Safety Case was to
demonstrate the detailed knowledge of the operator of his
potential hazards, that there were adequate safeguards in place,
that the public were informed, and that emergency plans existed.

Other European Countries have adopted the Seveso Directive in
varying degrees. The Dutch and Norwegians have enacted more
stringent provisions, and Denmark, Sweden and France use these
methods. The Germans still adhere to engineering codes as the
basis for hazard control.
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The USA has been less active in the area of chemical plant hazards
legislation than it has in the area of environmental controls,
especially for toxic waste disposal. This is perhaps a reflection
of the nature of the incidents that have occurred in the USA (eg.
Love Canal). The Department of Transport has required risk
assessment methodologies for LNG terminal and shipping systems.

Key developments in the technology of hazard analysis have
included the HAZOP hazard identification system, development of
accurate consequence models including large experiments for model
validation, collection of failure frequency information specific
to the chemical industry, and trial hazard assessment studies
(Rijnmond, Canvey).

The major professional institutions have now advocated the use of
hazard assessment methods to their members (European Federation of
Chemical Engineers, Institution of Chemical Engineers, American
Institute of Chemical Engineering).

Software tools are becoming available that greatly increase the
speed and reduce the cost of risk assessments. The Dutch
Government commissioned the powerful SAFETI integrated risk
assessment package and the World Bank a less powerful PC based
consequence calculation package.

The clear overseas trend is of incident, inquiry, response, and
regulation. Regulation is moving towards quantified risk
assessment as its prime instrument. This is the only tool that
has the confidence of the regulators and the public, in that all
assumptions must be made visible (size of incident, consequences,
and frequency). Companies are also finding the tool more useful
than existing methods in allocating their safety dollar in the
most cost effective manner.

The term Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) requires some
explanation. Although constituent methods very somewhat, all QRAs
involve the following five steps:

1. hazard identification
2. consequence determination of possible failures
3. failure frequency estimation
4. presentation of overall risk results
5. determination of acceptability of risk.

3. CURRENT SITUATION IN AUSTRALIA

The basis for control of hazardous installations around
Australia, until recently has been essentially under the various
States dangerous goods regulations. In a limited number of major
hazard cases, quantified risk assessments have been required on
an ad hoc basis as a pre-condition for planning approvals.
Examples include the Woodside LNG and the Santos LPG projects.

The NSW Department of Planning and Environment has taken the lead
in the application of a more formalised risk assessment
procedure. This normally calls for a 7 stage risk assessment
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comprising:
1) preliminary hazard assessment
2) HAZOP study
3) updated hazard assessment
4) specialised fire study
5) emergency procedures
6) construction safety report and
7) annual independent hazard audit.

Technical safety controls are specified through the Dangerous
Goods Branch of the Dept. of Industrial Relations. These draw
heavily, but not exclusively on the relevant Australian
Standards. Occupational health issues, also administered by the
DIR, tend to relate only to internal plant boundary issues. The
NSW Government has created a specialised hazards until and
carried out its own quantitative risk assessment for the
Botany/Randwick Regional area. This study of existing industries
is to be used for future development planning purposes.

4. RECOMMENDED LEGISLATIVE APPROACH

The key principle identified was to achieve an optimum balance
between risk and cost. There is a need to improve standards, so
implying higher standards for new facilities compared to existing
ones. It is the clear intention of the recommendations to
improve safety, not simply to increase paperwork. The approach
adopted by the EEC countries and in particular the UK is believed
to be the best model for Australia to follow. These were spelled
out in the 3rd Report of the Advisory Committee on Major Hazards
(1984) and the CIMAH Regulations (1984). Some minor changes are
recommended before application in Australia.
The Task Group recommended there be no undue highlighting of
industrial risk compared to other public or private risks, urging
uniformity between controls on different industries and unifor-
mity between states. The responsibility for safety must lie with
the operator of the facility as increasingly more complex
technology means regulators cannot be aware of all risks. the
purpose of controls will be enforce adequate self-regulation to
prevent poor performers achieving a competitive advantage over
more safety concious organisations. An accident to any member of
the industry affects the community perception of all others. The
controls are to be based on satisfying the legal equivalent of
the "reasonable man" and recognise that ultimately public
acceptance of a hazardous facility is more dependent on
confidence in the safety management than on the quantitative
results of a risk assessment. Thus the public must base its
trust on the judgement of well qualified regulatory authorities
well equipped to review detailed submissions. The
recommendations are as follows:

Notification

Notification based on a two tier inventory level is recommended.
Tier one involves only notification tier two involves a more
detailed assessment of potential risks. The specific inventories,
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could be based on the existing list of 178 chemicals in force in
the EEC.

New Plants

The preparation of a Safety Case would include four main
components; identify scale and nature of dangerous substances in
use; explain how safe operation is achieved and how deviations
are safety contained; identify the major potential accidents that
could occur; and demonstrate an understanding of major hazards
and that appropriate controls are in place.

The Safety Case would most often be best achieved by undertaking
a quantified risk assessment, but that this need not always be
the case. There should be detailed guidelines as to the expected
contents and quantitative goals, but that fixed acceptability
criteria should not be imposed. The regulatory authority should
be equipped to carry out sufficient quantitative risk analysis
independently to check submissions. As risk assessments must
include sensitive information that could be used commercially or
for terrorism, details should not be published, only final
results.
Existing Plants

Whilst there is a need to apply similar safety goals to existing
plants, there is a limit on the expertise available to industry
and government. Thus for existing plants, it is recommended that
there be formed a group of major hazard auditors with substantial
experience in the chemical industry and risk assessment techni-
ques. They would determine if the key features of the safety
case were already in place. Where necessary, the audition could
call for more detailed quantitative hazard studies. The
frequency of auditing could be 3 yearly, but with more frequent
auditing where adequate safety performance was not being
achieved. This system would not create an undue financial burden
on existing facilities, but would highlight major problems.

5. HAZARD IDENTIFICATION

Hazardous identification was found to be the first and most
important stage in a risk assessment. Potential hazards
overlooked can introduce more error into a final risk result than
inaccurate consequence models or failure frequency estimates.
Also, while errors in models and frequency often cancel one
another out over the full spectrum of incidents, omission of
incidents always tends to underestimate the overall risk. There
was a tendancy in the past to dismiss major incidents on the
basis that they "could never happen". This is now considered
inadequate. Major incidents must be identified as they can have
a significant impact on total risk even if their likelihood is
low.
As noted by CONCAWE (1982) engineers have available a "safety
toolbox". There are a range of tools and the selection of the
right "tool" is based on the task and the degree of detail
desired. The identification tools consit of: past experience,
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engineering codes, company/historical records, checklists, hazard
index methods, FMEA, and HAZOP. Each of these has been reviewed
and several applied to a firewater system. The value of each
method in identifying potential problems and the case of use are
discussed.

Reviews of hazard identification methods are given in Lees
(1980), CONCAWE (1982), EFCE (1985), and ALChE (1982). The
objects of hazard identification are several. At the basic level
it is to ensure that past faults are eliminated and that safe
procedures are employed. At the higher level, it is to identify
the potential failures that could lead to fire, explosion or
toxic release.

Fast Experience

It is crucial to the safe design and operation of any process
plant that experienced engineering staff be involved. However,
experience on its own is limited to the knowledge of the specific
engineers involved.
Engineering Codes

These set out minimum design requirements which are known to
produce safe plants. In general, they do not account adequately
for very infrequent major incidents, for local features
(topography, other hazardous plant, or population), or for
accumulation of risk. Their use for hazard identification is
inadequate.
Historical Records/Databanks

Incident reviews are an important means of learning from the
past. They may be in the form of lists or databank reviews
(FACTS, SRS, etc). By their historical nature, such lists cannot
foresee new kinds of incidents on larger scale plants or novel
technology.
Checklists

Checklists incorporate past experience in convenient lists of
do's and dont's. Whilst essential in design work, care is
required as the reasons for recommendations are rarely provided
and a change in scale or technology could invalidate checklist
entries. Checklists are published by companies and by
institutions (eg. AICHE, 1985).

Indicies

Hazard indicies such as the Dow index or its variant the Dow/Mond
Index are not particularly helpful for identifying specific
incidents. Their main role is for insurance purposes.

Failure Nodes and Effacts Analysis (FMEA)

FMEA is a method that examines every piece of equipment in isola-
tion to determine what failures are possible and their effect.
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As the whole system interrelationships are not examined, there is
the potential to omit important interactions. Also, as such
studies are usually conducted by one person, a range of skills
are not brought to bear on the identification exercise.
Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP)

The HAZOP method was developed by ICI in the early 1970's to
bring a group approach to the design and operation of process
plants taking these as whole systems. Broadly it is a what-if
analysis applied to the detailed design (F&ID drawings) to
determine what deviations are possible and whether the design and
operating system can cope with these. Guide words are used under
the direction of an experienced chairman to ensure all possible
deviations are identified.
Case Study

The Task Group undertook a review of a firewater system, similar
to that which might be found in a facility handling LPG. In
particular, the two more rigorous methods, FMEA and HAZOP, were
compared as to their effectiveness at identifying potential
problems with the design and operation of the system and the
effort required to undertake the study.

Key findings of the Task Group were:

unfamiliar techniques take time and training to apply
- novices take a short time to become competent in FMEA or

HAZOP
- FMEA was more restrictive in outlook than HAZOP, and

potential problems were missed
- HAZOP was more effective, but required good chairmanship

and was costly (5 people for 2-3 hours for coverage of a
small area)

- expertise in one industry cannot immediately be applied to
another.

6. CONSEQUENCE MODELS

Failure identification for consequence analysis is usually done by
systematically listing all pipe leakage and vessel rupture inci-
dents. More complex incidents are fed through from experience,
historical record, or HAZOP. The failure list is converted into
possible incidents (pool jet fire, BLEVE, dispersion plus fire,
safe dispersion, explosion etc). While this can be done intui-
tively, an Event Tree is a better approach.
There are several levels of failure identification. These range
over ; "
worst"possible - the single worst incident that could occur
maximum credible - the worst foreseeable incident
short failure list - 10-20 incidents used to represent whole

plant
medium failure list - 50-100 incidents used (typically 2-3

incidents for each group of vessels)
full failure list - 500+ incidents used (this requires an

integreted software package to cope)
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Outflow Detenniation

There are a number of outflow parameters: composition, conditions,
phase (gas, liquid, 2-phase), vessel inventory or pipe flowrate,
leak size (hole, complete rupture), fluid momentum, elevation of
release, and degree of confinement. The appropriate calculations
available depend on the situation. Lees (1980) ad the Dutch
Yellow Book (1979) assist selection and provide appropriate
formulae. In general, discharge rates are well modelled from
holes in vessels or short pipes. Discharges from pipes are well
modelled for liquids and gases, but are inaccurate for flashing
liquids. Flash of liquefied gases is accurate, but the aerosol
fraction after a flash is a rough estimate (equal to the flash
fraction). Most of the outflow models are in the public domain
and are relatively easy to calculate.

Dense Gas Dispersion

Most releases of process materials give rise to plumes that are
initially dense compared to ambient air. This may be due to
molecular weight, cold temperature, or aerosol formation. Dense
gas modelling has developed using two model types - well mixed box
models and finite element dispersion (K-teory) models. The box
models are simpier in form and at present are better validated and
less demanding on computer resources, but future developments to
include ground topography will favour K-theory models. Heither
type is suitable for manual computations. Users could write their
own models with difficulty, but access to a range of validation
data is difficult and this is the main attraction of propriatary
packages. Packages available in Australia include: Cox and
Carpenter (via World Bank package $1500). SRD DENZ and CRUNCH
(available via some computer bureaux), DEGADIS (US Coast Guard -
computer code in public report), HEGADIS-2 (Shell $25,000). Price
is not necessarily a measure of model accuracy.

Comparison runs between these models showed that substantial
differences in distance to a predicted concentration is possible.
The initial cloud size and concentration is a problem area, and
can give risk to larger errors than the model itself if
incorrectly specified. Initial dilution was found to be in the
range 8-12 times for a number of propene cases.

Neutral buoyancy plumes have been modelled for many years in the
air pollution field. The Pasquill-Gifford gaussian dispersion
models are now generally accepted. These have been developed for
continuous and instantaneous (puff) emissions of gaseous, ground
absorbing and depositing material and are readily available in the
public domain. Details are provide in standard texts: Pasquil and
Smith (1985), Lees (1980), Turner Workbook (1970). With the
exception of same minor problems, these models are very easy to
employ. Analytical solutions are available that direct results -
either by hand calculator or by personal computer. Full lists or
formulae and advice are given in the Warren Centre final report.

BLEVEs

Boiling liquid expanding vapour explosions (fireballs of
pressurised liquids) have been well modelled by several
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researchers. BLEVE simulation involves separate estimates for:
mass; initial ground level burst size; maximum sphere diameter;
rise height; duration of BLEVE; surface emitted flux; geometric
view factor; and atmosphere transmissivity. Unlike dispersion
models, the best BLEVE model is not a single entity, rather it is
the best combination of individual sub-models for each of the
above parameters.

Four BLEVE models (SRD, Lihou, AD Little, and Dutch TNO) were
compared. Overall, it was found that the SRD model predicted
distances to a given flux too high, AD Little too low, and Lihou
and TNO about the same. Lihou's model had a number of errors.
The basic TNO model is recommended with a number of minor
variations for initial burst size and thermal impact criteria.
The model equations are provided in the Warren Centre report and
may be easily applied - by hand or by personal computer. Overall
accuracy is good, with the largest potential error arising from
estimates of the surface emitted flux.

Pool Fires

Poolfires are broadly similar to BLEVEs in that the best model is
a compilation of the best individual sub-models. Factors here are
pool size, burning rate, flame shape, height, tilt, surface
emitted flux, geometric view factor and atmospheric transmiss-
ivity. Surface emitted fluxes are much less for pool fires due to
the large amount of smoke generated. Recommended formulae are
given in the Warren Centre report. As a broad rule of thumb,
radiation falls to safe levels within 3-5 pool diameters. Unless
trapped near a pool fire, people are unlikely to be killed.
Structural damage to adjacent structures is the main issue.

Jet Fires

Jet fires have a different geometry and emitted flux to pool
fires, otherwise the parameters are similar. The flux is similar
to that from BLEVEs as the intense jet mixing improves combustion,
minimising smoke. Two approaches were reviewed: the point source
approach of API 521 and a more rigorous flame shape approach
available from oil well blow-out experiments. Jet fire modelling
is not at a very high level of development, but it is seen as less
important than other incident types.

DCVEs

Unconfined vapour cloud explosions have received substantial
coverage since the flux borough explosion. Fire model types were
compared. TNT equivalent: TNO.correlation to data; self-similar
piston model, TNO shock were model, and accoustic model, the TNT
model tended to underpredict distance to a given overpressure, the
shock wave model to overpredict. The best model was the TNO
correlation which is very simple to apply. Newer accoustic_type
models offer promise for more rigorous analysis. The Warren Centre
report lists all necessary formulae for each method. The transi-
tion from a flash fire situation to UVCE is imprecise. It is
recommended that if partial confinement exists (common around
process plant) and the release exceeds 5 tonnes, that UVCE is very
likely. Lesser amounts will give increasing occurrences of flash
fire.
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Effect Criteria

The issue of effect criteria was addressed in the study. As
several different consequences are simulated (fire, explosion,
toxic release), it is vital that a consistent set of criteria are
applied. Thus over pressures causing death should not be mixed
with fire 2nd degree burns or toxic gas TLV type numbers. The
most sensible consistent criteria is death (defined as the effect
necessary to kill 50% of those exposed, an LD50 criterion in
biological terms). Other possible death criteria are the most
vulnerable member of society concept (defined as the effect
necessary to kill 5% of those exposed). Other valid criteria
would be injury to some level, but it is hard to equate a 2nd
degree burn to a toxic gas injury.

The probit criteria of Eisenberg (1975) are well established and
allow easy determination of LD50 effects. Time of exposure must
be considered with fire incidents, particularly for BLEVE
incidents which only last 10-20 seconds. There was no clear
agreement among the Warren Centre participants as to whether
explicit (death, injury) criteria should be used or implicit ones
(specified flux, overpressure, or concentrations). Given the
necessary exposure time element of several criteria (thermal flux,
toxic gas concentration) it could be difficult to present results
from several incident types of different durations in any
consistent form other than death or injury. However, this is for
the regulatory authority to decide. None of these have any effect
on the consequence models, they can provide the distance to any
level of effect.

7. FAILURE FREQUENCY ESTIMATION

As for hazard identification, there are a number of tools
available for estimating failure frequency. These include:
experience, historical records, reliability databases, fault-tree
analysis, and event-tree analysis. Experience and the historical
record are very valuable sources of information, particularly with
whole plant failure rates.

Reliability databanks have come into wide use in the chemical
industry. These include several computerised databanks (on SRS),
and published lists by OREDA and the nuclear industry (WASH 1400).
Component reliability data (valves, pumps, etc) is now regarded as
relatively robust, although there is merit in collecting data
relevant to Australian conditions. Reliability data would
normally be used in a fault-tree analysis.

Fault-trees start at the top event (eg. major fire) and trace
through a logical combination of AND and OR gates to the
underlying causes and mechanisms. Where novel plants are being
designed, fault trees are the only reliable method of estimating
failure frequencies as there is no historical record. It is
unlikely that the whole plant would need to be fault-tree'd.
Selected critical parts would be adequate (on rectors, critical
control systems). The historical record could be used for
standard sub-systems.
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Event-trees are used after the failure frequency estimate is
obtained. They are necessary as each failure case (eg. leak) can
lead to several possible consequences (fire, BLEVE, explosion,
etc). Its event-tree allocates approximately fractions to each
occurrence by tracing logically through the various yes-no
alternatives: ignition-no ignition, dispersion-no dispersion, etc.

The fault-tree method was applied to the firewater system case
study introduced earlier. The finding was that fault-trees are
tedious to apply and require particular care to identify all
failure mechanisms. However, in the end the results are
meaningful. Any uncertainty is not due to the fault-tree method,
but to a lack of understanding of the system. The fault-tree
forces recognition of these uncertainties. The final result of
the case study of a firewater unavailability of 3-10% is in good
agreement with other published studies.

Problem areas were in assessing human error contributions and in
common-cause incidents. Greater use of fault-trees in the future
is likely due to pressure of QRAs. There are also worthwhile
potential operational uses of the completed trees for maintenance
and inspection scheduling and for hazard warning.

8. PRESENTATION AND UTILISATION OF RISK RESULTS

The benefit of a risk approach over a consequence-only approach is
the inclusion of the probability element. Two methods are common-
ly used overseas; individual risk and societal risk. Whether
individual or societal risk is being employed, the methodology
always requires demonstration that any risk imposed on the
community by a development is trivial compared with other normal
risks from all causes. Where QRA methods have been applied in
Australia, they have almost always used only the individual risk
method.

The normal means of presentation of individual risk information is
the wall known plot of risk contours superimposed on a map of the
area. This is easily understood by industry, the government and
by many in the general public. It is effective in showing the
specific areas most at risk, and where hazard items are well
spaced (eg. a wharf facility from the process plant) the component
contributions are also readily apparent. A common individual risk
target to a chance of death of one in a million per year. This
should be applied with flexibility - a fatal risk of 2 x 10~^ per
year to an isolated house is less of a problem than a risk of
0.8 x 10~6 per year through a high rise block of flats. There are
no commonly accepted criteria for injury.

Individual risk does not provide the whole picture. Regulatory
authorities and companies are more interested in events that could
hurt many people rather than just a few. Society views multiple
fatality incidents much more severely than an equal number of
single fatality incidents. Obrent has defined the equivalent
societal cost as equalling the frequency times the fatalities to
the power m. Where m=l there would be no penalty for multiple
deaths, in fact m=2 is closer to most perceptions. The usual
means of displaying societal risk is in the form of f-N graph.
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This is a log-log plot of cumulative frequency of killing N or
more ys N people (a cumulative plot is used to give a smooth curve
through the several constituent incidents). The Dutch have
produced guidelines on acceptable and not acceptable regions. An
advantage of this approach is its lack of a specific accep-
table-not acceptable line. This is given as a range and this
automatically provides flexibility to companies and the regu-
lators. As with individual risk, there are no commonly accepted
criteria for injury, although some nuclear standards imply injury.

The Warren Centre project recommends that both individual and
societal risk be included in a risk assessment.

9. SPECIAL PROBLEMS

It was recognised by the Warren Centre that distribution systems
pose special problems for control of risk. Identification of the
hazards and consequence calculations were not much different.
Failure frequency estimations were more difficult, but in
principle these could also be addressed. The real problem is the
lesser controls that are possible, particularly for road and rail
transport. Pipeline and shipping are systems where better con-
trols are possible. The human error component is much more
pronounced. Further, as the source of the Hazard moves, it is not
possible to establish the same emergency response procedures and
information to the public as is possible for fixed installations.

No country overseas has yet developed a completely satisfactory
system for the control of such hazards. Europe has established
this as its next area for substantial review. Quantitative risk
assessment is seen as an important component in any final system
of regulation, but the full methodology of this is still to be
agreed. In the interim, Australia should keep a close watch on
overseas developments and where appropriate apply QRA methods to
at least identify the major problem areas in any distribution
system.

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Warren Centre has found that hazard identification and risk
control methodologies are now established overseas. Europe and
the UK have well defined and legislated systems. Some application
of these procedures has occurred in Australia to date, but this
must be made more uniform. The USA and Canada are moving towards
the same goals, but are basically at a similar level to Australia.

It is convenient to regard the range of safety methodologies
available as a safety toolbox. This contains: experience,
engineering codes, the historical record, checklists, HAZOP, FMEA,
reliability databases, fault-trees, event-trees, consequence
modelling, quantitative risk assessment and audits. The design
and operation of any particular hazardous facility may not involve
all of these, however, the skills to apply them all are necessary
if the best tool for the job is to be selected.

Experience, codes, checklists, records, databases, and audits
would all be regarded as reactive; whereas HAZOP, FMEA,
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fault-trees, event-trees, and QRA are predictive. It is now
unacceptable to use entirely reactive systems (ie. response to
observed incidents); if we are to protect against large incidents
which are disastrous to the industry as a whole, then predictive
methods are essential.
We have found that the HAZOP method is particularly effective or
identification of hazards in the process industries. It is better
for continuous systems than batch or intermittent systems and a
well experienced leader is important if the technique is to
deliver its full potential. HAZOP should be applied at the detail
design stage after experience, codes, checklists, etc have been
fully employed. The FMEA techniques was not as effective as it
tended not to view a design in its entirety. Fault-trees give
useful estimates of overall system failure rates for navel complex
systems, however where possible the historical record and failure
databases should be used for failure estimates as these are
simpler.

Consequences models for outflow, neutral buoyancy dispersion,
BLEVEs, pool and jet fires, and unconfined explosions are now
fairly well established and all necessary calculations are readily
available in the public domain (Warren Centre, 1986). These may
all be calculated manually, but a personal computer would assist.
Heavy gas dispersion models require the use for proprietary
programs, several of which are available at moderate cost (eg
$1500). As with any engineering tool, there are potential traps
for the unwary in consequences calculations, but with reasonable
care, there is no reason why all of these models cannot now be
used by Australian engineers to assist in safety decisions.
The current system of risk controls around Australia is
excessively varied and complex. Recent experience demonstrates
that most states require some form of QRA for any new hazardous
development, although this tends to be ad hoc. NSW requires the
most formal risk reviews as part of its planning and environment
system, however this has not yet been legislated.

The Warren Centre makes a number of recommendations to Regulatory
Authorities in Australia. More should be a two-tier system of
notification based on inventories of nominated chemicals. The 1st
level is one of notification only to assist local councils in
their planning decisions. The 2nd level would require more de-
tailed hazard identification and risk assessment. How plants
would require detail risk assessment, usually but not always
involving QRA methods in addition to current procedures. Govern-
ment would need to acquire the skills necessary to review those
and inform the public as to overall safety. Publication of risk
assessments is not recommended. Existing plants also require risk
reviews, but this need not be of the same level as for a new
plant, as the objective is an increasing level of community
safety, not an economically damaging step change. The recommended
procedure here is the establishment of a team of experienced
auditors. They would inspect plants, and where deemed necessary
could require additional quantitative assessments for specific
problem areas. The frequency of audit should be flexible, say
3 yearly, but this could be varied based on observed safety
performance.
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The future direction we see are greater use of QRA as part of the
safety toolbox worldwide. Distribution systems will be more
carefully reviewed as the technology for this improves. There is
a need for a Centre in Australia to provide training in hazard
identification and risk assessment methods, to undertake suppor-
tive research, to analyse safety and reliability data relevant to
Australia, organising data collection where necessary.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER METHODS
IN RISK ANALYSIS

RJ. WHITEHOUSE, M.A. SEAMAN
Technica Ltd,
London, United Kingdom

Abstract

The first section of this paper describes the various events and
influences that have stimulated and shaped the development of risk
analysis methodology for major industrial installations. These
include: the accidents at Flixborough and Seveso, the pioneering
studies at Canvey Island and in the Rotterdam area, and the
publication of reports on risk analysis methodology such as the TNO
Yellow Book and the Study of Risk Assessment Methods for the Rijnmond
Public Authority.

Several of these studies and methodological developments involve the
use of computer programs, and one of te most prominent of these, the
SAFETI package, was developed under sponsorship from the Dutch
Government as a natural development of these early achievements.
Considerable experience has been gained in the use of this
comprehensive risk analysis package in applications to real
installations, and some of these case studies are briefly described.
The paper goes on to describe the" way in which the availability of a
very powerful computer tool has made it possible for risk analysis to
be used for a much wider range of purposes than was practical with
manual methods. For example, it is now possible to study a
considerable number of design variations in order to determine their
effect on overall risk. Also, the sensitivity of the results to input
assumptions may be explored. The use of computer graphics allows the
presentation of results in a variety of forms which are convenient for
humans to understand and which directly assist decision-making.

Computerisation of risk analysis has also made possible the
development of risk pictures for extremely large and extensive
industrial areas, which would have been completely impractical to
analyse by hand. This greatly enhances the utility of risk analysis
for use in land-use planning studies.

The paper concludes with some suggestions for the most promising areas
for future developments.

1. INTRODUCTION

Risk assessment as an engineering tool and a means of planning
the development of the process industry has only been in
relatively common practice for about the last 5 years. However
its early practice was stimulated by attempts to produce a
coherent approach to this subject area after some major accidents
had occurred in the industry.
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The first attempt to produce an integrated approach was the study
commissioned by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) of the area
around Canvey Island in the Thames Estuary (UK). Although some
mistakes were made in the early study it was a pioneering piece
of work not least because it set a standard for this approach.
Other studies and attempts at developing methodology were also
made around the same time (in the mid 70s). These culminated in
the development of computer based methods for hazard analysis
which in general tackled particular aspects of the theme of
providing a basis for estimating total risk. The line of
activity which resulted in a comprehensive analysis package
called SAFETI is presented in Section 2.

During the development of all of these techniques and methods for
assessing risk it was discovered that certain aspects of the
physical modelling of such phenomena required significant
refinement. The impetus was primarily provided by realising the
extent to which each step in an assessment procedure affected
succeeding steps. Certain issues were determined to be
particularly significant particularly after "experimenting" with
the methods during their use. In addition the methods of
presenting the output of a risk assessment were considered and
although the traditional forms were by and large retained the use
of computer graphics was invoked to provide more immediate
pictures of the meaning of an overall calculation.

Many practical applications of risk analysis have been made in
the context of either reducing the risk levels to protect the
liability of operating companies or to provide the basis for land
use planning. Some such studies are described elsewhere at this
seminar (see paper by M.A. Seaman). Two case studies which have
particular relevance to developing the integrated assessment
methods are described. They are particularly relevant to such
methodological development because they were the subject of a
previous study in which "manual" methods were used to make the
analysis. The same data here was used to verify the more
integrated approach incorporated in the SAFETI program.

The availability of a computer tool to undertake an integrated
risk assessment provides the engineering designer with an
instrument with which he can shape his design. Before the advent
of a computerised approach this was not possible as a
recalculation of risk based on a different design was usually too
cumbersome. Some examples of the sort of analysis that can be
done to prove the effectiveness of inherently safe design of
plant are given in Section 5.

This paper concludes with some observations, about the likely
next steps in the development of Risk Analysis as a tool.

2. HISTORY OF SAFETI

Canvey

The overall approach to the art of risk analysis was set by the
Canvey study in the mid 70s. This study in fact went through two
major stages as far as the publication and excetpance of its
results were concerned.
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An original issue of this work was made in 1978. The team at the
Systems Reliability Directorate (part of UKAEA) made a very
serious attempt to avoid overestimation of the risks in applying
their assessment methods to the various industries in this area.
However they admitted that where there was doubt about the
approach to be taken they erred on the conservative side (ie.
they chose methods or values which would at best not
under-predict the results at any particular stage). A review of
this study published in 1981 was based on taking account of the
legitimate criticism of the original work. Broadly speaking this
had the effect of reducing the overall risk figures by about a
factor 10.

COVO

At the same time as the Canvey Island study review was being made
the authorities in the Rhine delta area (Rijnmond) of Holland
commissioned a study to look at 6 independent installations with
a view to developing an integrated methodology which could be
applied to the whole of the industry in that area. This was
known as the COVO study. The emphasis of this study was
different in that it was primarily aimed at methodologies
development. Thus the installations to be studied incorporated
such components as:
- a refrigerated flammable liquid (LNG)
- a non boiling toxic liquid (acrylonitrile)
- a high toxic pressurised gas (chlorine)
- a bulk pressurised toxic gas (ammonia)
- a toxic gas released as a gas (hydrogen sulphide)
- a pressurised pure flammable gas (propylene)
In addition the plants were selected to give a representative
cross section of plant components (e.g. atmospheric tanks,
spheres, various types of process plant, pipelines, loading
arms).

The original study was subjected to significant review by
different interested parties including the industries who were
the subject of these studies. Some broad measure of agreement on
the methods and the results was obtained.

TNO Methods Book

An earlier attempt to provide a methodological basis for this
sort of analysis was produced by the TNO (Netherlands). The so
called Yellow Book collected together a set of applied
engineering methods to all the significant phenomena. Covered in
the book were such diverse areas as:
- discharge of fluids (liquids, gases)
- 2 phase flow
- discharge from a tank
- dispersion of gases (continuous and instantaneous releases)
- mass of flammable material in a cloud
- unconfined Vapour Cloud Explosion
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- velocity of fragments from an explosion
- heat radiated from a fire

The metods of calculation were worked out together with a data
base or references to appropriate sources of data so that an
engineer could use a calculator or small computer to get an idea
of the scale of the hazard which would be produced by a selected
failure of equipment.
Many of the methods which were produced in this book are still
used in the more up-to-date computer packages (such as SAFETI).
SRAM

Following on from the COVO study the Rijnmond Authorities decided
to investigate the possibility of building an integrated model
for hazard analysis. The COVO study had shown that in principle
these methods could be developed and applied although the cost in
both resources and time was rather high.

Part of the Study of Risk Analysis Methods (SRAM) was therefore
focussed on the efficiency of the computational methods required.
It was not obvious at this stage that the "Classical Method" as
used in Canvey COVO should be adopted as both of these had proved
rather expensive.
In SRAM two essentially different approaches were investigated.
These were entitled:
- Parametric Method
- Simplified Classical Method (SCM)

The parametric method was based upon the idea that the risk
levels could be determined by using a parametric model of the
risk generator which produced a 'picture' of the risk as a direct
function of all the significant variables which affect the risk.
Thus

R = f (X X, X .....)

where R is a function which describes a risk contour or group
risk and xj_, ... X2 are all the properties of the plant and the
surroundings which have a significant bearing on R (including the
population distribution, weather pattern).

Clearly this function is not a simple single valued function.

In SRAM the possible forms of the parametric model were explored.
In addition an attempt was made to exercise the aspects of the
"Classical Method" which were suitable for codification and thus
greater computational efficiency. Some of these features are
briefly described below.
SRAM concluded that whilst the parametric method offered a
potentially very cheap way of providing hazard analyses, the 'set
up' costs to calibrate and validate it, even to a moderate level
of generality, would be huge.
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SCM

The main problem with the Classical Method was that most of the
steps if single stand alone models were used, were highly labour
intensive because:
- many cases had to be worked out
- physical data had to be collected for each stage in the

calculation
- data had to be transferred from one calculation to the next
- in the final stage complex forms of output had to be matched
with demographic data.

Thus each stage of the classical method was examined to determine
whether it could in principle be parameterised for later use. It
was found that particularly the stage where the consequence
calculations (e.g. shapes of dispersing clouds) were to be
defined for use with the demographic data could be expressed as
functional relationships rather than as matrices of points.
The SCM was thus converted into an outline system architecture in
order that an integrated computerised approach to developing risk
analysis using the classacal method could be written.

3. SAFKTI

As implied above the methodological framework which was adopted
for this first integrated hazard analysis tool was essentially
that of the classical approach. Such a structure has been developed
through a number of 'versions' over a period of about 4 years
since the conception of the SCM. Application of the procedures
has taught some lessons about where the software required
adaption. Some of the more interesting featues are described
below.

Failure Case Generation
One major problem which was recognised was at the early stages of
developing SCM was the effort involved in putting together a
comprehensive set of cases of failure of containment of
equipment. Obviously such areas as vessel failure are
straightforrward to characterise.

However in dealing with the failure of pipework which contains
valving and other barriers it is imperative to ensure that the
impact of these is properly represented. For this reason a set
of algorithms were derived which were designed to represent the
full spectrum of release cases that would result. The algorithm
chosen to 'break' the plant at each point were a significantly
different set of cases will be generated. Significant
differences emerge from location relative to a barrier or
physical location (in the case of a long pipe section).

All these factors are taken into account in a programme which is
designed to generate a full spectrum of failure cases which is
suitable for typifying the risks.
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Clustering

Having generated a full set of failure cases it becomes quickly
evident that, within the accuracy of the methods of consequence
calculation many of the cases which are generated by a
comprehensive failure case algorithm can be put together for the
later analysis. If this can be done then clearly computational
time in the subsequent complex steps can be reduced.

For this reason a relatively standard approach to clustering of
release cases was adopted. This provided the postulated releases
and in the same location it is possible to cluster them provided
that:

- with an instantaneous release of the same material the total
mass of release is at the same condition (temp,
pressure) is approximately similar

- with continuous releases at the same condition both the
release rate and duration are similar

It is therefore essential to provide a means of enabling this
clustering of the defined failure cases. These should be
displayed in an easily understandable form and a means of
estimating whether the variability in the cluster is not
excessive should be provided.
Physical Modelling
In earlier sets of procedures for calculating hazardous
consequences there was a tendency to represent each stage in the
development of a release (e.g. outflow, initial expansion,
momentum jet, heavy gas dispersion, neutral dispersion) as a
physical process dominated by the most significant factors for
that-type of behaviour. More recently it has been realised that
it is very important to represent the whole behaviour pattern as
a set of smooth transition, from one type of behaviour to
another. In particular it is vital that the energy of the
initial release phenomenon is properly represented to the point
when it is no longer significant.

These considerations have brought about a full reappraisal of the
methods of consequence calculation with a view to ensuring the
transition from one mode of dispersion to another is properly
represented in physical terms.
Consequential Effects
It is necessary to represent consequential effects from hazardous
releases of many types. Both toxic and flammable materials are
usually considered in such studies often alongside each other.
In the case of flammable affects it is most common to use an
approach in which the damage caused is a function of the damaging
load which is implied by ignition of such material. The sort of
damaging levels considered are listed in Table 1.
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TABLE 1 EFFECT OF FLAMMABLE EVENTS

Event
Explosion

Fires (Pool, JET)

BLEVE

Measure
Damage from blast

Explosure to radiation

Radiation dose

Level
0.5 bar

8KW/m3

250KJ

In the case of toxic release it is necessary to consider both the
concentration of the exposure and its time. It has been
established that the best measure for estimating the damage for
such an exposure is through a probability relationship known as a
probi t.

Thus for all toxic materials a relationship of the form
j\

Pr - A + B log / |C(t) n)dt
j\

I (c(t) ")
J*

where C(t) is the concentration (time dependent)
A B and n are parameters evaluated from experimental and

incident data for each toxic material
Such a relation can of course be used in assessing the level of
effect (proportion of population exposed to a fatal dose) of a
toxic cloud.

USE OF SAFETI

The use of SAFETI as a tool for determining levels of risk and as
a means for assessing design changes is illustrated by the test
cases which were used in the evaluation of the software. These
cases are:
Ammonia Storage and Distribution
Propylene Storage and Use

A simplified flow diagram of this installation is shown in
figure 1.

5. APPLICATION OF SATKTI TO DESIGN EVALUATION

The second example given in 4 (the propylene sphere) has been
used as a test bed for evaluating the effects of risk reducing
measures. In the original analysis most of the valving around
the spheres was 'manual' and thus a major leakage could only be
curtailed by operating these valves within a reasonable period
(say 10 minutes).
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FIGURE 1. Simplified Sketch of Propylene Storage Plant

These strategies were put to the test with this plant. These
were as follows:
a) Reduce the temperature of the propylene in the 2 spheres.

b) Install remote activated valves at all the main
connections to the spheres.

c) Install check valves (for 'input' lines) and excess flow
valves (EFVs) at all connections.

The difference between b) and c) is that:
i) EFVs and check valves act instantaneously upon the

occurrence of a major leak.

ii) Remote operated valves require some time to be
activated.

Prior to the availability of SAFETI or similar methods such
reductions of risk in an iterative basis were prob.... in
terms of both cost of resources and elapsted time. The
following gives a broad indication of the extent to which an
interpreted computerised approach can reduce them:
Cost of Analysis

Traditional
'SAFETI'

Man hours

3-5000
500

Cost
($K)
500-1000

100
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Elapsed time of study Weeks

Traditional 50
SAFETI 10

When considering this in the context of evaluating risk
reduction the factors are even greater because the majority
of the work in the case of a computerised system is invested
in the study data base which are then available for
reanalysis at the touch of a button.

6. THE FUTURE

The development of a integrated approach to Risk Analysis in the
process industries has opened up a number of questions which were
previously intractable because of the cost and effort involved in
making a basic risk analysis. This first generation tool
provides a test bed for exploring these alternatives as well as a
basis for developing a better methodology.

Amongst the development which can now be explored with this
current generation of models are:

a more sophisticated approach to generating a spectrum of
failure cases

trying out different models atthe various stages in the
analysis

evaluation of the effect of individual and community
behaviour on the evaluation away from a major hazard
incident

evaluating failures frequency through synthetic (rather
than historical) approaches (eg. fault trees integrated
into the failure case generation algorithms)

extending the approach to other industry sectors

These and other topics represent a very broad and comprehensive
agenda for the development of this new technology. SAFETU
represents one of the stepping stones in our attempt to
understand the nature of risk and thus to control it.
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ASSESSING THE ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS
OF FOSSIL FUEL ENERGY SYSTEMS:
THE ENEA 'VESE PROJECT'
(Summary)

G.G. PINCHERA
Direzione Centrale Studi,
ENEA,
Rome, Italy

Fossil fuels play a primary role in the Italian national energy system:
88.2 X of total supply in 1985, which may be broken down into 58.6 % oil,
18.8 '/. natural gas, 10.8 \ coal. Their share in the country's electricity
system is lower but still considerable: 70 % of inland production, more
precisely 40.6 \ oil, 14.7 */. natural gas, 14.7V. coal.
Owing to these reasons and to the limited resources available, ENEA's
first systematic effort to perform an environmental assessment of the
country's energy systems was dedicated to fossil fuel system only. The
project was carried out within the framework of the VESE project,
"Valutazione degli Effetti Ambientali e Socioeconomici dei Sistemi
Energetic i".
ENEA's Direzione Centrale Studi undertook the project and its main objec-
tives were as follows: first, the collection and organization of environ-
mental relevant data, necessary in systems characterization; second, the
assessment, from environmental and socioeconomic viewpoints, of energy
cycles and systems; third,the identification of possible measures of in-
tervention, prevention and control, aimed at minimizing or even eliminat-
ing undesired effects.
For practical reasons, the project was subdivided into two sections: en-
vironmental impact and socioeconomic impact. This paper gives a report on
the work carried out in the former section.
Two approaches can be used to determine environmental risk:process and
input-output analysis. In the current study phase,process analysis is
used since this method is better adapted to technological characteriza-
tion and to the performance of case studies conducted in limited local or
regional areas (Pinchera, 1984).
Project activity follows a flexible working scheme (figure 1), which is
geared towards systematic acquisition, analysis and assessment of avail-
able data and information, with reference to various stages and phases of
the production cycles, from mineral extraction to waste management. Work-
ing objectives and programs are scheduled and pursued depending on the
availability of human and financial resources.
The analysis does not take into account the plant construction phases nor
the "preprocessing", that is, the inherent activities, production and
furnishing of iron, cement and other building materials for instance,
which generally ought to be included in the analysis itself. In this
case, for certain aspects, it would be preferable to adopt the "input-
output" approach, (Cirillo and Ricci, 1984).
"Ex post" process analysis was chosen. In other words, existing and
operating systems are assessed "a posteriori". However, the new power
plants which are still in the design phase will be taken into considera-
tion in the future. In Italy, these plants will also finally incorporate
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important pollution control functions (flue gas
of nitrogen oxide emissions, etc.).

desulfurization, control

Some of the'project's special features ought to be highlighted: the em-
phasis given to the technological characterization of the systems being
examined and the great effort expended in seeking out and collecting
Italy-specific data, whenever this appears feasible, in addition to fur-
thering their generation, wherever they are lacking. Indeed, the dif-
ferences between the planning and operative features of the Italian
energy plants and infrastructures and, for instance, those of the United
States systems, which are often referred to, even mistakenly, are con-
siderable. Three examples: the prevalence of oil-fired power plants, al-
most devoid of air pollution control (the very recent ones have dust
collectors); most coal users are located on the coast, so that coal im-
ported from overseas (covering almost all Italian consumption) ends its
journey in the vicinity of the sea terminal; petrol- and diesel-fed cars
have virtually no anti-pollution devices.
Generally speaking, it can be said that, in addition to the energy source
in question, the environmental impact also depends on the various details
associated with the technology adopted, regulatory and control
restraints, design and operational criteria, construction time, site
characteristics, plus the national and/or regional context being sur-
veyed.
A further special feature of the project lies in the fact that it aims at
conducting an environmental assessment of each individual energy source
or system and to identify possible measures for improving it, rather than
comparing different energy sources. In fact, we do believe that, for the
time being at least, a comparative assessment of energy sources which are
so different from one another, for example nuclear, coal and solar
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photovoltaic, is a very difficult if not prohibitive task, especially if
the intention is to carry the analysis process as far as risk definition
in quantitative homogeneous terms. The problem becomes even more intrac-
table when we enter the valuation phase since not all value categories
needed to judge impacts and risks are the same for the three energy
sources. This is not always the case. Fossil fueled energy systems, for
instance, generate effects that are sufficiently homogeneous to permit
sound intercomparison. We are, therefore, engaged in work in this field.
As information becomes available, the project proceeds along the follow-
ing 1ines:

- identification of main characteristics (technologies, logistics,
residuals, land use, etc.) of oil, coal and natural gas systems, at na-
t ional level ;

- implementation and use of methods and tools for performing risk
assessment studies, and general analysis of effects on natural and man-
made environments, plants and animals, human health, works of art, build-
ing materials, land, with particular reference to the Italian situation;

- case studies for each of the fuel cycles.
Figure 2 shows the system analyzed for the oil case, in a "process
analysis" fashion. Various stages (oil terminal, transportation, storage,
refinery and final uses) are considered, both inside and outside the unit
of analysis (i.e. the Piacenza Provincie), together with energy fluxes.
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PRACTICAL APPROACH FOR INCORPORATING
ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS INTO ENERGY PLANNING
AND DECISION MAKING
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Espoo, Finland

Abstract

One of the timely and most complicated subjects which has been
tackled by several international and national organizations is
the assessment and management of the environmental risks of
energy systems. UNEP, IAEA, WHO, ILO, OECD and IIASA are among
the international organizations which undertook detailed
studies on this subject. This comprised comprehensive studies
on the environmental impacts of the production and use of
energy, cost/benefit and cost/effectiveness analysis of the
environmental risks of energy systems, comparative assessment
of the environmental impacts of the production and use of
energy and energy/environmental integrated models for system
management.
The studies have demonstrated that the environmental impacts of
the different energy sources vary in magnitude, duration, na-
ture and even in space, i.e., in the place of their occurrence.
Certain methodological criteria were defined for undertaking
comparative assessment. These criteria include the definition
of boundaries, the use of current relevant data, the identifi-
cation of uncertainties, the attribution of values and finally
the documentation and reproductibility of the assessments. All
of these are important. But in the current state of knowledge
the identification of uncertainty and ignorance is a major
factor. There is a tendency when assessing risk to measure
things that are easily measured and to ignore those which are
not, even if they are perceived as more important by those
affected. It is prudent ot regard uncertainly or lack of data
for a given energy system as a negative attribute of that
system.
Accordingly, at least three important outcomes could be postu-
lated from the studies mentioned above; first, there are
serious gaps in our information on the environmental risk
assessment of energy system; second, the environmental impacts
of the production and use of energy are very much site speci-
fic; third, there exists a need for developing that "yard
stick" which the planners/decision makers can use to incorpor-
ate the environmental risks/factors into energy planning and
decision making processes.
In this paper a practical approach to risk management or to
incorporating environmental risks in energy planning and deci-
sion making based on optimization models, is suggested. It is
meant to be used in the implementation of the first objective
of the IAEA/UNEP/WHO project, viz, the development of a risk
management procedures guide for practical use.
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1. ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS AND
RISKS

These two topics are closely related because much of the en-
vironmental impact assessment consists of identifying the risks
of a technology so that control measures may be taken.

1.1. Environmental impact assessment
Environmental impact assessment is designed to quantify and
predict the impacts of an activity on the environment and on
man's health and well-being. Such impacts are related, through
complex feed mechanisms, to social impacts and economic consi-
derations. When a project, like building a power station, is
undertaken it sets in motion a chain of events that modify the
environment and its quality. Anticipation of these changes
through environmental impact assessment during the planning of
the project makes it easier and cheaper to deal with possible
environmental disruptions than to readdress them after they
have occurred.
Several environmental impact assessment were undertaken by
national and international organization MITRE, DOE, IAEA, OECD
and UNEP. The first step in undertaking environmental impact
assessment into collect information on the emissions, residuals
and health hazards of the different energy cycles and sources
concerned. Examples of such data are given in UNEP-1985 (a).
Most of these data are bases on information available and used
in USA. This puts considerable limitations on the applicability
of the data in developing countries, where the social, economic
and environmental conditions are different.
On the other hand there still exist serious gaps in our present
information on the environmental impacts of the different en-
ergy systems. These two factors justify the urgent need of
undertaking the first part of the interagency project, viz.,
the collection of more information, particularly in the form of
case studies on environmental impact assessment of different
energy sources.

1. 2___Environmental risk assessment
The assessment of a risk from a pollutant is a matter of evalu-
ating probabilities, using the best available information about
the dispersion of a pollutant and the responses of targets.
Once the likelihood of a particular level of effect under par-
ticular circumstances of emission and dispersal has been deter-
mined, value judgement, based on risk management, enters the
picture. It is at this point that the participation of the
general public is important in the decision-making process.
According to the classical definition, the CBA consists of the
determination and subsequent comparison of the social costs and
benefits of projects on a monetary basis. A broader definition
takes any systematic treatment of project advantages and dis-
advantages as CBA. From the social decision-maker's standpoint
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the objective of CBA is to select the project which best pro-
motes social welfare.
Hence, the importance of the social factor particularly in
developing countries appears. In undertaking risk assessment in
developing countries an integrated picture of the social
risks, not only in energy but also in the other economic
sectors, should be presented. It is a remiss action to assess
energy risks of, e.g., the order of 10~6 and disregard other
social risks of much higher probabilities.
It is generally accepted that it is not adequate to consider
the aggregate costs and benefits only, since the potential
effects of decisions on welfare distribution must also be re-
cognized in the practical decision-making. A mere comparison of
the aggregate costs and benefits may lead to socially untenable
conclusions, especially in developing countries. Thus, it is
advisable to incorporate the uneven social values in the CBA.

It may be helpful to separate the environmental decision-making
into phases according to level at which the decision is made.
According to Hufschmidt and Hyman (1982) one may distinguish
three decision levels

(1) policy,
(2) programme,
(3) project.

At the policy level national environmental management policies
are formulated by overall executive legislative bodies. At this
level the decisions are general and qualitative. As far as the
environment is concerned the general policy could be, for
instance, not to permit any additional degradation of certain
aspects of the environment. Sometimes the policy may involve
nationwide goals of emission or risk control. The policy level
decisions may also require, for large projects, the performance
of environmental impact analysis with cost-benefit consider-
ations .
At the programme level national environmental management pro-
grammes areformulated by national or regional administrative
authorities, which also have various means to carry them
through. Depending on the national legislation and policies the
authorities may set emission or immission norms, appropriate
subsidies for pollution control equipment, etc. If there are
nationwide goals for emission control, it may be necessary to
modify national energy programmes to attain the goals.
At the project level specific decisions on fuel types, control
technologies,etc.are made by the power company and the norms
set at the programme level.
When cost-benefit analysis is applied to, e.g., emission
control the costs consists of

- Investment costs: costs of control equipment.
- Operating costs: extra costs of clean fuel or fuel

processing, of increased maintenance, of energy
consumed by the control processes, etc.
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The costs can be relatively easily identified and estimated.
However, they may be dependent on the extent to which emission
controls are being introduced elsewhere. Hence, for instance,
with demands on stricter emission controls the price of clean
fuels may rise but the costs of control equipment may fall.
The benefits are seldom evident and their valuation is usually
difficult, if not often practically impossible. Generally there
are at least two types of difficulties:

The causal chain from emissions to damages is insuffi-
ciently understood. Statistical methods are not accur-
ate enough to establish a dose-response relationship.

- The environmental goods and services lost are not y
usually assigned a monetary value or they are even
considered to be impossible to value.

In the emission control, e.g., one has to decide on the optimal
level of control. Such decisions are made at the programme
level. In principle CBA can be applied to find a tradeoff
between the control costs and the corresponding environmental
benefits. Considering the present state of knowledge of en-
vironmental processes and the difficulties of assigning monet-
ary values to environmental goods and services, it is seen that
any estimate of benefits is bound to involve uncertainties can
be expressed as a range of estimated benefits and a correspond-
ing range of trade-offs.

A cost-effectiveness analysis or a partially qualitative CBA
will be an adequate way to summarize expert knowledge in the
following decision situations:

(1) When a local or national goal of reducing the total
emissions of a pollutant has been set, a cost-effec-
tiveness analysis of the alternative control measures
to attain the goal is sufficient.

(2) When an ambient air standard has been set, a cost-effec-
tiveness analysis of the alternative control measures to
meet the standard can be made, assuming that it is
possible to model the atmospheric impact.

(3) If it is not possible to evaluate the benefits due to
lack of dose-response data or due to valuation diffi-
culties, the benefits can be described verbally or in
non-monetary units. The weighing of control costs and
the resulting benefits is then left to the decision-
maker .

Although the CBA cannot replace the regular decision-making
process it can still be a useful tool to the decision-makers
due to several reasons. Indeed, the less we know about the
value of the environmental consequences of a particular deci-
sion, the more important it is to analyze these consequences
carefully. Furthermore, in making a decision affecting the
environment every decision-maker is forced to make an explicit
or implicit comparison of costs and benefits. In this process
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the various factors taken into account are given knowingly or
intuitively - certain weights, i.e., they are evaluated on a
common scale of values. In explicit cost-benefit analysis this
common scale is usually, but not necessarily, monetary.
Environmental cost-benefit analysis is principally a tool used
at the programme level in setting objectives and standards to
be applies at the project level. At the project level the
problem is then to find the most cost-effective way of meeting
these standards.
1. 3___Environmental risk management
The task of environmental risk management is a search for the
safest route between social benefit and social loss, and is
often regarded as a balancing process in which different combi-
nations of risks are compared with various beneficial outcomes.
O'Riordan (1979) divided environmental risk management into
four components which, in any given instance, do not necessar-
ily follow each other in a logical sequence. The components are
risk identification, risk estimation, risk evaluation and risk
control.
Risk identification, defines as recognizing that a certain risk
exists, and risk estimation, involving risk causes and pathways
are both closely interlinked with the environment impact as-
sessment and are thus included in that assessment. Risk evalua-
tion would constitute a part of a comprehensive CBA involving
the social judgement of risks as identified and estimated and
the balancing of such risks against perceived and/or estimated
social gains. Hence we are left with risk control, which is in
fact, the implementation of risk management.
It is the point where executive action by regulation, monitor-
ing, enforcement and re-evaluation take place. Ideally, these
tasks follow an extended process of research, consultation and
judgement. In many individual instances those logical steps are
short-circuited due to lack of time, political expediency,
insufficient funding or adherence to established procedures,
regardless of their unsuitability in the light of new circum-
stances .
The "as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA) criterion for risk
control is widely recognized as sound, but is less widely
achievable if not clearly quantified for each particular risk.
It is possible that internalization of risk through disincen-
tive taxation might be transferred to product cost with mark-up
at each stage of the marketing process.

2, PLANNING OF ELECTRIC POWER PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Planning of any energy generation system cannot be carried out
without taking into account the interactions of that system
with the other energy systems and furthermore with the rest of
economy. This section concentrates on the description of the
methods and models used in planning of power production sys-
tems. This is not only because electric power production system
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is usually the most important energy production system in any
country, but also because the technique used could be extended
or adapted to, e.g., heat and mechanical energy producing sys-
tems .

2.1 Power system planning as a part of general energyplanning————————————————————————^—————

The needs that an energy sypply system should meet are con-
stantly changing, e.g., due to changes in prices of energy and
materials, new technologies or environmental requirements.
Therefore the effective energy planning is a dynamic process
that is repeated periodically and is adjusted to changing con-
ditions. It can be said that

The energy planning process is the systematic assembly
and analysis of information about energy supply and
demand and the presentation of this information to
decision-makers who must choose an appropriate course
of action (IAEA 1984)

A systematic approach to energy planning includes a number of
steps, such as

- defining the goals and wider objectives of the plan
determining the approach to be taken
identifying the information required from the planning
process,

- choosing the analysis process,
conducting the analysis
presentation of the results to decision-makers and
preparing the energy plan

The planning procedure and especially the analytical techniques
and the methods of integrating the results of the different
tasks may vary considerably depending on the needs of the coun-
try. However, there is a typical sequency of tasks that should
be included in an energy analysis according to figure 1 (IAEA
1984).

deration

Oola Soie Oev<lopa>enl

Fig. 1. Typical sequence of tasks in energy planning,
Source: IAEA (1984) with modification.
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The tasks are basically divided into the data base development
and the integrated analysis. The database development is desig-
ned to assemble all the necessary information required to con-
duct an energy analysis. The integrated analysis is designed to
structure the data into a consistent format that allows the
planner to evaluate alternative scenarios. There is also a
reviewing and evaluating procedure. Several iterations may be
required as the results of the analysis become available.
The methods and analytical tools used in electric system plan-
ning are similar to the above described methods used in energy
planning. The main distinction is in the level of details. The
main benefits of linking the two planning activities include

avoiding duplication of effort,
consistency of assumptions for important independent

variables, and
understanding the basis for the forecasts.

From the methodological point of view there is no reason why
the electric generation planning and the energy system planning
cannot be conducted in a consistent way. The organizational/
institutional requirements for implementing this are often the
only obstacles.

2.2___Objectives of electric generation planning
The primary objective of electric generation planning is to
meet adequately the demand for electric power at the minimum
cost, taking into account the existing constraints, such as
financial limits, domestic resource availability, and techni-
cal, environmental and political constraints. The time frame in
generation planning is usually medium-term (5-10 years) or
long-term (> 10 years) term. Only the planning of new peaking
or cycling units can be done for less than 5 years' period.
The basic questions to be answered in the planning are; (IAEA

1984)
what capacities (type and size) to install?

- when is the proper time to incorporate them into the
system?
where to locate them?
how to pick up the best combination among the diffe-
rent technologies at hand now and later on?

Most models for long-term optimization of generating systems
attempt to answer to at least three of these questions (where ?
being the usual exception).
The generation planning is only a part of the whole power
system planning including transmission and distribution system
planning, financial analysis etc. Simultaneous consideration of
the whole system is not possible. Therefore the long-term ex-
pansion planning of modern power systems is a step-by-step
procedure, in which the planning is divided into two main
phases; the economic optimization phase and the detailed analy-
sis phase.
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2.3____Optimization methods used in expansion planning
2.3.1 Problem formulation
The optimization problem encountered in planning for electric-
ity generation capacity expansion can be formulated as
follows :

The demand for electrical energy is assumed to be
given for each year of the planning period. This
demand must be covered so that the total cost of elec-
tricity generation is minimized within the possibili-
ties and restrictions defined by the planner.

2-3.2 Decision variables
The length of the overall planning horizon is first defined. A
considerable amount of detailed technical analysis is required
before the definition of the plant types to be considered in
the expansion plan. Usually a realistic set of plant types must
be chosen which includes base load units, variable load units
and peaking units.
2-3.3 Restrictions and requirements
In general, the following constraints can be given.

i. Demand must be met.
ii. Constraints on the amount of new capacity should

meet certain limits.
iii.Raw energy constraints,
iv. Environmental constraints,
v. Technical requirements.

2.3.4 Optimization criterion
The function to be minimized is the sum of discounted yearly
costs for electricity generation. The costs include the fol-
lowing items :

For new plants only
capital investment costs,

- salvage value of investment costs

For all plants
- raw energy costs

fuel stock costs
operation and maintenance costs.

2.3.5 Mehods of optimization
Different kinds of algorithms can be used in actual optimiza-
tion. In the following, a very short description of some
commonly used methods is given.

j>u£e_sJLmulatix>n method^ can be used, if the planner
pr¥spec^iTies"~ the" expansion program. The computing
requirements for a production simulation program are
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usually much less than for capacity expansion program,
and therefore the simulation models are more detailed.
Linear P£ogramming_(LP^ is often used for long term
expansTon planning. The LP model can be used quickly
and efficiently as a screening tool to select a few
planning alternatives for more detailed analysis.

JDynamic j?rog£amm.ing (DP) is based on enumerating all
possTble plahnTng "period and selecting minimum cost
transitions from one year to the next.
Year^-to year optimise! t ion is based on considering only
one year at a time. Although the computing require-
ments are much smaller than those required for a
global optimization, the approach tends to introduce
less capital intensive generating units, which are not
optimal in the long term.

2.4

Th£ Gerie£a]1î ec3 Benders' (GB)_ d_ecpmposi_tiori ana.lŷ s_is
opt_ion~i¥ aï ¥ophTstfic5at^ecT iîlgoFithm BVsecT on iterative
use of simplex (LP) algorithm for a master capacity
decision problem and on the solution of a set of
detailed nonlinear probabilistic production costing
subproblems (EPRI 1982).

Example of a simple optimization model
A simple optimization model used in planning, viz, ESOREM, was
developed within the frame of a Joint Finnish/Swedish Project
(ElMahgary Larsson 1976). The main features of the model will
be briefly discussed in the following.
The representation chosen for the production system is shown in
figure 2. The total water inflow is divided into storable and
nonstrorable hydro power. The latter must be used instantanta-

Nuclcor
layer

Fossil
layer
(except
peak toad
plants)

P«ol<
load
plants

electricity io the net

1 Order of

Storable hydroifggTotol="—water
Nan storoble hydro inflow

Figure 2 Simplified representation of the electrical
power system.
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neously when it is available, or it will be lost, whereas the
former could be stored to be used at peak load. A nuclear layer
could consist of back-pressure and condensing plants. After
that follows the fossil layer which, in turn, might consist of
numerous sublayers; e.g., back-pressure industrial, back press-
ure-heating, fossil base-load plants and fossil intermediate
load plants. The hydro system is characterized by constraints
with respect to the minimum amount of flow to be maintained in
the river throughout the year. Operation constraints on the
thermal plants are given in the form of availability factors at
different time segments of the year. Up to 13 different values
for the availability could be given to each plant group per
year.

The transport and handling cost are, included in the running
costs of each plant. The representations of the system through
time is approximated by modelling the system operation in
"snapshot" years, and interpolating for the intervening years.
2.4.1 Optimum operation of the electrical system
The detailed operation of the plants of the system is deter-
mined by minimizing the following objective function:
minimize the sum of the running costs i.e.,

where
cr. the running costs of plant group i
cr^ the total running costs in the year type k
i plant group
j time segment of the year
X'• level of operation of plant group i in time segment j

°l xijl aij-i *
a.ji availability of plant group i in time segment j
P^ power of plant group i

h^ number of hours in time segment j

The minimization is performed subject to the following con-
straints :

Total energy demand for each time segment of the year
should be satisfied
Hydro energy production should, in each time segment,

be greater than the minimum run-of-river.
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At the final runs the level of the water reservoir
should in each period be within the given limits.

2.4.2 Optimum plant mix of the electric system
In order to determine the optimum plant mix the capital costs
should be included in equation (2-1)« The objective function
will then read;
minimize

CEg =I *^ l wk crk l Ci PiJ (2.2)i=l T=l k=l i=l
where
G-,., total costsEg
r-T discount factor

Wj, weight factor for year type k
C^ capital costs of plant i
•t year considered in the study
T number of years included in the study
In order to avoid complicating the optimizing process with data
and variables that are not directly influencing the power sys-
tem, the expansion of fossil industrial and heating back-press-
ure plants is determined according to known expansion plans.

3. COMBINING THE ENVIRONMENT AND ENERGY LINES

The various environmental risk assessment and management pro-
cesses discussed in § 1 and the different energy planning pro-
cedures considered in § 2 are going to be combined in this
section into energy- environment optimization models. These are
meant to be used as a tool to incorporate the environmental
factor/ risks into energy decision making process rather than
a substitute to a planner or a decisionmaker . Hence there is a
chain of actions and activities to be taken and undertaken
before being able to use effectively the optimization models.
Two important human decisions have to be made before proceeding
with the optimization model.*) The first, on the environment
line concerning the levels accepted for risk and pollution of
the energy sources under consideration. The second, on the
energy line concerning the scenarios to be fed to the model.

*) It is also possible, as will be explained later, to compare
through an iteration process the economic implications of
several decisions before making the final decision.
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The chain of actions and activities is simplified in fig. 3.
The energy and environmental lines are merged together before
going to the optimization model. The interactions between the
different stages in the two lines is not shown to avoid compli-
cating the diagramme.

Brief explanations of the different activities and data pre-
paration processes is given below. It goes without saying that
several other models and mathematical codes could be used at
the stages preceeding the optimization process. However, dis-
cussion of these models and codes will not be considered be-
low.
3 .1______The environment line
Collection of data on the residuals, emissions and health
hazards of energy sources should concentrate only on these
energy sources under consideration which are to be fixed in
consultation with people working on the energy line. Interna-
tional literatures, as UNEP's and OECD publications, as well as
national measurements should be consulted. In other words this
step may be called risk identification.
The next step is an analysis on risk assessment and management
which embraces both the determination of levels of risk and the
social evaluation of the risks. Risk determination consists of
estimating the likelihood and magnitude of the occurance of the
risks which were already identified in the preceeding step on
collection of data. Risk evaluation measures the acceptable
levels of societal risk and the methods of avoiding them.
This step would include the undertaking of a cost/benefit
analysis of the environmental impacts of those energy sources
to be considered in the optimization. Its purpose is not, to
assign monetary value to all the impacts, but rather to concen-
trate on giving estimates of the costs of controlling pollution
or decreasing a certain environmental risk. The benefits of
these actions should be then described in terms of money-saved,
mortality, morbidity or deterioration of natural resources or
historical monuments which could occur in case this pollution
control/risk management actions were not taken. The purpose of
this step is to provide the decision maker with the information
which he needs in order to decide upon the level of risk which
the society would accept. Since this is an extremely important
and difficult decision it should be taken at the policy level
in view of its political implications. In some countries this
is entrusted to the Parliament, in others to the Cabinet or a
Ministery. Among the different background information needed, a
risk/cost diagramme for each risk in question (acid rain, radi-
ation control, particulate control, etc..) would certainly be
helpful (fig. 4.).
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Next we come to the decision-making stage. With the help of the
information collected and prepared in the preceeding stages
decision/decisions should be made as to the levels of risk to
be accepted by the society. For a fossil power plant one would
expect a decision on the efficiency of scrubbing particulates,
sulphur dioxide (802), maximum temperature of thermal charges,
etc.. For a nuclear power plant one might expect an upper limit
for the risk of nuclear plants including radioactivity releases
both at normal operation and in case of an accident, etc. These
decisions have serious societal and economic effects. The
societal effects should be analysed and studied in details.
The economic effects would be studied through the optimizing
models. This is anohter advantage of the optimizing models,
viz, they could be used in the making of decisions about the
levels of accepted risk. The planner can assume certain values
and study their economic implications.
After deciding upon the accepted levels of risk of the differ-
ent energy sources it is not difficult to estimate, using in-
formation from the cost/benefit analysis undertaken, the corre-
sponding costs of risk management and pollution control. This
information are to be fed to the model as input data.

3 .2_____Energy line
The stages of preparing the information on the energy line are
the straightforward procedures of data collection and prepara-
tion for an energy optimization model (please refer to § 2).
The decision on the selection of scenarios is usually made at
the project level.

3.3___Energy environment optimization model
TAs was mentionde before the main emphasize will be on energy
optimization models for the electric power system. This is
because the electric power system is usually the most important
energy producing system in a given country and also because the
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methods used here could be extended to other end uses as heat
generation and mechanical energy (UNEP 1985a).
Several optimization models have been developed and are beings
used successfully in energy planning all-over the world. Many
of these models could be adopted to include the environmental
factor.
The main conditions that the model should satisfy are:

1. The models should be simple in construction and easy
to use. This will faciliate the integration of the
environment factor into the model.

2. The model should be comprehensive and should include
the optimization of thermal as well as hydro and other
(renewable energy) power plants.

3. It should be possible to operate the model on more
than one level, e.g., on national as well as on
regional levels.

4. Both reliability and accuracy of the model should be
known. This implies earlier testing of the model.

5. The model should provide means to include a technique
to accomodate uncertainties, perferably in the form of
probabilistic functions.

6. The model should be suitable to be used as sub-routine
to other models/codes to form and overall general
energy-environment model if it is so desired.

7. The model should optimize at the same time the opera-
tion of the power plants and the distribution of the
storable hydropower throughout the year.

8. The model should enable the determination of the main
configuration of the optimum expansion of the power
system within established environmental, technical and
economic constraints.

9. The model should be enough flexible to enable to
include and use new data on emissions, residuals and
healt hazards of energy, systems.

3.4___Incorporation of the environmental factor into energy
—————optimization models———————————————————————

In order to incorporate the environmental factor into the en-
ergy optimization process it is necessary to introduce new term
into the objective function, and the constraints if necessary.
Having decided upon the accepted level of risk for the differ-
ent energy system the costs of the technology/actions needed to
ensure that level have to be estimated. In general there will
be additional terms to equation 2.2 which could read.
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minimize

CEg + CEv= I r'M ! Wk (crEk + crEv) + \ (Cig+ Cî Pj
t=l k=l i=i

where CEV, crEv, C^EV re^er to t*16 total, running and invest-
ment costs of the technology or the actions needed to be used/
taken to ensure that the environmental conditions will be with-
in the levels accepted.

In the case a of coal plant, e.g., CrEv and CiEv will directly
be equal to the additional running and investment costs of
introducing e.g. the Sulphur Dioxide/particulates, scrubbing
technologies if a decision is made to control these pollutants.
Again in the case of a nuclear power plant the actions needed
to decrease the risk of, e.g., a major reactor accident to a
certain level, could be analysed into investement and running
costs which could be then inserted into the above equation) and
so on,
Costs of the pollution control/risk management as could be seen
from the ojective function has not to be the same for different
plants. Hence the level of pollution control could be site
specific if it is so desired. This gives a considerable flexi-
bility in connection with environment management and policy.
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RISK ANALYSIS AND POLICY IN TRANSPORT
OF DANGEROUS MATERIALS

N.C. LIND
Institute for Risk Research,
University of Waterloo,
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Abstract

Transportation is important in the economy of Canada, and a
significant part of the material transported is dangerous goods or waste.
With the aim to develop a technique for analysis of policy in the
transport of dangerous goods a generic fault tree has been developed. The
study covers risk in transport by rail or truck involving explosive, toxic
and corrosive goods. Quantities in traffic over a transportation network
are distributed by means of known route selection models. The fault tree
is then specialized for each network segment, and the risk expectation of
particular quantities, speed, population pattern and weather, etc. is
evaluated and compared for alternative policies. The system has been
developed in detail for three representative and important goods (LNG,
Chlorine and sulphuric acid) for the road and rail network around
metropolitan Toronto. Examples of policies evaluated by this method are
constraints of route selection and enhancement of accident response

capability.
Uncertainty in data and constitutive models is often large. It is a

recurring problem how best to represent uncertainty in the analysis and to
evaluate its consequences. The present analysis incorporates a discrete
probability distribution representation in the fault trees. The output is
therefore not probabilities, but distributions of probabilities.

The fault tree formulation permits the comparison of risks and costs

associated with alternative policies for the regulation of transport of
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dangerous materials over a traffic network. A cascaded point distribution
technique serves to provide a practical estimate of the influence of
parameter uncertainty, applicable for networks of arbitrary size.

INTRODUCTION
In Canada the transport of dangerous goods, whether by ship, air,

rail or road, is governed by the 1985 Dangerous Goods Act. This act
represents a significant step forward in the regulation of transportation
of dangerous substances. Nevertheless, there is continuous development in
all aspects of transport, and there remains considerable scope for
enhancement. New policies and regulations must be considered
continuously, and there is a need to evaluate their effects on a rational
and justifiable basis.

Heightened public awareness of risk, particularly the risk associated

with modern technology, is a worldwide phenomenon. This awareness is
accompanied by greater demands for accountability, reflected in
intensified lawsuit activity in many countries, in higher settlements of

compensation, in drying up of sources of insurance, and in more stringent
regulations. Potentially dangerous systems and procedures must be made
safe, of course, but there is a growing realization that this is not

enough; it is equally important that they also are understood by the
public to be safe. Indeed, the appearance of safety may be more important
than real safety in the sense that more attention and resources may be
required to achieve it, and it also influences the kind of regulations
that are imposed on the industry.

Under these conditions of increased dialogue on technological risk
and increased accountability, the methods used to determine risk must be
broadly acceptable to professionals and the public alike. Risk analysis,
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rather than merely statistical summaries of accident data, is necessary

for rational decisions on policy for hazard control. Increased attention
to effective risk communication and a standardization of risk analysis

procedures are other important means towards this end.
Any standardized practice of risk analysis should apply quite broadly

to many, if not all, significant technological risks. Transportation is

very important in the life and economy of Canada; it bestows great

benefits on our country, but it also contributes much to the cost of
goods. It provides excellent examples and test cases for the evaluation

of risk analysis and risk control policy. The greatest disasters, real

and unrealized, in the history of Canada are associated with

transportation, from the Halifax explosion in 1917 (more than 1700 dead)

to the Mississauga derailment in 1979 (no casualties). Transportation

also has a high everyday cost in terms of lives lost, disability and

suffering. The loss of life expectation that can be assigned to traffic

accidents is high (in the order of several months). In Canada some 2000

lives are lost every year to traffic accidents. This annual disaster in

death and injury is comparable to the most major catastrophe (Bhopal,

Chernobyl and so on). For the sake of consistency, risk analysis

procedures should be developed in terms that are sufficiently general to

encompass risk in transport.

THE RISK MANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT

The risk management process in Canada is developing towards the

format that is shown schematically in Fig. 1, modified after Leiss (1985).

A distinctive feature of the process is the separation of risk analysis

and benefit analysis in two parallel but distinct sequences shown in the

top of the diagram. Another is the feedback process with public notice

and public comment prior to implementation of any policy and regulation.
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Hazard Identification Benefit Identification

Risk Assessment Net Benefit Assessment

Risk-Benefit Analysis

Comment

Decision

Comment

Ratification

Implementation

Monitoring

Fig. 1. The Risk Management Process

These features serves the purpose of securing credibility and public
consent, considered of fundamental importance in the Canadian system.

The analysis of risk terminates in the evaluation of risks and

benefits (Fig. 1). This evaluation can take the form of a cost-benefit
analysis when potential losses can be taken as purely economical.
Alternatively, it may involve value considerations over expected loss of

life and limb, suffering, impacts on the standard and quality of life,

etc.
Until recently risk analysis has played a limited role in the

practice of risk management in Canada as elsewhere. Its usefulness in

design of structures and nuclear power plants is established (Madsen et
al. 1986, King 1987). Extension to the design of codes for structural

design and verification of structural design adequacy has also been

established (Madsen et_al 1986, CSA 1981). Its use in regulatory
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processes or in verification of hazardous plant or vehicles is less
straightforward and is not widely accepted, mainly because it does not
generate propositions that are scientifically verifiable. Policy Analysis
applies on an even higher level of the system hierarchy but because the
context is more qualitative and the standards less restrictive, risk
analysis is potentially less controversial.

An important role of risk analysis is for the evaluation of
prospective policies in public administration. A new policy under
consideration for possible implementation must be evaluated with respect
to its impacts on risks and benefits. This often involves the

distribution of risks and benefits over individuals, over time and with
geographic location. In the work described in this paper policy is
evaluated differentially, i.e. by comparison with a reference policy
rather than in absolute terms (Fig. 2). This tends to compensate the
influence of errors in models and parameters and therefore should give
more reliable results. The model described in this paper performs a

Risk Benefit Analysis Risk Benefit Analysis

Comparison
Policy I/ Policy 2

Fig. 2. Process of Risk Comparison for Alternative Regulation Policies
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comparative evaluation of various safety enhancement policies. Much of
the error arising from uncertainty in the model and the data is eliminated
as a consequence of compensation in the method of analysis.

FEATURES OF THE RISK ANALYSIS MODEL
A risk analysis is not convincing unless the system model is

comprehensive and sufficiently realistic in detail. All potentially

significant accident sequences should be covered, and the results of the
analysis should be able to be interpreted from the viewpoint of those who
may benefit or who may be harmed. The model should also be verifiable by
professionals other than the analyst, and it should be able to reflect the
influence of the range of policies that may come under consideration.
The risk model developed for this study has the following features:
(1) The method of risk analysis is explicit, mathematical and specific.
It reflects the most significant influences on the system and the most
important consequences of all events.
(2) To account explicitly for the influence of uncertainty, inputs to the
model are generally probabilistic, with distributions rather than point
estimates representing the model parameters.
(3) Pre-processors are used to transform inputs to the format of the
model, and post-processors are used to evaluate consequences, such that
the computational procedures are simple and standardized.

(4) Model inputs should be sensitive to the policies that may arise and to
changes that may occur in previously fixed system parameters. All inputs
are forecasts of conditions within the time horizon of the study, rather
than raw statistics of past observations.
(5) Model outputs should permit evaluation of the risk in the variety of
forms that may be of interest in practice. This includes specifically
estimates of public perceptions of the risks.
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METHODOLOGY
The modeling process is divided into four stages viz. (i) pre-

analysis, (ii) analysis, (iii) comparisons and (iv) post evaluation. Fig.
3 illustrates the first two stages. The pre-analysis stage converts the
data about each parameter x to the two point distribution format,
consisting of two probability masses P- and P+ at the values x- and x+,
respectively. (If a parameter is correlated with another, special
considerations are necessary, and the present scheme is modified
slightly). The fault tree is composed of "and-gates" and "or-gates". For
each such gate the analysis consists in calculation of the two-point

A
n

/ \
and -gate or

or -gate

m

Distr. Info.
x y

la)

Distr. Info.

Pre - processors

(i)
,, Pre-analysis Stage

Analysis Stage

( i i )

x ,x y , y
y P'* P**

P;, P/

Gate Function

(b)

p",p-*,P*-,p"

z", z*. p~, p*

To Other Gates

Fig. 3. (a) A gate in a Fault Tree, (b) Processing of Uncertainty Data for the Gate
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representation of the output from the two-point representations of the
input. Starting with the basic events and working up the hierarchy of the

fault tree, the calculation leads eventually to a two-point representation
of the top event. This is then translated into mean, variance and skew of
the top event.

At the present stage of development, the model allows the comparison
of two alternative policies in terms of their impact on the top event
probability. As shown in Fig. 3, the output of the analysis phase is a
pair of two-point representations of the top event. This is shown in Fig.
A, where point g indicates the jointly expected values of the top event
probability. Since this point in the illustration indicates that the

expected probability of the top event is smaller for policy B, this policy
is favoured on the basis of lower expected top event probability. The
analysis can accommodate more complex consequences, modeled by event
trees, and more complex decision rules, by transformation of the top event

probability representation. Details of the calculations have been
provided elsewhere, Van Aerde and Lind (1986), Van Aerde et al. (1986).

CD

O
O.

Fl*

A" A*
Policy A

Fig. A. Comparison of Top Event Probabilities in Two-Point Representation

Some shortcomings and areas for improvement should also be noted,
There is no known direct way to verify the correctness of the model
against reality. For example, an accident calculated to have an annual
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rate of occurrent of 1/10,000 may well occur in the first year, and yet
there is no way to accept or refute the parameters assumed in this
calculations. That which actually happens is always improbable,
particularly so if a sufficiently rich set of accident descriptors is
included. Events observed actually to occur cannot easily be incorporated
in the estimation of model parameters even if these events are rate.
Moreover, the completeness of the model cannot be verified by any known
procedure. It is necessary to rely on the judgement of experts in order
to be reasonably sure that all important accident sequences are covered.

INFLUENCE OF UNCERTAINTY
It is a recurrent theme in discussion of probabilistic risk

evaluation that there is much uncertainty present in the models, and that
the analysis therefore must be viewed with caution. The uncertainty is
classified into two categories: Model uncertainty and parameter
uncertainty. Fig. 5 shows schematically the influence of these two

sources of error; Point T represents the true, but unknown set of

probabilities of top events t j, t2».-.»tn. A given model has a set of
parameters; as these parameters are varied, various top event
probabilities are predicted as indicated by the generic point S . The set

Fig. 5. Definition of Model Error and Parametric Error
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S represents the ensemble of such predictions. There is a point S* in S
that lies closest (in some sense which need not be defined here) to T.
The difference T-S* is the model error, while S*-S o is the parametric
error in the particular realization of the model. Both may be considered
as random variables, reflecting the model uncertainty and the parameter
uncertainty, respectively.

The model uncertainty is difficult to determine even for a very
simple system. The rail and road transportation systems are, of course,
extremely complex, and one can only hope to represent a few of their
essential features in a model. Many parameters must be ignored, of
necessity, leading to high model uncertainty. The remaining parameters
have generally unknown distributions. Usually, nothing more is known

about a parameter than a central value, a value indicative of the
dispersion, and perhaps the sign of the skew. The distribution type is

generally unknown. Under these circumstances it is inconvenient and
incorrect to represent the parameters by full distributions. Joint
distribution representations of the several parameters of a transportation
system model is entirely out of the question, firstly because the
necessary data is unavailable and secondly because it is numerically
intractable.

Point distribution methods offer an attractive alternative. The

simplest and best known among these is simulation (Monte Carlo) using a
large number of points selected at random. Several hundred variables are
involved in a minimal transport risk model, while tens of thousands are
involved in the systems studied here. When the system is so large and

moreover nonlinear, ordinary Monte Carlo models are unreliable and

uneconomical. As an attractive alternative to modified Monte Carlo
methods, a family of point distribution methods based on Gaussian
quadrature (Miller and Rice, 1984) have been developed. Their simplest
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form, two-point and three-point distribution as presented by Rosenblueth
(1981), is adequate for the present context and very powerful. Van Aerde

and Lind (1986).

COMPARISON OF POLICY OPTIONS
The policy options considered in the present version of the model are

of several kinds, including prescribed routing, prescribed speed limits,
and special transport. In all cases, the impact of the policy is
translated in the pre-processing process into a choice of parameters for
the joint fault tree. As a schematic example, consider a shipment from a
given origin to a given destination in a given network. In policy A (eg.
status quo), a route selection model favours route 1 with a certain
fraction of the shipment and route 2-3 with the remaining fraction. The
top event is the union of the top events of several fault trees, one for
each of the legs of the routings each with the appropriate weight. In
Policy B, some routes may be prohibited; a route selection model is

applied, and alternative weights for each segment are determined. Next,
the combined fault tree is used, but with appropriately weighting
(reflecting enforcement) for the segments.

CONCLUSIONS
(1) Hazardous technology in modern society includes not only dangerous
energy or chemical plant, but also the transport of explosive,
combustible, toxic, corrosive or carcinogenic substances, whether goods or
waste. Adequate control of modern technological risk to the public
includes control of the risk of transport. In Canada, as well as in many
other countries, the risk of transport is a major component of the total

public risk.
This paper reports on work carried out to extend the fault tree

method to serve in the comparison of policy to regulate the risk in
transport of dangerous material. The method employs a generic fault tree
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as a basis which, is specialized for the specific material, mode and
location and assembled into a combined fault tree. The technique
compensates much of the inevitable error in the input parameters; even so,
special technique is necessary to analyse the influence of parameter
uncertainty.

The use of the cascaded two-point distribution technique, described
by Van Aerde and Lind (1986), make this estimate a tractable and
relatively simple.
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Abstract

Conduct of risk management studies In developing countries becomes a problem for two
reasons. First, most risk models developed by advanced countries are not directly
applicable; and second, because of the dearth of local data.

In a risk management study conducted in the Philippines, the PAEC group has adopted
an approach which may be of value to other developing countries. Locally available data
were used as guide in the development of a risk model, giving rise to some specificity and
uniqueness of the study.

The study embraces two main methodologies, namely: the systematic calculation of the
risk impacts of the energy system to human health and to the environment, and the
evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of risk reduction schemes.

The Tiwl Geothermal Power Plant was used as the reference energy system. A model
for atmospheric dispersion was developed and used to estimate the concentrations of
hydrogen sulfide (H S) at various locations. H S Is one of the gas effluents of a geothermal
power plant and is widely believed to pose a major environmental and health hazard. The
estimated dose values were used to calculate the dose rate levels of the population In the
area. The direct e f fec t of H S was also evaluated. Various H_S reduction schemes were
analyzed from the cost-effectiveness point of view, and alternative measures were
considered to meet the permissible risk level.

Experiences gathered from the study led to the formulation of an organized approach
regarding the various factors which are Involved m effective risk management studies.
These factors are (1) adequate personnel training on project methodologies, and systematic
data collection, handling and treatments; (2) establishment of linkages with cooperating
Institutions/agencies for supplementary data and Information; (3) use of up-to-date and
site-related data (for this study, site related data was confined to the application of data of
proximate areas having similar meteorological characteristics to the site); (4) development
of a flexible model adapted to local conditions/situations; and, (5) use of computer codes
for documentation of the methods used In the computations.

1.0 Introduction

Society is becoming Increasingly aware of the tact that both risks and benefits accompany (he
utilization of technology. However, although risks may not be totally eliminated, they can be
reduced and managed. Thus, risk assessment and management are Imperative for the control of
actual hazards to workers and to the population at large.

For risk management to be credible, It should be based on sound technical and scientific
Information. This calls for a thorough understanding of the risk Involved, the use of proper model(s)
!o predict the risk, and of appropriate data to evaluate such risk. For most developing countries,
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these become a problem. While various prediction models exist In developed countries, they are
difficult to apply In the former. In addition, there Is a dearth of local data and Information In
developing countries.

Management of risks Is as much a socio-political problem as It Is a technical one but the
quantitative approach does provide a rational basis for decision making. An Important aspect of risk
management strategies deals with the optimum allocation of safety and protection resources to
obtain maximum effectiveness of money expended, while at the same time achieving acceptable
levels of health and environmental risk reduction. For a developing country like the Phlllpphes, the
proper distribution and utilization of limited resources Is a primary objective.

The current attention of safety decision makers In various countries Is now focused on the
identification and implementation of safety policies regarding health and environmental risks from
energy and complex Industrial systems. The Philippines Is developing and optimizing systems and
strategies to determine pollutant Impacts from power generation systems and to take measures to
protect health and the environment.

2.0 The Case Study

A research team from the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC) Is participating In the
Coordinated Research Program of the IAEA on Comparison of Cost Effectiveness of Risk Reduction
In Energy Systems.

For one phase of the study, the Team did a plant-specific Investigation ushg a geothermal
plant as reference system. The experience of the Team In data collection and handling, model
adaptation and development Is the focus of this paper. It Is Intended to bring attention to the
problems faced by a developing country Institution In Its attempt to attain capability and
self-reliance in undertaking studies where transfer of technical methodology from the developed
countries Is a major aspect.

The choice of the geothermal system was basically due to Its strong local characteristics.
Geothermal energy, which Is Indigenous to the Philippines, has been determined to be
technologically and economically feasible, and te now a major contributor to the Philippine Electrical
Supply System. The choice has turned out to be timely as environmental pollution problems from
the operation of geothermal plants have reached proportions requiring hazards control measures.

The study embraces two main methodologies, as follows:

1. A systematic calculation of the risk Impacts of the energy system to human health and to
the environment, and

2. An evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of the risk reduction schemes.

In support of the first, atmospheric dispersion modelling was undertaken to estimate pollutant
concentration at various locations, thereby enabling the calculation of the respective risk Impacts to
human health and to the environment. For the second methodology, various proposals to reduce
pollutant emission to the atmosphere were analyzed using a cost-effectiveness approach.

2.1 Data Gathering

The first source of information was the National Power Corporation (NPC) Main Office located In
Manila. NPC is a government-owned utility company responsible for the nationwide supply of
electricity from its hydroelectric, thermal and geothermal power plants. Very general Information on
electricity generation was obtained. The Research Team was further referred to the Mkiistry of
Energy to which NPC is at tached for program coordination. Again, only general information was
gathered. A f t e r going through several channels (a common bureaucratic process), the Team was
able to clear an appointment with the Head of the NPC Englneerhg Group for Power Plants, who
luckily used to work with the Philippine Atomic Energy Commission (PAEC). With his assistance,
Information materials were obtained on the Tlwl Geothermal Project, the first and the country's
biggest geothermal plant, and incidentally, the geothermal plant complex found recently to pollute
the surrounding air and water bodies.

Plant visits were made to the Tlwl Geothermal Plant and surrounding areas. Interviews were
conducted with plant heads and personnel of NPC and the Philippine Geothermal Inc. (PGI) as well
as with municipal officials and residents of the area to gather additional technical and other relevant
data.
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The Tiwl Geothermal Plant operates under the NPC-PGI contract agreement, whereh PGI
provides NPC with the steam requirements of the plant. For some reason, not all the geothermal
plants in the country are operating under this arrangement. Steam supplies In other plants are being
provided by (he Philippine National OH Corporation (PNOC), which operates under the Mhlstry of
Energy. This situation gave rise to all sorts of complications such as confidentiality of technical
Information, and therefore affect ing access to sensitive and critical data.

Data gathering on population distribution, livelihood, plant and animal productions, meteorology,
and others were conducted at the Municipality of Tlwl and Regional Offices In the Blcol Region,
where the plant Is situated. Again, the problem of cooperation cropped up. Some Institutions were
apprehensive of the motives of the project, It being conducted by the Atomic Energy Commission.
For Instance, an official from another agency expressed fears that the bias for nuclear could be
introduced in the risk assessment comparison studies with geothermal energy systems. Bureaucratic
red tape continued to be experienced in the flow of communication clearances between regional
offices and their Main Offices In Manila.

This part of the study, the data collection as well as data handling were the most difficult to
hurdle.

During the entire conduct of the study, close coordination and consultation with the Head of
the UP Department of Meteorology was maintained. The Team also kept In touch with the IAEA
expert previously assigned to the project.

2.2 Choice of Model

To estimate the pollutant's concentration, analysis of the effects of gaseous pollutants from the
energy system was done using Atmospheric Dispersion Modelling. This was made possible thru
consultations with the Head of the Department of Meteorology of the University of the Philippics
(UP) whose assistance proved useful not only In Identlfyhg Institutions who had undertaken related
studies, but also m providing the all-important "connection" to enable the most needed technical
data and materials to be made available to the Team.

A thorough literature search was conducted in various Institutions In the country, In order to
Identify the model to be adopted. Earlier, the IAEA expert had sent the Research Team some
technical information materials which were also of great help.

The following models were Investigated:

- Box Model

- Bosanquet and Pearson Formula

- Sutton Formula

- Gausslan Plume Model

Af ter a thorough study, the Gausslan Plume Model was selected to be used In the atmospheric
dispersion of hydrogen sulflde (H S). H S Is believed to be a major environmental hazard during
geothermal plant operation. The choice of the Gausslan Plume Model was based mainly on the
availability of existing literature and of local data which could fit Into the equation. It has to be
mentioned here that data collected were not in the manner desired. Some were merely raw
tabulations. The Research Team had to spend a lot of time treathg, transforming, analyzing and
retabulating these data to conform to the format desired In the model. The application of these data
will be discussed later.

3.0 The Reference System

The Tlwl Geothermal Power Plant which Is located in Tlwl, Albay Is used as the reference
system. Albay is a province of the Blcol Region about 600 km southwest of Manila.

The NPC-PGI service contract holds PGI responsible for the development of steam reserves to
supply power plants as well as for the design and construction of a steam gathering system and a
waste water disposal system.

The NPC responsibility on the other hand, Is the design, construction, operation, and
maintenance of the Tiwi Power Generation Facilities and the associated Transmission Systems.
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3. 1 The Project Environment

The Tiwl Geothermal Field Is spread over an area of approximately 1800 hectares (18 square
kilometers). It Is bounded on the west-southwest by Mt. Malftao, on the northwest by Joroan
foothills, In the north by the Lagunoy Gulf, and on the east by the low Hat lands south of the town
of Tlwl.

3.1.1 Geology and Soils - The Tlwl field Is bracketed by active sections of the Phlllpphe
Fault and an active Benloff zone associated with the Phlllpphe Trench.

Springs which discharge water warmer than 3l are found In eight places. These
thermal waters fall Into two chemical types: natural to weakly acidic chloride waters
and acid waters.

The soil ranges from moderately acidic to neutral. In general, It Is deficient In
Nitrogen and Phosphorous but contains an adequate amount of Potassium.

3.1.2 Water Quality and Hydrology - Unlike most areas of Luzon, the climate Is not
characterized by a distinct dry season. Rain falls throughout the year (annual average
of 3.2 m). Maximum precipitation events occur between November and January
(average = 1.3 m) due to the southeast monsoons.

The geothermal development encompasses five major drainage areas; each Is
characterized by a major stream. Except for one, these springs are perennial, each
fed by numerous springs. In general, the waterways run straight without meandering
and the river beds are composed of a mixture of rocks, boulders and gravel.

3.1.3. Air Quality - There are three main air streams responsible for the climate In the Tlwl
Geothermal area: Northeast moonsoon, the North Pacific Trades, and the Southwest
moonsoon.

Each month receives at least 100 mm of rain. November, the rainiest month,
receives more than 500 mm.

The warmest month of the year Is May with the average temperature of 28.2°C,
while the coldest Is January with 25.7°C. The annual average maximum temperature
is 31.1°C while the average minimum is 23.1°C.

Humidity in the area Is generally high and uniform, and the annual average relative
humidity is 83%.

The winds In the Tiwl area adjacent to large bodies of water exhibits a dlumal day-
time shoreward/nlghtlme seaward pattern. The rugged foothills of Mt. Mallnao and
Ihe hills and valleys In the area complicate this (low pattern.

3.1.4 Ecology - The observed blotlc resources of the Lagunoy Gulf include phytoplankton,
Zooplankton, benWios and fish. Vegetation Include grasslands, second growth forest,
coconut groves and riparian habitat. Animals include amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals.

3.2 The Plant Technical Description

The 330-MW Tiwj geothermal plant Is composed of three power plants (A, B and C) with two
generating units each, supplying a considerable percentage (about 9%) of electricity requirements of
the Luzon grid. The whole facility may be broken down Into three related systems: the steam
gathering system, the power plant or power generation system and the electrical transmission
system.

The Steam Generating System consists of all wells and surface facilities required to produce,
transport and process geothermal fluids In order to deliver clean steam to the power generation
system. It Includes pipelines, separators, scrubbers, and rock mufflers. It also Includes the facilities
for the disposal of waste waters.

Pipelines are constructed above the ground. Fiberglass Insulation conserves heat and provides
protection to workers and the public. The satellite separators separate the steam and liquid portions
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of the two-phase geothermal well discharge. Waste geothermal fluids released from the separators
flow down a baffle system for oxygénation and cooling, then to a small cement-lined canal. The
small canals Join Into a single canal which ends near the mouth of the Vlsltang-Naga Rivers. The
fluids are diluted by the river water and finally run to Lagunoy Gulf. The scrubber Is where the
steam goes for final scrubbing before It enters the NPC power generation system. In case of an
upset at the power plant or If steam supply exceeds steam demands, steam Is vented to the
atmosphere through the rock mufflers. Rock mufflers are generally found near satellite separator
stations and plant stations.

The Power Generation System consists of the turbine-generator, condenser, cooling tower,
electrical switchyard, and all associated equipment required for their operation. The steam that
comes from the scrubber enters the turbine of the power generation system. The exhaust steam
from the turbine goes down to the condenser where It condenses after mixing with cool water that
comes from the cooling tower. Condensed steam collected In a sump Is pumped to the cooling
tower where It Is cooled through direct contact with air. Cooled water Is then used In the
condenser and the excess Is disposed of Into the waste water disposal canal. The Non-Condenslble
Gases (NCG) are withdrawn from the condenser by the ejector system and released Into the
atmosphere.

The Electrical Transmission System consists of the high voltage transmission lines that carry
electricity from the power plant to Its ultimate market.

3.3 The Hazard Evaluated

Hydrogen Sulfide has been Identified as the major pollutant emitted by operating geothermal
plants. Due to lack of technical data on the transfer coefficient of H S, only the direct effect of
H S on human beings Is considered In this study.

Hydrogen sulflde is an extremely toxic, colorless gas with a characteristic rotten-egg odor.
Intoxication with hydrogen sulflde maybe heperacute, acute, subacute or chronic.

H S enters the body through the respiratory system and Is rapidly oxidized to form compounds
of low toxlclty. There are no accumulation phenomena and elimination occurs through the Intestine,
urine and the expired air.

Hydrogen sulflde can be readily detected by smell In low concentrations. Prolonged exposure,
however, dulls the sense of smell and makes the odor a very unreliable means of warning. Odor
threshold varies from one person to another, and nausea and headache are felt when the odor
becomes distinct.

In cases of slight poisoning following exposure from 10 to 500 ppm, a headache may last
several hours; pains In legs may be felt and, rarely, there maybe loss of consciousness. In moderate
poisoning (from 500 to 700 ppm) there will be loss of consciousness lasting a few minutes, but no
respiratory difficulty. In cases of severe poisoning the subject drops Into a profound coma with
dyspnea, polypnea and slate-blue-cyanosis, tachycardia, and tonlc-clonlc spasms.

Inhalation of massive quantities of hydrogen sulflde rapidly produces anoxia resulting In death
by asphyxia; eplleptlform convulsion may occur; the Individual falls unconscious, and may die
without moving again.

The National Pollution Control Commission (NPCC) of the Philippines stipulates 30 ug/m H S
limit.

4.0 Risk Assessment

Air Dispersion Modelling with the Gausslan Plume Model was used to estimate pollutant
concentration at various locations.

4.1 The Gausslan Air Pollutant Dispersion Model

The Gausslan equation Is based on homogeneous terrain and does not reflect the effects of
Irregular topography. Even In level terrain, differences In the characteristics of the underlyhg
surface, e.g. color of soil or type of vegetation, may af fect the flow pattern and cause distortions In
the plume. The entire plume may rise over a large hill h unstable conditions possibly contacting the
surface to some degree. In stable conditions, the airflow and hence the plume maybe diverted
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around the obstacle. Thus, the Gausslan equation was applied In this study but with necessary
caution and the results were Interpreted cautiously.

The parameters which proved critical for validity In this study of the Gausslan Plume Model are
the effect ive stack height, he, the average wind speed u", and the dispersion coefficients, <T and

<Ty
1. Ef fect ive stack height (he) - Gases are often discharged from the plant stack at an elevated

temperature and with a considerable vertical velocity. This causes the plume to rise above
the stack discharge point before moving horizontally. The rise, known as plume rise,
together with the stack height Is referred to as the effective stack height. Various formulas
have been proposed to determine plume rise; however, none among them proved suitably
adequate for this study. The existing power plant stack and the plant building are almost of
the same height and located at the foot of a mountain. This configuration modifies the flow
pattern close to the source by Introducing a downwash on the lee side of the building (when
the wind is of great speed) and reversing It as It tracks the slope of the terrain.

To determine the value of the ef fect ive stack height, the Research Team made ocular
observations of the plume pattern.

2. Average wind speed - Available wind speed measurements were made at a location 15 km
from the plant site. This distance with an uneven elevation pattern Introduced problems In
measurements since wind speed varies with elevation.

3. Dispersion Coefficient ( (T , 0" ) - In the use of the Gausslan Model, the most subjective and
controversial aspect Is pfoba&ly the choice of the applicable plume standard deviations
(horizontal and vertical spreads of the plume), also known as the dispersion coefficients.
These coefficients vary with atmospheric stability and with downwind distance. In this
study, the horizontal and vertical spreads of the plume were calculated using the power law
profi le. Dispersion coeff ic ients used were those from the experiment conducted at the
Brookhaven National Laboratory (9). Brookhaven Is located in a region where the terrain Is
rising no more than 100 meters above sea level, a location similar to the project site. The
Brookhaven value is typical for the release of pollutants from Industrial plants and the results
are applicable in many pract ical Instances. It has been adopted by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME).

Two forms of the model equation were Initially tried: one for short-term downwind
concentration, and another, for long lerm average downwind concentrations.

The resulting concentrations obtained using the first equation, I.e., that for short-term
downwind concentration, were way off the measured data concentrations. Also, It is
diff icult to account for the ef fect of wind variations uskig such equation.

To account for the ef fect of wind variations, I.e., change In wind speed and direction
over the receptor, the Gausslan Plume Model for long term average concentration was used.
The average concentration at a particular sector Is, therefore, evaluated. The equation used
is the time-interpolated version of the basic Gausslan equation.

The fol lowing parameters were applied in the calculations:

1. The source of H S Emission - H S emission from each of the 3-twln plants (each consisting
of two-55 MW units), were considered. Other sources of H S In the plant site, e.g., well
test , rock muff lers, were deemed minimal. In addition, these sources generally operate fully
only when the plant Is shut down, not during normal plant operation. Hence, these were not
Included in the calculations.

2. Emission Rate - The rate of H S emission from the plant Is dependent upon the design
condition of each unit. In the calculations, It was assumed that the plants are operating
continuously under full-load condition for they are used to supply part of the base load.

Of the Non-condenslble Gases (NCG) being emitted from the stack, 0.5% Is H S.

3. Wind Characteristics - Since the model used In the study Is dependent upon the frequency
with which the wind will pass In a given sector, wlndroses were developed to display the
area that will be greatly af fected by the H S emission from the power plant. Two-slxteen
sector wind roses (22.5°/sector) were prepared based on the meteorological strip charts
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data gathered from the Tlwl Naglagbong #<t1 meteorological station. The speed wlndrose
shows that the western part of the plant site Is the most frequently affected by wind while
the day-night wlndrose shows that, as expected, wind is from the sea towards the land
during daytime, and the reverse, I.e., land towards the sea during night time.

4. Atmospheric Stability - The Pasquill Stability Chart which Is controlled by Insolation,
nocturnal radiation loss, and wind speed, was adopted In the determination of diurnal
variation of atmospheric stability. During the time of the study, no proper Instrumentation or
data were available to enable the Research Team to conduct atmospheric stability
measurements or to assess the existing weather category, In accordance with Pasqulll's
Scheme. Therefore, all the possible combinations were calculated and cases giving the
maximum concentration were Identified. This led to overestlmatlon of the results.

Computer print-out of the results were Initially made on a 16-sector basis, in conformance with
the sectoral division of the wlndrose. Isopleths were also prepared to determine the areas of equal
concentration, especially on those which would be affected by H S emission greater than the 0.03
mg/m limit set by the NPCC.

4.2 Results

The area that received concentrations more than the NPCC limit lies from 0 to 600 m to the
north and 100 to 700 m to the east (a total of 360,000 m (600 x 600)) of the centrold. Population
density determination was done using a 10,000 m matrix. The site that received the maximum
predicted concentrat ion is a mountainous non-populated area.

The Indigenized atmospheric dispersion model is found to be effective In estimating the
concentrat ion of H S emitted from the Tiwl Geothermal Plant. It was able to establish the pattern of
distribution of the pollutants and to pinpoint areas which are most or least affected. Nevertheless, It
still needs some refinements. Refinements may be done as data becomes available. It could be
said however that the desired level of competence using atmospheric dispersion modeling
techniques has been achieved to a certain extent. This Includes adaptation of computer codes to
the model.

5.0 Risk Management

5.1 H S Risk Reduction Measures

Three sets of alternative measures were considered H the reduction of H S emission. In
addition to these alternatives, three proposals which were prepared by the plant utility to Improve
the existing NCG extract ion system, in order to maximize the utilization of steam reserve, were also
taken Into consideration. Such proposals will not only reduce steam requirements but will also
reduce the amount of H S that will be emitted to the atmosphere, tn addition, one of the
alternat ives considered, I.e., ducting of gases Into the cooling tower, would not be possible, If the
installation of a mechanical gas extractor In units 1 to 6, which is one of these three proposals, Is
not done.

The three proposals are as follows:

Proposal 1 - Modification of the existing steam jet gas ejector of units 1 to 4 from the present
5% to 2.5% NCG design In order to save on gas ejector driving steam. Estimated cost of
modification of gas ejectors Is P5.76M.

Proposal 2 - Installation of Mechanical Gas Extractor for units 1 to 6, In parallel with the
existing steam Jet gas ejector. Contract price of gas compressor and acessorles would Involve

.4 M for units 1 to 6.

Proposal 3 - Combination of steam jet gas ejector and various pumps which will operate
Independently with the steam gas ejector for units 1 to 6. Estimated cost Is P109.72 M.

On the other hand, the following are the alternative measures considered In order to reduce
H S emission Into the atmosphere.

Alternative 1 - Ducting of Gases Into the Cooling Tower. The estimated cost, for this
alternative (capital, operating and maintenance) Is F*3.16 M.
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In Japan, thte measure reduced the ground level concentration by one seventh of the original.

Alternative 2 - Stretford Process. This process can remove 80 to 90% of the H S If a surface
condenser Is used. The estimated cost (capital, operating and maintenance) for drills 1 to 6 Is
P159.79 M.

Alternative 3 - Iron Catalyst Process. The process has an H S removal efficiency of 90 - 92%.
Estimated cost (capital, operating and maintenance) for units 1 to 6 Is P121.92 M.

5.2 Cost-Effectiveness of Risk Reduction

Among the three proposals, proposal 2 gives the lowest predicted H S concentration (biggest %
concentration reduction) and the least cost per % H S concentration reduction.

The application of alternative 3 will give the lowest predicted H S concentration (biggest %
concentration reduction). On the other hand, alternative 1 gives the least cost and the minimum
value per % H S reduction. It should be noted however, that alternative 1 can not be adopted
without adopting proposal 2. Combining alternative 1 and proposal 2 would give a value of P5.66
M/% H S reduction which Is higher than that of alternative 2 or 3. The most cost-effective
measure, therefore, Is alternative 3 (Iron Catalyst Process) followed by alternative 2 (Stretford
Process) and finally by the combination of proposal 2 (Installation of Mechanical Gas Extractor) and
alternative 1 (Ducting of Gases). The sequence Is shown In the curve of Fig. 1.
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Although the adoption of the proposal(s) and/or of the alternative measure(s) means some
expenses to the utility, savings can also be obtained In some measures in view of the reduction in
steam requirements per unit-energy generation.

Due to the accrued savings from »he proposals, the utility could prioritize the use of proposal 2,
i.e., change the existing gas extraction system with a mechanical gas extractor. This would give an
annual savings of P68.48 M In terms of steam consumption reduction. If this happens the sequence
of the curve would be altered and would be Py A^ ky f^2. This Is shown Is Fig. 2.

From either of the 2 curves. It is shown that a series of alternative measures have to be
considered If the limit set by the NPCC has to be achieved In all areas within 1.3 km from the
centrold of the three plants.
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5.3 Results

The study undertaken has put more emphasis on the development and application of a
methodology on cost-effectiveness of risk reduction as applied to a geothermal power plant, rather
than on the values of the results themselves. This was done due to the lack or unavailability of
technical data needed in the various aspects of the research.

However, the study provides a timely Information to the public on environmental risk of a
geothermal pollutant and cost-effective strategies for Its management.

6.0 Conclusions

Because of the limitations previously cited, the results obtained from the sludy might not be
enough guide for decision makers. However, the experience gained In the conduct of the study,
would provide useful Information for future studies. At the least, It Is the starting point of a
systematic and scientific approach to the management of the risk Involved In a power generating
plant In the country.

The model presented in the study was based on a single Industry, In this case, the geothermal
power plant, as the contributing factor to the relative Increase of environmental risk level In the
area. Compared to complex models developed In other countries which are based on simultaneous
operation of chemical and Industrial plants and are global In scope, the model would appear to have
lesser Impact/significance to people engaged In large-scale environmental modeling and/or
evaluation/monitoring of environmental hazards. However, In areas where such power plant,
though singular In nature, Is obviously, the main contributor to a change In the environment's
quality, this kind of modelling becomes significant.

Notwithstanding this fact, the model has some fine points to consider. First, the possible range
of values of potential pollutants, due to a single source, can be calculated with accuracy thus
giving a better assessment of the amount of risk Involved. Second, the meteorological
characteristics of the area under study could differ markedly from that of other parts ol the country,
the Philippines being composed of Islands, and thus giving a model distinct for the site. However, It
would only be the values of the site-dependent parameters which would need modification for the
same model to be applicable elsewhere In the country.
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6.1 Significant aspects In the conduct of the case study:

1. Training - Areas of training found critical are h methodologies, especially In raw data
collection, handling and treatment, and in the use of existing/derived foreign data.
Technical assistance from the IAEA Is acknowledged In this regard. This Is an area where
the developed countries can assist developing countries.

2. Data certainties/uncertainties - In order to have a reliable risk evaluation of the hazard
under study, the use of correct, site-related and up-to-date data Is very Important.
Methods for handling data uncertainties are very critical. The availability of appropriate
measuring instruments for convenient monitoring Is also a crucial factor.

3. Model - Since most models from developed countries are not directly applicable to
developing countries, a major concern for the researchers is the modification and adaptation
to suit local conditions. For this study, further refinement of the model could be done If
technical data would be available for sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis would help
determine or pinpoint parameters or assumptions which need further changes/modifications
In the model in order to have a more accurate result.

4. Computer Codes - To be easily accessed by other countries, the use and development of
computer codes to go with the model Is helpful.

5. Cooperation among concerned agencies - Attempts should be made to convince cooperating
agencies of the mutual benefits to be derived from Joint studies. They should also be made
aware of the importance of proper data collection and management and allow access to
data.

As a whole, It could be said that the study achieved its objectives having accomplished the
following:

1. Developed local expertise on risk assessment and management methodology.

2. Developed a methodology adapted to local conditions and which could be used as guide for
the evaluation of the risks of other energy/Industrial systems. It could also pinpoint areas
where and how monitoring should be undertaken In order to obtain a more accurate model.

3. Demonstrated to the utilities the importance of proper data collection and handling to serve
as a valid basis for decision making and risk management.

i». Promoted Increasing realization of the need for research and development on risk
identification, risk assessment and risk management.

7.0 Management Action

7.1 Recent Developments

The operation of the Tlwl Geothermal Plant Complex has recently caused an alarming pollution
problem to .the residents of the area located within the perimeter of the Complex, particularly
barangays-' Cale, Cararayan, Bari~o, Sogod and Putsan. H S discharges from the operation of the
steam turbine generators of the Complex are being blamed by the residents to be the main cause of
respiratory aliments allegedly suffered by the Inhabitants In the mentioned barangays.

The National Pollution Control Commission, (NPCC), the government body responsible for
Environmental Quality Assurance, through the cooperation of the plant operators (NPC and PGI),
conducted inspection and sampling tests on the site. H S was found to exceed the NPCC nmlts. As
a result, NPCC required NPC to undertake measures to solve the air pollution problem.

Different H S abatement processes or measures to remedy the H S problem have been
considered by NPC as follows:

a. Stretford process. This will involve retrofitting of the existing direct contact condensers and
eventual loss of revenue due to plant shutdown during the retrofitting period.

_1/ Smallest unit In the Philippine political system and Is often used n a geographical sense.
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b. Mechanical gas compressor. This has to be Installed at each of the 6 power units.

c. Ducting of Non-condenslble Gas (NCG) to the cooling tower. Low cost but not adequate for
abatement requirements.

d. Relocation. Approximate cost of replacement of the houses of the affected residents is P7M.

The NPC studies Indicated that the first 3 alternatives are, at the moment, not economically
feasible. The NPC's Initial action was to relocate the residents within 200 m from power plants and
satellite separators (Proposal d). NPCC had no objection to this. However, In addition, NPCC still
required NPC to secure an "Authority to Construct" (or H S emission control, meaning that NPC
should Institute design measures to reduce H S concentration. Because of this, NPC management
has been seriously considering the ducting oflhe NCG to the cooling tower (Proposal c), over other
abatement alternatives, Initially. No final decision has been taken to submit proposal c, however, In
view of the changes In some of the parameters used In the Initial calculations, contained In the 1982
Tlwl Environmental Characterization Report. These changes are a result of certain modifications In
the power units (e.g. conversion of units 1-4 of Plants A & B from double flash to single flash
system) as well as in the steam gathering system (e.g. Interconnections of steam pipelines) which
were made after 1982.

Meanwhile, as a result of recent monitoring activities to ascertain present plant parameters,
there are indications that serious thought may be given by NPC on the use of mechanical gas
compressor (Proposal b). The only stumbling block to this alternative H S control measure Is the
high cost of its construction and operation. To this date, no definite solution for Implementation has
been formally submitted by NPC.

As a result, since the NPC - Tlwl Geotherma! Power Plant Complex operator has continuously
violated Sections 59, 62, 76 and 88 of the NPCC Revised Rules and Regulations, the NPCC
Inspectors have recommended that the NPC request to further delay the submission of Its "Authority
to Construct" H S control facilities be denied since a series of extensions had already been allowed
fo NPC. A notice of Public Hearing has thereby been sent to NPC by the NPCC Legal Division.

Meantime, relocation still appears to be the most likely practical and workable solution which
could be immediately Implemented while the utility seeks possible funding sources needed for any of
the pollution abatement measures now under consideration by management.
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Abstract

Based on the suggestion made in a previous Inter-Agency meeting (Ref.
1) that three candidate areas for case studies be sought in developing
countries, we prosent a preliminary framework for the development of a case
study in Brazil. Although being a developing country, Brazil has a reasonable
number of highly diversified industrialized areas with significant amounts of
hazardous substances in storage or in process. Due Lo the lack of sustainable
pollution control enforcement procedures, it is not uncommon to find largo as
well as small industries in those areas discharging significant quantities of
pollutants to the environment while in normal operation conditions. Moreover
because of a deficient industrial zoning legislation which prevailed until
recently, it is quite frequent to find such industrial concentrations amidst
densely populated areas, thus implying significant levels of public risks.

Recently a new law has boon approved by the Brazilian Congress by which
the construction permit for any new large industrial installation can only be
granted after an environmental impact assessment of the installation is made
by the proponents and evaluated by the competent authorities. According to
this law, a risk analysis is a required topic of the environmental impact
report. However, very few people in the local state environmental control
agencies and in the industry know how a risk analysis should be performed or
how it should be used for managing industrial risks. Therefore, although some
activitites in this area are beginning to be carried out, this is still very
incipient.

The development of a comprehensive risk assessment and management case
study in Brazil would certainly contribute to the improvement of existing
safety (public and occupational) regulations and to widen the conscience of
national and regional authorities towards a more risk-oriented safety
philosophy. The practical training of personnel in the various techniques
involved in such a case study would be another important objective to be
attained.

In this paper we present a survey of candidate areas for the
development of the case study arid some characteristics of the main industrial
installations located in each area.

The main areas of interest are located in the following states (see map
shown in Fig. 1): Rio de Janeiro (nuclear plants, oil refinery, sidcrurgical
plant, oil and natural gas pipelines); Sao Paulo (chemical and petrochemical
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complexes, hydroelectric plants and several pipeline systems); Bahia
(petrochemical complex); Alagoas (chlorine production and utilization plants)
and Rio Grande do Sul (petrochemical complex, and coal fired thermoelectric
plants). In this paper we will restrict ourselves to a brief description of
some of the installations located in the states of Rio and Sao Paulo, which
are the most important ones from the point of view of environmental and health
risks.

We also make some suggestions concerning the possible ways to actually
proceed with the development of this study and discuss the main difficulties
which will have to bo faced.

1. Summarized Description of^ fiain[Industrial Installations located in the
State of Rio de Janeiro

1.1 Introduction
The State of Rio de Janeiro occupies an area of 44.000 km2 in the

southeastern region of Brazil (see Fig. 1). About 12 million people live in
this state which is the second in Brazil in terms of industrial production.

STATE OFALAGOAS

1 - Angra NPP, REDUC and CSN
2 - District of Cubatöo
3 - Petrochemical Complet of

Rio Gronde do Sul
4 - Petrochemical Complex of

Camacari.

5 - Chlorine Production Comple«
1 STATE OF

RIO DE JANEIRO

Scale WOO»

Fig. 1-Map of Brazil with Locations of the Main
Industrial Installations Referred in the Text.
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In Fig. 2 wo indicate the location of the industrial facilities we have
identified as possible targets for A case study. Because of the largo
distances which separate them, those facilities do not constitute a reasonable
set to be subjected to a regional risk assessment analysis. Nevertheless any
one of them is sufficiently large and complex to serve as subject of a
comprehensive risk assessment and management case study.

STATE OF
MINAS GERAIS

1 - Angro Nuclear Power Plants
2 - REDUC Refinery
3 • Notional Syderurgicol Company

Fig. 2 - Location of Moin Industrial Installations
m the State of Rio de Janeiro.

1.2 Ang ra 1, 2 and 3 Nue 1 ear Ppwe r P l an t s
Angra l, 2 and 3 are the three units of the Almirante Alvaro Alberto

Nuclear Power Station located in Angra dos Rois County. The station is owned
by Furnas Centrais Electricas which by its turn belongs to the Federal
Government. The main characteristics of the three plants are shown in Table 1

Table 1: Main Characteristics of Angra 1, 2 and 3 l\IPPs(a)

PLANT

ANGRA 1
ANGRA 2
ANGRA 3

1

r "" ~iNsaa
VENDOR

WESTINGHOUSE
KWU
KWU

POTAL

POWER
(MWe)

627
1245
1245

3117 (b)

PRIMARY
CIRCUIT LOOPS

2
4
4

1COMMISSIONING 1
YEAR

1984
1992

YET TO BEDEFINED

(a) All three reactors are PWRs
(b) Represents 10% of the present electric installed capacity in Brazil
(39.019 MW).
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The station is located about half way between Rio do Janeiro (130 km)
cind Sao Paulo (220 km) «and not very far away from Bolo Horizonte (3*50 km), the
most important cities in Brazil from the point of view of economic activity
and population. It is only 13 km away from the City of Angra dos Reis (40.000
inhabitants) and about 30 km from the City of Parati (20.000 inhabitants).
Furthermore some 4.800.00 people live within a circle of 80 km from the
station, resulting in a demographic density of about 250 inhabitants/km^ (a
large portion of the circle lies over the sea).

Likewise any other nuclear plant, the assessment of public risks due to
accidents at the Angra plants would be the main point of interest in a case
study involving those plants. Such an assessment would serve as an important
guide for several safety related decisions which are due to be taken in the
near future, such as the installation of a filtered containment vonting
system. The results of the study could also be used in the formulation of new
off-site emergency plans, which have boon required by nearby communities,
particularly after the Chernobyl accident.

A comprehensive study of these installations could also involve aspects
of risks to the plant workers and the formulation of cost- effective protection
measures.

1.3 The_ Refjnery• _qf _Dugue jle__Cax ias_ (RLDUC)

This refinery is located in Duque de Caxias county (sec Fig 2) in the
Great Rio Metropolitan Area, a quite densely populated area. Its processing
capacity is in the range of 45.000 in /day of crude oil, accepting several
typos of national and imported oils. 1 he petrochemicals produced at RbDUC and
their respective quantities are shown in fable 2.

This plant belongs to PEIROBRAS, the state-owned Brazilian oil company,
and directly employs about 2.500 people. A few smaller satelite plants are
located around it, notably a synthetic rubber plant

Recently, with the discovery of the offshore oil arid gas fields in the
State of Rio de Janeiro, REIDUC became tho main distributor of natural gas to
industries located both in Rio arid Sao Paulo. A natural gas pipeline network
has been designed for this end, with an important part of it still remaining
to be built.

As far as this refinery is concerned, both public and occupational
accident risks could be studied. Public risks are an important aspect in this
case not so much because of its close proximity to populated areas but because
of the pipeline network that crosses various urban areas. On the other hand
it would be interesting to study the effects of pollutants emitted by this
plant on the surrounding communitites, as it consists undoubtedly in the main
source of atmospheric pollution in the area. The main pollutants emitted by
RFIOUC and their respective quantities are listed in Table 3.
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TABLE 2: REDUC OIL REFINERY PRODUCTION (1982)

PRODUCTS QUANTITIES
(m /month)

Acid Gas
Residual Gasea
Propane
Butane
LPG
Gasoline
Naphta
Petrochemical Naphta
Turpentine
Kerozene (lighting)
Kerozene (aviation)
Diesel Oil
Lubricating Oils
Isolating Mineral Oil
White Mineral Oil
Paraffin
Aromatics
Fuel Oil A
Fuel Oil D
Fuel Oil E
Fuel Oil EPM
Refinery Fuel Oil
Asphalts

899
22,588

687
17,348
39,857
155,346
21,622
27,622

937
11,449

126,187
241,192
38,622
1,995
1,337
2,126
5,062

267,269
9,938
8.548
1,851
30,762
6,000

TABLE 3: MAIN POLLUTANTS EMITTED BY REDUC

POLLUTANT

Particulates
SO
XNO
XCO

Hydrocarbons

riiiiiiiiii

t
AMOUNT 1

(tonnes/year) Ij
3,701 j
31,909 I
3,646 [
264. 1

1.636.
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l • 4 Tho CSN Sidcrurgical Complex
The CSN plant built in the early 50' s is located in the City of Volta

Rcdonda (183.000 inhabitants), approximately 120 km away from Rio de Janeiro.
In 1984 it produced 3,000.000 tones of steel and directly employed about
20.000 people.

This complex wont through several modernization stages in the last 30
years. Nevertheless, the main problem continues to be the large amount of
pollutants it discharges to the atmosphere, mainly particulates , SOX and
NOX.

2 • Ilî̂ jĴ r̂ l. Ĵ _t_̂ Hji1:_i_qns in .„the ___D Ls..tr_i c t of Cubatao
2-1 IJl̂ irMiJl̂ Jl-ll̂ tĵ ocjTemical J_nd_ustry

The Brazilian petrochemical industry is based on three major complexes
located in the state of Sao Paulo, state of Rio Grande do Sul and state of
Bahia. Figures 3, 4 and 5 prosent a simplified diagram of the various
chemical plants and their interdependence within each of these complexes.

The first Brazilian petrochemical complex was built in Sao Paulo
(1950-1960) and grow up in a more or less spontaneously way without an
appropriate planning design. The Bahia units were erected in the early 70' s
and the plants which form the Rio Grande do Sul complex in the late 70 ' s .
Thus, both the Bahia and the Rio Grande do Sul facilities wore planned and
built incorporating modern safety features wibh respect to both site selection
and pollution abatement equipment. Buffer zones have boon incorporated around
these two complexes to avoid the formation of squatter settlements to its
gates which ultimately cause risks to fall so disproportionately on the poor.

The same cannot be said about the Sao Paulo complex. During its
planning and construction phases a great deal of attention was given to the
economical and technical feasibilities of each uni b but not to the potential
risks to health and the environment. Today, the consequences of this
historical error is the center of a national debate about the alternatives
available to reduce health, environment and social risks particularly in the
district of Cubatao which houses some of the plants that form the Sao Paulo
Complex .

2 . 2 The I ndu s t r i a l D i s t r i c t gf Cubatao
Cubatao is a live example of how bad land use planning and site

selection can be accomplished in a developing country if no consideration is
given to health and environmental parameters.

The industrial district grow spontaneously as a satellite of the
industrial region of Sao Paulo due mainly to its excellent geographic
position. It is located close to the port of Santos, the largest in Brazil,
and near (less than 100 km) the city of Sao Paulo with its population of
10,000,000 people. Old and new infrastructures like existing roads linking
the coast to the highlands where Sao Paulo is located, a residual estuarine
formation which allowed the construction of a private port to serve the new
industrial facilities, and the availability of abundant electricity and fresh
water were the major features considered in the selection of this site. The
area is a narrow strip of land lying between the foothills of the Brazilian
coastal ranges (Serra do Mar) covered by tropical forest and the ocean.
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Industries, urban, cornmerical and administrative1 facilities as well as
residential areas are jammed in this strip of land

Following the invcsments made by the Federal Government of Bra?il
through its major state owned company Pctrobras, other industries, both
national and multinational have been attracted to Cubatao as well as a
population of unskilled workers seeking job opportunities.

Today, the Industrial District of Cuabatao, the most polluted one in
Brazil, has over 23 large industries clustered in an area of less than
100 knr with a population of 100.000 people living between chimneys,
polluted streams and areas subjected to periodical tidi\l flooding

Cubatao is already enlisted in history's roll of industrial disasters
Cn February 23, 1984 a gasoline pip« line leak was the cause of a fire followed
by explosions which took the lives of 100 people living in vila Soco, a
squatters settlement built over the right of -way of the pipeline

From the 27 major plants which form the Sao Paulo Petrochemical
Complex, seven are located in Cubalao (see Fig. 3). A complex network of
pipelines distribute fuels as well as basic petrochemicals and chemical
compounds Lo other units located in and around the metropolitan area of Sao
Paulo. Fertilisers and steel plants as well as other chemical plants were
built in Cubatao during the 60' s to benefit from the investments in energy
supply, transportation and other infrastructure facilities which were made
available by other slate owned companies.

As shown in Fig. 3, one of tho three oil refineries of the Sao Paulo
petrochemical complex is located in Cubatao, namely the RPBC.

Besides the production of riaphta which is supplied via pipeline to
Petroquimica Uriiao located in Capuava, SP., RPBC has units for production, of
benzene, toluene, xylene, ethylorie and propane, among others. Table 4 gives a
summary of the main compounds produced by RPBC.
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TABLE 4: RPBC OIL REFINER* PRODUCTION - CUBATAO.
(1985)

SP., BRAZIL -

PRODUCT

Diesel Oil
Gasoline
Fuel Oil
LPG
Asphalts
Naphta
Aviation Kerozene
Petroleum Coke
Kerozene
Toluene
Heavy Ends
Turpentine
Hexane
Residual Gas
Benzene
Ethyl ene
Xylenes
Special Propane
Rubber Solvent
Aromatica ("BTX")
Deodorized Butane

UNIT

03
t
m3
t
t
o3
03
t
t
m3
t
m3
m 3
t
m 3
t
m 3
t
t
t
t

PRODUCTION PER YEAR.
(X 103)

3,000
2.200
1.200
550
360
350
290
253
190
70
62
43
28
28
27
24
20
11
24
9
6

There are five vertilizors plants installed in Cubatao. Table 5 gives
a summary of the products manufactured in those five units. Tables 6,7 and 8
present the production profile of a steel plant (COSIPA), a chlorine/alkali
plant (Carbocloro) and other chemical and petrochemical units operating in
Cubatao.

Apart from the unsuitability of the microregion of Cubatao to house all
those industrial plants, particularly with respect to the adverse
meteorological conditions prevailing there, the enforcement of pollution
control legislation was not duly considered when most of these units were
erected. Thus, none of the major plants incorporated in their engineering
design stage the necessary equipment for pollution abatement.

As a consequence, the levels of pollution in the area, caused not only
by process emissions but also by raw materials and products losses, exceed
many folds those recommended by the legislation set up in the 70's, by the
Brazilian Federal Environmental Agency (SEMA).
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TABLE 5: FERTILIZERS UNITS - CUBATAO, SP., BRAZIL - (1985) TABLE 6: COSIPA STEEL PLANT - CUBATÄO. SP., BRAZIL - (1985)

!1

N)0\

COMPANY NAME PRODUCT

ULTRAFERTIL Phosphoric Acid
Nitric Acid
Sulphuric Acid
Ammonia
Sulphur
DAP

IAP FERTILIZANTES Sulphuric Acid
Ammonium Sulphate
SSP/TSP

COPEBRAS Sulphuric Acid
Phosphoric Acid
MAP/DAP
Ammonium Phosphate
Carbon Black
SSP/TSP
Sodium Tri-polyphosphate

MANAH S/A. SSP/TSP

SOLORRICO SSP/TSP

i

——————
CAPACITY

3(10 TPY)

8
305
216
180
15
260

210
160
400

396
100
130
130
104
330
50

240

358

CAPACITY
PRODUCTS/BY-PRODUCTS 3(10 TPÏ)

HAIN PRODUCTS

Flat Rolled 2,440

Pipeline Tubes (API Grade) 159.8

BY-PRODUCTS

Benzene 3.5

Toluene 0.5

Anthracene 5.5

Naphtalene 1.8

Nitrogen/Oxygen 469.0

Iron Oxide 3.6

Iron Sulphate 4.8



to TABLE 7: PRODUCTION OF OTHER CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMJCM.
OPERATING IN CUBATAO. SP., BRAZIL - (1985)

PLANTS TABLE 8: CARBOCLORO CHLORINE/ALKALI UNIT - CUBATAO,
SP - (1985)

COMPANY PRODUCT

ALBA QUIMICA Polyvlnyl Acetate
Formaldehyde
Hexamety lene Tetramine
Acrylic Résina
Furanic Resins
Polyester Resins
Methanol
Urea/Formaldehyde Résina

RHODIA Perchloroethylene
Carbon Tetrachloride

ENGECLOR Ammonium Chloride

PETROCOQUE Petroleum Coque

LIQUID QUIMICA Dithylene Glycol Dibenzoate
Dipropylene Glycol Dibenzoate

LIQUID CARBONIC Carbon Dioxide

UNION CARBIDE Ethylene
Aldicarb Technical Grade 100*
Polyethylene

CBE Ethyl Chloride
Styrène
Ethylene
Ethylbenzene
Toluene

CAPACITY3(10 TPY)

2
45
1
1
0
6
33
1!.

15

6

240

420
420

76

40
0

128

0
80
4
93
4

.7

.4

.6

.0

.5

.5

.6

.0

.5

.5

.8

.4

CAPACITYPRODUCT 3(10 TPY)

Hydrogen Chloride 35.2
Chlorine 192.0
Sodium Hydroxide 216.0
Aluminium Chloride 1.5
Sodium Hypochloride 4.0
Hydrogen 5.4 1i



Even considering the efforts made by the industry in the last 10 years
to curtail such omissions (gaseous, particulatos and liquids) the overall
emission continues to rise due primarily to the increasing annual production
of each unit and sometimes to the unfeasibi lity of fitting modern pollution
control equipment to old plants on an economical basis. On the other hand the
shutdown of such units based on environmental considerations is presently out
of question since Cubatao contributes with 2.5% of the Gross National Product
of Brazil (US$ 260 billions)

To put in perspective the potential health and environmental risks
associated Lo Cubatao industries, a summary of the overall air pollution
emissions in the area is presented in Table 9

TABLE 9: ESTIMATED ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS IN CUBATAO, SP - (1962)

11
1 COMPOUND1!1ICarbon Monoxide1(Phosphate Rock (Par t iculateg)
IS021INOx1(Fertilizers (Mixture)
1 Ammonia11 Benzene11 Formaldehyde
IH2S1(Fluorides (HF, SIF4, H2S1F6)
IS03
ICarbon Black11 Chlorine1ICoal Tar1ICarbon Tetrachloride1(Vanadium1(Hydrogen Cloride (HC1)1(Sulphuric Acid (H2S04)
1

TOTAL ESTIMATED EMISSION
(T/raonth)

8000.0
7523.0
4100.0
2313.0
1180.0
390.0
220.0
55.0
41.0
41.0
41.0
36.0
28.0
11.5
10.0
8.0
7.4
4.2

3 . CpJU'UCQt?.. and Siigge s t ion s

In the preceding section we have highlighted the main industrial
installations in Brazil which could be subjected to a comprehensive risk
assessment and management case study.

Three different proposals for case studies can be made at this time,
namely :

Case -1: a comprehensive regional study of the industrial district of
Cubatao, SP., involving some of the more critical plants existing
there;

Case -2: a full- scope probabilistic safety analysis of the Nuclear Power
Plants, Angra 1 and 2 located in Angra dos Reis, Rio de Janeiro;
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Case -3: a risk assessment and management of a single industrial facility
such as the REDUC oil refinery or the CSN steel plant both located
in the state of Rio de Janeiro.

With repsect to the opportunitites/difficulties related to
institutional and/or technical barriers associated to the three possible cases
mentioned above the following considerations should be made:

from the point of view of level of health, social and environmental
risks the mosb attractive alternative would be to select case 1 as the
target area. However, one should anticipate difficulties of
institutional nature due to the large number of companies and
government agencies (municipal, state and federal) which would have to
be approached and agree in cooperating with the group responsible for
carrying out the case study. Moreover, the diversity in types of

plants involved and the eventual unavailability of needed data could introduce
large uncertainties in the results of the study or even make it impossible to
obtain quantitative results,

considering the small number of personnel trained in the techniques of
risk assessment in Brazil and that almost all of them work in the
nuclear sector, the simplest task at this time would be to perform a
full-scope risk assassinent of the Angra 1 and Angra 2 Nuclear Power
Plants. This would be further simplified by the fact that both the
Brazilian Nuclear Energy Commission — CNEN and Furnas Centrais
Electricas (owner of the plants) are highly motivated towards the
performance of such studies. Indeed a first level PSA of Angra l (Ref.
1) has already been conducted by CNEN involving also personnel from
COPPE/UFRJ and Furnas;
the third proposed alternative case would have the advantage of being
simpler than the others from the technical point of view. Furthermore
it would require the involvement of a small number of local
institutions, thus expediting all needed procedures for the conduction
of the study.
It should bo pointed out that for any case study involving industries

located in the state of Sao Paulo it is recommended that the state
environmental agency (Companhia de Tecnologia de Sanearnento Basico - CETESB)
be involved. If the industries are located in the state of Rio de Janeiro the
corresponding agency is Fundacao Estadual de engenharia do Meio-Ambiente -
FEEMA.
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Abstract

This paper describes the integrated environmental management projects that

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) conducted in the metropolitan areas

of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and the Santa Clara Valley, California. It presents a

brief overview of the background of these projects as well as the analytical

methodology that was developed and tested in these pilot programs. The bulk of the

paper focuses on the results of the projects, and the policy implications of those

findings for future environmental management decisions.

BACKGROUND
The geographic integrated projects grew out of an earlier EPA effort to identify

and assess strategies for integrating EPA programs for controlling toxic substances.

Several statutes gave EPA authority for controlling toxic substances including the

Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, the

Safe Drinking Water Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act, and CERCLA (Superfund).

The language of each of these statutes differed significantly in the authority given

EPA in controlling toxics. Within EPA, the potential existed for offices that were

responsible for implementing these statutes to conduct duplicative research, make

inconsistent scientific and regulatory decisions, or develop regulations and policies

under their statutes with little or no consideration of the implications for other EPA

programs or other environmental media.
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EPA identified three strategies for integrating EPA's programs for controlling

toxic substances: (1) to conduct a comprehensive, intermedia analysis of a single

chemical or related group of chemicals (e.g., chlorinated solvents) that would assess

all releases to the environment, and analyze alternative controls to identify the most

cost-effective strategies for reducing risk to public health or the environment (the

chemical-by-chemical approach); (2) to conduct a comprehensive, intermedia

analysis of an industry (e.g., the iron and steel industry) that would analyze all

environmental releases from that industry and identify the most cost-effective

control strategies (the industry approach); and (3) to conduct a comprehensive,

intermedia analysis of a metropolitan area that would assess environmental releases,

sources, environmental pathways, ambient concentrations, risks to human health

and the environment, and alternative control strategies (the geographic approach).

This paper describes EPA's geographic analyses in Philadelphia and the Santa Clara

Valley ("Silicon Valley") and relies heavily on EPA documents summarizing those

studies.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The major objectives of the geographic project were to:

• Identify environmental priorities (sources and pollutants) in all

environmental media within large urban areas using quantitative risk

assessment.

• Track pollutant flows across media, and identify intermedia transfer of

pollution, e.g., air emissions of volatile organics from sewage treatment plants.

• Identify and analyze practical control options in order to determine those most

cost-effective in reducing risk.

• Complete these studies with the active cooperation and participation of state

and local officials.
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE PHILADELPHIA AND SANTA CLARA STUDIES

EPA's Office of Policy, Planning and Evaluation (OPPE) has finished one

geographic analysis and begun three others. The Philadelphia project started in 1982

and was completed in 1986 with a final report on risks and control options in the

study area. EPA's Science Advisory Board reviewed the analysis in July 1986.

The analysis of the Santa Clara Valley is ongoing, and a Stage One report on risks has

been completed. This paper concentrates on these two projects, since analytical

results are available. OPPE's Regulatory Integration Division is also conducting

projects in Baltimore (begun in 1984), and Denver (begun in 1986).

THE PHILADELPHIA INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT

Why Philadelphia?

Philadelphia was chosen because of a number of factors. The size and diversity

of its industrial base, which includes chemical plants, petroleum refineries, and

pharmaceutical manufacturers, allowed the study of several different source types.

Its population density is typical of major Northeastern urban centers, making it

possible to generalize some of the results for other areas. There was an unusually

large data base on toxic emissions, which included one of the few air toxics emission

inventories available in the nation at that time. Monitoring data on toxics in the

Delaware River (the City's drinking water supply) were also available. The city is also

characterized by relatively flat terrain which improves the accuracy of air

dispersion modeling. Finally, the professional expertise and reputation of the City of

Philadelphia's environmental agencies made it an attractive area for study.

Phase I of the Philadelphia Project

There were four major tasks in Phase I of the project: (1) establishing working

relationships and a management structure involving local project participants; (2)

defining the scope of the project; (3) collecting, organizing and assessing available

data: and (4) setting priorities among pollutants, sources, and exposure pathways.
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The first task was to establish a working relationship and management structure

for completing the analysis. EPA organized two intergovernmental commitees, one of

which was a steering committee made up of senior officials from EPA and State and

local governments that would provide management direction to the project in setting

priorities and evaluating the need for control. A second technical committee with a

membership consisting primarily of scientists and engineers was established to guide

and review the technical and scientific analyses, and assist in the assessment of

feasible control options.

The second step was to define the scope of the project Several fundamental

decisions were made at this point. The geographic boundaries of the study were

determined. The managers of the project decided to limit the analysis to the

assessment of continuous releases of toxics. Accidental releases and conventional or

criteria pollutants such as ozone, paniculate matter and sulfur dioxide were excluded.

They also decided to focus on human health risks associated with environmental

releases, and not environmental or ecological effects. Third, they decided to

emphasize cancer risks in the analysis, and not other health effects. Fourth, the

consideration of exposure pathways was limited to inhalation of ambient air and

ingestion of drinking water. Consideration of indoor or occupational exposures was

not considered, nor was the ingestion of toxics from eating food or drinking

beverages other than water. Finally, the management committee decided on a study

methodology that relied on quantitative risk assessment to assess the relative

significance of sources and pollutants, and cost-effectiveness analysis to identify the

control strategies that were most effective in reducing cancer risk.

The third major task was to collect, organize, and assess available data on

sources, pollutants, and exposure pathways in the Philadelphia study area. As

mentioned previously, there was an unusual amount of compound-specific

information on toxics in the Philadelphia area, particularly the City's air toxics

emission inventory. The available data was entered into an automated data base

management system established for the project, and the data was screened to identify

sources, pollutants, and exposure pathways (i.e., inhalation of ambient air and
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ingestion of drinking water), that were candidates for more detailed analysis. Figures

I and II describe the basic approach used in the project to assess risks of toxic

pollutants.

EXPOSURE
ASSESSMENT

POTENCY
ASSESSMENT

EPIOEMIOLOGICAL
; STUDIES : : • :

Ambtont
Pollution
Concentration*

ESTIMATED HEALTH RISK

FIGURE I. TEMP Risk assessment methodology.
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FIGURE II. Basic approach to assessing r isks of
toxic p o l l u t a n t s in the P h i l a d e l p h i a IEMP.

This effort yielded an intermediate list of 39 potentially significant issues that

could be selected for additional study. The 39 issues involved 170 toxic pollutants

known or suspected to be present within the project boundaries. An analysis that

would address all of these issues and pollutants required resources and methodologies

far beyond those that were available to the Philadelphia project. This problem almost

seems generic to analyses of environmental issues. A fundamental characteristic of

the geographic projects is to assess available data to identify potential problems, and

then to compare those possibilities to identify the most significant.

The fourth and final major task in Phase I of the project was to identify that list

of issues and problems that would be analyzed in Phase II. The list of 39 issues and 170

pollutants were further screened against primary and secondary sets of criteria. The

primary criteria were potential for high risks and high exposure. Available toxicity

data for specific pollutants were examined to identify the more toxic compounds with

the potential for causing high risks. Pollutants of concern to local agencies were

also examined. The two primary routes of exposure were ingestion of drinking water,

where monitoring data for toxics were available, and inhalation of air pollutants,

which required dispersion modeling.
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The secondary criteria included analytical feasibility (e.g., availability of

monitoring techniques for a chemical), program objectives of EPA and State and local

agencies, and the ability to control a problem (i.e., the availability of cost-effective,

feasible control options). Philadelphia's Air Management Services was interested in

identifying pollutants and sources that exceeded the City's own ambient air guidelines

for a list of 99 noncriteria air pollutants. EPA was interested in developing and

testing an intermedia analytical methodology based on risk and cost- effectiveness

analysis. EPA was also interested in studying pollutant transfers across media, (e.g.,

water to air).

Thus, the priority-setting analysis further reduced the number of issues selected

for further study. Ambient monitoring was decided upon for four issues: (1) benzene

releases to the ambient air; (2) formaldehyde in the ambient air; (3) hazardous

constituents in used oil burned as fuel in boilers and furnaces; and (4) air emissions

of volatile organic compounds from landfills across the Delaware River in New

Jersey. Risk and control options analysis was chosen for nine volatile organic

compounds and a subset of major industrial sources. Figure III presents the

information flow for the cost-effectiveness analysis. This analysis consumed the vast

majority of the project resources.

The sources included point (industrial facilities) and area sources (degreasers,

drycleaners, and gas stations) emitting chlorinated solvents, benzene, and

chloroform, three of the City's drinking water treatment plants, and discharges of

two other chlorinated compounds to air and water. The list of nine pollutants emitted

by these sources and covered in the risks and control options analysis is presented

below:

• benzene • méthylène chloride

• carbon tetrachloride • gasoline vapors (air only)

• chloroform • perchloroethylene

• 1,2-dichloroethane • trichloroethylene

• 1,2-dichloropropane
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These pollutants were chosen primarily because the estimated volume of their

emissions was vastly greater than the emissions of other compounds, In addition,

these volatile organics were among the compounds of greatest interest in attempting

to assess and understand the intermedia transfer of pollutants. The decision to focus

on these pollutants returned to haunt the project, when it became clear later that

emissions of other substances, especially metals, presented higher health risks than

some of those selected for the Phase II analysis.
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Phase II of the Philadelphia Project

The first steps in Phase n were to gather additional data to confirm and refine

the risk assessments conducted in Phase I. For the risk and control options analysis,

two major tasks were performed. One was analysis of drinking water supply

monitoring data, which was relatively straightforward. It was assumed that the

monitored concentrations of pollutants in drinking water were ingested by the entire

population served by the water system. The second was an interconnected ambient

air monitoring and dispersion modeling analysis designed to quantify ambient

concentrations of volatile organics.

The air toxics analysis in the Philadelphia project was based on a number of

choices and analytical assumptions and methodologies. First, long-term estimated

ambient concentrations were assumed to be equivalent to human exposure. This

simplifying assumption assumes that humans living in the vicinity of the receptors

used in the dispersion models are exposed to the modeled concentrations for 24 hours

a day for 70 years. This is obviously an unrealistic assumption because most people

spend an estimated 90 percent of their time indoors, including time spent at home, at

work, commuting, and in public places. The ambient exposure assumption overstates

human exposure to ambient air, and understates exposure to air toxics in the

workplace (industry or office building), at home, and in public places. The analysis

made no attempt to quantify these other exposures primarily because of limited

financial resources.

This same exposure assumption is used by EPA in analysis and regulation of

hazardous air pollutants under Section 112 of the Clean Air Act If quantitative risk

assessments based on these exposure assumptions are used primarily as a measure of

relative environmental significance, the criticisms of this conservative assumption

become much less important. If the same conservative assumptions are applied to all

compounds and sources, then using risk estimates to set priorities is an appropriate

analytical activity. If instead, quantitative risk estimates are used as if they are

measures of actual risk, the criticism becomes more telling. The long list of

uncertainties that accompany quantitative risk estimates make it clear that they, at
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best, are only rough approximations of potential risk. Some of the assumptions, such

as assuming 24-hour, 70 year constant exposure to a constant ambient concentration,

are extremely conservative.

The air analysis attempted to assess air emissions from both point and area

sources, and to quantify intermedia transfers as well. The analysis was performed by

estimating emissions of noncriteria pollutants and entering these results into

atmospheric dispersion models to calculate ambient concentrations. Dispersion

models are reasonably accurate in predicting long-term concentrations for criteria

pollutants (e.g., sulfur dioxide) and transport and dispersion of the relevant air toxics

compounds (noncriteria pollutants) is similar to that of criteria pollutants. In fact,

the major uncertainty in predicting ambient concentrations lies not with the model,

but the emissions estimates. Emissions data from area and point sources (including

data on daily variations in emissions) were combined with stack information and

meteorological data to predict ambient concentrations in different parts of the city.

In order to test the accuracy of emission estimates and model results, the project

collected a significant amount of ambient monitoring data for the air toxics pollutants

of concern. Ten ambient monitoring sites were selected across the study area, and

ambient samples were collected every third day over a 90-day period. The monitoring

data was then compared to the predicted concentrations in order to evaluate the

model's performance. Table I presents a summary of modeled and measured

concentrations in Philadelphia, and the correlation coefficients for four different

model runs. Each model run employed a different set of meteorological assumptions.

Figure IV shows the correlation of predicted and observed concentrations for

1,2-dichloroethane on a daily basis. Table II presents average ambient

concentrations and lifetime individual risks for both measured and modeled

concentrations for seven volatile organics. Finally, Figure V shows how the

correlation coefficients for measured and predicted concentrations vary by pollutant
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TABLE I
PHILADELPHIA IEMP

SUMMARY OF MODELED AND MEASURED CONCENTRATIONS

Observed Modeled Concentrations (ug/m ) Least Squares Correlation Coefficient

COMPOUND

Chloroform
1,2-Dichloroethane
Carbon Tetrachloride
Trichloroethylene
Benzene
1 , 2 - Dichloropropane
Toluene
Perchloroethylene
Ethyl Benzene
Xylene

Benzene correlations
at Site 7, with winds
increase to 0.83 for

KJ Source: David A. Sul
-J U.S. EPA, Ja

ViUiiveiii
("g/"

0.
0.
1.
1.
6.
1.
12.
4.

4.
12.

-L{H..Ll>ll

3
4

8
6
0
2
0
7
7

Model 1 Model 2

0.2
0.5
0.1
0.7
1.7
0.7
5.7
3.1
0.4

0.2
0.4
0.1
1.0
2.3
0.5
8.8
3.5
0.4

Model 3

0.2
0.6
0.1
1.1
2.6
0.8
9.6
4.3
0.5

Model 4 Model 1 Model 2

0.2
0.3
0.1
0.8
2.0
0.9
7.6
2.8
0.4

0.27
0.73
0.46
0.05
0.61
0.82
0.62
0.91
0.54

3 1.0 2.4 2.5 2.3 0.41

were substantially affected by the systematic failure of the model to
out of the southwest. Using Model 2 as an indicator, the correlation
12/11/83 through 0/31/84 and 0.69 for 02/06/84 through 03/31/84.
livan. Evaluation of the Performance of the Dispersion Model SHORTZ . .
nuary 1985.

0.27
0.89
0.47
0.00
0.58
0.95
0.76
0.88
0.64

Model 3 Model 4

0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

27
74
47
04
62
83
76
91
59

0.27
0.86
0.47
0.00
0.54
0.94
0.80
0.77
0.62

2.30 0.38 0.25

predict high concentrations
coefficients without Site 7

. , Versar, Inc. for
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TABLEÜ
PHILADELPHIA ID»

ROUCH APPROXIMATIONS OF AVERAGE LIFETIME INDIVIDUAL RISKS l
MON IT (»ED VERSUS NOD a ED AMIENT AIR CONCENTRATIONS

A»«rag«

Compound

CMorofor»
1,2-Olchloroethan«
Carton Tetracnloride
Benzen«
Triehloroethylen«
l,2-01chlofoprop«n«
PercMoroethylen«

Cumulative

(19W
Av«rag« A*bl«nt Concantratlon

0.3
0.4
1.1
4.0
1.«
1.2
*.7

0.2
0.4
0.1
2.J
1.0
0.»
J.J

Monltortd

2.7«1CTJ

5.0« 10-5
2.1*10-*
2.2x10-*
2.3«UT*

Individual

4. 6« 10-*
2.6K10-*
I. 5» 10-*

1.3*10-*
9.0x10-*
1.7x10-*

4.0xlO-5

»onitor«d vilu** »r« ft of th« «*^)Ung period 2/4/8* to J/Jl/84.
vtlues «*r« obtiined uiinq Model 2.

'THESE RISK ESTIMATES ARE PLAUSIBLE, UPPER-BOIWD ESTIMATES or AVERAGE LirETiK IWIYIDUAL RISK
rRCM EXPOSURE TO AKIE.NT POLLUTANT LEVEV5. ACTUAL RISKS MAT BE SIGNIFICANTLY LtJWERi IN TACT,
THEY COULD BE ZERO. FURTHERMORE, THESE ESTIMATES SHOULD BE REGARDED AS ONLY ROUGH APPROXIMATIONS
OF THE RISKS TO HUMAN HEALTH.

4See Tabl* V-7 for • listing of tn« pollutcnt potency MtU«t*« «xi th« ««ight of
Th« potency ••tt»«tn tri current u of Januery 19M.
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Phase II Risk Results

The following eight major point sources were assessed in the risk and control

options analysis:

• A pharmaceutical manufacturer

• A chemical manufacturer

• A garment manufacturer

• A plastic cabinet manufacturer

• An industrial dry cleaner

• Two petroleum refineries

• A major sewage treatment plant (Northeast Water Pollution Control Plant or

NEWPCP)

The area sources of air emissions that were included in the analysis are as

follows:

• Degreasing

• Drycleaning

• Other industrial solvent usage

• Gasoline marketing (service stations)

• Volatilization from a major sewer line to NEWPCP

• Volatilization from NEWPCP effluent discharged to Delaware River
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Three drinking water treatment plants were included in the analysis, Baxter, Belmont

and Queen Lane. The results of the risk analysis are presented in Table III. The total

estimated annual cancer incidence estimate for the sources just mentioned, and the

TABLE HI
PHIIAOCLPHIA ID*

UPPER-BOUND ESTIMATES OF EXCESS ANNUAL CANCER INCIDENCE BY SOURCE

CUftftENT CWTROL
(W* enalyeia)1

SourcM

Air (point)
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer
Chemical Manufacturer
Ganent Manufacturer
•lactic Cabinet Manufacturer
Induatrial Dry Cleaner
•.•finery •
Refinery A
Northeaet »e*C»5

Subtotal

Air Urea)

Estimated Exceaa
Annual Cancir

Incidence^,*
(casea/year)

Deqreaainq
Dry Claaning
Other Industrial Ueaga
Gasoline Marketing (e*cluding a«ir-aarvt.c«)
S*-er Volatilization (NEWC?)
Delaware River (receiving NCMPC* efriuent)

Subtotal

Drinking Water

BelMont OMI*
Queen Lane

Subtotal

Total*

Percentage
of Total
Cue«

.2

.2
M
.0
J3

2.3
.2

3.2

«.3

1.7
2.3
.1

1.9
.7
.8

7.«

43.2
1»^
27.2

M .2

100.0

WPC?
OWTP
Note: Numoer* have 3 dec mal placée not ea an indication of precision but to

identify aource contribution to tne riaka.

Mater Pollution Control Plant.
* Drinking Water Treatment Plant.

1Th« mV estinatea prêtent ed in thia table »ere calculated ueing unit riak
r«ctora fro* 198«.

2 THESE RISK NIGERS «E PLAUSIBLE, UPPER-SOU« ESTIMATES OF EXCESS CANCER
INCIDENCE FROM EXPOSURE TO AH8IENT PaLUTANT LEVELS. ACTUAL RISKS NAY BE SIGNIF-
ICANTLY LOWER; IN FACT, THEY COULD BE ZERO. FURTHERMORE, THESE ESTIMATES SHOULD
8C REOAROED AS ONLY ROUGH APPROXIMATIONS OF TKC RISXS TO HUMAN HEALTH.

Decent reductione in diacnargea to tne NTWPC7 eay rteult in laœr ri«k nuabera
t^an presented in tnia table.
4Colu«rn »ay not eue due to founding.
5IEc, Inc., Cost-Effectiveness Anaiveia of Stratroiea to »tduc» Hunan Htilth Risk
in P*ilie»l;hu, U.S. EP», May
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nine pollutants listed earlier in this paper was an estimated 2.8 cases per year. Of that

total, drinking water exposures were responsible for over 86 percent of the total risk.

Total air risks made up the other approximately fourteen percent, almost equally

divided between area and point sources. Table IV presents the pollutants responsible

for drinking water risks. Chloroform was the dominant pollutant at all three plants.

TABLE IV

PHILADELPHIA ID»

UPPER-BOUND ESTIMATES or ANNUM, excess CANCER INCIDENCE AT CURANT CONTROLi
INGESTION DT PHILADELPHIA DRINKING WATER

(198« analyeia)1

Baxter Queen Lan« Belawnt
Pollutant (caaea/vear)*

Chlorofor» 1.2 .74 .43
1,2-Dichloro«than«) .003 .OOi .004
Methylen» Chlorid« <.001 <.001 <.001
1,2-Oicnloropropan« .033 .OOi .003
Parchloroathylana .003 .00* .002
Tricnloroathylan« <.001 <.001 <.OQ1
Carbon Tatrachlorid» <.001 .012 .007
Benzene < .001 .001

Total' 1.22 .77 .43

Motet Nunoera have three decimal placta not m an indication of precision but to
identify aourca contribution to the riaka.

'The riak «atLaata« preaantad in tnia tabla «ara calculated uaing cancer unit riak
factora fro» 1984.

2 THE SE RISK NUM6EÄS ARC PLAUSIBLE, UPPCR-8CUN3 ESTIMATES OF D CE S3 AGGREGATE
CANCER INCIDENCE RESULTING TROM EXPOSURE TO A«IENT PaLUTANT LEvaS IN DRINKING
W A T E R . ACTUAL RISKS MAY 8E SIGNIFICANTLY LO»€R; IN TACT, THEY COULO BE ZERO.
ruRTK:=.MOR£, THESE ESTIMATES SHOULD BE REGARDED AS ONLY ROUGH APPROXIMATIONS OF
TKC RISKS TO HUMAN HEALTH.

'Colufma «ay not aua bacaua* of rounding.

Sourcei lEc, Inc., Coat-Erf«ctiven<<« Anal»«n of Strtttoiea to Reduce Hu«an
Health Ri«k in PMJir.« i 0nn. U.S. £?A, May 1985.

Phase II Control Options Analysis

Figure ni provides an overview of the cost-effectiveness analysis.

Potential air control strategies were identified using information provided by

Philadelphia Air Management Services industrial inspectors, data from Philadelphia

industrial facilities, and EPA technical documents. Information on control options
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for improving drinking water quality was obtained from the Philadelphia Water

Department, which had completed an analysis of granular activated carbon treatment

systems, and EPA documents.

Cost-effectiveness was chosen as the analytical method for making choices

among alternative controls, and was defined as the cost of control per unit of health

risk reduced (e.g., cancer case estimates). A mixed integer computer program was

used to integrate risk and cost data and to identify cost-effective control strategies.

The program was designed to select controls that would achieve a specified level of

risk reduction at the lowest cost.

The results were interesting. For achieving relatively small amounts of risk

reduction (i.e., less than 20 percent), the most cost-effective controls were to reduce

air emissions. In fact, some air controls would actually save money (about $120,000

per year) by recovering solvent, and and could reduce cancer incidence estimates

slightly (by about 0.03 cases per year). To achieve larger reductions would require

controls at the drinking water treatment plants. The major risk from drinking water

is caused by the chlorine used for bacterial control. Controlling chlorine risks would

achieve relatively large reductions in aggregate risk, while air controls achieve

much smaller reductions. This corresponds to the much larger exposure associated

with the ingestion of drinking water. In the Philadelphia study, the exposed

population was assumed to be the entire metropolitan area served by the three

drinking water treatment plants. In contrast, air controls typically only reduce

exposures for a relatively small number of people in the nearby vicinity of an air

pollution source.

On the other hand, the cost-effectiveness curve for both air and water controls

was relatively linear. There are probably two major reasons for this. One is that

inexpensive controls for improving drinking water quality (e.g., using chloramines

instead of chlorine to chlorinate drinking water) have already been adopted. Only

somewhat expensive controls such as granular activated carbon (GAC) systems are

available to reduce contamination further. In addition, GAC systems would have to be

installed separately at each of the three drinking water plants.
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Overall, the upper-bound annual cancer incidence estimate for both air and

drinking water may be reduced from an estimated 2.8 annual cases to 0.07 cases if a

set of controls costing $61 million annually were imposed. The resulting reduction of

2.73 estimated cases per year would cost an average of about $23 million each. The

controls would include GAC at all three drinking water plants, pretreatment (water)

and process vent (air) controls at the chemical manufacturer, carbon adsorption and

an inspection and maintenance program for dry cleaners, and product and solvent

recovery where cost savings were possible. The cost per case avoided ranged from a

net savings to $23 million for the controls necessary to achieve this level of risk

reduction. Figure VI shows a series of control option packages that would achieve

various levels of risk reduction and the associated costs.

Air and Drinking Water

20

PwcanUge Reduction In C«ncer CUM
30 40 SO 60 70 80 90 100

Tola!
Annual Cost An

(mHton»oldolan)}w
of Maximum
Control Cod

1 1.5 2
Number ot Cases Reduced per Year

2.5 2.8

FIGURE VI. Philadelphia IEMP - Cost vs. reduction in
cancer incidence.

For controls aimed at reducing risks for the most exposed individuals in the study

area (i.e., those exposed to the highest concentrations of air toxics and drinking water

pollutants), the analysis determined that a reduction of an order of magnitude was
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possible through product and solvent recovery, pretreatment and vent controls at the

chemical plant, and GAC at the Baxter Water Treatment Plant. The cost of these

controls totaled $23 million.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

The Philadelphia study was successful in increasing EPA's attention to

cross-media problems. Philadelphia's Air Management Services has performed

additional monitoring at NEWPCP and confirmed that volatile organics from the plant

were being emitted into the air. This finding has had major implications for EPA

policy in a number of issue areas.

For example, empirical data from the Philadelphia analysis has been used in

support of the Regulatory Impact Analysis for the effluent guideline being developed

under the Clean Water Act for the organic chemicals, plastics, and synthetic fibers

industries. The study was used to help demonstrate air pollution control benefits that

can result from water pollution control. EPA is currently considering options for

addressing the air pollution problems associated with wastewater treatment.

THE SANTA CLARA VALLEY INTEGRATED ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PROJECT

Why the Santa Clara Valley?

EPA was looking for a third site in late 1983. The Baltimore IEMP was begun

earlier that year. The Valley was ultimately chosen because of four major factors: (1)

a fast growing population of 1.4 million people; (2) a concentration of electronics

and computer industries (thus the nickname of Silicon Valley); (3) earlier discovery

of groundwater contamination from leaks and spills of chlorinated solvents,

especially 1,1,1-trichloroethane or TCA; and (4) very active State and local

environmental agencies and organizations and an informed, active citizenry.

As in each of the integrated projects that followed Philadelphia, the Santa Clara

project was slightly different from the experience in Philadelphia. In contrast to

Philadelphia, more air pollutants were assessed in the analysis, including metals and

organic paniculate matter or products of incomplete combustion. Table V lists the
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TABLE V

Pollutants Considered in the
Santa Clara Valley IEMP Air Analysis

Metals Organic Gases

Arsenic Benzene
Bariun Carton Tetrachloride
Beryllium * CFC-113
Cadmium (1,1,2-trichlorotrifluoroethane)
Chromium Chloroform
Lead * Dichlorobenzene
Nickel * Dichloroethane
Zinc * Dichloroethylene

Ethylene Dibronide (BOB)
Ethylene Oxide (EtO)
Gasoline Vapors

* Glycol Ethers
2-ethoxyethanol (Cellosolve)
2-mathoxyethanol (Methyl Celloaolve)
2-butoxyethanol (Butyl Celloeolve)

* Isopropyl Alcohol
Méthylène Chloride (dichlorcmethane)
Perchloroethylene (tetrachloroethene)

* Phenol
Toluene
1,1,1-Trichloroetnane (methyl chlorofocm)
Trichloroethylene (trichloroethene)
xylene

Organic
Particulate
Benzo(a)pyrene

Group

* These substances were modeled only to estimate risks to the most exposed
individuals from particular sources.

pollutants included in the Santa Clara Valley air analysis. Noncarcinogenic health

effects were given much more emphasis in Santa Clara Valley than in Philadelphia.

Reference doses (a similar concept to acceptable daily intake) were developed for the

compounds of concern. Finally, groundwater contamination was a major issue in

Santa Clara, and was not included in the Philadelphia analysis.

Table VI shows some of the major results of the Santa Clara study. The analysis

estimated increases in cancer incidence in the Santa Clara Valley, and Table VI

broken down by exposure pathway. In contrast to Philadelphia, air risks are the

largest contributor (61 percent) to the point estimate for the total annual increase in

cancer incidence of 3.6 per year. Because uncertainty in risk assessment was a major

issue in this project, the range of incidence estimates was also presented.
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TABLE VI
ESTIMATED INCREASE IN CANCER INCIDENCE

IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY, BY EXPOSURE PATHWAY

POINT ESTIMATE
OF ANNUAL

INCREASE IN CANCER WEIOfT OP EVIDENCE
EXPOSURE PATHWAY_________INCIDENCE (Range)_______FOR CARCINOGENICm *

Air 2.2 (0.8 - 7.8) A-B2

drinking Water

Surface Water 1.3 (1.3 - 8.3) A-B2
Groundwater 0.06 (0.04 - 0.3) A-C

TOTAL 3.6 (2.1 - 16.4) A-C

NOTE: BECAUSE OF SIGNIFICANT UNCERTAINTIES IN THE UNDERLYING DATA AND
ASSUMPTIONS, THESE ESTIMATES OP DISEASE INCIDENCE ARE ONLY ROUGH APPROXIMATIONS
OF ACTUAL RISK. THEY ARE BASED ON CONSERVATIVE ESTIMATES OF EXPOSURE AND
POTENCY, AND ARE THEREFORE MORE LIKELY TO OVERESTIMATE RISKS THAN UNDERESTIMATE
THEM. See text.

1. The ««eight of evidence of carcinogenicity for the compounds included in
the analysis varies greatly, fron very limited bo very substantial. According
to EPA's categorization of levels of evidence of carcinogenicity, A - proven
human carcinogen; Bl » probable human carcinogen (liaited human evidence);
B2 • probable human carcinogen (insufficient human evidence but sufficient
an mal evidence); C * possible human carcinogen D « not classifiable; E> no
evidence.

Table Vu presents increases in incidence estimates by pollutant and exposure

pathway. Table vm presents incidence estimates associated with different source

types. Table LX presents estimated health risks for the most exposed individual broken

down by source of exposure.

EPA is currently continuing the work in Santa Clara. No cost-effectiveness

analysis has been conducted to date, although work in this area is beginning. Final

results for Santa Clara are expected in late 1987.
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TABLE

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN CANCER INCIDENCE
IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY, BY POLLUTANT

POLLUTANT
(WEIOTT Of EVIDENCE)1

POINT ESTIMATE Of ANNUM. INCREASE
M CANCER INCIDENCE (Ranga)

VOLATILE ORGANIC
CHEMICALS

Trihalcntthanes (B2) '

Benzene (A)

Carbon Tetrachloride (82)

Gaaoline Vapor (B2)

1,1, Dichloroethylene

Fvrchloroethylene (B2>

Ethylene Oxid« (Bl)

Other (A-C)

TOTAL, VOCS

OJCANIC PARTICULATES

BCN2O(A)t>YRENE
GROUP (82)

METALS AND INORGANICS

OircniiM (A) **

Arsenic (A) ***

Cadmiui (Bl) "

Other (A-B2)

TOTAL, METALS

TOTAL, ALL CHEMICALS
STUDIED

All Expooun
Pathways

1.3

0.3 (0.3- 1.2)

0.2

0.1 (0 - 0.4)

0.04

0.04

0.03

0.03

2.1 (1.9- 3.5)

0.7 (0.01-1.3)

0.4 (0 - 4.0)

0.3 (0.2- 7.4)

0.07 (0.04-0.1)

0.03 (0 - 0.07)

0.8 (0.2-11.6)

3.6 (2.1-16.4)

Surface
Air Hiter Groundwatar

<0.01

0.3 (0.3- 1.2)

0.2

0.1 (0 - 0.4)

——

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.7 (0.6- 1.9)

0.7 (0.01-1.3)

0.4 (0 - 4.0)

0.3 (0.2- 0.4)

0.07 (0.04-0.1)

0.03 (0 - 0.07)

0.8 (0.2- 4.6)

2.2 (0.8- 7.8)

1.3 <0.01

<0.01 <0.01

—— <0.0001

—— ——

—— 0.04

—— <0.01

—— ——

<0.01 0.01

1.3 0.06
(0.03 - 0.3)

0 0

0 (0-7)

0 0

0 0

0 (0-7) 0

1.3 0.06
(1.3 - 8.3) (0.03 - 0.3)
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TABLE

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN CANCER INCIDENCE
IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY, BÏ SOURCE TYPE

SOURCE TYPE
(EXPOSURE PATHWAY)
(WEIGHT OF EVIDENCE)1

ESTIMATE OP ANNUAL
INCREASE IN CANCER

INCIDENCE
PERCENT OF

TOTAL ESTIMATED
CANCER INCIDENCE

Drinking Mater
Disinfection
(Surface Water) [B2] 1.3 36%

Fuel Combustion
for Residential
Heating

(Air) [A-B2]
0.63 - 1.1 18-31%

Motor Vehicles
(Air) [A-B2]

0.63 - 0.67 18-19%

Cement Plant
(Air) IA-B2]

0. - 0.5 0-14%

Unknown Sources/Back-
ground Contamination

(Air) (A-B2]
0.2 6%

Other Area Sources
(Air) [A-B2J 0.15 4%

Other Point Sources
(Air) IA-B2] 0.1 3%

Underground Industrial
Tanks

(Groundwater) [A-CJ
0.05 1%

Underground Fuel Tanks
(Groundwater) (A-BJ

<0.01

TOTAL, ALL SOURCES
STUDIED

3.6 100%
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TABLE K

ESTIMATED HEALTH RISK TO MOST-EXPOSED INDIVIDUALS
IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY

EXPOSURE PATHNAY
& SOURCE TYPE

INCREASED
LIFETIME

CANCER RISK
{CHANCES IN
A MILLION)

POLLUTANT
(WEIGHT OP EVIDENCE)2

POTENTIAL
NON-CANCER

HEALTH EFFECTS3

AIR»

TRAFFIC 300
INTERSECTIONS

HOSPITALS 200

PHARMACEUTICAL 100
MANUFACTURER

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT 40
MANUFACTURER 4

INDUSTRIAL 30
FACILITY 4

Benzen« (A)
Benzo<a)pyrene(B2)
Cadmiin (Bl)
Ethylene Dibrcmide(B2)

Ethylene Oxide (Bl)

Ethylene Oxide (Bl)

Benzene (A)
Méthylène Chloride (B2)
Méthylène Chloride (B2)
Benzene (A)

Blood, fetal

Blood, fetal

FUEL PIPELINE
CRY CLEANERS
SEWAGE TREATMENT
PLANTS 4

GAS STATION PUMP

GROUNDHATER
AERATION 4

20
10
5

0.2

Benzene (A)
Perchloroethylene (B2)
Chloroform (B2)
Benzene (A)
Méthylène Chloride (B2)
Perchloroethylene (B2)
Trichloroethylene (B2)
Benzene (A)
Gasoline Vapors (B2)
Méthylène Chlorid» (B2)
Trichloroethylene (B2)

GROUNDMATERt
UNDERGROUND TANKS 5

(AT PRIVATE HELLS)
20,000 1,1 Dichloroethylene (C)

Vinyl Chloride (A)
Perchloroethylene(B2)
Ethylene Dibronide (B2)
Methylens Chlorids (B2)
Chloroform (B2)
Benzens .JA)Trichloroethylene (B2)
1,1,1-Tr ichlorosthane

Liver, kidney,
Liver, kidney,cardiovascular

Liver, fetal

Liver, neurobshavioral
Liver, neurobehavioral

FERTILIZER, SEPTIC
TANKS

Nitrates Mtthemoglobinenia
(Blue baby syndrcn»)
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TABLE DC (continued)

ESTIMATED HEALTH RISKS TO HOST-EXPOSED INDIVIDUALS
IN SANTA CLARA VALLEY

EXPOSURE PATHWAY
t SOURCE TYPE

INCREASED
LIFETIME*

CANCER RISK
(CHANCES IN
A MILLION)1

POLLUTANT
(»BIGOT Or EVIDENCE)2

POTENTIAL
NON-CANCER

HEALTH

SURFACE VKTERt

DRINKING VATER
TREATMENT

BACKGROUND

100*' TrihalcmthanM (B2)

0 - 7,000*** Arsenic (A)

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO BAY»

SHRIMP CONSUMPTION 7 0 - 6,000*** Arsenic (A)
MUSSEL CONSUMPTION

STRIPED BASS
CONSUMPTION 7

20 - 200

80 - 16,000

PCB (B2)
Chlordane (B2)
DDT (B2)

PCB (B2)

Gâtait«

Mercury

Liver, neurobehavioral,
kidney, reproductive

Kidney, reproductive,
liver, birth defects

8
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IDENTIFICATION OF HAZARDS FROM ENERGY
AND OTHER COMPLEX SYSTEMS FOR THE
ZAGREB AREA POPULATION AND ENVIRONMENT

N. MALBASA
Institut za elektroprivredu,
Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Abstract

The paper deals with a general survey of the possible sources of risk to the
population and the environment in the greater Zagreb area. The starting point
are the studies up to the present time that have mostly considered individual
plants and have shown a number of principal weaknesses. The second major le-
ading idea is the necessity to initiate all encompassing investigations of
hazardous events and their associated risks within a single systematic ac-
tion. The study is planned for the Zagreb area with already existing nece-
ssary data and experience and other basic prerequisites for realization of
such a project.

1 . INTRODUCTION

Every new technological achievement brings along certain risk for the people
and for human environment in general. Technological progress increases simul-
taneously the economic power of the society, creating thus the necessary
conditions for risk reduction. Every social community is in its developmental
stages in conditions of certain unstable balance between the demands for
technological advancement and the demands for reexamination and reduction of
risk to the health and life of the people and values of the human environment.
However, most technologically developed countries have passed through periods
when much greater attention was paid to technological development than to the
protection of the environment. Risks resulting from such a policy have often
been very high. Technological development with its numerous advantages is
also accompanied with many human casualties as well as with the devastation
of landscape and the whole human environment.
At the present time the problem seems to be located more in the undeveloped
and developing countries. The former are still less exposed to technological
risks since in these countries the basic existential problems and the natural
disasters represent the major risk. On the other hand, the developing coun-
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tries have already achieved the technological level abundant with significant
risks, while at the sarre time they are not able to finance the necessary
activities related to their reduction. The risks in these countries are the-
refore inherently higher, at least generally speaking and in most aspects,
than in the developed countries.
The second characteristic of the developing countries is their smaller or
greater technological dependence. The transfer of a technology from the deve-
loped countries often automatically means an acceptance of the criteria rela-
ted to environmental protection that needn't always be suitable for the reci-
pient country. This often results in somewhat absurd situations in that these
councr.'^s pay a high price for risk reduction in one area while at the same
time they are not capable of paying even a minimal price for much greater
risks in another area. The reverse is, however, much more frequent and from
the standpoint of risk much less favourable, i.e. those technologies are
transfered to the developing countries that have been abandoned in the deve-
loped countries because they are no longer profitable partly because of their
large impact on the environment as well as other risks involved. Risk reduc-
tion is, therefore, even with best intentions not a simple task. As a rule,
it requires great technological changes and large capital. In spite of this,
much can be done by correct allocation of money intended for risk reduction
in the areas where best results can be achieved. This is one of the basic
assumptions for optimal plannjrig of large energy and industrial complexes as
we]1 as whole larger urban areas. The risk assessment represents in all this
a basic prerequisite, and identification of hazards being the first step
towards risk assessment.

This paper identifies and, to a certain degree, analyzes the hazards that
can bring about risks to human health and the environment in the Zagreb area.
This is, in fact, a short overview of the programme for the first part of an
investigation aiming ̂ to assess the risks in the given area as well as their
maximal reduction within a realistic framework of possibilities and available
funds. The investigation would in particular analyze the risks associated
with complex systems (energy production, chemical, organic-chemical and
pharmaceutical industries, traffic, etc.) but the risks for population and
environment are going to be considered together, including the interdepen-
dence among the individual sources of hazard. For example, an increased use
of gas for heating will lead to risk reduction associated with air quality,
but it will increase the risk of possible explosion or poisoning. Burning
of refuse in the local inceneration plant will reduce the risks related to
its deposition, but it will possibly affect the quality of air. A greater
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use of coal in the local heating plant is unfavourable from an aesthetic
point of view, but the utilization of ash in the nearby cement factory will
prevent the devastation of the natural landscape normally ocurring if the
factory exploits the limestone, a necessary raw material in the production
of cement. Cooling towers will have an unfavourable effect upon the quality
of air, but they will reduce the unfavourable effect on the river receiving
the waste heat. Sprinkling of salt on the roads will in winter months improve
the normal flow of traffic and reduce the risks of traffic accidents, but it
will increase the damages from corrosion and deteriorate the quality of sur-
face and possibly of underground waters. Many such examples could be listed
that point to a need for a complete consideration of all risks in a given
area as the only rational way for the assessment and reduction of risk and
the planning of large industrial complexes and urban areas.
Besides the hazards associated with human activity, it is necessary to ana-
lyze as well the natural sources of risk (earthquake, flood, extreme meteo-
rogical conditions, etc.) since their prediction, alleviation and prevention
can significantly lower the total risk. In the assessment of risk, besides
the effect on human health and life and the human environment, it is necessa-
ry to take into consideration the direct damages to the buildings and plants
in the immediate area. The benefit from the capital invested in risk reduc-
tion does not lie only in the reduction of hazard to people and damages to
the natural environment. There is a direct economic benefit associated with
the reduction of damages on various buildings and plants exposed to the risk.

2. DELINEATION OF THE AREA OF INTEREST

The area of interest in the planned study is the town Zagreb, i.e. its admi-
nistrative area of 1709 km2 and a population of 855568 (as of 1981). The ave-
rage population density is about 500 inhabitants per km2. The inner core of
the city covering the area of some 300 km2 and housing about 700000 inhabi-
tants is situated in an open low-land landscape (120-160 m altitude) on the
southern slopes of Medvednica (1035 m altitude). The river Sava flows through
the town, having an annual flow rate of about 350 m3/sec. The alluvial sedi-
ments in the Sava valley are made up of several layers of different permea-
bility enclosing large reservoires of good-quality groundwater.
Zagreb enters into the history as early as 109̂  (with the founding of the
bishopric) and begins its faster economic, political and cultural development
in the 19th century. At the time of the first census in 1819 it had 9136
inhabitants, and in i860 this number grew to as much as 30830. Since then,
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the population has been doubling every 26 years. In recent time, a number of
measures have been planned to stop the rapid expansion of the town and enable
a more even and harmonious development.
The history has noted a number of large scale disasters resulting in great
damages and entailing a series of useful actions. The events that has left
mark on the history of the town were:
- invasion and devastation of the Tartars (1242)
- great fires (1645, 1674, 1706 and 173D
- the plague (164? and 1682)
- the earthquake (1880)
- the flood (1964)
About the middle of the 19 century began the industrial development as
well as the development of communications and the traffic infrastructure
(railway 1862, gasworks 1863, waterworks 1878, electric tramway 1900, etc.).
As early as 1910, there were more than a hundered industrial enterprises in
the town.

Today, Zagreb is the capital of the SR Croatia and the most important indus-
trial and cultural centre of Yugoslavia with more than 500000 employed, lar-
gely in the industry (120000), civil engineering (45000) and commerce
(48000). According to the gross national product, the most significant
branches of economy (in 1983) are:
a) manufacture of electric machines and appliances (rotary

machines, transformers, cables, batteries, copper wire,
telephone and cable exchange units) 16.0 %

b) food industry (bread, flour, oil, margarine, vegetable
shortenings, dairy products, pastas, sweets, etc.) 12.3 %

c) processing of chemical products (paints and varnishes,
detergents, auxiliary agents for processing of fabrics,
drugs and pharmaceutical raw materials, miscellaneous
chemicals, etc.) 11.0%

d) production of basic chemical products (polyethylen,
polystyrol, ethylen, pesticides, styrol, etc.) 8.6 %

e) machine construction (steam boilers, machine tools,
transporters and cranes) 8.1 %

f) metal processing (welding electrodes, metal furniture,
poured metal products, metal containers, armatures) 6.7 %

g) clothing industry 4.4 %
h) printing 3.9 %
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Other important production lines involve production and processing of paper,
textiles and yarns, electric power supply industry, spirits and beverage
industry, etc.
The gross available energy for meeting the energy needs was in 1983 57724 TJ.
The used forms of energy were as shown in Table 1. The energy delivered to
the consumers is given in Table 2.

Table 1. Gross available energy for energy needs in 1983 (TJ)

Form of energy Available
(TJ)

energy

Wood and wood waste 2169
Coal 5396
Lignite 1612
Natural gas 16755
Electric power 5530
Liquid gas 2227
Gasoline 4105
Jet fuel and petroleum 198?
Diesel oil 5747
Heating oil 10608
Coke 88
Combustive industrial waste 1200

T o t a l 57721

Percentage of the total
amount (%)

4,28
9,35
2,79
29,02
9,58
3,86
7,11
3,14
9,96

18,38
0,15
2,08

100,00

Table 2. Energy delivered to the consumers, 1983 (TJ)

Form of energy

Wood and wood waste
Coal
Lignite
Natural gas
Electric power
Liquid gas
Gasoline
Diesel oil
Heating oil
Town gas
Steam and hot water
Coke
Combustive industrial
waste
Jet fuel and petroleum

T o t a l

General ocn- „,
surptlon

23U9
5316
1519
2641
14503
1523
10

2210
100

1121
3178
-
_

-

21861

9,5
21,4
6,2

10,6
18,1
6,1
0,2
9,0
1,6
1,5

12,8
-
_
-

17,3

Industry

_
21
35

3831
2134
630
20
296

1468
36

8826
88

552
-

18240

% Traffic

_ _
0,1 -
0,2 -

21,0 -
13,3 182
3,5 71
0,1 4041
1,6 3211
8,1 -
0,2 -

18,4 -
0,5 -

3,0 -
1987

34,7 9495

% Total

2349
5340
1584
6472

1,9 7120
0,8 2227

42,6 4101
33,8 5747

1868
1157
12004

8

552
20,9 1987

18,0 52596

%

4,5
10,2
3,0

12,3
13,5
1,2
7,8

10,9
3,6
2,2

22,8
0,2

1,0
3,8

100,0
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All mentioned forms of energy, except for a smaller amount of firewood and
combustible industrial waste, were transported from other areas in the coun-
try or from abroad. In 1983, the following amounts were transported to Zagreb
in order to meet the energy needs of the town:

- natural gas 474.6 x 10 m3
- liquefied gas 47.5 x 106 kg
- gasoline 92.1 x 10 kg
- jet fuel and petroleum 45.2 x 10 kg
- gas diesel oil 134.5 x 106 kg
- heating oil 263.9 x 10 kg
- coal 269.8 x 106 kg
- lignite 127.9 x 106 kg
- coke 3 x 106 kg
The future plans involve greater utilization of high-quality coal in the
town's heating plants, along with construction of several hydro-power plants
on the Sava in the area of the town. The nuclear power plant Prevlaka is
planned for construction some 30 km southeast of Zagreb, with an expected
utilization of some 10000 TJ of its heat for the district heating, thus lo-
wering the need for coal and crude oil products in the town's energy supply.

Zagreb is also an important transportation centre (railroad and road transit,
airport). Construction of a river port is also being planned. The number of
cars in 1984 was 180882, along with about 35000 other motor vehicles. The
town's transportation system involved 445 buses (135 x 10 passengers), and
423 trams (224 x 10 passengers). The airport traffic amounted, in 1984, to
28112 flights with 1480913 passengers, 20342 flights and 530034 passengers
accounting for international lines.

3 . H A Z A R D I D E N T I F I C A T I O N I N T H E Z A G R E B A R E A A N D G E N E R A L
RESULTS OF I N V E S T I G A T I O N S UP TO THE P R E S E N T TIME

3 .1 . G e n e r a l

Hazard identification represents the first step in risk assessment. The sources
of hazard are all those activities and phenomena with direct or indirect conse-
quences that threaten or may threaten life and health of the population or
the human environment, including the natural and man-made assets. Usually,
all hazards can be classified into two groups. The first group contains those
hazards that are the result of routine operation of plants, they are expected
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and their effects are largely of stochastic nature. Risks associated with
these events are usually exceptionally small for an individual, but since a
large number of the endangered population is freqently involved, the total
risk can be very significant. The second type of hazard appears as a result
of an unexpected, sudden event. The effects are usually of local nature and
they endanger a smaller number of people, but the consequences for a certain
group or individuals are much greater. The consequences of such events often
involve loss of life and injuries, as well as material damages. The risk
associated with such events depends upon its probability and the resulting
consequences. In fact, the risk is equal to the product of these two values.
Occasionally, a separate group of risks is considered involving occupational
exposures and the so-called professional diseases. The reason for this lies
in the fact that certain groups of employed are exposed to higher risks than
the rest of the population, or that these higher risks are legally sanctioned.
For example, the individuals employed in nuclear plants may receive as much
as ten times the allowed dose of radiation to the rest of the population. That,
however, does not necessarily mean that those employed in such plants should
really be exposed to greater risks than the rest of the population, i.e.
their hazard must be also lowered in accordance with the generally accepted
criteria. It seems justified to say that it is desirable to study all hazards
together, within a common risk assessment task. Disregarding the fact that
such a procedure may in practice encounter problems, not only of technical
but also of ethical nature, generally speaking it seems a reasonable and the
only correct one. Therefore, this paper will procède to give the identifica-
tion of hazards independent of whether they result from normal circumstances
or from accidental situations. Besides the hazards associated with the con-
sequences of human activities, it seems justified to identify the natural
phenomena that may potentially have hazardous consequences. Also, particula-
rly in an urban environment, it is necessary to point out that the concept
of human environment does not involve only natural systems, but also their
interdependence with the existing or desirable social environment. This
includes into the risk analysis criteria of aesthetic nature because the
quality of human environment is valued according to the conditions of life,
work and communication among people. With regard to the direct effects, one
can consider in the risk assessment and particularly within the activities
for its reduction, the following events:
1) Harmful emissions (air pollution, surface water and groundwater pollution,

noise, land use)
2) Natural hazards (earthquake, flood, extreme meteorological phenomena)
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3) Man-made hazards (explosions, fires, accidental release of explosive,
toxic, combustible, corrosive and radioactive substances, traffic acci-
dents etc. )

3-2. H a z a r d a s s e s s m e n t i n t h e a r e a o f i n t e r e s t

3.2.1. Air pollution

The air pollution in the area involves the presence of solid particulates,
liquid or gaseous substances and, not infrequently, pathogenic microorganisms.
The effects of different air pollutions can be classified according to their
impact on human health, economic harmfulness or general disagreeable effects,
with external manifestations as follows:
- Acute health effects for people and animals during short exposure to high
concentrations of pollutants

- Chronic and subclinical effects related to long-term exposure to low con-
centrations (increasing number of cardio-vascular diseases and diseases of
the respiratory system, general deterioration of health, etc.)

- Soiling of buildings, corrosive effects on metal surfaces, undesirable
effects on agricultural areas

- Lesser visibility and insolation, odious odours and general unaesthetic
effects

Depending on the situation, various substances take part in the air poluti-
on. These are, prevailingly, combustion waste products (SCL, NO , CO) but
also particulates of varying origin and composition, hydrocarbons, heavy
metals and other elements. Frequently, insecticides, pesticides, radioactive
substances, biological aerosols, etc. are also present in the air in large
concentrations.
Air pollution in Zagreb is given a lot of consideration, particularly from
the standpoint of interdependence between the air quality and the energy
supply for the town. Planning of energy needs is always connected with the
problems of air pollution. There is a good emission register listing at
least the large furnaces (over 5 GJ). Smaller furnaces are usually grouped
together and treated as a surface source of pollution. Good meteorological
and air pollution data are also available, enabling the testing and utiliza-
tion of very complex calculation models. The model series UNAMAP has proved
as very good. It was developed by the USEPA and the newer versions dating
from this decade fit excellently measured data.
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The air pollution has been systematically observed on the territory of the
town since 1963- Ten to fifteen locations provide the data for determining
the average daily values for the following features:
- sulphur dioxide
- smoke (particles smaller than 3 >im)
- suspended particles (larger than 3 }UTI)
- some metals (Fe, Mn, Zn, Cu)
Occasionally other parameters are measured (pH-value, tarry substances,
soluble substances, insoluble substances, chlorides, sulfates, nitrates,
calcium, etc.) with the aim to determine the source of pollution. Rough
estimates indicate that SCL emissions mostly originate from fuel burning
j.n stationary plants, with traffic participating with only 5%. The suspended
particles and smoke are in most cases the consequence of traffic (inadequate
road maintenance), fuel burning in households, uncontrolled burning of solid
waste in the open and particularly in the case of certain industrial plants
(cement factory).

The air in towns can be classified into three categories, according to the
content of S0„, smote and suspended particles, as in Table 3. The first
category means that the air is sufficiently clean, the second diatribes the
air that is moderately polluted, whereas in the third is very polluted air.

Table 3. Bordeline values of air pollution in urban environments

Average annual values (ug/m3)
Category 24-hour sample 30-min sample

Suspended
2 particulates 2 2

I 60 60 HO
II 60-110 60-110 HO-60 80 200
III 110 110 60 80 200

-
10
10

Figures 1-3 show the trends and indicators of air quality in the period from
1968 to 1983. Line A (Fig. 1) shows the average amount of SOo for 8 locations
on the territory of the town, and line B gives the average value for Samobor,
a resort town removed about 10 ton from the Zagreb suburbs. The lines circum-
scribing the individual air categories are also drawn in. In Fig. 2 the same
is done for smote. Fig. 3 gives the movement pattern of suspended particula-
tes in 3 locations in the very centre of the town (linea a). It is evident
that the air quality at the present moment is satisfactory so far as SCL and
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smote are concerned, lying on the borderline between categories 1 and 2. It
has to be noted that a significant decrease in air pollution in the last 15
years has taken place. On the other hand the content of suspended particula-
tes is only slightly decreasing or even stagnates in the past few years. Be-
sides, on all measured locations the content of suspended particulates is
above the borderline for category 2.

Obviously, the major aim of the planned investigations concerning air pollu-
tion and the associated risks is, if possible, to retain the existing patterns
and trends emphasizing a faster decrease of suspended particles in the air.
In connection with this, it is necessary to provide a detailed emission re-
gister and determine, in the risk reduction, the necessary corrective mea-
sures .

3.2.2. Pollution of surface matters and groundwaters

The main river in the Zagreb area is the Sava, the longest river in Yugosla-
via with a river basin and tributaries occupying about 60% of the area of
Yugoslavia. Unfortunately, the quality of its water is in most part very
poor. The reason for this lies in the fact that the river, particularly in
the upper region of its flow, and its tributaries pass through the industri-
ally most developed areas of the country, while cleaning and purification of
waters is inadequate and insufficient. When the river enters the town, its
quality is of the 3r category and downstream of Zagreb of the 4 (Tab. 4).

Table H. Classification of river water (Sl.SFRJ 6/78)

Characteristic

Min. dissolved oxygen g/m3
Percentage of saturation
BOD 5 g/m3
Chemical oxygen demand
Suspended matter g/m3
Dry residual g/m3
p H value

C
I

>8
90-105

<.2
10
10

<.350
6.8-8.5

a t e g
II
6-8
75-90
2-4
12
30
1000
6.8-8.5

o r y
III
4-6
50-75
4-7
20
80
1500
6-9

IV
3-1
30-50
7-20
MO
100
1500
6-9

The level of dissolved oxygen downstream of Zagreb, often in summer months
falls below 2 g/m3 with BOD often exceeding 20 g/m3. Organic pollution is
caused by upstream polluters such as the paper-mill in Krsko, coal mines,
organic chemical industry in Zagreb and sewage from the town. Phenols, pesti-
cides and detergents are also present in relatively large concentrations.
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Inorganic pollution is also great (soluble salts, heavy metals, various toxic
substances) discharged from the industrial plants in Zagreb. A large content
of coliform bacteria, particularly in the summer and during low water, testi-
fies to a great biologic pollution. The aesthetic, physical and physiological
effects of pollution are very unfavourable (poor transparency, large amount
of suspended substance, bad odour, etc.).
Pollution of the Sava is the problem that concerns the republic and even the
federal bodies and is hardly an issue that can be solved by the town itself.
Even though the direct risk to the human health in the Zagreb area isn't
high (the water is not used either for drinking or in the industry, with the
exception of the cogeneration plant cooled by the river water), the aesthe-
tic criteria and a general significance of the river place its pollutedness
in the category of first rate problems. If the water quality does not improve,
a number of initiatives in this area will possibly be threatened. For example,
construction of a number of smaller power plants will not be possible with
the present quality of the water. Their construction would slow down the
velocity resulting in poorer aeration and a further deterioration of the
water quality. The poor water quality creates problems and incurs great
expenditures for the recreational area (lake Jarun), directly connected with
the river.
On the other hand, the groundwater is still of superb quality in spite of
its occasional degradation in individual aquifers. The southern and western
parts of Zagreb, namely, lie almost entirely on large reservoires of the
groundwater. Preservation of its quality is of first-rate importance, crea-
ting significant restrictions in the utilization of land directly above the
aquifers. The badly polluted river may also be one of the causes of pollution
of the groundwater. There exists a number of good initiatives and individual
actions aiming to preserve the quality of the groundwater at least in the
areas with large possibilities of exploitation. However, so far a complete
analysis has not been done to evaluate correctly the actual importance and
value of the Sava and the groundwater, and to offer a basis for carrying out
the necessary measures.

3.2.3- Land use

Land use in the Zagreb area has, at least globally, been solved by the Gene-
ral Town Plan. The industrial, residential and recreational zones, along
with the main transportation and communication routes and energy supply, etc.
have been delineated. A detailed elaboration and adoption of final solutions
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and plans as well as the quality of the adopted variations, will depend on
the opportunities of solving the fundamental problems of the town. Among ot-
her things, the above will be closely related to those activities that invol-
ve a greater or lesser level of risk to the environment and the human health.
One of the burning problems is the evacuation and sanation of solid waste.
The existing deposition sites are already full while the new ones are diffi-
cult to find. The refuse inceneration plant will only partly solve this
problem since an uncontrolled piling of waste and prolongation of a defini-
tive solution may have dangerous consequences (pollution of groundwater re-
servoires, bad effect upon the quality of air and even direct effects on
human health).

3.2.'4. Natural hazards

In risk assessment the effects of natural phenomena have not to be neglected,
on the one hand because they can sometimes significantly participate in the
total risk, and on the other they serve as a certain reference point. If the
risks of human activities and their associated dangerous effects are approxi-
mately equal or even lower than the risk caused by natural phenomena, it may
be said that the situation is very favourable.
The Zagreb area is subject to these important natural hazards: earthquake,
flood and extreme meteorological phenomena.
a) Earthquakes
Earthquakes belong to that group of natural phenomena causing the greatest
risk for man. Great devastations with thousands of casualties are a relati-
vely frequent occurance in many parts of the world. Zagreb is situated in the
area of great seismic activity and it practically lies on a fault that has
already generated hundreds of earthquakes of different magnitude, including
the worst one in 1880, of the 6.3 magnitude on the Richter scale and IX deg-
ree of intensity on the MSC scale. The relation between the annual probabi-
lity and the expected magnitude is given by the expression

log (N/0.92) = 1.35U - 0.577 M
and the relation between the magnitude and the epicentral intensity follows
from the expression

M = 0.82 IQ - 1.12
The greatest number of newer buildings can, without greater damages, with-
stand the IX degree according to the MCS scale, but some, more extensive,
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damages can on individual buildings be caused even at the intensity VII or
magnitude round 4.6 giving the expected annual frequency of about 5x10" ._2The earthquake of the VIII degree intensity has frequency of 1.6x10 , while
IX degree of intensity occurs with the frequency of about 5x10 /year. Since
most of the buildings are in the immediate vicinity of the epicentre, the
risk from an earthquake is rather high. Irrespective of mandatory antiseismic
planning and design, regulated by very strict norms, the newer experience
(e.g. Mexico) has shown that besides the geological and seismic data a great
effect on the risk have the local geotechnic features. In this respect,
additional research and analyses are needed.
b) Floods
Since the flood in 1964 when a large part of the Zagreb was under water,
much has been done to protect the town from flooding. At the moment, it is
actively protected by dikes from large waters of the 100-year return period,
but passive protective measures (flooding of nearby retentions) raise the
safety to a 1000-year return period or even more. Certain more frequent prob-
lems may appear due to the harmful effect of groundwater in periods of extre-
me water levels on the Sava, but they are of local nature and less significant.
c) Extreme meteorological phenomena
Extreme meteorological phenomena (rainfall, hurricanes, thunder, hail, etc.)
are rather frequent in this area. Usually, damage is suffered by the crops,
fruit trees, electric cables, and not exceptionally by buildings that can be
locally flooded and damaged. Investigations of these phenomena and protection
against them are not at a satisfatory level, making the risks and damages
unnecessarily high.

3.2.5. Man-made hazards

This title includes the typical hazards of industrial era which, if they
occur in densely populated areas, usually bring about great damages and
frequently cause loss of life. As a rule: sources of hazard can be grouped
into stationary ones (chemical plants, storehouses, refineries, reservoires,
pipelines) and mobile (transportation vehicles carrying hazardous substances).
An individual source of hazard may cause several harmful effects:
- air pressure wave generated by an explosion
- the effect of various missiles created by the explosion
- the effect of heat and fire
- the effect of dust and smoke
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- cloud of explosive, inflammable or corrosive gases
- corrosive, toxic or radioactive gases, aerosols or fluids
- local earthquakes, land deformation, etc.
Sometimes, combinations of individual sources occur.
In the Zagreb area, the greatest hazards are due to explosions and uncontro-
lled release of toxic substances into the atmosphere and the river, along
with a whole array of other hazards that should not be neglected (e.g. gas
poisoning). Traffic accidents are a separate problem. The greatest risk is
related to utilization of liquefied gas. It is transported to the town's
storage (2000 m3 capacity) by the pipeline or in containers and then delive-
red to consumers. Another source of hazard are two gas terminals of 900 and
300 m3, respectively, and gas tank terminals in 20 locations with a maximum
of 3000 kg of gas each. 7000 gas tanks (capacity 10 kg. of gas) are daily
filled and distributed. Total of 100000 tanks is in circulation, mostly in
those areas of the town lack gasworks installations. Explosions, a frequent
occurence, are usually the result of carelessness. There are, in the town,
about 100 additional liquid gas consumers with tanks up to 5 m3.
Along with liquefied gas, significant amounts of natural gas are also used,
particularly in the central and older parts of the town. The greatest risks
in utilization of this gas relate to poisoning caused by poor or faulty
installations or carelessness. Except for the energy supplied to households,
the greatest risks are associated with the plants that process organic-che-
mical, chemical substances and drugs. Most of these plants are located in the
southeastern, less populated part of the town. They are also the largest
chemical polluters of the Sava with not infrequent releases of larger amounts
of poisonous substances. Considering the traffic accidents, the annual avera-
ge amounts to several hundred deaths and several thousand injured with con-
siderable damages. The most endangered group are the pedestrians. The causes
are, prevailingly, speeding, faulty vehicles and poor signalization.
The above mentioned is more a result of rough estimates than a detailed and
complex analysis. The risk assessment of these occurences deserves greatest
attention since risks themselves are, for a number of reasons, very high.

14. PROBLEMS RELATED TO THE STUDY OF RISK ASSESSMENT
IN THE LIGHT OF EXPERIENCE GAINED TO DATE

The beginning sections'.of this paper have dealt with ageneralsurvey of the
possible sources of risk for people and human environment in Zagreb and the
surrounding area. Even though numerous studies carried out in recent years
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have more or less clarified individual problems, there are areas that have
hardly been touched. Individual investigations have mainly been related to
an actual building or plant and their existance in a given space. The interre-
lations between different types of risk and different plants have not, how-
ever, been considered. Total results are, therefore, inadequate and incomplete
and expenditures for risk reduction are not always rationally based. Certain
projects suffer, thus, considerable damages as victims of perhaps too high
requirements, while other, much larger risk generators are too lightly tre-
ated. Owing to the fact that studies usually deal with new plants, a reexa-
mination of the existing ones along with their risks and the necessary corre-
ctive measures, are mostly missing.

These are only some of the reasons for initation of all-encompassing investi-
gations of hazardous events and the assessment of their associated risks,
within a well-coordinated and systematic action. Regardless, however, of
undoubted justification of such an approach, it is necessary to identify
the possible problems or critical points in an action of this scope. The key
issues that need to be solved before, or in the course of this type of ac-
tion, are as follows:
a) Data base
A basic prerequisite in realization of such an undertaking is the availabi-
lity of good and reliable data as to the natural and ecological features of
the area under consideration, as well as information on the typical plants,
their technologies and operational features, particularly those that parti-
cipate in safety systems and systems for treatment of undesirable effects
upon the environment, personnel and population in general. Furthermore, the
data on the population are indispensible (density, distribution, living con-
ditions, habits). Other important data involve sports and recreational areas,
mode of energy supply, nutrition, death rate and causes of deaths, etc.
The data should quantitatively and qualitatively meet the purpose, they
should be verified and prepared suitably for simple usage. The greatest
number of the needed data is already available from various sources. Occasi-
onally, their reliability is not very certain, however.
b) Selection of suitable models
Risk assessment requires a careful selection of suitable models for descri-
ption of most varied natural phenomena and effects. Certain areas already
possess a series of very good models (e.g. the earlier mentioned UNAMAP)
while others are very scarce (E.g. dispersion models for heavy gases such
as chlorine).
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Besides this, choice of model sometimes greatly depends upon the available
data and the purpose of an analysis. Highly sophisticated models combined
with inadequate data are surely the worst variation.
c) Selection of risk assessment method
The correct selection of the method is of exceptional importance for the
success of the undertaking. The selected method should, if possible, solve
a series of key problems, such as for example:
- risk assessment of both the routine and accidental effects
- establishing the relationship between the local short-term effects and
long-term goals

- establishing the relationship between the local and the regional develop-
ment plans

- offering the possibility of a simultaneous evaluation of several different
sources of risk according to different parameters, etc.

There are various methods available. Some are based on purely ecological
principles, while other may favour a kind of balance between various economic
parameters (employment, income, etc.) and the corresponding risk. The cost-
benefit and particularly the cost-effectiveness analysis along with different
combinations of various methods and approaches remain also an open possibility.
d) Alternative solutions
Risk assessment, naturally, is not the final goal. The final achievement are co-
rrective measures that must be feasible, rational and in line with the objec-
tive socio-economic conditions. Feasibility of the corrective measures gre-
atly depends upon the existence and prior analysis of alternative structures,
systems and components and of alternative locations. It is the areal and
technological harmony of the solutions within an all-rencompassing rational
plan that is the base for an efficient risk reduction.
e) Development and cxistance of the necessary regulations and standards,

as well as adequate bodies

The existence of basic regulative elements such as the standards, instructi-
ons, safety criteria, etc. is indispensible at least as a framework for
carrying out the necessary activities. No less important are the inspection
services and supervision to make sure that the prescribed measures will in
fact be carried out well and maintained through a longer period of time. An
efficient and correct response must be ensured in risky situations, through
existence of evacuation plans and other measures for alleviation of conse-
quences if an accident should occur.
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Abstract

There is an obvious need to consider the achievable level of safety
of waste management in view of the costs involved. The feasibility of
the cost-effectiveness approach for this purpose has been studied in
the framework of practical case studies. The analysis indicates that
such an approach has clear benefits, but it also reveals several issues
and ambiguities in its application. The waste management alternatives
considered include various concepts for the disposal of low- and inter-
mediate-level reactor and decommissioning wastes as well as of the
unreprocessed spent fuel versus disposal of high-level waste from
reprocessing.

The employed impact indicators describe both the individual and
collective risks. In addition, indicators simultaneously giving a
perspective into other risks in the society and a means to make a rank
ordering of the alternative options should be considered. The cost-
effectiveness ratios for collective risks vary in the range of ten to
hundreds of millions US $ per manSv. The examples considered also
indicate that increased costs do not necessarily improve safety.

Especially in the case of spent fuel and/or high-level waste dispo-
sal the extremely long time ranges bring about large uncertainties and
ambiguities in applying the conventional concept of total collective
dose commitment. However, the application of cost-effectiveness
approach is not fixed to any specific impact indicator and consequently
the maximum individual risk can be used as a basis for decision-making
as recently proposed by the NEA. and ICRP.

1. INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of this paper is to review the feasibility of
the cost-effectiveness approach in view of actual case studies related
to the comparison of different nuclear waste management concepts
[1...8]. The special features of waste disposal, viz. the very long-
term duration of potential impacts and the probabilistic aspects of
some of the exposure scenarios, make the application of the basic cost-
effectiveness analysis less straightforward.

The potential methodological difficulties and problem areas can best
be illustrated by attempting to make realistic applications to diffe-
rent disposal concepts of low- and intermediate-level reactor and
decommissioning wastes and to spent fuel management. The case studies
are part of the efforts performed by the Technical Research Centre of
Finland in the framework of the research contract within the IAEA
coordinated research programme on "Cost Effectiveness of Risk Reduction
among Different Energy Systems".
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2. SALIENT FEATURES OF COOT-EFFECTIVENESS APPROACH

According to the ALARA principle, the rational approach to radiation
protection requires an optimization of costs and benefits. The level of
the protection should be set to minimize the combined costs of
protection and health effects taking into account the individual dose
limitations. However, as noted in various contexts, the application of
this principle is made difficult by the apparent ambiguity in the
monetary appraisal of the health effects.

Nevertheless, the principle of optimization is generally considered
valid in radiation protection and practical approaches therefore
deserve further exploring. The utility of cost-effectiveness analyses
in this respect is that they facilitate the elimination of inferior
technical solutions in cases where there are several alternative ways
of impact reduction. Hence the discussion can be restricted to those
technical alternatives that represent the nost efficient use of limited
economic resources.

The approach is conceptually simple: for each alternative course of
action the cost arising and the change it produces on the level of
health impact have to be calculated. The succesful application of the
method hence requires that there is one unique measure for the costs of
protection and another measure for the health detriment, but these two
measures need not be the same.

The common practice in optimization of radiation exposures is to
apply the collective effective dose equivalent commitment concept of
ICRP as a measure of the health detriment. In the case of waste
management this may cause conceptual ambiguities. In waste management
it is intended to provide isolation for periods which are reasonably
long as compared to the decay times for most fission products, but not
long enough as to totally exclude the possibility of exposures from the
longest-lived radioactive nuclides contained in waste. However, the
meaning of the exposures far away in the future can be questioned, and
in any case the calculation of complete collective dose equivalent
conmitments is subject to serious uncertainties. The calculation of
incomplete dose conmitments avoids some of these but evokes the problem
of choice of the integration period.

Consequently one should also look for alternative impact indicators
to be used as a measure of risk reduction obtained by alternative
protection actions. Both OECD/NEA and ICRP have recently proposed
[9,10] that the long-term safety criteria of waste disposal should
mainly be based on individual risk. At least qualitatively this concept
can also be utilized in making judgements as regards the cost-
effectiveness of alternative repository designs to increase the safety
margins in relation to the stated safety criteria.

3. iMETHODS AND MODELS OF SAFETY ASSESSMENT

A comprehensive safety assessment includes the survey of possible
release scenarios, prediction of probabilities for these scenarios,
estimation of environmental consequnces and finally the combination of
probabilities and consequences as well as the overall assessment of the
risk estimates in view of performance criteria.

The radiological impact evaluation is based on conditions where the
release of radionuclides from the repository is possible only via
gradual dissolution into and transport along with groundwater. The dose
assessment consists of the analyses of the following items:
- groundwater movements including main pathways, travel times, fluxes

and spatial distribution of flows,
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- the radionuclide releases out of the repository into the surrounding
rock,

- the radionuclide migration in the rock,
- the radionuclide behaviour in the biosphere,
- the doses via different internal and external exposure pathways.

The model system and the computer codes used are described in the
references [2,5,8].

4. CASE STUDIES ON NUCLEAR WASTE MANAGEMENT

4.1 Spent fuel management
A comparative study between the spent fuel management alternatives

(once-through vs reprocessing) has been performed [4J and different
radiological impact indicators were derived for the alternatives.
Although the absolute level of risk for all the alternatives is quite
low, it is reasonable to analyze whether the total detriment (described
by the collective effective dose equivalent commitment) can be lowered
cost-effectively.

The alternatives compared in the case study included
- disposal of unreprocessed spent fuel in thick copper canisters

(10 cm) in hard bedrock (SF1)
- modified version of above employing thin disposal canisters (SF2)
- reprocessing and disposal of vitrified high-level waste in thin

canisters (RW).
Based on the results of the safety analysis the differential

collective dose commitments between the considered alternatives were
calculated as a function of the integration time.

The total cost difference in the case of our reference system (total
energy output 30 GWe.a) was estimated to be about US $ 200-106 between
reprocessing and once-through fuel cycles (SFT & SF2). It was further
estimated that the difference in spent fuel conditioning costs between
the two spent fuel alternatives (SF1 & SF2) is about US $ 50»106. Based
on the differences of collective dose commitments in the Baltic Sea
region and the above cost-differences the cost-effectiveness ratios (US
$/manSv) were derived and are presented in Table 1.

Table I Cost-effectiveness ratios for disposal options using different
integration times.

Integration
time (a)

103

10"
106

10 8

1010

Cost-effectiveness ratio*
SF1 -»• Rtf

< 0**
< 0**
< 0**
2»10X

2^105

SF2 + RW

< 0**
< 0**
10 9

2-10/

2-105

(US $/manSv)
SF2 •> SF1

00**

5»108+
2«108+
00**

00**

* Regional collective dose commitment (Baltic Sea area); in global
scale cost-effectiveness ratios are by a factor of about 50 lower.

+ Difference in spent fuel conditioning costs assumed to be 0,2
mills/kWh.

** Not cost-effective.
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The ratios in Table I are based on the regional collective dose
commitments in the Baltic Sea area. In the global scale the correspon-
ding ratios vould be about a factor of fifty lower. In comparison one
could refer to the limiting value for this ratio, 105 US $/nanSv
adopted by the USNRC. Based on these results following remarks can be
made:
- in short-term the reprocessing seems not to be cost-effective
- in longer term the cost-effectiveness ratios SF1+FW and SF2+FW

approach a reasonable range of values
- in long-term the difference between once-through and reprocessing

options is largely due to radionuclides of the naturally occuring
uranium chain

- cost-effectiveness ratios between the spent fuel alternatives do not
seem to favour the more sophisticated canister solution (neither in
short-term nor in long-term).

4.2 Reactor waste disposal alternatives
In the preliminary design stage of repository concepts for opera-

tional reactor waste disposal, several alternatives were considered.
Comparative safety analyses and cost-effectiveness analyses were
performed [l,3j to support the decision-making between the considered
alternative options.

The repository of reactor wastes is assumed to be situated in the
area of the Olkiluoto nuclear power plant. The repository is planned to
be constructed in the bedrock at the depth of 50...100 m and to consist
of silos for disposal of the wastes in standard 200 1 drums with bitu-
mized waste and compacted low-level waste. More detailed information
about the site and the repository is presented in [llj.

In the study the cost-effectiveness of alternative designs of the
silo cavity has been analyzed. The four alternatives considered were
the following:
- silo composed of cells with concrete walls and with internal as

as external backfill of crashed rock and bentonite mixture
- silo with a backfill of crushed rock and bentonite mixture
- silo with concrete backfill
- silo without any backfill

The silo with concrete cells is noticeably more costly than the
three other alternatives, between which the cost differences due to
different backfill material are not so extensive. The total construc-
tion and sealing costs of the alternative designs are presented in
Table II.

Table II Construction and sealing costs of reactor waste repository.
Symbol Design Cost* Cost

difference
(106 US$) (106 US?)

RW1
RW2
IW3
FW4

Silo with concrete cells and
crushed rock/bentonite backfill
Silo with concrete backfill
Silo with crushed rock/bentonite
backfill
Silo without any backfill

8.4
6.7
6.4
5.9

+2.5
+0.8
+0.5
0

* Price level in 1983
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For each alternative the individual dose rate and collective dose
comnitinent were estimated. Fig. 1 presents maximum individual dose rate
for the different repository designs. It is obvious that considerable
reductions in maximum individual dose rates can be obtained by techni-
cal measures. If a control period of 100 years after the closure of the
repository is assumed and thus no wells be bored, all alternatives
except the most simple one give rise to dose rates below the back-
ground. One should also take into account that this exposure pathway
has only a minor probability to really exist and in principle a proba-
bilistic approach should be used instead of the deterministic one
applied in this study.
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Fig. 1. Maximum dose rate to critical individual due to reactor waste
disposal, (a) Pathways via a well; (b) pathways via the local
sea.

The repository alternative with concrete backfill seems to be a
non-cost-effective measure to reduce individual risk. This demonstrates
that more expensive solution does not necessarily improve the safety.

Collective dose equivalent commitments (Fig. 2) for the alternatives
considered give the same rank ordering as the individual doses.
Furthermore this ordering is not dependent on the choice of integration
time or whether one considers local sea or Baltic Sea pathways.
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However, the increase of integration time brings the alternatives
closer to each other in respect of collective dose commitment brought
about by them. In the case of reactor wastes the increase of integra-
tion time beyond 10** a does not have any significant influence. Cost-
effectiveness ratio between the simplest and the most advanced alterna-
tive is around 1500»106 US $ per manSv for collective dose to the local
sea population and about 10-106 US $ per manSv for the whole population
(2«10') exposed to Baltic Sea pathways.

The design adopted for the reactor waste repository in Olkiluoto to
be used as a reference in construction permit applications and the
corresponding safety analyses includes a thick-wall concrete silo
inside the rock silo for biturninized waste. The atipty space between the
rock and the concrete cylinder is back-filled with crushed rock. For
dry maintenance waste the repository consists of rock silo with inter-
nal separating walls of concrete. Besides the low- and intermediate-
level reactor waste disposal facilities, provisions will be made for
separate repository rooms for activated metal waste and decommissioning
waste. The collective dose cormitments were estimated in the most
recent safety analysis [7,8j separately for each waste type. Following
collective dose corrmitments were predicted to be caused by the diffe-
rent parts of the repository in the basic scenarios of the safety
analysis :
- dry maintenance waste: 0.0002*...0.008** manSv
- bituminized waste: 0.003*...0.8** manSv
- low-level decommissioning waste: 0.03** manSv
- activated metal waste: 500** manSv
(* realistic estimate; ** conservative estimate)

Based on these results one can obviously conclude that the collective
dose commitments for the three first mentioned waste types are so low
that no optimization for further risk reduction would hardly be warran-
ted. However, the dose commitment caused by activated metal wastes is
high enough to consider protection measures to lower the related radio-
logical risks. These considerations are discussed in the following
section.

4.3 Disposal of activated metal waste
This type of waste consists of used BWR-fuel channels, control rods,

miscellaneous reactor internals and the pressure vessel. In case these
wastes are assumed to be disposed of in a repository room close to the
silos for maintenance and bituminized waste, the conservatively predic-
ted collective dose commitment would be about 500 manSv of which about
90 % would be caused by C-14 and the rest mainly by Ni-59.

In the connection of previous safety analyses for the spent fuel
repository it has been tentatively proposed that a separate gallery
could be excavated at the same depth (about 500 m) for the activated
metal wastes. The groundwater flow times from a deeper repository would
be considerably longer (about 5000 a) and a significant decay of C-14
would take place regardless of its modest sorption factor in hard
bedrock. A rough estimate of the collective dose commitment caused by
the activated metal wastes disposed in a deep repository would be about
1 manSv, of which the contributions of C-14, Zr-93 and Cl-36 would be
about 55 %, 30 % and 10 %, respectively.

Assuming that one could utilize the cost-effectiveness criterion
100 000 US $/manSv proposed by the USNRC as a guide line for decision-
making, the cost of the protection action to shift the activated metal
waste disposal from a shallow rock cavity to a deep repository could be
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as high as 500 million US $. Obviously the extra oosts associated with
the excavation and transfers to a deeper level are much lower than this
limit value. Consequently it would seem to be cost-effective to dispose
the activated metal wastes in the connection of the deep repository for
unreprocessed spent fuel, However, the removal of the extremely conser-
vative assumptions applied in the preliminary safety analysis for the
shallow metal waste repository might significantly reduce the prelimi-
nary estimate of the collective dose commitment. Therefore the con-
clusions regarding the cost-effectiveness of the use of deep repository
for these wastes should be reassessed when more realistic analyses have
been completed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the feasibility of cost-effectiveness approach as
applied to the final disposal of different types of nuclear waste has
been illustrated in view of example cases. One should take into account
that both the cost estimates and the safety predictions are still of
preliminary nature. More sophisticated models are being developed and
they should describe the relevant phenomena as realistically as
possible. Otherwise the analysis of different concepts could include
unbalanced conservatism in relation to each other and misleading
conclusions might be possible. Nevertheless based on the results of
this preliminary feasibility study some conclusions can already be
drawn.

In the application of cost-effectiveness approach to activities,
like nuclear waste management which could have impacts on the environ-
ment and/or nan during very long time periods, the methods and concepts
used in the analysis of short-terms effects have to be modified appro-
priately. For example the concept of collective effective dose equiva-
lent commitment introduced by the ICRP causes difficulties when applied
to activities which can give rise to release of extremely long-lived
radionuclides to the environment during long time periods. There are
several potential ways to overcome this difficulty and their usefulness
should be studied further. Examples of alternative concepts for impact
indicators suitable for long-term effects could be:
- collective dose is calculated only during a limited time interval

around the period of highest exposure employing standardized data
for biosphere conditions;

- a cut-off limit of time periods considered relevant is defined;
impacts after this time limit are either disregarded or considered
using other concepts;

- only individual risks are considered assuming some standardized
biosphere condition also far in the future.
The most suitable way of making performance assessments related to

activities having long-term environmental impacts is to employ several
alternative concepts and approaches in parallel. When ccrnparisons
between alternative management options have to be made, one should
consider to which extent the conclusions derived from these alternative
concepts/approaches are consistant as regards the effectiveness of
individual safety barriers of for example waste repository of spent
fuel or high-level waste.

In spite of the conceptual difficulties and uncertainties associated
with the analysis of long-term impacts on man and/or environment, the
cost-effectiveness approach can be utilized - at least in a qualitative
manner - to compare alternative concepts and in making judgements when
a safety level has been achieved beyond which any measures to further
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reduce the risk cire becoming excessively expensive and may lead to a
mis-allocation of efforts.

To achieve optimized designs for the disposal of nuclear wastes, the
safety and the involved costs should be considered at the same time.
Furthermore less emphasis should be paid on relative differences
between the options, but the absolute level of safety, compared e.g. to
other natural or man-made risks in the society, ought to be taken into
account as well.
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Abstract

This paper intends to tackle the question of risk and environmental
impact of hydroelectricity in Brazil in its more general meaning including
physical, biological and social aspects involved in building and operating
hydroelectric stations.

Unlike works that have been systematically done in developed countries,
which have concentrated on contamination problems associated with technology
utilization, the objective here is to study risks and impacts from
hydroelectric power plants in a developing country, emphasizing that in these
countries the problems caused by technology are made worse because of their
superposition - in the same place and at the same time - on those arising out
of socio-economic factors.

With regard to the various existing methodologies of Environmental
Impact Assessment (EIA), it is stressed that there is at present no well
established, assentive practice to base risk/impact evaluation, including
health and safety aspects, environmental and socio-economic impacts. Hence
the need to proceed in the search for such methods and tools for incorporating
environmental impacts into the decision-making process that can, indeed,
ponder the risks and impacts originated by energy projects.

As shown in this work, the initial environmental studies conducted in
Brazil in relation with hydroelectric generation date approximately from the
beginning of the 1960s and their objectives were to meet conract red-tape
requirements from international finance agencies and to protect the
hydroprojects from the environment rather than to actually assess risks and
environmental impacts related to the plants. Even today, more than two
decades later, the decision by Brazilian electric utilities to undertake such
studies is conditioned by the bearing of this question on each of them, much
more than by the existence of a true consciousness of the importance of such
an achievement.

So, through a study of the Furnas (1957-63), Itumbiara (1974-80),
Itaipu (1975-1984), Tucurui (1976-1984) and Porto Primavera (1980-91)
stations, an overview is presented of the evolution of the Brazilian electric
sector's approach to environmental questions in the case of construction and
operation of hydroelectric power plants, with special emphasis on the impacts
and less emphasis on risks, because of the greater importance of the former in
the case of hydroelectricity.
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1. Introduction — Methodological Issues

One of the most dramatic challenges of our times concerns the
resolution of the technology-ecology conflict.

The technological appliaction of scientific development as a conquest
of man only makes sense if the complex and sensitive environment balance
relations are taken into account; environment here being understood in its
widest concept. Thus, technology cannot be construed as an unquestionable
parangon of our link with the future. To adapt technology to the environment
is as important as, or even more important than any other considerations at
stake.

Not that nature is untouchable; but some concern with its balance is
undoubtedly fundamental. The prospect of technology is, therefore, a "dialog"
with ecology for the good of mankind.

When constructing great hydroelectric power plants the preceding
attitude should obviously also be observed. In fact, the implementation of a
dam for hydroelectric generation purposes implies risks and entails wide-range
alterations in the regional environment. A region that previously had a given
balance in its physical biological and social environmental relations, from
the moment a huge stillwater lake is created is subject to a series of
transformations.

Omission of this "dialog" possibility, as well as an incorrect approach
to it have led, in more than one occasion, to undesirable interference with
the environment, most often with disastrous results. It is therefore
necessary that, prior to implementing large hydro - electric utilizations - as
well as any other energy and complex industrial systems - studies be developed
conducive to an assessment of the risks and impacts liable to be created by
these works. For this purpose, the first difficulty is in the methodological
issues to approach impact and risk managemet, starting from the very
definition of environment and environmental impact.

According to GALLOPIN (1980), a system's environment may be defined as
a set of non—system variables or factors coupled with elements or subsystems
of this system. There are different environment classification systems
directed toward different objectives and different degrees of aggregation,
some of which are:

- that dividing the human environment into "urban" and "rural";

that using as basic criterion the exchange of "energy", "matter",
and "information";

VOW UEXKULL (1922) proposes a possible classificatgion
distinguishing the "perceived world" and the "real world";

BARKER (1968) distinguishes between "psychological environment" and
"ecological environment";

SACHS (1976) suggests "natural environment", "Man-made
techno-structures" and social environment";

- the traditional economic criterion divides the environment into
"natural resources" and "non-resources";
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- AGARWAL (1975) proposes classification in terms of "natural
environment", "physical environment" and "institutional
environment";

- Man's possibility to control the environment warrants division of
the environment into "controllable" and "non-controllable";

- finally, the environment can be divided simply into
"physico-chemical", "biological" and "social".

According to BUDNITZ and HOLDREN (1976), the environmental impact can
be understood as the "disruptive influences exerted on the physical and social
environment". This concept, however, has two fairly clearly different
constructions, as applied to developed or to developing countries. In the
former, the environmental leitmotiv is rather the overall environmental
balance and the bio-physico-chemical components of the environment: that is,
the environmental problems are almost exclusively associated with
contamination aspects, and therefore take on a strong technological feature.
In developing countries, in turn the concept is much more general and one of a
socio-economic and political nature; inasmuch as it is precisely the problems
arising from underdevelopment that are considered as the object of priority.
And according to BOLEA (1980), to these problems peculiar to underdevelopment
there should be added those that can be generated by a kind of development in
its projects. Thus, there are environmental problems that are characteristic
of underdevelopment, typical of superdevelopment and also of unbalanced
development, and it is not mandatory that the related environmental variables
and processes be the same. It should be added that, whenever different human
groups sense the same environmental problems, the relative importance assigned
to distinct environmental variables differs from one group to another.
Therefore, many of the differences of attitude of developed to developing
countries with regard to the global and the local environment may be ascribed
to differences in several factors. Among them what differs is not so much the
real operative environments, but their components as perceived, inferred and
valued. These differences act as variation focuses, to such an extent that,
even if the operative environments are essentially the same, there always crop
up great divergencies in policies and attitudes to be adopted. Thus in order
to improve the human environment in different situations, irrespective of
possible similitudes or differences between the objective environments, it is
perhaps convenient that the policies and actions to be implemented be
distinct. (GALLOPIN, 1980).

With regard to the various existing Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) methodologies, there is not as yet a well-established and assentive
practice to base risk/impact evaluation, including health and safety aspects,
environmental and socio-economic impacts. Hence the need, in order to
incorporate environmental impacts into the energy decision-making process, to
proceed in search of such methods and tools as well, indeed, ponder the risks
and impacts generated by energy projects. In spite of the criticism deemed in
order with reference to the different EIA methodologies available and to the
excessively technocratic uses they are put to, in the absence of any other
developed and established methodology, they have been fairly used to date.
BOLEA (1984) presents the following methodologies as the main ones:

a) Network and graphic systems:

The Leopold Method, checking or reference lists, the CNYRPAB Method,
the Sorensen Method, the Bereano Method, the World Bank's environmental
considerations and the evaluation method devised by the International
Committee on Large Dams.
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b) Cartographic systems:

The Mellary Method, the Tricart Method and the Folque environmental
planning system.

c) Methods based on indicators, indices and evaluation integration:

The Holmes Method, the Georgia University Method, the Hill-Schechter
Method and the Fisher—Davies Method.

d) Quantitative Methods:

Batelle system and forecasting models.

The final point concerning methodological issues is public perception
of and social reaction to hydroelectricity risks and impacts. According to
MUNERA (1984), there are several risk studies that quantify the different
risks arising from the operation of nuclear power plants. However, no similar
analysis has been carried out for hydroelectric systems. This is explained
not only by the fact that risk analysis itself was created to evaluate risks
associated with the operation of nuclear plants, but also by the fact that the
question of impact, in the case of hydroelectricity, is much more present.
Whereas the probability of an accident with a dam ranges at around 10~4 per
dam/year (GAST, 1973), environmental impacts generated by the construction and
operation of hydroelectric plants are always present. In the case of Brazil,
owing to the large size of our plnats, this aspect assumes really
prooccupyuing proportions.

Accidents with dams can be of two kinds:

- dam disruption owing to earthquakes, constructive flaws, fantastic
river floods or improper reservoir operation: and

opening of sluices with the water running over the spillways
because of flows that exceed the affluent ones, aggravating the
flood downstream. Flows in this instance can vary, due to
operative restrictions at various levels.

GOUBtT (1979) shows that, from the approximately 15,000 dams existing
around the world (China excluded) there was an average of 1.5 dams/year
disrupted over a period of more than 100 years, which confirms the above
indicated 10~̂  dam/year disruption estimate.

With regard to public perception and reaction to risks from
hydroplants, although they are closely parallel to those a'rising from nuclear
plants, public attitude is quite different for each of them, GAST (1973)
points out some possible reasons:

- "For hydroplants, it is often the case that a large fraction of the
beneficiaries lives and works in geographical areas where the risk
is zero.

- It is easy to understand the basic nature of a dam. This
widespread public understanding may generate public confidence that
dam designers and builders have a thorough knowledge of dam
technology, at least as it applies to safety. Since the public
sees nothing mysterious about a dam, they are willing to believe
that the engineers know what they are doing.
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- The public may accept the small risk from hydroplants since it is
based upon actual historical experience. On the other hand, the
public may have a disbelief of claimed small risks from nuclear
plants since these are based upon analysis and inference".

So, according to COHEN (1983), different sections of public perceive
risks in different ways and regard some risks with an eye other than that of
experts' estimate. Thus, studies of risk perception and reaction must of
necessity become a further input of the deicison-making process. The
decision-making process not only is not essentially technical, but also highly
political. The Table below illustrates this fact, showing 124 of the 190 dam
disruptions known until 1979 across the world, in function of the year of
inception of their operation and their age.
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2. Hydroélectricité ...Impact Assessment in Brazil

Generation of hydroelectric energy has had a steady increase across the
world throughout the present century, and it is expected that it will go on
increasing, while more slowly, until the year 2000, with the major part of
this increase anticipated to occur in developing countries. In 1978,
developing countries were accountable for 44% of the estimated hydroelectric
potential worldwide, but for 4% only of its output (WILSON, 1978).

Hydroelectricity expansion in developed countries - which in 1982 were
accountable for 80% of the installed hydroelectric capacity of the
non-communist world - should be lesser than in developing countries, inasmuch
as in developed countries the most favorable locations for plant construction
have by now been almost totally utilized. This, and the fact that
environmental problems associated with the construction of new projects may
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preclude utilization of any technically favorabe locations that may by chance
exist.

Inversely to the trend often observed in developed countries, the
participation of the hydraulic component in electric generation in Brazil has
been showing a significant increase in the domestic energy balance. According
to the latest official estimates available, the Brazilian hydroelectric
potential is estimated at 106,670 MW/year of steady power (MME, 1982). In
terms of installed power, this steady power corresponds to circa 213,000
installed MW, with a 50% capacity factor.

The total installed capacity in Brazil at the end of 1983 was 40,097
MW, of which 34,035 MW (84.9%) were hydroelectric. By that time there were
under construction, complementation or extension, power-generating plants with
a 32,OOMW overall capacity, of which 28,400 MW (88.8%) of hydraulic origin
(ELLTROBRAS, 1983).

Therefore, approximately 85% of the electric energy at present
generated in Brazil is of hydraulic origin. It can be predicted that, even in
the long run, this situation should remain unchanged, since around 70% of the
hydroelectric potential of Brazil is still unexploited. In view of the
magnitude of the still future hydroelectric utilizations, serious disturbances
may occur in the environment in a near future, should the necessary
precautions not be taken. Furthermore, the peculiar characteristics of
Brazilian rivers, which obey fairly variable hydrologie cycles, require some
regulation of their regimes through construction of réservoirs capable of
storing large volumes of water, and this aggravated by the typical morphometry
of Brazilian hydrographie basins, i.e., a weak gradient - requiring the
flooding of great areas in several cases.

With the construction of the Paulo Afonso I hydroelectric plant in
1954, Brazil inaugurated the era of the great hydraulic works. This stage
proceeded with the Furnas, Urubupunga and other plants in the 1960s. during
the 1970 decade, under the atmosphere of the so-called "Brazilian miracle",
Brazil initiated the construction of huge plants, the most outstanding of
which are Itaipu and Tucurui.

The incorporation of environmental impact studies at the time of
construction of hydroelectric plants is fairly recent in Brazil. This
incorporation at the beginning resulted from concern with possible
environmental damages to the projects rather than with environmental impacts
possibly caused by the plants to this environment. The necessity to meet the
requirements by international financing bodies, which conditioned the granting
of loans to the conduction of environmental studies prior to inception of the
construction work, was decisive for the adoption of this procedure by most
Brazilian companies of the electric sector.

Nevertheless, there is no denying that environmental preoccupations in
Brazil have evolved over the years. Owing either to increased pressure from
society, to the new consciousness acquired by the electric sector technicians,
or even to increased stringency in the granting of international loans, the
fact is the present environmental studies are much thorougher and much more
elaborate than those conducted in the past.

In order to present an overview of the evolution over the years of the
approach to environmental matters by electric utilities when implementing and
operating hydroelectric plants in Brazil, a few comments are made hereunder on
five Brazilian hydroelectric utilizations: Furnas, Itumbiara, Itaipu, Tucurui
and Porto Primavera.
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Furnas Hydroelectric Plant

Construction initiated ............... 1957
Start-Off............................. 1963
Installed capacity.................... 1,216 MW
Flooded area.......................... 1,430 km2
Location..............................Rio Grande, Minas Gerais State

Caution and attention with regard to the environment and to écologie problems
were not very much emphasized by that time. Thus, studies conducted to
prevent impacts in these two subjects were rudimentary. Some studies of the
physical arid social environments were undertaken.

Physical Environment:

Studies on subsoil, soil, geology, land use capacity and actual use
of land were conducted.

Biological Environment:

There was no specific study

- Social Environment:

Studies on population situation, urban agglomeration, land tenure
structure, infrastructure, highway system, farming and livestock
activities, health, sanitation and economic activities.

While there were no environmental impacts on the physical and
biological environments, as far as the social environment is concerned 35,000
persons were affected by the filling of the réservoir. Of these, circa 26,000
had their lands partially flooded arid 9,000 had to be removed.

Itumbiara Hydroelectric Plant

Construction initiated................ 1974
Start-off............................. 1980
Installed capacity....................2,100 MW
Flooded area.......................... 780 km2
Location..............................Paranaiba River, boundary between the

States of Goiâs and Minas Gérais

Here a more careful and better-planned work in terms of environmental
impacts was undertaken.

- Physical Environment:

Studies on subsoil, soil, geology, climate, land use capacity,
actual land use, seismology and limnology

- Biological Environment:

Vegetation and fauna surveys

- Social Environment:

Studies on population situation, economy, public health and
sanitation, highway system, communication media, transportation,
communication systems, education and archaeology.
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Also in this instance it,was the social environment that withstood the
major impacts. Approximately 3,700 persons were forced, by the growth of the
great lake, into leaving behind their homes. The economic effects of the
réservoir came up in different levels. Taking the twelve affected
municipalities as a whole, the relative effects were barely material, because
those most badly hit were precisely the least important. But in some of these
municipalities, however, losses were pretty high.

Itaipu Hydroelectric Plant:

Construction initiated............... 1975
Start-Off............................ 1984
Installed capacity................... 12,600 MW (when concluded)
F looded area......................... 1,400 km2 on the Brazilian s ide and

600 km2 on the Paraguayan side)
Location.............................Parana River, Brazil-Paraguay boundary

Again an improvement can be noticed in the quality of the studies
undertaken.

Physical Environment:

Limnology, climate, sedimentometry and geology studies.
- Biological Environment:

Forest and fauna inventories, preservation of remaining woodland,
reforestation and fauna rescue, biological refuges and fish fauna.

Social Environment:

Archaeological, historical, sanitary surveys conducted and a plan
worked out for multiple use of the réservoir.

In the case of Itaipu there were reasonable impacts on the physical and
the biological environments. Social environment impacts were felt, such as:
displacement of circa 7,000 Brazilian families then spread over 8
municipalities and 1,200 Paraguayan families; farmland and archaeological
sites submerged: natural and landscape resources lost, etc.

Tucurui Hydroelectric Plant

Construction initiated............... 1976
Start-Off............................1984
Installed capacity. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3,980 MW (of a planned total of

7,960 MW)
Flooded area.........................2,430 km2

Location.............................Tocantins River, Para State

- Physical Environment:

Studies conducted on limnology seismology, meteorology and soils
- Biological Environment:

Studies on water hyacinths, flora at large, fish fauna, fishing
potential and fauna at large.
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- Social Environment:

Surveys of endemic diseases, archaeology; a study for control of
consequences downstream of the Tucurui dam.

Some negative impacts occurred on the physical and biological
environment.

On the social environment there were the following impacts: several
archaeological, not yet studied sites were flooded; 3,350 families were
displaced, totalling 17,319 persons; three indian reservations were flooded.

Porto Primavera Hydroelectric Plant

Construction inititated............... 1980
Start-Off............................. 1991 (forecast)
Installed capacity .................... 1,854 MW
Flooded area.......................... 2,250 km2
Location..............................Parana river, Sao Paulo

- Physical Environment:

Studies of geology, geomorphology, soils, land use capacity, actual
land use, climate and hydraulic resources.

- Biological Environment:

Vegetation and fauna

Social Environment:

Population situation studies, population's expectations; urban
picture; land tenure structure; economic activities in the primary,
secondary and tertiary sectors; fishing, shipping; infrastructure,
highway system; health, education, recreation and leisure;
landscape, cultural, historical and archaeological heritage.

A few negative impacts are expected on the physical and biological
environments. On the social environment, among other, displacement of 1,900
persons resulting from the flooding of 380 homes in the urban area and
displacement of 5,600 persons resulting from the flooding of 1,335 homes in
rural areas are expected.

3. Final Comments
Concerrn with the environment when implementing hydroelectric plants in

Brazil, until the 1970 decade was practically restricted to the relocation of
accessways, energy transmission lines and telephone cables; construction of
new accossways1 and ports; relocation of towns; and other measures intended to
facilitate implementation of the project to the promoting company. And this
because the flooded areas often had no high commercial and economic worth,
affected populations were normally small, no pressure instruments were
available to society there was, on the part of the electric sector
technicians, some misinformation and lack of preparation to handle
environmental problems: the legislation then in force was barely adequate and
the size of the projects often permitted a peaceful coexistence between the
works and the su'rrounding milieu.
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Generally speaking, it is only since the 1970 decade that the
construction of hydroelectric plants are proceeded by environmental impact
studies. Today, while no single approach exists on the part of the different
Brazilian electric utilities to handle environmental questions, there is
already a full—fledged practice to deal with the environment which, although
not yet fully satisfactory, has been progressing steadily.

In today's Brazil, electric utilities coexist which adopt the most
disparate positions in handling environmental matters. While some of them
have environment departments, with dozens of trained personnel do deal with
the problem. It is also important to emphasize the role played by Consulting
Companies who are now requested to handle environmental problems and who have
been undertaking these studies. The University, in turn, has been playing a
second-hand role, with no participation at methodological definitions and only
collaborating on a case per case basis and upon request.

No matter to what extent handling of environmental questions associated
with the construction and operation of hydroelectric plants has evolved in
Brazil, utter alienation from the decision-making process is still observed on
the part of local governments and of the community. In fact, the recent
inauguration of a democratic regime in Brazil opens up spaces for growing
pressures by affected populations, so that decision-making will no more be
possible one the basis of merely technical considerations. Brazilian
peculiarities are much too complex for just a few, given sectors of society to
take individual decisions. The decision-making process must be democratic (and
not authoritative) and technical at the same time. It should be kept in mind
that, for Brazil, the essential question is conflict management, in order to
make it possible to resolve problems the terms of which are as disparate as
the "political", the "social", the "technical", the "economic" and the
"democratic".

The whole question of conflict management in Brazil, i.e., ways and
means of reconciling aspects conflicting in a Third World country such as the
"technical", the "political", the "social", the "economic" and the
"democratic" ones, assumes really complex features. And this because, in a
society such as Brazil, along with the problems inherent to developed
countries, there appear those typical of the more backward developing nations,
inter-mixing and adding up in the same space and at the same time.

There is in today's Brazil an urban middle-class, whose way of life is
similar to that of wealthier societies. This population has a life standard
requiring increasing electric energy supplies. It prefers, notwithstanding,
that the origin of this energy be hydroelectric, and generally opposes nuclear
generation. For this urban population, as far as the form of electricity
generation is concerned, what is at stake is the risk question, and not so
much the impact question. There are several reasons for this situation: either
because, associated with pacific nuclear utilization, there always comes the
idea of the A-bomb — and the ensuing fear of a holocaust - or because of
reactor-risk, because of the fact that the nuclear is aprehended in its
imbedded sense of unknown, or because of the influence of anti-nuclear
movements or of the relative proximity to the great centers requried by
nuclear plants — unlike hydroelectric plants, which are normally located in
distant regions, impacting only rural milieux. In the rural environment in
turn, the relative ineptitude of peasants to organize themselves, coupled with
the absence of a tradition to deal with such problems, has led the peasants to
suffer the serious consequences of the flooding of great expanses of land to
build the huge hydroelectric plant reservoirs. For the peasant, the risk
question is non-existent. The impacts originated by the erection of great
hydroelectric projects are concrete and real, and felt by them in their
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day-to—day life. Accident risk, either nuclear or hydro-electric, is just a
remote possibility.

Therefore, from the risk, impact, perception and social reaction
viewpoints, hydroelectricity is fairly differentiated from the nuclear
generation of electricity. In the former case impacts actually occurring
prevail above potential risks; these impacts bear on rural populations who are
politically less prepared to join social reaction and who do not even benefit
from electric energy, inasmuch as rural electrification in Brazil is extremely
limited; whereas in the case of nuclear energy, potential risks are greater
and prevail above impacts (provided that reactor operation is normal and that
there is no leakage of stored radioactive thrash), because location of
reactors near cities does bring risk, not only to the nearby urban population,
but to the remotest communities as well.

Before the greater public opinion in Brazil - therein including the urban
middle—class, a good part of the scientific community and the mass
communication media — the image of nuclear energy is pretty bad. This is
explained not only by the preceding comments, but also by the fact that around
10% of the Brazilian hydroelectric potential is still to be utilized, and at
fairly lower costs than those of nuclear generation.

Therefore, in a country with Brazil's peculiarities, the primary
question is not restricted to risk and impact management, but goes far into
conflict management.

In the more developed countries, democratic decision often supersedes
the technical question. Democracy in these highly energy-consuming societies
finds a larger space to, for instance, oppose any undesirable risk, because
their life standard is no more threatened by any lesser consumption of
energy. There is wealth enough to permit their dealing with risk and impact
management. The economy in these societies no longer depends so much on
growing energy supplies. The energy/GNP correlation to them ranges at a
saturated region, with the GIMP in these countries remaining all but inelastic
vis—a-vis energy supply variations. In this case, the methodologies to deal
with conflict management, which basically concentrates on the question of
nuclear generation risk" - are more applicable in these countries, with the
society as a whole apt to interfere, within certain limits, in the
decis ion—making process.

In Brazil, to speak of risk, impact and conflict management is a much
more complex task. As far as hydroelectricity is concerned, as we have seen,
it benefits and impacts fairly different segments of society. Development of
the ecooomy is highly dependent on increasing supplies of energy — with the
GIMP strongly varying with the energy input. How can we lead technicians to
integrate the .democratic and the social into their thinking? How can we
permit that the disorganized local populations affected by energy projects
participate at the decision—making process? How can we make a democracy reach
them without neglecting the economic and the technical?

This is a question still unanswered at the institutional level in
Brazil.
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HEAVY METAL POLLUTION AT MINE SITES:
REHABILITATION OF RUM JUNGLE

J.M. COSTELLO
Lucas Heights Research Laboratories,
Australian Atomic Energy Commission,
Sutherland, New South Wales,
Australia

Abstract

Adverse effects from release of heavy metals into the aquatic
environment are briefly described. The importance of bacterial
leaching in pyritic waste heaps is noted, together with current research
at a mine site in Australia. The operational history and waste
management practices at the former uranium mine site at Rum Jungle
leading to a sustained annual input of heavy metals into the Finniss
River are discussed. The objectives and measures adopted for physical
rehabilitation of the Rum Jungle site, completed in June 1986 at a cost
of about $A16 million (1982 $), are outlined.

1. INTRODUCTION
Massive volumes of waste materials for disposal, notably

overburden and waste rock, are produced annually from open cut
mining operations. Historically, the disposal of mine wastes began by
the dumping of tailings into convenient terrain without regard to
stabilisation and potential pollution. While this was accepted practice in
former times, it has led in many instances to remedial work being
necessary long after closure of mining operations. Potential pollution by
leaching and seepage of toxic heavy metals from the wastes into the
environment has attracted major public attention.

Environmental Impact Statements needed in most countries
require details of effluent treatment operations during the productive
life of the mine, and on the methods of rehabilitation of mine wastes
after closure, as a prerequisite to the granting of mining permits.
Modern geotechnical engineering methods for construction, stabilisation
and revegetation of tailings impoundments have been reviewed by Vick
(1983).

2. HEAVY METALS AND THE ENVIRONMENT
The effects of heavy metal pollution are complex and strongly

dependent on local geographic and climatic factors and on the nature of
the affected organisms. While some heavy metals (e.g., zinc, copper,
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cobalt, and iron) in trace amounts are essential for normal growth and
development, enhanced concentrations of heavy metals, particularly in
the aquatic environment, can have serious effects on individual species,
and possibly upset the balance of entire ecosystems (Bryan, 1971).
These effects can be lethal or sub-lethal. Chronic sub-lethal pollution
can affect growth and reproduction, lower resistance to disease and
affect behavioural patterns, and cause fish and other organisms to have
body concentrations of elements above standards permitted for human
consumption (James, 1978).

The effects of heavy metal ingestion and bio-accumulation on
human health has been studied widely; some general references are
given by Pidgeon, (1985) in the context of pollution at former uranium
mine and mill sites. A primary objective in operational design and
rehabilitation measures is the prevention of significant contamination of
ground and surface waters. International standards for potable water
have been given by the World Health Organisation (WHO, 1971). Draft
U.S. standards for concentrations of elements in sources of underground
drinking water, proposed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(Mathews, 1982), were: 0.002mg L'1 for mercury; 0.01 mg L'1 for
cadmium and selenium; 0.05 mg L'1 for arsenic, chromium, lead,
molybdenum and silver, and 1.0 mg L'1 for barium. Radioactive
elements were limited to 5 pCi L-1 (0.2 Bq L/1) for combined radium-
226 and radium-228, and to 10 pCi L-1 (0.4 Bq L-1) for uranium, the
latter being equivalent to about 0.014 mg L'1.

3. SOURCES OF HEAVY METAL POLLUTION AT MINE SITES
The major sources of heavy metal pollution at mine sites are

tailings and process effluents from the milling operation, contaminated
mine water, and run-off and seepage from stockpiles of ore and from
waste rock heaps. The generation of sulphuric acid by sulphide oxidising
bacteria is of particular relevance to pollution from mine wastes
containing pyrites. Thiobacillus ferrooxidans spp. and m e t a l l o g e n i u m
spp. derive energy from the oxidation of iron, and T. ferrooxidans spp.
from the oxidation of reduced sulphur compounds. (Pidgeon, 1985).

The AAEC are conducting a major program of field work and
laboratory investigation of the mechanisms of pyritic oxidation in
overburden heaps with the aim of modelling and controlling the
processes. ( Ritchie, 1977) . Temperature profiles, interstitial gas
composition, and water infiltration rates are being measured in
overburden heaps at Rum Jungle (Harries and Ritchie, 1982; Harries and
Ritchie, 1985) and the chemistry of pyritic oxidation and leaching is
being studied in instrumented leach columns (Lowson and Sarbutt,
1985). Temperatures exceeding 50°C have been measured in
overburden heaps undergoing high rates of pyritic oxidation. These
studies have shown the importance of the design of the pyri t ic waste
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heaps in minimising the rate of ingress of oxygen, on which the reaction
rate in these heaps is dependent (Harries and Ritchie, 1985) .

Examples in Australia of pyritic action necessitating rehabilitation
have been :

(a) the pollution by mine wastes of the Molonglo river by zinc,
iron, manganese and sulphuric acid below Captains Flat in New South
Wales (J. G. T. C, 1974),

(b) pollution of Dawseley Creek with acid waste from the
Brukunga pyrite mine in South Australia ( S.A. Dept. of Mines and
Energy), and

(c) pollution of the East Finniss river with copper, manganese and
zinc at the former Rum Jungle uranium mine site (Willis, 1984). This
latter is the most recent rehabilitation exercise in Australia, and is
reviewed in this paper.

4. RUM JUNGLE OPERATIONS AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
4.1 Nature of Area
The geography, geology and mining history of Rum Jungle has

been reviewed by Lowson (1975). The Rum Jungle area is a mature
peneplain located in the north western part of the Pine Creek
Geosyncline, 64 km south of Darwin. The climate is monsoonal, with a
mean annual rainfall of about 1500 mm occurring mainly between
November and March, with severe stormwater erosion forces. The area
is drained by the Finniss catchment; the Finniss river is approximately
140 km long, and enters the sea via a wide mangrove swamp estuary
(Figure 1). The land is well populated with kangaroo, wallaby, buffalo,
brumby horses, pigs and smaller wild life, with the rivers generally well
stocked with fish and freshwater crocodiles. The mineralisation of the
area includes uranium, copper, lead, nickel, zinc and cobalt occurring in
highly sheared and faulted slates.

4.2 M i n i n g Operations
Five orebodies, named White's, Dyson's, Intermediate, Mt. Burton,

and Rum Jungle Creek South, were mined by open-cut methods at Rum
Jungle between 1953 and 1965. Their mineralisation, size, production,
and the size of their overburden heaps are listed in Tables 1-3.

4.2.1. White's Qrebodv.
Part of White's orebody was situated below the bed of the Finniss

river east branch (Figure 2); the river was dammed upstream of the
orebody and a diversion channel cut to bypass the open-cut. An
embankment 6m high built around the N and W sides of the area down
stream of the open-cut prevented floodwaters entering the mine
White's Overburden was excavated and stockpiled south of the
diversion channel .
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FIGURE 1. THE DARWIN AREA

TABLE 1.
RUM JUNGLE MINES

OREBODY
NAME

Whites
Dyson's
Intermediate
Mt. Burton
Rum Jungle Creek

ORE

U, Cu, Pb
U

Cu
U,Cu

South U

DEPTH SI
m

111
46
70
30
68

LJRFAC
ha

11
6
5

13

m3 x 106

3.5
0.9
1.1
0.1
2.2
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TABLE 2.
MASSES. ORE AND PRODUCT

OREBODY
NAME

Whites
Dyson's
Intermediate
Mt. Burton
Rum Jungle Creek
South

ORE
t

780000
156000
360000

10000
670000

Cu
17000

10000

PRODUCTION
t

Pb
4300

U308
1000
500

18
2600

TABLE 3.
OVERBURDEN HEAPS

HEAP

Whites
Dyson's
Intermediate
Heap Leach Pile

SURFACE AREA VOLUME PYRITIC
ha m* x 106 CONTENT

%w/w
30 4.3 3
10

7
8

1.2
0.8
0.2

0.9
3.1

(Sulphide
/oxide ore

»

*

è

FIGURE 2. THE EAST BRANCH OF THE FINN1S RIVER PRIOR TO
MINING OPERATIONS IN 1954
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White's orebody was mineralised in layers, all containing pyrites.
Groundwater entered the mine at a depth of about 60 m, and over
3x l0 6 m3 was pumped out during mining. Following completion of
mining White's in 1958, the open-cut was allowed to fill, and the up-
and down-stream dams across the East branch of the Finniss River were
breached; the river resumed its normal course and provided a storage
pond for the treatment plant (Figure 3).

s- ' f sS STOKMC/-____J /
0 JMtOy T^/

SCALE 1 : 20000 opprox

FIGURE 3. RUM JUNGLE MINE/MILL SITE PLAN
(From Willis, 1984)

4.2.2. Intermediate Orebody.
The Intermediate orebody also extended below the river bed. 6 m

high embankments were built encircling the mine completely, and the
diversion channel was extended. A high grade mill ore, a sulphide ore,
and an oxide ore were excavated.
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4.3. Ore Treatment
Treatment of White's ore commenced in 1954 and continued with

blends of rich and lean ores until 1971 (Lowson, 1975). Blended ore
was crushed and then rod milled with addition of pyrolusite
(manganese dioxide) oxidant, lime and mill water. The pulp was leached
with sulphuric acid, allowed to settle, and the solids discharged to the
tailings areas as a 55 wt.% slurry. Uranium was initially extracted by
ion-exchange from the supernate and precipitated with magnesia; a
solvent extraction process was used after 1962. Copper was extracted
from some ion-exchange eluate and solvent extraction raffinate. Liquid
effluent was discharged at pH 1.5 with the tailings.

4.4 Heap Leach Experiment
260 000 t of copper sulphide ore (1.7%Cu) and 110 OOOt of oxide

ore (2%Cu) from the Intermediate orebody were piled in separate heaps
on a pad between White's and the Intermediate open-cuts (Willis,1984).
Culverts and three ponds were constructed for collection of leach liquors.
The experiment commenced in 1966 by spraying the sulphide pile with
plant raffinate at pH2; during percolation, the sulphide ore was converted
by bacterially assisted leaching into soluble Cu and H2SO4 Liquor
emerging from the sulphide heap at pH 1.5 was pumped to the top of the
oxide pile and emergent liquors were pumped to launders for Cu
cementation with scrap iron.

4.5 Effluent Disposal Practices
Tailings were initially discharged into the Old Tailings Dam, a flat

area north of the treatment plant draining through Old Tailings Creek to
the East branch of the Finniss River (Lowson,1975). A perimeter wall
was subsequently constructed, but frequently breached by wet season
rains, leading to discharge of acidic liquors and tailings into Old Tailings
Creek (Figure 2). In 1961, tailings were directed to Dyson's open-cut
which was filled by 1965. Tailings were then directed into White's
open-cut unti l shutdown in 1971.

Waste liquors from the Heap Leaching Experiment were
apparently discharged into a culvert draining to a holding lake which
overflowed ultimately into Old Tailings Creek. In 1961/2, a hole
leading to an underground cavern appeared in the ground near the
cementation launders, which were subsequently not used. New
launders were constructed by Pyson's open-cut and a policy of
controlled discharge instituted. The East Branch of the East Finniss river
was dammed at the location of the Acid Dam, and the wall on the east
side of White's open-cut rebuilt and extended across the river diversion
channel and across Fitch Creek; backing up of water behind this wall
created Sweetwater Dam. The walls alongside White's open-cut and the
river diversion channel were equipped with sluice gates.

In the dry season, plant effluent was either sent to cementation or
discharged into the downstream Lower Acid Dam; cementation waste
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liquor was discharged into the Upper Acid Dam. During the wet season,
the Sweetwater Dam would overflow into the Acid Dam. At this stage,
the sluice gates into White's opencut and the river diversion channel
were opened for release of diluted effluent from the Lower Acid Dam.

Between 1966/8, this policy of dilution and discharge was
discontinued. The wall between the Upper and Lower Acid Dam, and
across the river diversion channel, were breached. Treatment plant
raffinate was directed to the Heap leach Experiment, and the excess
discharged into White's opencut, the latter being flushed out with fresh
water. From 1969, all treatment plant effluent up to closure in 1971
was retained.

4.6 Environmental Impacts
Pollution of the East Finniss River system from Rum Jungle

operations was apparent in the 1960's, primarily resulting from the
accepted waste disposal practices of the time (Willis, 1984). Additional
contamination resulted from overflow and seepage of water from the
open cuts, and through bacterial action generating H2SO4 in pyrit ic
overburden heaps, with consequent leaching of heavy metals from the
overburden. Measurements of the pollution load of heavy metals in
the East Finniss River between 1969 and 1974 (Table 4) indicated a

TABLE 4.
ANNUAL POLLUTION LOAD IN THE EAST FINNISS RIVER. 1969-1974

SEASON

Rainfall,mm

1969-70 1970-71 1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 Average

896

Period of flow Dec
in E. Finniss May

Flow, 106

Pollution load, t

7.0

1611

Nov
Aug

33.2

1542

Nov
Jul

30.9

Cu
Mn
Zn
SO4

44
46

n.a.
3300

77
110
24

12000

51
64
19

6600

1545

Dec
Jul

26

45
49
16

5500

2000

Nov
Sep

97

130
100
40

1300

1512

39

69
74
25

8080

(From Davy and Jones 1975)
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sustained average annual load of 69 t Cu, 74 t Mn, 25 t Zn, and 8080 t
SO4 after closure of operations. Levels of Cu in particular were such
that little aquatic life existed between the mine site and the junction of
the East Finniss with the Finniss River (Willis, 1984), and the
surrounding area was devoid of vegetation. The problems at Rum
Jungle, however, arose primarily from the pyritic nature of the
overburden, and were not necessarily the product of uranium mining
(Alien, 1986).

Measurements of flows and heavy metal concentrations were
made in the area to determine the sources of pollutants (Conway, Davy,
Lowson and Ritchie, 1975). These data indicated that 82% of Cu arose
from White's and Intermediate Overburden Heaps and the Heap Leach
Stockpile, 73% of Mn from White's Opencut, Overburden Heap and the
Acid Dam, and 99% of Zn from White's and the Intermediate
Overburden Heap ( Table 5) , wi th smaller contributions from the Old
Tailings Dam, Dyson's and the Intermediate Opencuts, and Dyson's
Overburden Heap.

TABLE 5
ESTIMATED ANNUAL RELEASE OF HEAVY METALS FROM

EACH SOURCE TN THE RUM JUNGLE AREA FOR THE 1969-74
WET SEASONS

SOURCE

White's Overburden Heap
Heap leach Stockpile
Intermediate Overburden Heap
White's Opencut
Old Tailings Dam
Acid Dam
Dyson's Opencut
Dyson's Overburden Heap
I n t e r m e d i a t e Opencut

ANNUAL RELEASE %
Cu Mn Zn

32
32
18
8
5

1
0.27
3

16

5
40

6
17
4

55

44

( from Willis, 1984)

5. RUM JUNGLE REHABILITATION
5.1 Objectives
A range of rehabilitation strategies for the Rum Jungle site were

examined in the late 1970's by a joint Commonwealth - Northern
Territory working party. Environmental studies of the major sources of
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pollutants was carried out by the Commonwealth Government
(Babij, Goodman, Khalid and Ralph,1981; Goodman, Khalid and Ralph,
1981a; Goodman, Khalid and Ralph, 1981b; Harries and Ritchie, 1982).
Commonwealth funds up to $A16.2 million (1982 $) over 4 years from
July 1982 were provided for implementation by the N.T. Department of
Mines and Energy of the agreed rehabilitation program . Rehabilitation
objectives (Willis, 1984) were as follows:

* major reduction in pollution in water courses feeding the East
Branch of the Finniss River and in particular the reduction of the
average annual releases of copper, zinc, and manganese in that river by
70%, 70%, and 56% respectively as measured at the junction of that
river with the Finniss River;

* reduction in public health hazards and in particular reduction of
radiation levels at the site at least to the standards set out in the Code
of Practice on Radiation Protection in the Mining and Milling of
Radioactive Ores, published by the Australian Government in 1980, with
specific radiological objectives for the rehabilitated site within limits
listed in Table 5;

* reduction of pollution in the water contained in the White and
Intermediate opencuts;

* aesthetic improvements including revegetation.
* reduction of radiological parameters for the whole of the

rehabilitated site within the limits of parameters given in Table 6.

TABLE 6.
RADIOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES FOR THE RUM JUNGLE MINE SITE

Parameter
Absorbed gamma dose-rate in air
Radon in air
Radon Daughter
Radon Emanation
Ra-226 in soil
Th-230 in soil
Pb-210 in soil
Ra-226 in water
Th-230 in soil
Pb-210 in water

Limit
0.8

37.0
10.0
48.0

0.37
0.37
0.37
0.37

74.0
3.7

/*Gy h-1

mBq L'1
mWL
mBq nv2

Bq g'1
Bq g-i
Bq g'1

Bq g'1
Bq g'1

Bq g'1

(From Willis, 1984)
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5.2 Rehabilitation Measures
Major rehabilitation strategy was selected on the basis of

environmental studies undertaken during the latter part of operation
and after site closure, and concentrated on the following aspects:

(1) Removal and disposal of the tailings and the copper heap
leach pile into Dyson's open cut.

(2) Stabilisation and revegetation of overburden heaps. Measures
for the rehabilitation of White's Overburden Heap were

reviewed by Alien (1984).
(3) Chemical treatment of contaminated waters in open cuts. A

plant for treatment of contaminated water in White's and the
Intermediate open cuts was constructed and commissioned in
September 1984 (Willis ,1984). The plant was designed to
treat 10000 m3 of water per day, and uses hydrated lime and
a flocculant to precipitate iron, a lumin ium, copper, zinc and
manganese for removal as a filter cake for burial within the
Rum Jungle area.

Physical rehabilitation of the Rum Jungle site was completed at the
end of June 1986. A final report on the Project by the N.T. Department
of Mines and Energy, understood currently to be in press, will contain
details of the rehabilitation works. The measures were summarised by
Alien (1986) as follows

(a) Rehabilitation of White's,White's North, Intermediate, and
Dyson's Overburden Heaps by

* Removal of material from White's North Overburden
Heap, and spreading, grading and compacting this
material around the base of White's Heap.

* Reshaping of the Heaps to provide stable external and
internal slopes for drainage and revegetation.

* Covering the Heaps with an erosion resistant cover of
low permeability, consisting of several zones, and
providing a growing medium for revegetation.

* Construction of drainage systems on the heaps.
* Revegetation of the heap surfaces.

(b) Rehabilitation of the Old Tailings Dam by:
* Complete removal of the tailings and contaminated subsoil
and their placement into Dyson's Open Cut on top of

tailings placed there during mine operation.
* Construction of a rock blanket drainage layer on top of the

tailings to control porewater released during consolidation
* Construction of a zoned cover system with drainage,

followed by revegetation.
(c) Rehabilitation of the Copper Heap Leach Pile by:

* Complete removal of the low grade copper ore from the
Copper Heap Leach Pile, together with the old copper
launders, the evaporation ponds and contaminated
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subsoils, and their placement into Dyson's Open Cut. These
compacted materials were layered and sandwiched
between the clay subsoil to l imit the potential for further

pyritic oxidation.
* Reshaping of the area, provision of a low permeability

zoned cover designed to limit the rise of heavy metal
solutions from the subsoil, drainage, and revegetation of

the area.
(d) Rehabi l i t a t ion of the Open Cut Pits by:

"Treatment of contaminated water in White's and
Intermediate Open cuts with lime to reduce the
concentration of dissolved heavy metals to a specified
level, and precipitate heavy metals as a sludge; water in

White's open cut was treated by recirculation through the
Treatment Plant, while the Intermediate Open Cut was
treated in-situ, with sludges being removed and
dewatered in the Treatment Plant.
Partial rediversion of the East Branch of the East Finniss
River through White's and Intermediate Open Cuts, to
ensure the dilution of dissolved heavy metals by annual

flushing.

5.3 Costs of Rehabilation
Table 7 shows an expected cost of $A 16.3 million for the exercise,

with approximately 45% allocated to rehabilitation of the open cuts, 23%
and 23% to the overburden heaps and tailings darn, respectively, and 6%
to the copper heap leach stockpile. With escalation, a total cost of about
%A 18.5 million has been estimated at time of project completion (
Alien, 1986).

TABLE 7
APPROXIMATE COSTS OF THE REHABILITATION

ELEMENT EXPECTED COST
$A %

Overburden Heaps 4 269 000 26.2
Tailings Dam 3 761 000 23.0
Copper Heap Leach Pile 955 000 5.8
Open Cut Pits 7 327 000 44.9

(From Alien, 1986)
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5.4 Environmental Monitoring
An Environmental Monitoring program of the efficiency of the

rehabilitation measures is in progress ( Harries and Ritchie, 1984;
Bennett and Ritchie, 1985). The Agreement between the
Commonwealth and the Northern Territory provides for monitoring to
continue to 1988 to determine the effectiveness of the measures
towards achieving the stated objectives (Willis, 1984). The program
includes studies of water quality, temperature profiles and chemical
activity in overburden heaps and open cuts, together with aspects of
drainage, settlement and revegetation, and the sediment load and
biological status of the Finniss river.

There may be a lag of some years between the rates of
improvement in river qual i ty and the decreasing rate of production of
heavy metal pollutants, owing to the time for displacement of the
contaminated upper aquifer in the groundwater system (Willis, 1984:
Allen, 1986). It is therefore probable that the monitoring program will
require extension after 1988 at least until an improvement in river
water qua l i ty is observed commensurate with the reduction in annua l
pol lut ion load.

6. CONCLUSIONS
1. Austral ian research has developed technology for

rehabil i tat ion of an area severely polluted with heavy metals. The
technology has been applied at a moderate cost under the constraints
inherent in an area hav ing a monsoonal climate.

2. Preliminary data indicate that the program is proving
successful in achieving the desired objectives in reduction in levels of
heavy metal pollution released from the Rum Jungle mine site.
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PREVENTING MAJOR HAZARD ACCIDENTS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR PLANT MANAGEMENTS
AND REGULATORY AUTHORITIES FROM A
WORLD BANK PERSPECTIVE*

R.J. BATSTONE
The World Bank,
Washington, D.C.,
United States of America

Abstract

The importance of the management function has not received
sufficient emphasis in risk assessment methodologies developed to date. The
implications of paying too little attention to this factor are discussed from
a safety and regulatory point of view. Experience gained in applying the
World Bank Major Hazard Accident Prevention Guidelines to new and existing
plant facilities is also discussed.

Introduction

Major man-made and naturally occurring accidents are not only a

recent occurrence but date back to the earliest times on this planet.

The Bible records a well-known event in Genesis 7:6-8:14, known as the

Great Flood which also has been recorded on archaeological inscriptions
from pagan civilizations. However, in this paper we are mainly concerned
with man-made disasters, that may or may not be associated with naturally
initiated precursors (e.g., seismic activity on nuclear plants and large

dams, high wind shear on an aircraft, tornadoes, etc.), or escalating
factors (e.g. extreme low temperatures and high alternating wind shear
effects on Challenger, wind speed and direction effects on the spread of

toxic or flammable vapour plumes from a nuclear or chemical plant

accident).

* The World Bank does not accept responsibility for the views expressed
herein, which are those of the author and should not be attributed to
the World Bank or to its' affiliated organizations.
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It was a supremely confident group of engineers and company
officials who attended the send-off of the "unsinkable" Titanic or its
maiden voyage from. However, as good as their design and construction
was to withstand high winds and the action of pounding seas, they had not
allowed for a seemingly incredible impact with a large, mainly submerged
iceberg. Maybe they did consider such a possibility at one stage of the

design, but decided not to take any action as it would have increased the

cost of construction and operation or reduced the size of the vessel.
Whatever the reason, a sequence of seemingly unlikely events were set in
motion which culminated in a major man-made disaster with the loss of
1,500 lives. One characteristic of all major accidents is that from some
initiating cause, sometimes even a decision by a bureaucrat far removed
from the design or operation of the man-made system, a sequence of
apparently unlikely dependent or independent failures occur that lead to
the final catastrophic failure.

Where major accidents have occurred, there have invariably been
warning signals prior to the accident which may have been ignored or
inadequately addressed. In some cases, there even may have been
"near-misses" where the accident sequence has been interrupted
fortuitously or by design prior to final failure. Usually there are
sufficient prior warning signals or trends which could be monitored if
the management of the system is prepared to heed them, and take
appropriate corrective action. Frequently, however, management is not
aware of the possibility of a complex series of failures or the extent of
the potential damage that can be caused by a major accident. This has
been our experience of accident investigation and prevention in the
chemical industry. Clearly, the results of major accident investigations

in the aerospace and nuclear power industry have reached the same

conclusions.
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What Are the Lessons of Major Accidents in the Chemical, Nuclear and

Aerospace Industry?_______________________________________

Possibly it can be summarized as follows: "Success Breeds
Failure". This principle (or law) applies not only to small systems such

as an individual businessman but even to the most complex systems such as
civilizations, for example, the Roman Empire. How many times have we
heard statements such as: "We have been using this highly toxic chemical

for 25 years without a major accidental release", or, "We have launched
24 successful shuttle missions", or, "One-hundred nuclear power plants

have been operating for 20 years without a major release of radiation,

therefore, there is no cause for concern". If this is the attitude of
managers or government regulators in regard to any large energy system,

there should even be greater cause for concern. The problem lies not

with the individual operators or maintenance personnel, but with the

managers of the system, who have been blinded by their success. This

understanding is fundamental to the prevention of major accidents. To

date, the focus has been on operator and equipment failures and not on

failures of management and organization systems.

Depending on our outlook, we can judge success in a number of

different ways, including: financial, technological, economic, quality

of life, longevity, size, etc. Apparent success can blind us in many
ways. For instance, managers can be lulled into a false sense of

security by the success of their sophisticated technology, even though
the system may be operating at a loss due to poor market conditions, or

lack of maintenance, as in the Bhopal disaster. Longevity of an

operating system may lead to complacency and, thus, a greater risk of

accidents.
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A system may grow enormously in size and complexity due to its

success, thus leading to ineffective management, communication failures,

and eventually to a major accident, such as the Challenger disaster.

Success may lead an individual to overindulge in the so-called "pleasures

of life" that may lead in many ways to personal disaster. A country may

be relying for its economic success on a major commodity, such as oil,

copper, etc., only to find economic disaster is ensured when the

commodity price falls unexpectedly. In order to ensure the continued

safe operation of a truly successful system, management must be equally

concerned about possible failures, as well as with its successes; with

prevention of failures, as well as with profit from success. Management

is, therefore, a key important element in the success or failure of a

system. For instance, an increasing number of major accidents are

occurring late at night or on weekends when management supervision is

often lax.

Experience in the management of technological systems has shown

the importance of human communications and interactions in the continued
safe operation of these systems. However, it is commonly agreed that

human errors are a major contribution to accidents that do occur in these

systems amounting to as high as 90% in the airline (1), chemical (2), and

nuclear industries

Failures in technological systems may be grouped in terms of

human operator failures, management failures, and equipment failures.
Many experts agree that even equipment failures can be traced back to

human errors. Some of the human factor elements at the operator level

that have been identified as the most important in the propagation of
major accidents include:
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level of mental loading

level of mental skills

. activation and arousal

environmental factors

perception of risk

error correction and feedback

Human errors tend to be accentuated under emergency conditions

when response time also becomes critical.

In the aviation industry, the flight crew accident prevention

training programs (4) are expanding beyond the traditional role of

maintaining piloting skills and are providing instruction oriented
towards flight deck management, crew coordination, teamwork, and

communication. Flight simulator training now include management
programmes focusing on communications and management practices, e.g.:

. management philosophy

individual work styles
communications

. Integration of the four foundations of management:

planning, organizing, leading, and controlling
management skills and involvement practices

specific strategies for effective exertion of influence.

All human initiated disasters ultimately can be traced back to

deficiencies in the management of the systems, and yet in major accident

assessment and prevention, these deficiencies are often overlooked or
very inadequately addressed. Within the management context human

communication failures are a particularly important factor in all major
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disasters. Communication failures both vertically and horizontally in

the NASA and sub-contractor organizations were a major factor in the

Challenger Disaster. Likewise, in the Bhopal tragedy, identification of

safety deficiencies were not acted upon by management as a result of

communication failures and other management system failures.

Analysis of a number of major accidents have shown the
importance of human actions that can cause initiating events or result in

the unavailability of vital plant systems before an initiating event

(e.g., the Bhopal disaster illustrates both these elements). In

addition, a significant number of equipment failures are human related,

such as :

lack of quality control

design faults

. undiagnosed hazard conditions

errors in fabrication

transient operating conditions

. poor maintenance

. failure to adequately protect the system

unsafe procedures

. inadequate routine testing

Common cause (or non-independent) failures are also a of major

feature of major hazard accidents.

What Can be Done to Prevent or Mitigate Major Technological Accidents?

A fundamental reappraisal of the management of technological

hazards is required in order to adequately prevent, mitigate, and/or

control the risk of major accidents. We have found that two well-known
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laws play an important role in this new approach: firstly, Murphy's Law
which can be stated "If an accident can happen it will"; and secondly,

"An ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure". The first law

warns us not to ignore the possibility of large-scale catastrophic
accidents - they are not as unlikely to happen as you may think. The
second law exhorts us to eliminate the cause of that accident rather than
try to partially cure it with sophisticated safety control or protection
systems. No matter how sophisticated these systems are, they can still
fail with the same catastrophic consequences as before (e.g. Chernobyl,
where all the back-up safety and water quenching systems, as well as the
containment structure failed).

Where companies have adopted this new approach in the chemical
industry, they have reduced or eliminated hazardous chemical inventories
and hazardous conditions, both in process and in storage with substantial
cost savings. The same principles apply for new, as well as existing
plants, although it is usually simpler and less costly to make these
provisions at the design stage rather than after the plant is built. The
Monsanto chemical company has recently reduced inventories of hazardous

materials at their plants worldwide by more than 50%. New safe processes
are being designed which do not require the intermediate storage of

highly reactive hazardous chemicals.

Siting of hazardous plants in remote areas away from population
centers is another approach to major accident mitigation. This is common

practice in the munitions industry.

Additional deficiencies of this methodology include: inadequate
attention to management factors, to transient conditions, to nighttime
and weekend conditions, and to common cause failures. As a result, we
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can place little confidence in the actual magnitude of the failure

probability that are generated by PRAs. However, government regulators

are placing too much reliance on such assessments with potentially
catastrophic consequences. The actual failure frequency curve for a

poorly managed plant will be substantially different from a well managed

plant but this factor is not taken into account in a conventional PRA

assessment•

Post disaster mitigation measures can sometimes reduce the risk

of death to potentially exposed populations by implementing emergency

evacuation procedures. This is now common practice in the nuclear and

chemical industry. However, there are often many communication problems

during the early stages of implementing such a plan. Preplanning and

training for emergency response is essential.

Is there a need for a New Management Philosophy to prevent Major

Accidents?____________________________________________

The principle of a management approach developed by an

American, Mr. W. Edward Deming, which revolutionized Japanese industry

during the past 35 years have an important role in improving
productivity, operations, maintenance, quality control, and safety of

chemical and nuclear plants. This approach recognizes that in most

organizational systems 80-85% of the problems are with the system and

only 15-20% are with the workers. There is an important understanding,
for it came free the workers to speak out without fear, a quality of the

workplace which the manager assldiously cultivates. Under "Deming's way"

the manager understands that he needs the workers not only to do the

work, but to help him improve the system. Given the complexity of modern

systems, there is no way the managers can begin to understand what is

happening around them without -the full cooperation of the workers.
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Deming'e philosophy consists of fourteen major principles of

which six points are highlighted below:

provide continuity and consistency of purpose

determine that everyone in the organization understands the

objectives

remove fear

invite everyone to contribute to improvement

the workers and management must speak a common language

which can address the inherent variables in such systems.

Deming identified this language as elementary statistics

which would be used for by the workers for observation and

reporting and the manager in cooperation with the workers

for decision-making and improvement of the system.

organize for continuous improvement.

The Deming approach relies on:

continuous monitoring and recording of the variables of key

parameters relating to the quality of plant performance.
Such parameters are early indicators of systems failures,

which can be used to identify changes needed in the system,
to improve quality of performance as well as system
reliability and safety.

One of the cornerstones of the quality management philosophy is

that improved quality doesn't cost, it pays. Mr. Deming's approach to

management recognizes the risk of failure and seeks to reduce this risk.

This reduction is particularly significant for the human reliability

events that contribute to major accident sequences, as the Deming
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management philosophy leads Co a different standard in performance of
individuals Involved in plant maintenance and operation. As shown by
extensive Japanese experience, this management approach results in major

improvements in the quality of plant performance as well as improved
safety. Similar approaches need to be applied by industry world-wide in
particular as a means of preventing major hazard accidents.

What is the World Bank doing to prevent Major Industrial Disasters in

Developing Countries?___________________________________________

As part of the international concern for the prevention of
disasters such as the one that occurred in Bhopal, India, in December 1984,
the World Bank's Office of Environmental and Scientific Affairs recognized
the need for a radical new approach to major hazard accident
identification, prevention and mitigation in developing countries. The
result was the publication of a new set of guidelines in December 1984 to
help prevent such incidents.

As a funder of industrial projects throughout the developing
countries, the World Bank has a great interest in protecting these
investments, as well as people and the environment in the neighborhood of

the plant site. It is a well-proven fact in industry that pollution
prevention pays even in the absence of government regulations. In
addition, it can be shown that major hazard accident prevention also pays.

This new approach is leading to the development of less hazardous processes

and reduced inventories of hazardous materials in process and storage, as
well as to other measures to reduce the potential consequences of a major
accident.
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The World Bank Guidelines for Identifying, Analyzing, and
Controlling Major Hazard Installations in Developing Countries attempt to

accomplish four objectives. First, they make sure that people in control

of operations that involve dangerous, explosive, flammable, and acutely
toxic substances have identified in fine detail the dangers and potential
consequences of major accidents 'in those operations. Second, they ensure
that plant personnel take every possible measure to prevent any accidents
from occurring through changes in plant design, layout and siting. Third,
they focus management on the continued safe operation and maintenance of
hazardous plants. Fourth, when accidents do occur, plant operators and
local authorities will know how to control and minimize the consequences.

The origins of the approach outlined in the guidelines date back

to the 1970s. Following the lead of chemical companies in Europe in the

wake of major disasters in Flixborough, England, and Seveso, Italy, the

European Economic Community developed the Seveso Directive in 1982 as a

legislative approach to major hazard accident prevention. Following

Bhopal, at the end of the December 1984, the Bank issued preliminary

guidelines based on this directive which applied generally to industrial
processes and to the storage and transport of hazardous material, but not

to the nuclear industry, to mining or other extractive operations, or to

licensed hazardous waste disposal sites.

During the first half of 1985 experience on applying the
guidelines to some twenty projects proved that they could be further
simplified and also showed the need for a 'Manual of Industrial Hazard

Assessment Techniques' (•*) to guide plant designers in the methods of major

hazard assessment. Previously, only specialized experts in the field of

hazard analysis had access to this technology. With the publication of the

World Bank Manual in October 1985 and its distribution world-wide, the
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technology of major hazard identification assessment and prevention has

taken on a new impetus. In developing the guidelines, manual and computer

program to facilitate application of the manual, the World Bank hired the
services of two prominent British safety firms — Technica, Ltd., and
Cremer & Warner, Ltd., of London.

Major accident hazard assessment and control goes much further

than the requirements of conventional safety and loss prevention as
routinely practiced in the chemical and petroleum industry. Many companies

in these industries are unaware of this fact and, therefore, do not realize

the potential that exists for reducing process and storage hazards. While

it is less costly to make these adjustments at the design stage of a
project, much can be done after a plant has been constructed to reduce

major hazard accidents-

In the final guidelines, the Bank decided not to rely solely on

risk assessment techniques prevalent in the United States nuclear industry
or in the European chemical industry, finding that these techniques often

ignore too many unknown factors. Major hazard accidents occur much more
frequently than would be indicated by the results of these analyses, and

may lead to a dangerous sense of complacency which further increases the
risk. It is much better to start with the attitude that if something can

go wrong it will go wrong, rather than trying to determine the probability

of failure to satisfy a company or government acceptable risk criteria.
While there is much emphasis in modern western culture on positive

thinking, in major accident prevention there is a vital role for the
pessimist who asks all the difficult "what if this system fails"

questions. As a follow-up to a hazard analysis, risk assessment methods
have an important role to play in deciding between alternative designs and

control schemes to further reduce the risk of an accidental release.
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The Bank decided to make another change in the guidelines because
the Nitroclor Project in Brazil showed up a weakness in the draft

guidelines in cases where there is a potential for a runaway reaction such

as occurred in Bhopal. The final draft emphasizes the need for identifying
the potential for runaway reactions and evaluating the consequences and

possible control mechanisms, but it is essential that all the major

chemical companies come together to address this problem more directly to

further advance this technology.

Firstly, in carrying out a major hazard analysis using the Bank's
manual, the process starts with identification of a failure case scenario*
This could be anything from the rupture of a pipeline to the failure of a
process vessel or an uncontrollable release of a toxic chemical through an

emergency or other atmospheric vent. The program leads the analyst through

a series of calculations to estimate the acutely toxic effects at varying
distances from the point of release, provides the time/concentration
profile of the toxic gas cloud as it disperses downwind and in the case of
a flammable gas estimates fire radiation effects, extent of flash fires,
explosion damage, and fragment damage under critical meteorological
conditions. These calculations are repeated for the full range of failure
cases. All the information is plotted on a detailed map of the plant and
the surrounding area, noting particularly sensitive danger areas such as
schools, homes, and hospitals near the plant.

Secondly, following identification and quantification of the
hazards, the manual suggests a number of corrective measures that can be
taken. One example could be to investigate possible "knock-on" events in
which a smaller accident could trigger a major one, such as a small fire

which causes a vessel storing a toxic material to leak, producing a toxic

vapor cloud. For such cases the manual suggests possible protective
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measures including f i re and blast wall protection, remotely operated

shut-off devices, equipment layout changes, process changes and so on to

prevent such effects-

Another area of corrective measures aims to reduce the

consequences of accidents by reducing the amount of hazardous material at

the plant, by eliminating the hazardous material altogether, or by

generating it as an intermediate through a new or modified process. One

project the Bank has funded , in fac t , involves a key improvement on the

process Union Carbide was using in Bhopal. In the new procedure, methyl

isocyanate (MIC) is not stored; rather, it is continuously manufactured and

fed to fur ther reactions in the process without intermediate storage. The

maximum quantity of MIC in process at any time is four kilograms which

would have minimal impact outside of the plant boundary in the event of an

accidental release. By shutting off the heat supply to the MIC reactor,

the formation of MIC can be stopped immediately. As greater attention is

given to preventing major hazard accidents, fur ther process developments

along these lines will occur in the production and use of other hazardous

materials.

Thirdly, continued safe operation of a plant depends on

management and organization, on training, supervision, and other

"management and human factors" which vary significantly from company to

company and country to country. Since the Bank has limited enforcement

powers once the loan has been disbursed and a plant has been built, safety

enforcement becomes a responsibility of host governments which often s u f f e r

f rom shortages of adequately paid and trained safety engineers.

Management and system organization are important factors in the

prevention of major hazard accidents as discussed above. Improvements In
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the quality of system performance and safety is a continuing responsibility

of management working in close collaboration with operators and maintenance

personnel. Since the World Bank is not involved in the day-to-day

operations of these facilities we are considering other means of monitoring

and evaluating plant performance on a routine basis. One proposal we are
considering is to require at least every two years a detailed systematized

safety audit procedure which takes into account equipment design and
maintenance factors, as well as operation and management performance in

assessing the potential for major hazard accidents. We are currently

seeking the financial support of other U.N. bodies and bilateral
organizations to develop such a system.

The fourth area of emphasis aims to limit the impact in

surrounding communities of major accidents which do occur. Possible

measures here include providing escape routes, emergency and evacuation

planning, public alert systems, modifying the sitting of proposed plants

and setting aside safety buffer zones around hazardous installations. The

events of Bhopal and in many other accidents throughout the world has led

to urgent calls for more education in communities of what chemicals and

what processes are being used in their midst. In order to meet this need,

the World Bank program requires companies handling and storing hazardous

chemicals to develop on- and off-site emergency plans and to coordinate

these plans with those of the responsible local authority, who are

encouraged to inform and involve the local community. In an emergency

situation, operators, managers, and relief personnel often make erroneous

decisions in the absence of reliable data, which often add to the impact of

the release rather than ameliorating its effect. Major hazard assessments

as described above can provide emergency personnel with valuable data in a

simple format prior to an accident that will enable better decision-making

under stressful emergency conditions.
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For several reasons, the Bank's efforts focus mainly on

preventing hazards through the actual design rather than on emergency

procedures to reduce the impact of a major hazard accident once it has

occurred. Although there isn't any real difficulty in performing a hazard

assessment on a plant at the design stage or even on one that is already

operating, it requires careful work involving experts in various areas of

processing, engineering, construction, operation and safety. The plant

designers, contractors and operators have the specialized "know-how" that

is required for this work. The World Bank does not have this specialized

expertise, but by requiring developers to focus on this issue and to take

mitigating measures to prevent major accidents hazards, the objectives of

the guidelines are realized. In order to utilize its technical resources

most effectively, the Bank's safety and process experts review these hazard

assessments and in some cases may require additional safety measures.

The Bank's industrial loan and project officers are very much

involved in applying this new approach to major accident prevention.

Bhopal has made all concerned keenly conscious of potential disasters

especially in developing countries where training, maintenance, safety

awareness and cultural differences increase the risk and often the

consequences of accidental releases. For example, in one proposal examined

under the guidelines, a company producing and storing large quantities of

refrigerated ammonia was required to redesign its expansion plans based on
the result of a hazard assessment. The firm had been operating under a

false sense of security, since it was their impression that the prevailing
wind was almost always seaward away from the surrounding community. While

this was true during the daytime, at nighttime, calm inversion conditions

prevailed, when a dense toxic gas cloud would spread towards nearby

housing. Therefore, the plant presented a much higher risk to the

surrounding community than the company had anticipated. High wall dyking
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around the storage vessels, as well as other safety measures, were required
in this case to reduce the consequences of an accidental spillage of
ammonia from the large storage facility.

The financial costs of reducing hazards are not high. For new

projects, incremental costs including hazard and safety assessments have

been less than 1-1.5 percent of the total project costs. In some cases,

the redesigned projects save money up front because they eliminate

intermediate steps or reduce quantities of materials stored. World Bank

projects may involve new as well as existing installations, but it is

usually much simpler and less costly to eliminate or reduce major hazards

at the design stage before construction commences.

While some companies coming to the World Bank for loans express

concern that they are forced to comply with more stringent regulations for

their projects in the Third World than in their home country, for the most

part the World Bank guidelines for preventing major hazards have been

welcomed by borrowers as a necessary measure for protecting their plant
investment, their employees, and the neighboring communities. In one

instance, a borrower from Brazil came to the Bank for finance specifically
because of the Bank's policy in regard to major hazards. As a result, the

company has adopted the same in-house strategy for preventing major hazard

accidents throughout its operations.

With the development of easily applied hazard assessment

techniques and use of simple but effective models which are now available

for application on PC computers, there is no reason why any company

anywhere in the world cannot utilize this technology to identify and

prevent or reduce the consequences and risks of major accident hazards at

their facilities. In addition, government engineers with the appropriate
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expertise can utilize these tools and procedures to check the response of

these companies to reporting and prevention requirements imposed by new

regulations in the area of major accident prevention.
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Abstract

Many studies have attempted to compare the risks and benefits of
alternative sources of energy production with mixed degrees of success. A review
has been made of many of these studies to determine what is valid and useful in
such studies, and what should be discarded. Based upon this review and critique,
an approach has been developed that provides for meaningful analysis and
presentation of risks and benefits of alternative energy systems for specific
purposes and audiences.

Results of our review show that there is no such thing as a universal risk
analysis of alternative energy systems, rather there is an array of different
risk analyses directed as a whole spectrum of different uses and audiences.
Improper use of a risk analysis for an application different than that for which
the risk analysis was made, errant use of value judgement for aggregation of
results, overuse of aggregation, and improper matching of the capability of the
analysis to the use intended are just a few of the factors that have caused most
of the analyses we have reviewed to be less than useful.

We have developed a policy analysis structure for addressing the risks and
benefits of alternate energy systems that starts at the top (namely, specifying
the uses and target audiences of the analysis) and works downward to 1) determine
the precision of results needed for a decision, 2) whether it possible to achieve
the precision needed, and 3) how the results may be made meaningful to the target
audience whether they be the technical community, policy and decision makers, or
the general public. This top-down analysis approach only requires data to be
acquired to a level that either resolves the problem or makes evident to the
target audience the value judgements that no amount of quantitative analysis can
expect to resolve. The top-down approach leads to a multiplicity of sublevel risk
analyses which are retained for the audience in an understandable manner.
Interval estimates of risk are used in each case in a manner that makes
uncertainty both visible and manageable.

I. INTRODUCTION
Many studies have attempted to compare the risks and benefits of

alternative sources of energy production with mixed degrees of success. A review
has been made of many of these studies to determine what is valid and useful in
such studies, and what should be discarded. Based upon this review and critique,
an approach has been developed that provides for meaningful analysis and
presentation of risks and benefits of alternative energy systems for specific
purposes and audiences.
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Results of our review show that there is no such thing as a universal risk
analysis of alternative energy systems, rather there is an array of different
risk analyses directed as a whole spectrum of different uses and audiences.
Improper use of a risk analysis for an application different than that for which
the risk analysis was made, errant use of value judgement for aggregation of
results, overuse of aggregation, and improper matching of the capability of the
analysis to the use intended are just a few of the factors that have caused most
of the analyses we have reviewed to be less than useful.

We have developed a policy analysis structure for addressing the risks and
benefits of alternate energy systems that starts at the top (namely, specifying
the uses and target audiences of the analysis) and works downward to 1) determine
the precision of results needed for a decision, 2) whether it possible to achieve
the precision needed, and 3) how the results may be made meaningful to the target
audience whether they be the technical community, policy and decision makers, or
the general public. This top-down analysis approach only requires data to be
acquired to a level that either resolves the problem or makes evident to the
target audience the value judgements that no amount of quantitative analysis can
expect to resolve. The top-down approach leads to a multiplicity of sublevel risk
analyses which are retained for the audience in an understandable manner.
Interval estimates of risk are used in each case in a manner that makes
uncertainty both visible and manageable.

We w i l l first discuss the problems we have observed with existing studies
of alternative energy source risks and benefits. Next we w i l l present the major
components of our structure for getting around many of these problems.

II. PROBLEMS IN COMPARING ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES
A. Uses and Users of Analyses of Comparative Impact of Alternative Energy Sources

1. USES OF ANALYSES
The uses of analyses may be categorized by, perhaps, two classifications.

The first classification ranges from site specific studies to global analyses,
i.e., a range from micro to macro analyses. The second concerns the range of
users and their purposes. This includes utilities, communities, economists,
environmentalists, national and local authorities, the public at large and inte-
rnational organizations. These two classifications are not independent since
the level at which a decision is being made and the degree to which the analysis
is an input to a decision reflects whether a study will focus on either micro or
macro aspects.

a. Site Specific Studies
Site specific studies are concerned with selecting an energy option for a

particular site. Not only is the type of energy source an alternative, but the
particular technology within an energy source is also important. If one is to
use coal, the kind of coal (hard, soft, lignite), the kind of combustion process
and the type of stack cleaning process are examples of parameters which change
within an energy alternative.

b. Utility Planning Studies
A utility, in planning for future expansion to meet anticipated demand,

must make analyses to determine the number and proper mix of alternative energy
sources to be installed on a future time table. Both external studies across
types of energy sources and internal studies for variations within energy sources
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must be addressed. While specific sites may or may not be selected, a utility
can address the problems of sources of energy, price, investment patterns, and
local demand in their service areas. Availability and reliability of fuel
supply, transportation and price fluctuation, investment patterns, etc., all
enter into such studies.

c. Power Grid Planning Studies
When more than a single utility is part of a power grid, the sources of

energy must be studied from a broader purview. Forecasting of demand for base
load and reserve, reliability of supply, and effect of loss of a base load plant
of large size on the grid become important factors.

d. National Energy Supply Planning
National authorities planning to meet national demand forecasts, must take

into account balance of payments, national security in terms of external fuel
supply interruption, and integration of national and international needs. The
state of industrial development of a nation - industrialized, developing, under-
developed - the existance of domestic energy resources, the size and location of
the nation, and its type of government, all affect the type of study to be made
and its scope. Environmental impacts on a national scale and, perhaps, an
international scale for pollution crossing national boundaries are required,
e.g., acid rain from combustion of coal.

e. Global Planning
Studies are necessary to address the global impact of environmental prob-

lems of energy production. Acid rain, the "greenhouse" effect frotn.the^burning
ofpfossiJqfuels, global impact of radioactive materials such as C , H , I ,
Kr , Tc , change in the libido due to use of biomass, etc, are examples. Such
studies generally ignore the site specific aspects of energy production and focus
on the broad impact which often cannot be addressed with much certainty. The
focus is on scientific aspects of global environmental impacts.

f. International Energy Planning
The scarcity of fuels, new exploration opportunities and investments,

economic cartels, balance of payments, international borrowing and investment
make international economic analyses of alternative energy sources important.
These are different from the global environmental impact analyses since they
focus on economic matters and interests. Nevertheless, these analyses must also
take environmental impact into account, at least environmental limitations, if
not measures for reducing impact.

g. Public Education and Information Dissemination
The public desire for adequate supplies of environmentally safe energy

sources at low prices makes it incumbent on public officials to display energy
options and their advantages, disadvantages, and problems to their constituents
in a manner which promotes better understanding of the issues. However, if such
information is biased towards specific applications or energy sources, it may
become suspect and its intentions misinterpreted. It is necessary to provide
information and commentary on it in an open manner, leaving the reader to draw
his own conclusions, if such bias is to be avoided. This does not mean that
summaries and commentaries should be avoided, only that they not be slanted.
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TABLE 1.

DIFFERENT USES OF RISK ANALYSES REQUIRING DIFFERENT APPROACHES

I. REGULATORY ANALYSES

A. KINDS OF ANALYSES CONDUCTED BY REGULATORY AGENCIES

1). Screening Analyses - To Determine If A Risk Exists And Is
High Enough to Be Considered For Regulatory Control.
2). Regulatory Impact Analysis - To Justify Regulatory Actions
And Satisfy Administrative Law Requirements.
3). Compliance Analyses - To Demonstrate Regulatory Violations.
4). Responding Analyses - In Response To Judicial And Legislative
Challenges.

8. ANALYSES MADE BY OTHERS IN RESPONSE TO EXISTING REGULATIONS
1). Environmental Impact Statements
2). Permitting Requirements
3). Compliance Monitoring

C. ANALYSES MADE BY OTHERS TO DEFEND AGAINST UNWARRANTED REGULATORY ACTION

1). Response To Requests For Comments By Regulators -Industry
response to agency actions above.
2). Support Of Judicial Actions

a. Response To Improper Agency Actions
b. Defense Against Enforcement Proceedings

11. MANAGEMENT SUPPORT ANALYSES

A. MARKETING

B. PLANNING

1). Absolute Safety - Demonstrate that a product or process
is safe or harmless on an absolute basis
2). Relative Safety - Demonstrate that a product or process
is relatively safer and less harmful than alternative and competative
products or processes.

1). Research And Development
a. Risk Reduction - Identify areas of high risk (or relatively
high risk) in particular products or processes to:

1. Forestall the need for regulation.
2. Reduce exposure to future liability claims.
3. Develop defensive strategies to bound risk liability.
4. Identify new markets for risk control technology,

b. Improved Analysis Capability

2). Cost-Effective Use Of Resources - Focus resources on the most risk
reduction for a dollar.
3). Evaluation Of Alternative - Systems or processes.

C. RISK MANAGEMENT

11 Prevent Risks from Occurring - by anticipating and controlling them.
2). Reducing Exposure~for health and safety and financial risks for
a given, existing process or product. Conduct analyses for:

a. System Safety
b. Product Safety and Liability.
c. Third Party Assumption Of Risk

1. Insurance
2. Malpractice
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TABLE 1. Continued

III. PUBLIC EDUCATION

A. PUBLIC AWARENESS

1) Seek Rational Public Responses - a knowledgeable public will
hopefully act on information rather than preset beliefs.
2) Fulfill Regulatory Requirements For Public Disclosure - a
good, simplified and accurate disclosure can also be a usefu1
educational tool.

B. ANXIETY CONTROL

1) Bring Perceived Risks More Closely Into Alignment With Objective
Risks - anxiety reduction, may also be a defensive strategy.
2) Frighten People Into Action Or Ageement - an offensive strategy
attempting to stir fear and anxietyT

Table 2.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE BENEFIT OF ENERGY AT THE BUSS BAR

1. BENEFITS OF PARTICULAR CHOICES OF ENERGY SOURCES;

Continuity of Supply

Perservatlon of National Resources

Vulnerability

2. OPPORTUNITIES FOR EFFICIENT USE OF ENERGY MIXES;

Distributed and Centralized Energy Source Mixes

Matching Needs for Base Loads and Variable Loads

Plant Capacity

3. ECONOMICS OF FUEL SUPPLY;

Balance of Payments

Investment Strategies

Economies of Scale

Price Elasticity of Demand for Fuel Sources

Reliability and Capacity

SubstltutablHty

4. INDIRECT BENEFITS OF ENERGY PRODUCTION

Employment

Separate Supporting Industries

By-products of Energy Production

5. NEGATIVE BENEFITS.

Lost Opportunities
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h. Special Purpose Analyses
There are a number of different special purpose analyses which often must

be made and some are listed here.
Energy Sub-systems Investment - Overall analysis of short and long term
trends to determine investment in fuel exploration and development, trans-
portation of fuels, alternate energy technologies, waste and pollution
control industries.
Evaluation of Potential Problems in New Energy Sources - As new energy
sources are developed, it is important to identify potential environmental
and health problems early in the development. Such analysis should not
attempt to prejudice such sources, but only identify potential problems
and how they can be mitigated of their particular position.
This list of uses of analyses of alternate energy sources is certainly not

complete, but it does illustrate the wide spectrum of analyses required and why
any single analysis cannot hope to satisfy all uses. There is no question that
the needs of many users overlap and that some analyses may serve multiple users;
however, there can be no single generic analysis serving all.

2. USERS OF STUDIES
Space limitations prevent a detailed discussion of the wide variety of

users and their different requirements. We have simply listed a few of the many
users.

a. Policy Formulation Users
Utilities
Government (Local and Regîonal)
Energy Suppliers and Related Industries
National and International Authorities

b. Technical Community - Scientists, Engineers, Economists, etc.
c. General Public

These users all have different purposes and needs, and any single study cannot
relate to all cited at any one time. Table 1. provides a classification of the
various purposes and need that any of these users might have at any level of use.
B. Benefits of Electrical Energy Production

While a kilowatt of electrical energy at the buss bar appears to bo the
same at first glance for any energy source, this assumption only holds ove- a
narrow range of alternatives for any given analysis. There are many otht^
aspects of energy production that have benefits which can neither be easily
quantified nor measured in a monetary sense. Table 2 summarizes these factors.

1. FUEL ABUNDANCE
The benefits of a particular energy alternative are very much dependent

upon the abundance and source of the fuel supply being considered. Those fuels
in abundant supply and readily retrievable and usable are most economically
beneficial. Conventional fuels of low quality and small quantity are, at best,
only short term sources.
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2. UNINTERRUPTIBLE FUEL SUPPLIES
Another non-monetary benefit for some fuel supplies are that they are

within the nation consuming them. This is particularly important for purposes of
maintaining the national security and national economy. A country's security and
economic strength is a benefit which directly depends upon the domestic control
of the resources used for power production.

3. EXHAUSTION OF RESOURCES
Another consideration of relying totally upon the use of domestic supplies

of energy is that of the eventual exhaustion of these resources. There is
something to be said for using imported sources of energy when domestic sources
are s t i l l available. However, this option is not without a cost. First, partial
control of the economy is now at the discretion of foreign or even corporate
powers. Second, with production being shifted to foreign sources, domestic
sources wi l l fall into dis-use and, therefore, the time lag and distribution
system necessary for military and commercial consumption may be considerable. A
solution to this problem could be subsidies for a system that would respond
immediately and satisfactorily in the event of a disruption of supply. However,
this alternative may be very economically costly.

4. INDIRECT BENEFITS AND RISKS
There is a major question as to whether a number of activities related to

energy systems should be considered as risks or benefits from energy systems. Two
particular aspects are the mining and construction industries. In most studies,
mining of uranium and coal and the construction of power plants have risks and
benefits that have been apportioned to particular energy alternatives. There is
a strong argument that these should not be included. Each industry, mining and
construction, operate on their own cost-risk-benefit balances, independent of
energy sources. Alternative energy sources are considered as market
opportunities for expanding the industry. A coal miner does not particularly care
whether the coal he mines is used to make steel, for space heating, for
electrical energy production, etc., as long as the market ensuring his job
remains available. In the same manner, a construction worker may differentiate
among contracts involving bridges and tunnels, buildings, power plants, etc. as
being different types of jobs, but the benefits of being employed on any of these
risky undertakings outweighs the risks. Each of these industries must make its
own balance of risks and benefits, and the degree of regulation involved w i l l
depend upon the risk level in each industry and the regulatory bodies involved,
e.g. Department of Labor.

5. NEGATIVE BENEFITS
Negative benefits are defined here as the costs of lost opportunities as

well as those undesirable aspects of energy alternatives not associated with
direct costs or environmental impact. Most studies address these in only a
general fashion and either specifically omit them from discussion, or treat them
superficially. Lost benefits because one did not undertake a project that could
have supplied these benefits is one such aspect. Hidden costs are another. In
particular, these have to do wth alternative energy sources vulnerability to
sabotage, terrorism, or to incapacitation due to war. Moreover, the problem of
weapon development at the national level is peculiar to some nuclear options.
Vulnerability of large centralized plants to military or paramilitary activities
is one consideration. Use of stored energy such as the thermal energy in nuclear
power plants or potential energy of water behind dams can make such facilities
prime targets.
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C. Use of Quantitative Techniques Where A Qualitative Analysis Is More
Appropriate

Many of the analyses conducted provided quantitative studies leading only
to conclusions that a qualitative study could provide. We have made a simple
qualitative analysis of risks from alternative energy sources by phases of opera-
tion:

1. Mining and extraction of fuel;
2. Preparation of fuel;
3. Transportation of fuel;
4. Power generation; and
5. Waste management for effluents and wastes.
The risks from alternative energy, sources are summarized in Table 3. on a

qualitative basis. The only judgements used were the use of categorization, low,
medium, and high, and whether to include a particular impact description or not.
The objective is to indicate the peculiar risks for each generalized energy
source. Nearly all of the problems among alternatives are visible in this simple
presentation. For example, decisions on the use of nuclear power plants and
hydroelectric dams which are subject to low probability high consequence acci-
dents but are otherwise clean fuels versus fossil fuels not subject to these
accidents but with environmental problems from continuous releases involve value
judgments for which further quantification will have minimal impact. There are
certainly some global questions that need further quantification, but such
quantification will not help in resolving more localized, political decisions.
However, when further quantification is desired, the problem becomes very diffi-
cult and there is a whole range of errors inherent in further quantification of
the problem. The resulting uncertainty may be so wide as to make further quanti-
fication valueless for many questions.
D. Data Acquisition and Methodological Problems Associated With Quantification
of Risks

There is insufficient space to provide discussion of the many areas where
we have identified problems of quantification. As a consequence, we simply list
the areas in Table 4 by categories of data acquisition, methodological and
aggregation errors.
E. Levels of Aggregation of Results Mismatched to Users

There are a large number of parameters which cannot be easily aggregated in
comparing energy alternatives. This arises from several different causes: (1)
the variability of ranges of uncertainty; (2) the degree of empirical evidence
among measures and parameters vs models used in the absence of data; and, (3)
incommensurate nature of different variables. While some methods are available
to aid in resolving these problems, they are useful for specific uses and appli-
cations. A further need is the development of a set of criteria for evaluating
alternative energy sources. The identification and prioritization of such cri-
teria are value judgements also. However, these may be explicitly shown and the
biases made quite visible. The need for aggregation is different for different
target users of a single study:

1. Scientists, Engineers, Economists, Professional Analysts, etc. --These
users do not require aggregated data. They should be able to process the
many variables directly, or they may wish to use the results to justify
their own interpretations. If they choose to aggregate the results them-
selves, it is for their own purposes and uses, which must stand scrutiny
and evaluation on their own.
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TABLE 3.

MAJOR IMPACTS FROM THE USE OF VARIOUS ENERGY SOURCES

MINING AND EXTRACTION

Workers

Public

PREPARATION

TRANSPORTATION OF
TÛETS

Workers

POWtR GENERATION

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Effluents

Wastes

HYDROPOWER COAL

•Laroe
Accidents,

•Pneumocosts

•Accidents,
•Mine
drainage

• Changes 1n
living
patterns

•Low

• Da» «Thermal
failure loading
leading to
floods

•Participates
• SO , NO ,

X I

•C0x

•Fly «sh
•Culm piles

NATURAL LIOU1F1ED
OIL GAS GAS

• Medium
(offshore)
Accidents

»Oil spills

• Refining
wastes and
eff luents

•

• High »Medium »High

• Thermal »Thermal .Thermal
loading loading loading

•SO , NO , »CO »CO
X X » X

• CO

.

RENEWABLE OTHEP
ENERGY FOSSIL

NUCLEAR SOURCES SYN FUEL SUPPLIES

•Small »Maintenance
Accidents, accidents

• Radon

•Tailings - «Water »Large area of
piles, demand disruption.

•Chemicals »Water demand
(for oil shale)

• Carcinogenic »Waste vol«*»«
chemicals.

•waste

• Low - »High «Hloh (dependln1

on fuel type)
• Thermal »Extensive

loading land us»
• Accidents of • Interruptible

various
sires

»Radioactive - » N O . CO, »NO , CO
effluent *

•Radwaste - -

OJ



TABLE 4.
Overview of Problems in Quantitative Risk Evaluation

Data Problems Methodological Problems Aggregation Problems
Data Acquisition Consistency Aggregation vs. Dlsaggregation

Precision & Variability Internal vs. External Parameters Difficult To Aggregate
Measurability Allocation Problems Occupational vs. Public Risks
Direct Measures vs. Hypothetical Capacity Intergenerational Risks

Models Risk Share Immediate vs. Latent EffectsNormalization Variability Of Processes Large vs. Small Accidents
Event/Exposure Ratios S> Indices Variation in Operating Practice Death vs. Illness & Injury
Normalization Errors Changing Trends In Risk Rates Voluntary vs. Involuntary Risks

Constant Slope Zero Analytical Problems
Incident Hypothesis Incremental vs. Marginal

Facility Size Approaches
Facility Lifetimes Average vs. MarginalCapacity Factors Approaches
Economies of Scale Net vs. Gross Risks

Error Analysis and Presentation Tangible & Intangible Values
Average, Best Estimate and Illusory Precision

Interval Values Improper Risk Comparisons
Aggregation & Dlsaggregation of

Data Bases
Statistical Interpretation

Normal and Ordinary Events
Rare Events
Multimodal Distributions

2. Public -- The public must have direct access to disaggregated data as
well as for any level of aggregation which may be proper. Only those value
judgements which are insensitive under sensitivity analysis are useful.
Evaluation criteria reflect someone else's bias and should not be used in
these cases.

Aggregation for use by the general public is useful if it clarifies
the problem as opposed to masking difficulties. In these cases sensitivity
testing for all aspects of aggregation is necessary. Use of multiple
profiles for evaluation criteria can be helpful if it is done carefully to
assure realistic use of profiles.
3. Identified Decision And Policy Makers -- Specifically identified deci-
sion and policy makers for whom the analysis is undertaken may require high
degrees of aggregation for their own use. In these cases, value judgements
and methods used to combine data must be tested by sensitivity analysis to
show their degree of insensitivity in affecting the outcomes. Critical
value judgments should be made visible to the decision and policy makers in
all cases, and the implication of alternative valuation made evident.

Aggregation above the first levels of data handling is only useful,
in general, to specific decision makers involved in utilizing analyses
made for specific purposes. In these cases, the biases of decision makers
in identifying and prioritizing evaluation criteria are the only biases
which should be accepted. Profiles of a range of decision maker priorities
can also be used to demonstrate the sensitivity of results to such biases.
Aggregation of incommensurate parameters and combining data of varying
levels of uncertainty must be demonstrated to be independent of the methods
used by sensitivity analysis.
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The objective is to make sure that users and uses of comparative analyses
of alternative energy source risks are properly matched. Mis-matches can only
lead to mis-use.
III. A TOP DOWN STRUCTURE FOR ADDRESSING THE ANALYSIS OF RISKS AND BENEFITS OF
ENERGY SYSTEMS

Most risk analyses begin by considering the behavior of the lowest and most
detailed level of all possible events that can be identified in the system under
study. Next, measurements are taken to establish models for each event-conse-
quence relationship and a risk estimate based upon the model is made for each
relationship. Each of these estimates are aggregated upward to obtain a total
risk estimate of the process under study. The aggregation process propagates the
errors contained in the detailed risk analyses, and often results in risk esti-
mates whose error ranges are too wide to provide useful information. An alterna-
tive approach starts at the highest level of the problem, and identifies the
crucial decisions, decision makers, alternatives and parameters. Agreements
regarding specific decisions and subsequent actions are sought at the beginning,
and "what if" situations and conflicts are identified in case agreement cannot be
reached. The "what if" situations provide the framework for more detailed and
focused studies in critical areas. A variety of analyses, such as a localized
version of the bottom up risk analysis approach and sensitivity analysis, focus
on these open ended cases to resolve them. Unresolvable decision conflicts
include value judgments which risk analysis cannot solve; however, by making
these conflicts visible, the focus on differences such as these can often force
resolution at a higher management level.

Table 5 lists the major steps in implementing a top-down risk analysis. We
do not have space to provide details of each step, but provide further explana-
tion on particular aspects.
A. Develop A Framework For The Analysis And Identify Key Value Issues And
Conflicts

The first nine steps involve identifying the critical decision variables
which nearly always are associated with major value issues. These value issues
often involve value conflicts which, if not reconcilable, no amount of risk
analysis will contribute to a decision. Political means must be used to resolve
such value issues.

These steps are aimed at extracting these issues in a systematic manner,
making them visible, and determining the extent of value conflicts among decision
makers and stake holders, and resolving these to the extent possible before
proceeding further. Our present effort is directed at identifying critical vari-
ables of this nature for each of the use levels cited previously. This w i l l
provide both insight to the nature of the crucial variables and their variability
over the array of uses.
B. Analyze And Specify How Information Needs May Be Best Met

The steps involved in obtaining needed information are:
A. Identify The Specific Kind Of Information Required For Each Critical
Variable.
B. Determine The Levels Of Precision And Accuracy Required For Resolu-
tion.
C. Determine What Measurements Can Be Made Versus Cost In Terms Of
Time And Resources.
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TABLE 5
GENERIC STEPS IN A TOP-DOWN RISK ANALYSIS

A. DEVELOP A FRAMEWORK AND IDENTIFY KEY VALUE ISSUES AND CONFLICTS
1. DETERMINE THE USE FOR WHICH THE ANALYSIS IS TO BE MADE
2. IDENTIFY A MINIMUM SET OF CRITICAL VARIABLES
3. GENERAlE A SET OF COMBINATIONAL SCENARIOS FOR THE INTERSECTION

OF THE VARIABLE CONDITIONS (STATES OF NATURE)
4. DEVELOP A SET OF ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR SOLUTION (ALTERNATIVES)
5. DEVELOP A DECISION MODEL PROBLEM STRUCTURE
6. IDENTIFY THE CRITICAL DECISION MAKERS
7. HAVE EACH (OR GROUP OF) DECISION MAKER DETERMINE HIS CHOICE OF ALTERNATIVES

FOR EACH SCENARIO OR IDENTIFY THE INFORMATION NEEDED TO MAKE SUCH A
CHOICE

8. CLASSIFY EACH SCENARIO INTO ONE OF THREE CLASSES
9. FIND MEANS TO RESOLVE VALUE CONFLICTS, IF POSSIBLE. IF NOT, STOP

B. SPECIFY AND CONDUCT REQUIRED STUDIES TO OBTAIN REQUIRED INFORMATION:
C. ACQUIRE THE DATA:
0. ANALYZE THE RESULTS
E. PRESENT THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

D. In The Absence Of Direct Measurements, What Models Are Needed And
How May They Be Verified?
E. Adopt Cost-Effective Strategies For Obtaining The Needed Precision
In Terms of Interval Estimates Of Risk.
In dealing with uncertainty, whether dealing with risks or any other vari-

able, a point estimate of the value of a variable by itself provides no informa-
tion on the uncertainties involved. An interval estimate is preferred, using a
range of risk estimates to provide both the level of risk and a measure of its
variability simultaneously. This dual presentation of the risk estimate (i.e.,
level and variability) is necessary to provide credibility to the analysis. The
range of risk can be provided by three separate sets of asssumptions for each
variable addressed:

a) realistic assumptions
b) conservative assumptions
c) worst case assumptions

These will be defined below. However, it should be noted that the range between
the realistic and worst case is a direct measure of the level of uncertainty
associated with a variable.
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C. Acquire The Data
Acquire the data, using the best scientific approaches available, within

the resources allocated. Determine the measurement errors entailed in results of
the measurements. Depending on data needs this can be a long and expensive
process. Thus, it is important to ascertain that the data acquired will be useful
in selecting an alternative. If a value conflict occurs, no amount of data
taking will alter the status quo.
D. Analyze The Results

Significant risk factors for a proposed or ongoing activity may occur from
any one of three different mechanisms: 1) normal operations, 2) abnormal opera-
tions, and 3) rare events as indicated in the critical variables for risk.

Normal operations refer to the everyday operational procedures that are
carried out in any undertaking and take into account the variations that
are expected to occur when the procedures are working properly. This is the
manner in which the system is designed to work for all parts of the fuel
cycle. Risks from normal operations involve releases of pollutents and
radiation to the environment and the general public and to workers.
Abnormal operation takes into account special conditions that may rarely
occur, lead to higher risk exposure than for normal operations, and involve
excursions beyond normal procedures. The abnormal conditions may arise
from changes in demand, equipment breakdown, environmental stress and hu-
man error. Never-the-less, these conditions may be anticipated, and have
been incorporated into system design. A design basis accident in a nuclear
system is an example of an extreme, but abnormal event.
Rare Events are both expected and unexpected conditions, leading to a range
of exposures to risks. In the expected case, the events are anticipated to
be so rare, as to hopefully not occur within the life of the system. In
nuclear energy systems these would be called accidents beyond the design
basis accident. Unanticipated events are surprises, hopefully rare, but
for which the system has not been specifically designed to cope. These may
also include sabotage and other willful acts.

There are several different consequences that must be addressed for abnormal
operations and rare events which will have different probabilities, and should
not be aggregated prematurely. These are:

Vulnerability To Disruption - Loss of power production for short or
long periods as a result of accidents or sabotage or c i v i l distur-
bances. This includes both operating losses and loss of capital
investments.
Injury, Illness and Fatalities - Events leading to direct trauma or
disease leading to injury, illness and premature death. The event
may lead to a range of number of people affected, both workers and
the general public. Classifcation by magnitude of consequence is
desirable.
Irreversible Environmental Damage - Events leading to severe en-
vironmental damage that may be irreversible in either the short or
long run. Both the time element and the amount of damage must be
considerd.
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For each mechanism, the uncertainty in the historic data and the scenarios
used to describe particular exposure situations, make a point estimate of risk
inadequate. In making interval estimates one, would normally use high and low
confidence limits around a mean value. This approach should be used whenever
actual data is being analyzed. However, when one develops exposure scenarios with
increasing margins of safety as means for addressing uncertainties in actual
exposure conditions, a different approach is used, namely establish realistic,
conservative and worst case estimates.

Essentially nine analyses are needed for exposure scenarios, three for
each mechanism, using realistic, conservative, and worst case assumptions.
Table 6. provides some guidelines for treating each of these nine conditions.

TABLE 6.
GUIDELINES FOR EXPOSURE SCENARIO DEVELOPMENT

For Addressing Uncertainties Where Margins Of Safety Have Been Applied.

NORMAL OPERATIONS (50 to 99 percent of risks experienced on a day to day basis)
Realistic Assumptions - Use average value of exposure potential withoutintroducing any safety margins.
Conservative Assumptions - Use a value of exposure potential that includes
reseasonable margins of safety whereby the chance of the real risk exceed-ing the estimate 1s small.
Horst Case Assumptions - Use a value of exposure potential that includes
margins of safety adequate to cover all worst cases for normal operation.
Any exposure scenarios outside this range would be considered abnormal.

ABNORMAL OPERATIONS (Risks outside the range for normal operations, but exclud-
ing rare events. The occurrence is an event, not a continual exposure; and
requires an estimate of the probability (or periodicity) of the event, i.e., a
probability of exposure)

Realistic Assumptions - Use best estimate of exposure potential and a best
estimate of the probability of exposure. Do not use any safety margins for
estimating the effects or probability of effects as a result of exposure.
Conservative Assumptions - Use an overestimate of exposure potential and
of the probability of exposure. Use reasonable safety margins for estima-
ting the effects or probability of effects as a result of exposure.
Worst Case Assumptions - Use estimates greater than the conservative as-
sumptions of exposure potential and of the probability of exposure. Use
large safety margins to account for the range of uncertainty in estimating
the effects or probability of effects as a result of exposure.

RARE EVENTS (Risks not expected to occur, but having a possibility of occurring.
The occurrence is an event, and requires an estimate of the probability of the
event)

Realistic Assumptions - Use best estimate of exposure potential and a best
estimate of the probability of exposure. Do not use any safety margins for
estimating the effects or probability of effects as a result of exposure.
Conservative Assumptions - Use an overestimate of exposure potential and
of the probability of exposure. Use reasonable safety margins for estima-
ting the effects or probability of effects as a result of exposure.
Worst Case Assumptions - Use estimates greater than for conservative as-
sumptions of exposure potential and of the probability of exposure. Use
large safety margins to account for the range of uncertainty in estimating
the effects or probability of effects as a result of exposure.__________
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It is very difficult to make meaningful absolute risk estimates in the face
of wide ranges of uncertainty. In this case relative risk becomes increasingly
important. Relative risk and absolute risk may be defined as follows:

Absolute Risk - an estimate of the likelihood of an event with a specific
consequence.
Relative Risk - an estimate of the relative likelihood of an event in terms
of the likelihood of other events of a smiliar magnitude or the comparison
of event magnitudes for events with the same likelihood.
For a go/no-go type of decision, one would like to have a meaningful

absolute risk estimate. For selection of one of a set of alternatives, only
relative risk estimates are required. Since we are considering selection of one
of a set of alternative energy systems, it is important to first carry out a
relative risk analysis, using one alternative (base case) as the basis for
comparing the risks of the other alternatives. This kind of relative risk
evaluation can be quite useful in decision making by itself. However, one can
also make an absolute risk estimate of the base case. This will provide a means
for pegging the relative risk analyses for each alternative to an absolute risk
level for final decision making. It becomes extremely important in displaying
results.
IV. CONCLUSION

We are presently in the process of applying our top down risk analysis
structure to the various uses cited in the report. We are deriving what we
believe are the critical variables for each use, and wil l identify what we
believe w i l l be major value conflicts among the stakeholders and decision makers.
In each case we w i l l compare the structure with the qualitative structure shown
in Table 3., and determine if there are value conflicts that may be resolved
effectively by further quantification. If so we w i l l identify the required quant-
ification, the needed precision, and the possibility of acquiring data to meet
these needs.

The presentation of results will be such as to provide insight into the
three separate processes that we believe should not be aggregated, namely,

Normal Operations - The way the system is expected to behave most of the
time.
Abnormal Operations - Unusual events and operating extremes, having a
probabalistic occurrence, for which the system is designed specifically
to cope with..
Rare Events - Both expected and unexpected conditions, leading to a range
of high consequence events. In the expected case the events are anticipated
to be so rare, as to, hopefully, not occur within the life of the system.
Unexpected events include accidents beyond the system design basis,
surprises, and willful action against the system.

For rare events we further separate these into three classes:
Vulnerability To Disruption - Loss of power production for short or
long periods as a result of accidents or sabotage or c i v i l
dist-jrbances. This includes both operating losses and loss of
capital investments.
Injury, Illness and Fatalities - Events leading to direct trauma or
disease leading to injury, illness and premature death. The event
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may lead to a range of number of people affected, both workers and
the general public. Classification by magnitude of consequence is
desirable.
Irreversible Environmental Damage - Events leading to severe
environmental damage that may be irreversible in either the short or
long run. Both the time element and the amount of damage must be
considered.

In each case we apply interval estimates to the estimation of risks. Our compari-
sons are always of the basis of interval estimates, and we use gross comparison
terms, taking into account uncertainties in the different estimating processes,
to provide the target audiences with quantitative comparisons of alternative
systems, along with the implications of what the choices involved mean.

We believe this approach w i l l accomplish a number of objectives:
o A perspective of what is most likely going to occur during the

lifetime of a system, rather than focusing on only the adverse aspect
of risks (Normal Operation).

o Shows what the system is designed to cope with in a balanced fashion
(Abnormal Operation).

o Treats different aspects of rare events separately in a meaningful
fashion for decision making and policy analysis as well as public
concerns.

o Describes what risks are most realistically expected, but also shows
conservative and worst case estimates at the same time such that
worst case estimates may not be taken out of context.

o The use of interval estimates shows both the level of risk and the
uncertainty in estimates at the same time. The range between the
realistic and worst case estimate is a direct measure of the uncer-
tainty in the estimate.

o Does not aggregate beyond meaning. Provides a small number of key
results which are easily addressed by all target audiences. This
does not mean that the results wi l l still not be subject to value
conflicts among the major results, but that such value conflicts are
accentuated and made visible.

o Separates value judgements from technical content.
o Makes value conflicts visible; and, if not resolvable, indicates the

political realities of the choice among alternative systems.
o Does not attempt to acquire and quantify information beyond that

which is useful to the use and objectives of the analysis.
o Demonstrates that quantitative analysis by itself cannot directly

resolve major value conflicts.
o Assures that needed information acquisition is cost effective.
o Provides information for policy and decision makers and the general

public in an easily understandable fashion, but also provides the
technical community with visible, traceable, and repeatable means
for addressing the details of the technical estimates.
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o Fits the analysis to the use intended. Not the other way around,
o Makes clear the implications of intended usage.
o Takes into account that energy at the buss bar is not independent of

beneficial choices.
o Provides a logical framework for addressing risk issues, that have

been used effectively in a number of other applications, to that of
comparing alternative energy systems.
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RISK ASSESSMENT BASED ON CASE STUDIES
FOR REFERENCE PLANTS OF THE HUNGARIAN
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Abstract

This paper presents the results of a study conducted to
determine health and environmental effects of energy pro-
duction. Reference power plants have been selected to
represent the Hungarian energy system incase studies.
Special emphasis has been paid to coal fired and nuclear
power plants, playing increasing role in Hungary. We have
considered health and environmental effects of air pollu-
tion, caused by the reference plants. In the case of the
coal fired plant the effect of particulates and sulphur
dioxide /and sulphate/ have been taken into account.
For the nuclear power plant a design basis accident /DBA/
occurrence has been considered instead of normal operatio-
nal releases. Responses have been considered in form of ad-
verse health effects - morbidities and mortalities - and
loss of agricultural production /for S02 and sulphate only/.
Dose response relationships have been assumed linear in this
study. The weight of morbidities and mortalities has been
aggregated calculating the days lost due to pollutant in-
halation. Economic effects have been quantified, based on a
concept of lost production resulting from illnesses and pre-
mature deaths. The results have been compared to actual sta-
tistical records for the selected regions. Along with the
actual pollution impact, evaluation of health and environ-
mental improvement for several safety related installations
and operational systems has been done.
Presenting health and environment impacts versus investment
costs, we have determined cost-effectiveness of risk-reduc-
tion variants.

INTRODUCTION
This paper is based on a study dealing with the risk-reduction
possibilities in the Hungarian energy system. The study was a
part of a coordinated research program on "Cost-effectiveness
of risk-reduction among different energy systems", initiated
by the IAEA in 1983 /!/, /2/, /3/, The scope of the work was
to elaborate case studies for reference plants, which were
representative for the Hungarian energy system with regard to
unit size and design, fuel, population distribution around
the plant site, etc. The selected plants are Gagarin PP-coal
fired, Tisza PP - oil/gas fired and Paks NPP - nuclear power
plant.
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We have considered health and environmental impact of the
energy production in the reference plants caused by air pol-
lution.
Occupational accidents resulting from the energy production
have been taken into account as well. Response has been con-
sidered in form of adverse health effects - morbidities and
mortalities - and loss of agricultural production /for sulphur
dioxide and sulphate only/. The weight of morbidities and mor-
talities has been aggregated calculating the days lost due to
pollutant inhalation. Economic effects have been quantified,
based on a concept of lost production resulting from illnesses
and premature deaths.
Along with the actual pollution situation called "base point",
evaluation of health and environmental improvement for several
safety related installations and operational systems has been
done. Presenting health and environment impacts in different
forms versus investment costs, we have analyzed cost-effective-
ness of risk-reduction variants.

1. REFERENCE POWER PLANTS

1.1. Gagarin Power Plant /GHV/ - coal fired

The Gagarin PP is a major coal fired plant, which is situated
in the industrial northern part of the country.

Number of units: 2xlOO MWe
3x200 MWe

Total capacity : 800 MWe
Fuel: lignite, spec, energy content: 626O kJ/kg
Efficiency: 25.5 %
Number of stacks: 1
Height of stack: 20O m
Cooling: wet and dry cooling towers
Numbers of permanent staff: 1550

The fuel of the plant is low-quality coal /lignite/, which is
mined by open-cut technology near the plant site. The fuel has
high ash /22% / and sulphur /1.5-i.7%/ content. The plant uses
pulverized coal for the burners, the fly-ash is captured by
electrostatic precipitators.
1.2. Paks Nuclear Pouer Plant /PAV/

The Paks NPP is situated 120 km south from Budapest on the
Danube river. In 1933, Unit 1 started operation, since 1984
both Unit 1 and 2 have been operating. Units Nr. 3 and 4 are
under construction.
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Number of units:
Total capacity:
Fuel: UÛ2 /enriched/
Type of reactors: PWR - WER 440
Efficiency: 31.8 %
Number of stacks: 4
Height of stack: 20O m
Height of the containment: 4O m
Cooling: fresh water /river/
Number of permanent staff: 1700

4 x 440 MW
/2x440 MW in operation/
440 MW /in 1983/

2. EMISSIONS, ENVIRONMENTAE TRANSPORT
2.1. Gagarin Power Plant /GHV/ - coal fired

The principal environmental impacts are caused by particulates
and sulphur dioxide /S02/ emission. Teh environmental loads
have been determined from the operational reports

Particulate emission: 1200 g/s,
SÛ2 emission: 6400 g/s.

Meteorological data for the site based on 16 wind directions, 6
Pasquill categories and 5 different wind velocities have been
used.
Particulate and S02 concentrations around the plant have been
calculated by Gaussian plume model [4] for a 60km x 60km rec-
tangular area [3j
2.2. Paks Nuclear Power Plant /PAV/

As the operational releases of nuclear plants are very low,
reactor accidents represent the main risk to the public. We
assumed a design basis accident /DBA/ occurence, which is an
instantaneous break of the main circulation line /LB LOCA/ with
the actuation of the safety systems. The environmental radio-
active dose for the population was calculated with the permis-
sible 14.7 %/d leakage rate from the containment [3] . Airborne
radioactivity is released from the containment to the environment
during the overpressure period of the LOCA. The duration of over-
pressure is 12 minutes according to design data. The releases
consist of radioactive noble gases and isotopes of iodine [3].

Table 1. Airborne activity of iodine isotopes released from the
containment to the environment in case of a DBA [3J

Activity Maximum permissible concentra-

I131
,132
I133134Ï135

Ci TBq
1.2 ,1O3 44.4
0.293.103 10.8
1.26 ,103 46.6
0.375.103 13.8
0.68 .103 25.2

tion related to I-LJ

1
O.O375
0.3
0.015
0.075

1 /MPC/
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The dispersion of reieased activity has been calculated using a
time dependent diffusion model [sj with subsequent averaging by
wind directions and speed [2] .

3. DOSE-RESPONSE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO THE AIR POLLUTANTS
3.2. T'articulâtes and SO

In this study, we used the data of Mendelsohn and Orcutt [.7,8],
who use linear dose-response relationships. We decided to apply
this source, because it contains detailed data on health impact
of various pollutants, related to age groups of population.
Figures for the mortality of the 0-17 age group were assumed
the same as for the 65"1" group /however these date were not pre-
sented in reference [s] /.
The dose-response information for crops is more reliable, be-
cause experiments have been carried out to measure the sensi-
tivity of crops to different pollutants under controlled con-
ditions. The dose-response coefficients come also from
Mendelsohn [s] .
3.2. Radioactive releases

Releases of isotopes of iodine and noble gases /krypton and
xenon/ from the containment are taken into account in case
of a design basis accident. The airborne radioactivity causes
internal irradiation by inhalation, external irradiation by
the radioactive cloud and contaminated ground. External ir-
radiation has been neglected in this study, because its effect
is less by orders of magnitude. Radioactive noble gases released
during a DBA cause only external irradiation, which is much less
than the inhalation dose of iodines. The activities of iodine
isotopes have been expressed as an equivalent I-̂ i activity.
We used data for respiratory rates and dose conversion factors
of reference [9] :

-4 3Respiratory rate for adults: 2.32.10 m/s
for infants: 6.O3.10 m /s

Table 2. Dose concersion factors related to thyroid gland
/I131/

Thyroid /I131/
rem/Ci mSv/Bq

Dose conversion 6 _4factors for adults 1.4.1O 3.78.10

Dose conversion 7 .
factors for infants 1.2.10 32.4 .10
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4. CALCULATION METHOD OF DAYS LOST DUE TO MORTALITIES
AND MORBIDITIES AND OF ECONOMIC EFFECTS

Using the dose-response relationships, we calculated the
cases of mortalities and morbidities for the exposed po-
pulation. For lost days evaluation we have to consider the
average duration of illnesses and - in case of mortalities -
the total days lost. Data for average duration of illnesses
stem from the Statistical Yearbook [lOJ] .
For evaluating total days lost due to deaths we considered
the demographic distribution in Hungary, with subdivision
into age groups [lO~] . The same source [iOJ contains data on
the life expectancy in different ages in Hungary.
We assume that the total days lost due to deaths equals to
the life expectancy expressed in days, meanwhile we take dif-
ferent values for the considered aae groups. In this study we
value deaths primarily by the total days lost. On this base
we compare the influence of mortalities and morbidities.
Economic effects of health damage have been estimated, based
on lost production resulting fron illnesses and premature
deaths. The average production Joss has been evaluated by the
corresponding part of national income:

9 r -iNational income: 738.10.10 Hungarian forints (HUFj/yr [ICj
Per capita national income: 69ll<J FJF/year

,r n j Per capita national income ..0- TW„-,,-,Average cost of a lost day: ————£-—————————————— = 189 HUF/day365
In case of illnesses costs contain production loss and sick-pay,
which equals 138 HUF per worker-day in average [loi . Assuming
this,

Average cost of a sick-day: 189 + 138 = 327 HUF
Agricultural production has been taken into account, based on
data from the Regional Statistical Yearbook [ill • Agricultural
losses have been accounted using dose-response coefficients
expressed as per cent losses and SÛ2, £04 exposure in the con-
sidered regions. Costs of production losses have been estimated
by the Statistical Yearbook's [lo] data on average crop prices.
Population distribution in the region of the reference plants
has been obtained from [l2] and presented in £33 . 281 OOO peo-
ple live in the region the GHV plant, 462 000 people around
the TEV plant and 370 600 people in the region of the Paks NPP.

5. SAFETY-RELATED INSTALLATIONS AND OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS
FOR REDUCTION OF HUMAN RISK OF THE REFERENCE PLANTS

5.1. Gagarin Power Plant /GHV/

A major reconstruction for the GHV plant is foreseen in the
next years. This involves the existing main components of
the plant including coal-grinding mills, boilers and electro-
static precipitators. Additionally, other environment-pro-
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tecting installations are now under technical and economic
evaluation. The implementation of these systems should cut
back the environmental loads due to particulate and sulphur
dioxide emission. Let us consider the possibilities and costs
of the variants, taken into account. Investment costs are
understood for 4 units on current prices.
a. Reconstruction of the electrostatic precipitators.
The project should be a part of the reconstruction of the main
components. The efficiency of the precipitators will be 98.5 %,
instead of the recent record of 97.9 %. The installation re-
duces particulate emission from 120O g/s to 783 g/s. Investment
costs are 1.109 HUF.
b. Flue gas desulphurization by limestone gypsum process.
The proposed facility scrubs the sulphur dioxide from the flue
gas by limestone suspension in a washing tower [13] . The tech-
nology is capable to remove up to 80% of the SC>2 from the flue
gas. Investment costs are estimated 4.4.10̂  HUF.
c. Coal enrichment by washing technology.
The technology scrubs the non-combustible content of the lignite.
According to experimental data, fly-ash emission will be reduced
by 32% and SÛ2 emmission by 25 %. Investment costs of an en-
richment plant for the GHV amount to 7.108 HUF.

Table 3. Comparison of different safety installation for
reduction of environmental loads from the Gagarin
Power Plant

Safety Particulate SO2 Investment Note
installation emission g/s emission g/s costs, HUF________

l 20O 6 400 - Basepoint
Reconstruction _
of electrostatic 783 6 4OO 1.10
precipitators
Flue gas de- „
sulphurization l 20O 1 280 44.10*
Coal enrichment
by washing techno- Rlogy 815 4 8OO 7.10°

5.2. Paks Nuclear Power Plant /PAV/

The environmental radioactive dose impact for the population
was calculated in case of a DBA-occurence with permissible
leakage rate 14.7 %/d from the containment.
The actual measured leakage rate for the PAV units were less,
than the permissible value. This gave the idea for the variant
considerations for radioactive release reduction. The PAV
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hermetic system is not a ready-made containment, rather it is
a system of sealed compartments, whose leaktightness can be
improved.
The best leaktightness of the building can be estimated as
1%/d, the reguired amount of improvement work is 1 month. An
intermediate value of 5%/d could be achieved with further work
of 1 week. Dose calculations have been performed for these ad-
ditional cases. Costs of the improvements have been estimated
on the base of lost power output during improvement works.

Table 4. Risk reduction variants for the Paks NPP

Leak rate Full collective Cost Note
No______%/d_____dose, man-rem_____increment,HUF
1
2
3

14.7
5
1

9 828
3 343

668

—

7.392.107

3.168.108

Basepoint

6. EVALUATION OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE
REFERENCE PLANTS. ECONOMIC EFFECTS

6.1. Gagarin Power Plant /GUV/

Health impact on the population due to pollution inhalation
has been calculated in the GHV environment.
A compilation of public risks expressed in mortality and
morbidity cases/year is presented in Table 5. for several
combinations of risk-reduction variants. We use the following
abbreviations :

Base point - actual data;
ESPR - electrostatic precipitator

reconstruction;
Coal wash. - coal enrichment by washing;
Coal wash.+ - coal enrichment by washing and

ESPR reconstruction of precipitators
Sulph.scrub. - sulphur scrubbing by lime aypsumprocess;
Sulph.scrub.+ - sulphur scrubbing and reconstruction

ESPR of the precipitators.

Table 5 includes figures of occupational accident for the
plant /both fatal and non fatal cases/. For comparison of
the calculated health impact with the actual statistical
data, mortality and morbidity cases due to diseases of the
respiratory system are presented in the table. The latter
data have been derived from the overall figures for Hungary
[id] , weighted by the number of the population /281413
inhabitants in the GHV environment/. Statistical record of
occupational and traffic accidents for the pouplation are
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Table 5. Public risk of pollutant inhalation for Gagarin
Power Plant. Comparison of different risk re-
duction measures.

Base
point

Mortalities
Morbidities

Bronchitis
Low.resp.ill
Croup
Pneumonia
Ac.Illn.

Total morbid.

Total morbid.
mortalities

Occ.accid.
death

Non fat.occ.
accidents

87.1

1436
337
337
100

36

2 2 4 6

2330

.276

24

ESPR

82.7

976
337
337
1OO

27

1777

1860

.276

24

Coal Coal
Wash. Wash.

+ESPR

62.6

1011.4
252
252

75
26.1

1617

1679.1

.276

24

61.9

698
252
252

75
20

1297

1359.

.276

24

Sulph.
Srub.

18.1

1026.5
67
67
20
22

1202.5

7 1220.6

.276

24

Sulph.
Scrub
+ESPR

17.1

565.5
67
67
20
13

732.5

750

Statis-
tical data
for GHV
environment

378

0
13778

0
1908

55585

71271

71649
Accidents

•276 fatal 49.5

24
non
fatal 2326

I/ Occupational accidents at the GHV plant
2/ Occupational and traffic accidents in the GHV environment
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presented as well. Data from Table 5 are illustrated on
Fig 1, with health impact expressed in cases/year in decreas-
ing order for different safety installations. Best performance
is achieved in case of installation of sulphur scrubbing and
electrostatic precipitator reconstruction at the same time.

Agricultural losses expressed in Hungarian forints are pre-
sented in Table 6. Losses are connected with SÜ2 and 804 pol-
lution, particulates do not cause crop damage. The heaviest
losses appear in fruit and wine production.

Table 6. LOSS of AGRICULTURE PRODUCTS around GHV Site

LOSSES /thousand Ft/year/

Wheat
Barley
Corn
Potato
Sugar-beet
Fruits
Wine

Base
point

1084
254
184,2
288
188

3106
7016

ESPR

/4391 /
/146/
/no/
/298 /
/107/

/1632/
/3702/

Sulph.
scrub.

216
50,4
36,9
57,5
37,5

621,5
1404,6

Sulph.
scrub. +
ESPR

11251
1 291
1 221
1 33/
/ 21/
/ 3 2 7 /
/738/

Coal
wash.

813,4
191
138,4
216
141

2336
5277

Coal wash.
+ ESPR

/468/
/no/
/ 83/
/123/
/ 81/

/1230/
/2780/

I/ Data in parenthesis are standard deviations

Fig. 2 summarizes the economic effects of 1 GWy electric
power production based on GHV data. The dominating effect
is human health damage caused by pollution with prevailing
weight of mortalitites. Occupational accidents have less
significance. Besides the health effects, costs connected
with loss of agricultural production are considered.

6.2. Paks Nuclear Power Plant /PAV/

We have presented data for human risk from nuclear energy
production at the Paks NPP in Table 7.
Contributors to the health damage are fatalities resulting
from latent thyroid cancers after a DBA and occupational ac-
cidents/both fatal and non-fatal/. Cancer fatalities are
supposed to occur in the year of the accident. The conclusion
that may be drawn from the figures is not suprising: the re-
lease impacts of a DBA do not cause much worry, the conse-
quences remain under the level of usual occupational accidents,
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FIGUREZ. ECONOMIC LOSS DUE TO 1GWY ENERGY
Coal (Based on CHV Data)

Table 7 Summary of Human Risk at PAV Environment

Risk reduction variants
Base IMPROVED CONTAINMENT
point

Leakage Rate /%/d/ 14,7 5.0 1.0
Mortalities /cases/y/

DBA thyroid cancer" O.05
Fatal occ.accidents 0,303

Non fatal occ.accidents 26,3

Days lost /days/y/
DBA thyroid cancer" 626,5
Fatal occ.accidents 3859

Non fatal occ.accidents 863,2
Total: 5349

Total Economic Effect
/103 HUF/

DBA mortalitites 118,7
Occ.Accidents 1013,5
/fataH-non fatal/ 1132,2

Investment costs /HUF/ 0

O,017
O,303
26,3

212
3859
863,2
4935,2

40,4
1013,5
1053,9
7,392.107

0,OO34
0,303
26,3

42,6
3859
863,2
4764,8

8,07
1013,5
1021,6
3.166.108

x All cancer cases are supposed to appear in the year of
the accident.
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Results have been generalized forlGWy energy output.
Economic effects are shown on Fig 3.

£6 HUF
DBA Fatal

Thyroid Cone
I I
Occupât.

AceI dan13
I///J

14. 71 (Base Point) sr
Conta/mont Leakage

FIGURE3. ECONOMIC LOSS DUE TO 1GWY ENERGY
Nuclear Energy (PAV Data)

1. COST-EFFECTIVENESS OF RISK-REDUCTION VARIANTS
7.2. Gagarin Power Plant /GHV/

For consideration of cost effectiveness, we have considered
health and environment impact in different forms versus in-
vestment costs of risk-reduction variants. Plant impact is
expressed in days lost /due to morbidities and mortalities/
on Fig. 4. The curves refer to different risk-reduction po-
licies. The greater the gradient, the effectiver the in-
vestment. Two variants, coal washing + precipitator reconstruc-
tion and sulphur scrubbing represent medium value in sense of
cost-effectiveness, coal washing alone is extraordinarily
advantageous, while precipitator reconstruction seems to be
less effective. The lower effectivity of the electrostatic
precipitators can be explained by the low mortality impact of
particulate inhalation.
This situation is changing, when we consider morbidity cases
versus investment costs. Coal washing is still highly effective,
but precipitator reconstruction seems more attractive than on
Fig 4 and sulphur scrubbing appears non-effective. Particulates
play dominant role in morbidity response /bronchitis/ and those
technologies scrubbing dust tend to show good performance.
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7.2. Pgfrg Nuclear Power Plant /PAV/
Public risk impact of the nuclear plant may be represented in
different, expressions /mortalities, days lost, economic loss/,
Let us consider days lost versus investment costs for con-
tainment improvement. /Fig. 5/. The most important conclusions
may be drawn from comparison of these curves with the corres-
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ponding data for the GHV plant. When expressing risks e.g. in
days lost, we get almost 106 days lost reduction making 5.109 Ft
investment in the coal fired plant. In nuclear plant the trade
for about 0.3.10̂  Ft investment would be a reduction of about
5OO days lost. In other words, improvement of the PAV con-
tainment tends to be an extremely ineffective investment in com-
parison with the coal plant investments. Another conclusion
may be that the plant's containment is well designed, concerning
with the design basis accident /DBA/ releases.
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Abstract

The Research Center for Nuclear Risk Assessment and Management (CEPN)
has been involved for many years in the appraisal and management of
technological risks and environmental protection in France. The paper gives
a general overview of its past experience and presents orientations for future
developments which could serve as support for the advancement of the risk
assessment and management methodology. Evaluation of large complex industrial
systems should allow progresses in the definition of risk and resources
allocation criteria.

1. INTRODUCTION

The status of risk assessment and risk management in France seems rather different as it is
in the English speaking countries. The reasons for such a situation are numerous and difficult to
delineate. There is still a general tendency from decision makers to favour engineering approaches
mainly focused on systems' reliability rather than the risk assessement techniques based on
probabilistic approach, and to manage risks by setting standards based on experts'judgments rather
than determining acceptable risk levels on socio-economic compromises. This attitude has with
evidence some relationships with the old tradition of cartesianism that has always been at honour in
the rationale for action in the French public administration.

However, it is obvious that, since the late seventies, a slow but evident change in attitudes
with regard to risk regulation is noticeable. The development of the French nuclear industry has
undoubtly played an important role in this evolution. Radiological protection and nuclear safety
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have progressively integrated, within the last decade, the basic concepts of risk assessment and
management. With pragmatism and sometimes an original approach mixing the risk assessment and
management methodology and techniques with improved know-how, the nuclear industry plays
actually an exemplary role for many other industries.

In this context, the experience gained since 1977 by CEPN is quite original. At first
focused on the development of the methodology related to radiation protection management and the
comparison of health and environmental risks from different energy systems, the efforts have been
more and more directed, in the early eighties, towards applications to specific case studies in the
nuclear fuel cycle but also in the chemical industry. This shift is a good illustration of the way, risk
assesment and management is progressively recognized as a practical tool to the challenge raised by
industrial risks.

This paper will focus on three points:
- to give a genera! overview of the experience gained so far by CEPN in the field of risk assessment
and management
- to discuss the basic criteria for the development of new case studies which could serve as support
for the advancement of the methodology
- to present some potential case studies that could be developed in the future within the framework
of the joint IAEA/UNEP/WHO project on assessing and managing health and environmental risks
from energy and other complex industrial systems.

2. FIELDS OF EXPERIENCE

2.1 Comparison of the health and environmental impacts of different energy systems for
electricity production

CEPN was the only french research group to perform a comprehensive study of health and
environmentyal impacts of different energy systems for electricity production (nuclear,
fuel,coal,solar). The results have been similar with those of other international studies (UNEP,
IAASA...) but CEPN has made some specific contributions to the field /1-4/.

The CEPN study was the first to use scenarios of the total fuel cycle including the
construction phase of the plants (and even decomissioning for nuclear plants); one interest of these
scenarios was that, although using theoretical models, they were based on realistic assumptions of
the French situation (in terms of localization of the plants, type of imported fuels...). The study
stressed the limited importance of the specific risks, such as the radiation risk for nuclear, in
comparison with other "traditional" health impacts of industrial activities involved in electricity
production. Another specificity was the use of an input-output macroeconomic model that enabled
to assess the total health risk impacts of each fuel cycle in the whole French economy (for example
the impact in the different economic sectors of the construction of the plants).
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It must be stressed that these general studies, at the time they were performed in the late
seventies, were mainly a contribution to the general debate on energy policy; but, they had only
limited impacts on risk management, except in terms of promoting the risk analysis approach in the
engineering community and elaborating some necessary tools for risk assessment studies like
environmental transfer models. However, recently, the Tchemobyl accident as well as the current
european debate on "acid rains" with the potential responsability of fossil fuels combustions, make
the comparative studies still of interest.

2.2 Cost-effectiveness analysis of risk reduction in nuclear facilities

The cost-effectiveness of risk reduction approach has been first developed in CEPN in
relation with the application of the ALARA principle promoted by the International Commission on
Radiological Protection (ICRP) in its publication n° 26, 1977. This decision-aiding technic gained
the group favour as, on the contrary of the cost-benefit approach pushed by the ICRP, no need of
'a priori" evaluation of the monetary value of the unit of collective exposure (the so-called value of
the man-sievert) is necessary for comparing the possible trade-offs between costs and risks. Since
1983 the works on this topic have been carried on within the IAEA co-ordinated research
programme "Comparison of Cost Effectiveness of Risk Reduction Among Different Energy
Systems" in which CEPN took an active part.

The methodology has been applied with success for evaluating different protection actions
either for the public or the workers, in underground uranium mines, fuel fabrication plants and
mainly in nuclear power reactors. These evaluations were performed either for existing plants on
specific sites with a view to assess a posteriori the cost and effectiveness of the basic radiological
protection measures already implemented in operating French nuclear installations, or for generic
installations at the design stage /5-12/. New applications are in development for evaluating
radioactive solid wastes disposal options.

The cost-effectiveness approach which aims at comparing alternative options for controlling
the risk, imposes to establish a link between each action and the corresponding level of risk. As in
most cases no direct measurement is possible (except for already existing systems in operation) the
use of models is a key-element, especially in the case of public risk reduction actions where the
environmental transfers are involved. CEPN has adapted from existing models (i,e the gaussian
plume model for airborne releases) or developed for some specific cases (i,e an exposure model to
assess alpha contamination associated with short-lived radon daughters in underground mines) a
large set of environmental and exposure models in relation with the different case-studies which
have been performed. In addition to these models, the whole methodology for assessing protection
costs and optimizing ressources allocation has also been set up.
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With regards to risk management the retrospective studies on existing plants, apart from
revealing the level of protection achieved with current practices (in terms of costs and residual
risks), have allowed to identify some key issues related to the interdependencies between protection
and production as well as equity aspects related to the distribution of risks between different groups
for a given installation. For example, one can mention the risk transfer on workers in nuclear
installations as the protection of the public is increasing or, the positive impact on productivity of
developing special tools or robotic systems for reducing occupationnal risks. Taking into account
these interdependencies leads to introduce explicitely in the cost-effectiveness framework, the
weighing of the different factors involved. As for the studies performed at the design stage, the
results have been directly used as an aid in the decision-making process leading to the choice of
particular protections actions.

2.3 Probabilistic risk assessment in the transportation of hazardous materials

The quantitative assessment of risk associated with hazardous material transportation has
been developed in CEPN since 1978. Originally, the evaluations were essentially focused on the
risks associated with the transportation of radioactive materials ( transportation of uranium
hexafluoride by trucks and trains, transport of small radioactive material type B packages), but more
recently the experience has been extented to non nuclear materials like liquefied gases, chlorine or
gasoline/13-19/.

A general methodological framework based on probabilistic risk assessment has been
progressively established. It is defined as a step by step process including the analysis of the
transportation system under study, the modelling of the accident environment, the packages
response and the accidental releases, and finally the assessing of the associated health effects. With
regards to the probabilistic approach , it is based on the same principles as in the safety studies
applied to a nuclear plant or any industrial facility, that is the classical event tree - fault tree analysis
through which accidental sequences leading to health consequences are identified and then
associated with occurence probabilities.

In practice, the calculations performed in transportation safety studies are quite specific; for
many accident sequences the assessment of probabilities can, up to a large extent, rely on observed
frequencies instead of combinatory analysis. This leads CEPN to develop data basis for truck and
train accidents which are yet unique in France and allow to analyze any type of hazardous materials
beeing transported. With regards to assessment of consequences (health effects), the deterministic
models developed for the cost-effectiveness analysis mentioned in the previous section, have been
adapted to accidental conditions. Among the basic computer tools, some codes have been further
developed in an interactive package. The most advanced one is the "Batex" package, a
micro-computer friendly user code dealing with atmospheric dispersion that can simulate explosive
and toxic accidental releases. As usual, a set of default values are available, but a critical use of
these figures is possible thanks to an on-line documentation.
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Besides the methodological improvements, in front of the greater concern about this kind of risk
which poses obviously an "acceptability problem" for the public at large, there is now in France a
growing incitement within managers and authorities to use the concepts and methods of
probabilistic risk assessment for managing risks. The different case studies developed by CEPN
were related to three basic type of decision-making process:

- the identification of priorities either in terms of which products, transportation modes and
geographical areas have to be controlled taking into account their respective contributions to the
overall risk.

- the definition of safety standards for the packages or of the permissible amount of
transported products.

- the reduction of risk related to existing transportation systems.At this level the question is
generally to compare alternative actions, (routes, packages...) and cost considerations are
incorporated into the analysis to be balanced with the health risk. This kind of approach is the direct
application of the cost-effectiveness analysis of risk reduction described before.

2.4 Environmental and occupational risk assessment for toxic and carcinogenic
substances

This pan of the CEPN programme has been developed originally to put the radiological
risks in perspective with similar types of risk. Rather quickly it appeard that beyond the comparative
goal, it was possible to transfer in the field of environmental and occupational carcinogens most of
the concepts and tools settled for assessing and controlling the radiological risk /20, 21/. In this
perspective, several French agencies and governemental departments sponsored case studies on
specific substances either to evaluate the level of risk at which some particular groups are exposed
or to compare the effectiveness of actions aiming at controlling these risks.

In the sphere of occupational exposures to toxic and carcinogenic substances, the main
difficulties were not, as it was initially expected, related to the establishment of dose-response
relationships, but more fundamentally to the lack of data on levels of exposure and numbers of
workers exposed. This led to the development of a generic methodology to estimate exposures
based on the economical analysis of the industrial processes involving various toxic substances
/22/. The methodology was applied to nickel and chromium compounds and acrylonitrile. A large
part of the efforts have been however devoted to the analysis of dose-response relationships for
carcinogenic substances. A systematic review and critical analysis of the littérature and in particular
the works published by the US Environmental Protection Agency and the International Agency for
the Research on Cancer, have been the basis for the production of "best estimates" of the excess of
cancers related to nickel subsulfide and acrylonitrile occupational exposures, in the perspective of
risk-assessment studies.
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On the point of view of risk-management three different types of studies have been
performed in close relation with the French regulatory bodies The first were a direct application of
risk-assessment related to some specific substances for contributing to the definition of occupational
TLVs /23/ The second were related to the assessment of the economic impacts of risk control
policies on particular industries The most examplary works performed in this perspective have
been the evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of occupational exposure reduction in the asbestos
industry /24/, and of the control of vinyl chloride gaseous effluents' releases into the
environment/25/ The third type of nsk-management approach has been the application of the
cost-effectiveness analysis of risk reduction framework to compare alternative investment choices at
the level of a specific plant A study, performed in cooperation with a large chemical corporation
was earned out in order to assess different actions for reducing the occupational risk associated with
acrylonitnle exposure /26/

New studies are presently under development, adressing the problem of the levels of
exposures to benzene at the workplace and into the environment in France This work will be
followed by an appraisal of the existing data on the health effects due to benzene in order to assess
the present levels of risk for the exposed workers in the different industrial sectors using benzene
and the public in relation with industrial and véhicules' releases into the environment Such a work
could be later used for setting priorities in the control of this substance

3 CRITERIA FOR I HE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW CASE STUDIES

In the near future the CEPN program will basically continue on the topics rapidly evoked
before If some changes can be envisaged they are more related to the modalities than on the fields
of application of the nsk-assessment and management framework. Among the orientations to be
considered with interest is the possibility of developing new case studies on more complex
industrial systems Most of the works performed until now were mainly related to specific nsks
evaluated at the level of the plants. Enlarging the scope of these analysis to include muti-facilities
systems should allow to adress new problems on the level of ressources allocation or trade-offs
between different groups at risk. This perspective supposes to envisage new methodological
developments with regards to risk criteria definition and also the difficult problem of integrating
social values inthe risk management framework.

To be realistic these studies on larger scale systems should be performed in close
connection with real decision making processes There is a recent tendency to develop risk
assessment and management studies on a regional level. The few experiences conducted until now
in different countries, which were basically oriented towards the screening of some specific
industrial nsks ( chemicals, nsks associated with diffenrent fuel cycles) have demonstrated that,
without a clear relation to a real decision-making process, these studies remain a training exercice
having a very weak impact on the regional and national authonnes in charge of controlling the nsks
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involved. For this reason the definition of the so-called regional studies should be defined with a
great attention.

In fact, the localisation of such type of studies can result of very different criteria such as •
the source of the risk (multi sources spread over a large geographical area), the spread of the effects
on different areas and groups of population, the size of the technical systems (a transportation
system for example) and finally the decisionnal background
for managing the risk Keeping these cnteria in mind, the choice and delineation of an area or a
region for developing risk assessment and management case studies on the regional level, as those
envisaged within the joint IAEA/WHO/UNEP project, should not only be based on a pnon
geographical considerations but with regards to :

-the spatial extension of the technical system to be considered and the spectrum of risks
associated.

- a real decision making problem with clearly identified decision makers

4 POTENTIAL CASE STUDIES

The following projects are presently in discussion within CEPN and with other research
institutions They could be possibly envisaged as case studies of the joint IAEA/WHO/UNEP
project if in the French context some support can be found from mterrested potential decision
makers.

4.1 Risk management of the transportation and storage of hazardous material in the urban
area of Lyon

The city of Lyon and its surroundings is a well suited area for a case study on risk
assessment and management at a regional level for two basic reasons :

- because of its location in the Rhône valley, which is the major route between the south
and the north European countries, Lyon is the most exposed city in France by hazardous material
transport accidents (about one serious accident such as a major LPG release every year and more
than 5% of all French accidents). To this traffic must be added the internal transit within the Rhône
Alpes region which is highly industrialized. Lyon and the surroundings is one of the major French
area for chemical and petroleum industry. The regional chemical industry is accounting for about
15% of the national production with twelve plants classified under the Seveso directive Moreover,
about one third of the total nuclear electricity generating capacity is also located in the Rhône Alpes
region.

- the industrial hazards have been for long a matter of concern for the local authorities and
many actions have been already undertaken. In the present situation there are two sectors in which
risk management questions seems to be of interest. The first deals with the assessment of the
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various risk reduction measures envisaged for hazardous material transportation and storage
(chemical, LPG, motor spirit and radioactive materials). They mainly consist in forbidding some
sectors, rerouting the traffic and emergency preparedness. Their efficiencies and costs remain to be
estimated; an equity problem is also involved when the hazard is diverted to other areas. The second
question deals with the interaction between the hazards linked with transportation and storage, and
the urban network. Their is a need of identifying the vulnerabilities of the urban sustems, and of
defining the most appropriate ways to take them into account in the siting of collective equipments
(hospitals, schools...) and the planning of emergency response systems.

The case study could be developed in three directions : the risk assessment itself, the search
for risk indices and spatial representation of the risks, the application of decision aiding
methodologies. It should be a good touchstone for the present ability of risk assessment tools to
answer the practical questions raised by those facing the major hazard problems in a large
industrialized city.

4.2. Risk management and emergency planning for PCS electric transformers

Concern for potential human health and environmental impacts of polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCBs) has prompted european governments, since 1975-76, to institute a series of
control policy designed to minimize human exposure to PCBs. One consequence was the restriction
of PCBs to the unique use as fluids for electrical equipments. Currently, the number of electric
transformers, containing various quantities of PCBs (from 100 kg to a few tons, generally mixed
with trichlorobenzenes), in France is estimated to be about 100 000 units; 11 000 of these units are
owned by the French public utility Electricité de France, the others beeing widely diffused in
various industry settings and public buildings (including schools and hospitals). About 250 000
capaciters with PCBs are also supposed to be in use in France.

Following the Binghamton accident in 1981 in the US, a new concern has occured that
fires involving PCBs' electric transformers could imply toxic emissions of dibenzodioxins and
dibenzofurans. In 1985 and 1986, incidents in residential buildings and areas (Reims and
Villeurbane), although no quantities of 2,3,7,8 TCDD have been analytically detected created an
important social uproar in France.

Management of such emergency situations, specially decisions of evacuation and acceptable
levels of decontamination for clean-ups, creates complex difficulties where scientific and technical
uncertainties are interacting with social and political pressures. Methodology for the assessment of
health hazards associated with exposure of human populations to technical contaminants usually
emphasizes prediction of effects from chronic exposure to derive safety standards based on lifetime
exposure. Accidental situations, such as contamination of residential areas or drinking water supply
systems (Villeurbane near Lyon, 1986) by PCB spills or even dibenzodioxins, imply a different
management approach that has to deal with acute or short-term (subchronic) exposures.
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The study, that could be performed in relation with Electricité de France, would try to:
- assess uncertainties in scientific estimation of human risks from accute and subchronic

exposure to PCBs and 2,3,7,8 TCDD
- analyze the various enforcable approaches to determine evacuation and clean-up standards

(quantitative risk assessment; comparison with acceptable daily intakes of PCB from other sources;
comparison with other toxic risks...)

The study would be based on analysis of real accidental events and on a probabilistic
assessment of accidental risks in the whole French electric transformers' system. The study would
be conducted in a clear decision-making aid perspective and could used a multicriteria decision
analysis model that enables to aggregate technical data and qualitative decision-makers judgments,
including considerations of social opportunity and risk communication strategies in front of

emergency situations.

4.3. Assessment of alternative strategies for nuclear wastes management

The French nuclear programme by the year 2000 will include up to about 50 nuclear power
stations. Taking into account the reprocessing option, from the point of view of wastes production
one should at the same period count up to 800 000 cubic meters of low and intermediate level
wastes, 45 000 cubic meters of alpha wastes and 3000 of high level wastes. A diposal site for the
low and intermediate level wastes is already in operation and a second site is planned to be opened
within the next years. As for the disposal of the high level wastes, the program is still at the R &D
stage and different alternatives are under study.

The question of nuclear wastes management has been mostly adressed in the past within the
framework of the radiological protection system on which a large international consensus is now
existing. The basic approach is in this perspective to verify that a given strategy is conform with the
basic prevailing standards. Only recently a few studies have been performed including a broader
point of view based on the probalistic safety analysis methodology and the adoption of a realistic
risk management framework to properly adress the complex interdependencies caracterizing the
nuclear wastes systems.

The main idea underlying the case study proposed here, would be to evaluate strategies
including the whole system of wastes management and not only alternatives related to a specific
element of the system independently of the others as it is usually the case. This would mean to take
into account the set of interdependencies between the various components of the systems (the power
stations, the reprocessing plant, the disposal sites and the transportation system). One key element
of the problem is the identification and the evaluation of the risks transfers involved by the different
possible strategies. For example, on site treatment and conditionning of power station wastes,
increases the occupational exposures but reduces the risks related to the transportation to the
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disposal site. Such a solution is however much more costly as an "in bulk" transportation of the
wastes to a dedicated treament facility on the disposal site. The choice between these two
alternatives should be made on the appreciation of their respective costs and effectiveness. The
ressource allocation optimization is however difficult to apply because of the multidimentionnal
caracteristic of the risk. Explicit weights have to be integrated in the evaluation framework to
properly address the risk transfers according to societal preferences.

In the present French context this project would fundamentally aim at demonstrating the
feasability of the risk-assessment and management approach for such complex decisionnal problem.
No links with concrete decision-making process seem realistic for the moment. It should be
mentionned that this type of project can be envisaged with other countries within the framework of
an international cooperation.

5. POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTORS

In case CEPN would develop one or another of theses studies in the near future, within the
framework of the joint IAEA/WHO/UNEP project on assessing and managing health and
environmental risks from energy and other complex industrial systems, possible collaborations
have been envisaged with other French institutions :

- the Atomic Energy Commission,
- the National Institute of Health and Medical Research,
- the Ministery of Environment,
- Electricité de France.

As mentioned before none of the projects discribed above could be undertaken without the effective
support of local or national authorities involved in the control of the risk to be adressed.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The joint IAEA/WHO/UNEP project is certainly a good opportunity to develop a new
generation of risk assessment and management studies in countries facing quite different situations
with regards to decisionnal problems related to industrial risks. This should lead to the refinement
of concepts and methodological tools to better adress the risks complexity of large industral
systems.

As the joint inter-agencies project is structured to be an international forum for confronting
experiences from both developing and developed countries, one can express the wish that a
common format will be defined to facilitate the comparisons of results between case studies
conducted in the different participating countries. In concrete form this should lead to the use of a
common data basis for generic problems as: dose-response relationships, acute toxicity
thresholds... The selection of standards models for assessing the risks (environmental transfer
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models, probabilistic analysis models...) and economic impacts of protection and safety actions, is
equally of prime importance. This should not be a too difficult task as a large experience and
numerous similar models arc now available in many research centers focused on risk-asessment
and management A probably more delicate goal is the adoption of common risk criteria particularly
in the field of probabilistic analysis. Some recent developments, as the proper use of CCDF
functions for example, give some indications about the possibilities in this area.

On a more general level, one can recommend to the potential participants to the joint project
to encourage a close cooperation between the different groups involved in the development of case
studies to limit as much as possible redundant works and to systematically look for mutual
assistance. The past experience démontrâtes that in many occasions the know-how on particular
complex problems is existing, or in fair way to be achieved, but disseminated among numerous
organisations.
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LAKE VICTORIA BASIN IN KENYA: A POTENTIAL
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HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS
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of Health and Environmental Effects of
Energy Systems,
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Upton, New York,
United States of America

Abstract

Concern is arising about pollution in Lake Victoria, the largest of
the East African Great Lakes. Lake Victoria is at a cross-roads: it could
become an ecological disaster, or it can provide a model of enlightened
environmental planning. A comprehensive environmental assessment with a
consequent action plan will be required to locate, monitor, control and,
ultimately, diminish the sources of contamination to prevent further
environmental degradation in the Lake Victoria Basin. While such a project
must ultimately explore basin-wide problems of industrial development,
deforestation, soil erosion, desertification, over-cropping, overgrazing,
and population growth, a more limited project to begin some integrated
assessment which focuses on industrial effluents from existing and future
industrial activities in the river basins, and on pollutants from
agricultural runoff within Kenya -is proposed. The region is a limited,
well-defined area hydrologically. Limiting the case study to the area
within Kenya results in a politically unified region also. The region is
impacted by industrial effluents superimposed on the problems of rapid
population growth, fishing pressure, and expansion of farming into marginal
lands with resulting deforestation and agricultural run-off. There are
several, currently unrelated, projects on environmental risk assessment and
management in the region which could be incorporated into the case study. A
Government of Kenya agency with responsibility for coordination of
environmental risk assessment and management, the Lake Basin Development
Authority, already exists and is seeking outside assistance. It is far
better to begin with a limited, practical first step which could eventually
fold into a more comprehensive, basin-wide planning program.

Background

Concern is arising about pollution in Lake Victoria, the largest of
the East African Great Lakes, the second largest freshwater lake in the
world, and a headwater of the Nile. Lake Victoria is at a cross-roads: it
could become an ecological disaster, or it can provide a model of
enlightened environmental planning.

Pollution of the lake will damage the unique ecology of the region and
have extremely destructive impacts on the people living in the countries
bordering the lake — Kenya, Uganda, and Tanzania — as well as those
located downstream on the Nile: Sudan and Egypt. Studies indicate that,
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due to their tropical location and hydrological regimes, the Great Lakes of
East Africa are much more susceptible to the damaging effects of oxygen-
consuming pollution than lakes in temperate zones. Moreover, the renewal
times of these large lakes are so long that extensive contamination could
spell an irreversible catastrophe. Evidence of eutrophication and severe
reductions in catches of the Tilapia fish, which forms the main source of
protein for people living in the lake coastal area, are hitherto identified
impacts of pollution in the lake.

A comprehensive environmental assessment with a consequent action plan
will be required to locate, monitor, control and, ultimately, diminish the
sources of contamination to prevent further environmental degradation in the
Lake Victoria Basin. Although cooperation between all the countries in the
lake basin will be needed to implement an action plan fully, there are
several important reasons for locating a pilot assessment effort in Kenya.
While Kenya accounts for only four percent of the lake basin area, six of
the seven rivers which flow into the lake originate in Kenya and 42% of the
country's population is located there. Kenya is also the source of current
industrial and agricultural activities which have possible significance for
the lake basin environment.

Three major sources of pollution emanating in Kenya have been
identified to date:

• effluents from sugar mills, textile mills and a paper mill located
on the rivers which drain into the lake,

• agricultural run-off from the areas in the lake basin which
constitute a major proportion of the arable land in the country,

• deforestation and consequent reduction in the water holding
capacity of the lake catchment basin due to overcutting of forests
for fuelwood.

These sources of pollution ultimately stem from a complex set of
causes rooted in Kenya's development: population pressures, farming of
marginal lands, settlement patterns, and the industrial development policies
of different agencies and organizations. Mitigation of the deleterious
environmental consequences affecting water quality in the Lake Victoria
Basin is hence bound to be a complex process calling for a comprehensive
approach to assessment, monitoring, management and control. International
agencies fully support the concept of a comprehensive, multi-sectoral
approach towards the environmental management of the basin which would
include, inter alia, the problems of deforestation, soil erosion,
desertification, over-cropping, over-grazing as well as traditional concerns
with water pollution.

Water-resource management has a solid technical basis, primarily in
engineering and economics, drawn from a long history of irrigation and
hydroelectric power in both developed and developing countries. Experience
shows, however, that the ecological consequences of water projects may be
unanticipated, far-reaching, and severe, the Aswan Dam being a notable
example. Water-pollution control as a public health measure came to the
developed countries in the early part of the century; the importance of its
more subtle ecological effects became apparent only in the last few decades.
Recent years have seen a greater appreciation of nonstructural means of
water resource management through planning, regulation, and incentives.
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As a country like Kenya embarks on industrial and agricultural
development, combined knowledge from this experience of the developed
countries can be brought to bear before the fact. Indeed it must, as
ancient problems of public health such as waterborne diseases are compounded
with modern problems of industrial effluents and agricultural runoff of
fertilizers and pesticides. A comprehensive assessment approach provides
the necessary basis for an action plan designed to address basin-wide
problems of importance to the GOK and its neighbors.

Institutions and Current Work in Health and
Environmental Risk Assessment and Protection

The Government of Kenya (GOK) has taken an active interest in the
region. By legislative Act, GOK created the Lake Basin Development
Authority (LBDA) in 1979 to monitor and manage water resources in the basin.
LBDA, in turn, has requested UNEP to organize an international program for
environmental improvement. Available evidence suggests that LBDA1s mandates
need to be broadened and its coordinating authority among GOK agencies
strengthened. A comprehensive assessment effort would help in this regard
by focusing on the diverse causes of environmental pollution as well as
creating linkages among the different agencies which would necessarily be
involved.

The headquarters of UNEP and the regional headquarters of the World
Bank are in Kenya. There is also a large USAID program in Kenya (which
includes an Environmental Training and Management Program), as well as
bilateral aid programs with other countries. Thus, there are substantial
international development resources within the country that could be
incorporated in this effort.

Substantial research efforts have focused on the water pollution
problem of the region. UNEP has established a modern water monitoring
laboratory. There is a NASA program for remote satellite and air sensing to
monitor climatology, land use, forest cover, thermal energy, primary
production in water bodies and agriculture. The East African Freshwater
Fisheries Research Organization in Jinja has an active research program on
Lake Victoria, and several academic studies have been carried out,
particularly by the Nairobi University Institute for Development Studies and
by Scandinavian universities. The US Environmental Protection Agency has
recently organized a program for cooperation with Less Developed Countries
and is considering the Lake Victoria Basin in Kenya as a demonstration
program. This would be a high-visibility effort for achieving environmental
improvement in a pilot project which could become a model whose lessons
could be applied to environmental problems faced by other developing
countries. Implementation of a water-resource management project would meet
this objective.

Rationale of the Lake Victoria Basin in Kenya
as a Case Study in the WHO-UNEP-IAEA Program

1. The region is a limited, well-defined area hydrologically.
Limiting the case study to the area within Kenya results in a
politically unified region also.

2. The region is impacted by industrial effluents from sugar mills,
textile mills and paper mills, superimposed on the problems of
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rapid population growth, fishing pressure, and expansion of
farming into marginal lands with resulting deforestation and
agricultural run-off. It thus focuses on management of risks of
industrial pollution and development in the background of the
overwhelming problems of population growth and economic hardship.

3. There are several, currently unrelated, projects on environmental
risk assessment and management in the region which could be
incorporated into the case study, as well as extensive
international resources which could be mustered.

4. A Government of Kenya agency with responsibility for coordination
of environmental risk assessment and management, the Lake Basin
Development Authority, already exists and is seeking outside
assistance.

5. The framework provided by the joint WHO-UNEP-IAEA program could
assist the local development agency to bring together available
resources for risk assessment and risk management in the region.

First Steps in Initiating a Case Study

Ideally, there is a need for a large, integrated program of the entire
Lake Victoria basin, encompassing at least the three nations bordering on
the lake and the full scope of environmental risks. Such a large grandiose
program, however, has little chance of getting off the ground; if by some
means it were to be initiated, it would have little chance of even limited
success. It is far better to begin with a limited, practical first step
which could eventually fold into a more comprehensive, basin-wide planning
program. The WHO Collaborating Centre for the Assessment of Health and
Environmental effects of Energy Systems has a long history of performing
integrated environmental and health assessments of energy-related facilities
(see Appendix). The Centre has always taken the larger perspective that
health and environmental assessments are necessarily integrative in nature,
that they include both short- and long-term considerations, and that they
include basic scientific and engineering principles of environmental
management and systems analysis. Recognizing that previous studies have
focused on describing the current state of environmental degradation, the
Centre instead proposes to use its interdisciplinary expertise in
environmental, health, and policy analyses to assess how each source of
degradation has come to contribute to the overall situation. The Centre
will help appropriate GOK agencies to develop one or more feasible
management alternatives to reverse and control the ecological damages
occurring at present. While such a project must ultimately explore basin-
wide problems of industrial development, deforestation, soil erosion,
desertification, over-cropping, overgrazing, and population growth, the
Centre prepared a more limited proposal to begin some integrated assessment
which focused on industrial effluents from existing and future industrial
activities in the river basins, and on pollutants from agricultural runoff
within Kenya. Activities under this proposal would form the initial
component of developing a comprehensive environmental assessment and action
plan for the Lake Victoria Basin. This proposal had the following limited
object ives:

1. Develop USEPA participation in assistance to developing countries
to solve environmental problems.
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2. Develop comprehensive and coordinated plan for Kenya river basins
feeding Lake Victoria.

3. Prioritize measures for mitigation.

4. Provide a base for future development of a basin-wide
comprehensive action plan for ecologically sound and sustainable
development of the Lake Victoria Basin.

5. Train Kenyan personnel in comprehensive environmental assessment,
data collection and use, identification of environmental problems,
assessing appropriate control technologies, and mitigation
strategies.

The scope of such a program over a four-year period would include:

Activities - Within 12 Months
• Establish link with local authorities and relevant institutions

• Scoping of problem: complete overview survey of present situation
with respect to industrial emissions, agricultural runoff and their
environmental impacts and health implications.

• Formulate plan for comprehensive assessment of current and future
industrial effluents in the Kenya river basins feeding Lake
Victoria.

• Identify key local people for accomplishment of plan and provide
training in methods of comprehensive assessment including problem
identification, characterization, prioritization of environmental
issues, methods of linking various aspects of a comprehensive
assessment.

Activities - Within 36 Months
Following the comprehensive plan (revised as necessary), and working

closely with local authorities and relevant institutions, complete the
comprehensive assessment including:

• Compile necessary data that is available from existing sources.

• Collect additional data as necessary.

• Establish data management system.

• Characterize present and future industrial emissions.

• Determine linkages between emissions and current and potential
environmental damage.

• Providing training as necessary and appropriate in specific
technical areas associated with the comprehensive assessment as
well as continued training in methods of carrying out comprehensive
assessment.

• Evaluate need for training in environmental resource management to
follow-up on the comprehensive assessment.
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Activities - Within 48 Months

Working with GOK agencies and relevant institutions, transform the
results of the comprehensive assessment into a workable plan of resource
management, including:

• Identify programs to monitor environmental quality and sources of
contamination.

• Evaluate structural and nonstructural management options (eg,
legal, regulatory, and institutional) to reduce contaminant inputs
from examined sources.

• Identify management needs and priorities to implement this plant.

• Provide training in environmental resource management.

APPENDIX

CAPABILITIES OF THE WHO COLLABORATING CENTRE FOR THE ASSESSMENT
OF HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF ENERGY SYSTEMS

BEARING ON THE LAKE VICTORIA PROPOSAL

The WHO Collaborating Centre for the Assessment of Health and
Environmental Effects of Energy Systems is the Biomédical and Environmental
Assessment Division (BEAD) of Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New
York. Its capabilities which bear on the Lake Victoria proposal include the
following.

(1) Comprehensive Assessments

BEAD has a long history of performing integrated environmental and
health assessments of energy-related facilities. Its staff is comprised of
scientists, engineers, and public health specialists with skills in risk
assessment, data management, health impact assessments, geohydrology,
meteorology, statistics, and epidemiology.

BEAD had always taken the larger perspective that health an-1
environmental assessments are necessarily integrative in nature, that they
include both short- and long-term considerations, and that they include
basic scientific and engineering principles of environmental management and
systems analyses.

BNL has also had much experience in training middle-management level
personnel from developing countries in resource assessments, systems
analyses, and microcomputer modeling. Personnel from Kenya and other
African countries have participated in BNL1s Energy Management Training
Program (EMTP), which trained over 300 professionals from 35 developing
countries during the 1978-1984 period.
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(2) Hydrogeological Capabilities

BEAD staff have had experience in several regional water resource
studies, each of which have regarded the river basin as the basic spatial
unit. In a major study of present and future possibilities for water
conservation, recycling, and reuse in the U.S. Northeast, estimates of
surface and ground water supplies using the concept of safe yield, applied
first at the river basin level and then aggregated to states. This same
approach was used in a related study to evaluate the degree to which
available and potentially new water sources could meet expected future
demand by the electric, industrial, agricultural and private sectors.

BEAD has developed a system to assemble and use diverse ground water
data. This system was developed with EPA support, was designed for use on a
mini-computer, and used Suffolk and Nassau counties in Long Island, New
York, as regional prototypes. Data were collected from several agencies at
all levels of government, and included information describing ground water
resources and their chemistry, land-use activities, permits, locations of
leaking underground storage tanks, and water chemistry measurements taken at
private residences. User-friendly software was developed to retrieve
information from the data base. Procedures were developed to analyze these
data using several graphical, statistical, and numerical modeling
techniques. The system allows a person interested in assessing or managing
ground water resources to store, retrieve and manipulate a wide variety of
ground-water related information, doing so in a manner that does not require
sophisticated computer expertise, relying instead on basic hydrological
principles.

This regional system was modified to provide a capability for ground
water assessments at specific sites. In fact, the system was first
implemented at Brookhaven National Laboratory, on a micro-computer
(IBM/PC/XT) using an off-the-shelf relational data base management system.
The system allows screen entry of air and water data by technicians in the
laboratory, with quality assurance screening accomplished first by the
computer as data are entered, and then by supervisors as they peruse lists
of data by eye. Data are immediately available to professional staff for
screening and analyses.

This data management and analysis system can be extended to other
environmental areas as well. Data could be incorporated describing air
quality, health, demography, industrial emissions, energy-related
information, agricultural activities, areas that are forests (or which have
been deforested), and areas that are deserts. Information may be included
from many different sources, including observations taken on the ground as
well as from the air, perhaps incorporating Landsat-type information.

BEAD staff have used and modified several different types of
contaminant transport models for these and other activities. Applications
have included numerical modeling studies of the migration of chemicals
accidentally released to fresh water aquifers during enhanced oil recovery,
and in studies of the migration of radionuclides at DOE facilities. A
simple analytical simulation model of ground water contaminant transport,
originally programmed for a minicomputer, has recently been modified for use
with a spreadsheet on a personal computer.

Spatial analyses are an important aspect of ground water analyses.
These have traditionally included hand drawn contours or nearest neighbor
interpolations. BEAD staff have developed more sophisticated geostatistical
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techniques, including the use of kriging to estimate water table surfaces,
from which velocity fields are determined and used as input to models of
contaminant transport. Kriging has also been used to identify areas of deep
recharge, and to map plumes of contaminants.

(3) Related Technical Experience

BEAD has extensive experience assessing environmental and health
impacts from DOE radwaste facilities. These and other activities have led
to new and expanded techniques for health risk assessments. BEAD has also
participated in numerous evaluations of health impacts from toxic
substances, and have contributed to the development of health effects
criteria documents. The primary emphasis of many of its calculations has
been estimating public exposure and risk from particular chemicals and from
energy-related facilities. An example of the latter is an ongoing
assessment at U.S. and Yugoslav coal gasification facilities, where
measurements were taken in and around the facilities, and where calculations
were made of risks at these sites.

BEAD has extensive experience in the broad area of health risk
assessment. It has capabilities for environmental transport modeling to
estimate exposures needed in risk analysis, including experience in indoor
exposure estimation. BEAD has developed new methods for applying state-of-
the-art model results to risk analyses and for examining uncertainty in
model results to allow propagation of uncertainties through to final risk
estimates. BEAD has expertise in demographic estimation and projection at
the national, regional, and site-specific levels for determining the
population at risk in health risk assessments. It also has expertise in the
use of time budgets and activity patterns to estimate personal exposures.

BEAD has experience in general assessment of health effects of
particular chemicals and in exposure and health risk assessments of
particular applications. BEAD has been particularly active in cancer risk
assessment, including model development and assessment and applications
including both exposure assessment and dose-response aspects. These include
risk assessment of radiation-induced cancers (BEAD had the lead
responsibility for health consequence analysis for the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's Reactor Safety Study) and risk assessment of
chemical carcinogenesis (primarily under the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency's sponsorship).
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UNIDOS'S WORK ON POLLUTION CONTROL
AND RISK MANAGEMENT IN INDUSTRY

S. MALTEZOU
United Nations Industrial Development

Organization,
Vienna

Abstract

An important aspect of UNIDO's work is to learn from the experience
of industrialized countries and to avoid severe health and environmental
pollution problems through the transfer of appropriate technologies and
pollution control mechanisms as an essential part of industrial development —
which is UNIDO's main mandate.

Moreover, UNIDO's role is to provide to the policy makers of develop-
ing countries a better understanding of environmental problems and appreciation
of early remedial action. One way to achieve this is through the application
of environmental impact assessment and risk assessment methodologies.

Since 1972 UNIDO has developed and implemented about 172 projects
related to industrial pollution control and management of environmental
resources.

A corresponding number of technical reports have been submitted to the
respective governments. Currently UNIDO implements about 60 projects in this
area. This represents about 10 per cent of the total UNIDO technical
assistance budget.

Specifically, UNIDO's programme focuses attention on the following
major areas:

- Developing Low- and Non-Waste Technologies, Reutilization and Recycling
of Wastes, Energy Conservation and Promotion of Non-Conventional Sources
of Energy.

- Control of Air, Water and Solid Waste Pollution

- Assistance in Environmental Planning, Environmental Impact Assessment,
Elaboration of Integrated Planning Concepts for Industrial Areas.
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- Industrial and Plant Safety and Emergency Planning Systems

Clearly toxic materials and waste management, energy resources develop-
ment and conservation, low- and non-waste technology, risk assessment,
industrial and plant safety and emergency planning, transboundary pollution,
are foremost concerns of both industrial and industrializing countries at
this time.

INTRODUCTION

In the 1960s the general public in most developed countries began to
demonstrate increased concern about the quality of the natural environment.
They noticed how lakes, rivers, and even seas had become so polluted that
they no longer could be used for recreation. They could smell the odors of
the gaseous emissions from automobiles and factories. At the same time,
scientists were collecting overwhelming evidence that there were great health
hazards connected with continued emissions of large volumes of gaseous,
waterborne, and solid residuals.

In the decades of the 70s and 80s we have witnessed several natural
critical situations where human life and health have been in jeopardy through
the increasing number of complex industrial systems, the increasing amount
of waste that has been discharged, often indiscriminately, into the environment:
the inadequate safety procedures in handling and processing hazardous materials
and the subsequent industrial accidents. Our cities have been deteriorating at an
accelerated rate because of the increasing size and concentration of the
population and the ever-increasing use of automibiles.

Clearly, a range of problems closely connected with our level of affluence
has been compounded in particular in connection with the generation of
electricity from nuclear and fossil-fueled power plants; the unresolved problem
of acid rain through SO» and NO emissions as well as CO., the so called
"green-house" effect; the detrimental effects of noise, air transportation,
highway construction, strip mining, hydropower dam construction, the destruction
of the ozone layer, etc.

Modern chemistry and physics have gradually subjected the world's
biological systems to strange substances to which many times fail to adapt.
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Economy growth means, among other things, that more and more materials
are put into circulation and that an increasing amount of waste is being
discharged into the environment. The capacity of the environment to
assimilate ever-increasing residual waste products is limited and can be
expanded only at increasing costs. Often we hear of cases that the
assimilative capacity of the environment is reached and surpassed.

The partial remedy for many of these ills of industrial countries has
been found by several active governments through the elaboration of proper
incentives and disencentives inducing polluters to seek alternative less
polluting processes in the production of intermediate and final products or
effective treatment and disposal methods of waste.

Safety procedures in industry and transportation have been receiving
increasing attention and environmental impact assessments and risk assess-
ments have become a necessary tool for policy makers. However, in spite of
all this upsurge in corrective pollution activities industrial countries are
far from dealing effectively with all the problems which they are facing.
What we need is to elaborate and implement unified "safety policies" regarding
the risks to health and environment from all kinds of industrial activities.

In developing countries the situation may not have the same intensity
because the level of industrialization is lower. However, when we are
talking about developing countries we must differentiate between those that
are in the early stages of their industrialization and those that are already
way ahead — the newly industrializing countries. While all developing
countries are facing the pollution problems associated with overpopulation,
inadequate sewarage facilities, lack of clean drinking water sources and air
pollution problems (from old and ill-maintained cars, open burning of garbage
and various other practices) — only the newly industrializing countries appear
to enter the phase of pollution problems related to industrial activities.

Developing countries face challenges and opportunities in protecting and
improving their environment and in managing the risks associated with the
production of energy as well as with the production of primary intermediate
and final products. Avoiding serious problems where the state of the
environment is reasonably good and correcting existing environmental problems
are commitments that many governments have undertaken and/or are willing to
undertake.
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UNIDO'S WORK IN POLLUTION CONTROL, ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISK ASSESSMENT

An important aspect of UNIDO's work is to learn from the experience
of industrialized countries and to avoid severe health and environmental
pollution problems through the transfer of appropriate technologies and
pollution control mechanisms as an essential part of industrial develop-
ment — which is UNIDO's main mandate.

Moreover, UNlDO's role is to provide to the policy makers of developing
countries a better understanding of environmental problems and appreciation
of early remedial action. One way to achieve this is through the application
of environmental impact assessment and risk assessment methodologies.

UNIDO is aware that pollution in its broadest sense is an impairment
to the quality of life and even to sustainable industrial growth. Subsequently,
for several years now, UNIDO has embarked in technical assistance projects
that aim to improve and protect environmental resources in developing countries.

The mandate for UNIDO's duty to assist developing countries in environ-
mental matters derives from the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action (1985),
in particular paragraph 39, which was endorsed by the General Assemby in
Resolution 3362 (S-VI1). The organization was asked to mobilize human and
material resources to cope with problems which threaten the environment and
was given an additional mandate to investigate and promote the choice and
application of appropriate technology for the benefit of the industrialization
of the developing countries.

In this connection UNIDO's duty in the process of assisting countries
with the:'r industrialization, is to help developing countries to identify
least polluting and cost-effective technologies and further, to assist in
the control of already existing problems either through appropriate treatment
and disposal or through treatment and reutilization/recyc1 ing which also
promotes resource conservation.

In the performance of this duty we are applying our expertise in
conducting environmental impact assessments, engineering studies of facts,
economic assessments of costs and benefits, elaborations and evaluations
of proven low- and non-waste technologies either in production processes
and/or in recycling of waste materials and in transferring know-how in
pollution monitoring and control, waste treatment and disposal, etc.
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Furthermore, we are assisting in rigorous training and human resources develop-
ment in all aspects of pollution assessment and control as well as in all
aspects of environmental and energy resources management and industrial safety.

Since 1972 UNIDO has developed and implemented about 172 projects related
to industrial pollution control and management of environmental resources.

A corresponding number of technical reports have been submitted to the
respective governments. Currently UNIDO implements about 60 projects in this
area. This represents about 10 per cent of the total UNIDO technical
assistance budget.

In the process of this technical assistance UNIDO co-operates closely
with other national, regional and international agencies such as the United
Nations Environment Programme, the International Atomic Energy Agency, the
World Health Organization, the United Nations Development Programme, the
International Labour Organization, the Food and Agricultural Organization,
the Economic Commission for Europe, etc.

Specifically, UNIDO's programme focuses attention on the following
major areas:

Developing Low- and Non-Waste Technologies, Réutilisation
and Recycling of Wastes.Energy Conservation and
Promotion of Non-Conventional Sources of Energy

In the low- and non-waste technology area l'NI DO implements a considerable
number of interesting projects.

One of the projects which we are considering of great importance not only
for the country that implements it but as well for other industrializing
countries is the "Development of Low- and Non-Waste Technologies for Selected
Chemical Processes" in Czechoslovakia. A first rate scientific local team in
the Prague Institute of Chemical Technology has undertaken in co-operation with
industrial Czechoslovakian specialists and with the assistance of eminent
international experts the elaboration of low waste production methodologies
in the following areas:

Oil refining with special attention to removal of sulfur compounds from
petrochemical raw materials and products;
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- Production of sulfuric acid with special attention to minimize S0_ emissions
and to use waste heat;

Production of nitric acid with special attention to minimize NO emissions;

- Organic synthesis with special attention to replacement of traditional
chemical reduction by non-waste catalytical hydrogénation.

UNIDO has provided assistance through the provision of international
experts, equipment, technical literature and rigorous training in well-known
institutions of Austria, the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom.

The project opts to maximize the rational use and processing of natural
resources thus leading to the conservation of raw materials and energy and
improvement of environmental conditions by reducing and/or eliminating wastes
generated by the chemical industry.

The output of the project which is intended to be utilized by relevant
Czechoslovakian industries will be discussed internationally at the Workshop
on Low- and Non-Waste Technology which is scheduled to take place in Prague
between 23 and 26 of October, this year. About 25 specialists from developing
and developed countries have been invited to attend.

***

Another important project is related to energy conservation in industry
and UNIDO is executing this project in Europe on a regional basis with direct
participation of nine European countries which are eligible for UN assistance,
e.g. Bulgaria, Cyprus, CSSR, Hungary, Malta, Poland, Portugal and Yugoslavia.

Besides these countries, there are also a number of more advanced
European countries such as the Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden, the
United Kingdom and France, which take part in the project.

The project is aimed at promoting efficient use of energy in industry
and, among many subjects related to this field, it specifically deals with
such issues as waste energy recovery, utilization of wastes for energy
and efficient energy supply through co-generation.

All these issues have an important impact on environmental protection.
For instance, waste energy appears mainly in flue gases from furnaces, boilers,
kilns, etc. The recovery of these gases reduces the thermal load of the
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environment, reduces the smoke content in the air, etc. Utilization of wastes
for energy means, first of all, cremation of the wastes, which also helps in
solving such an important problem as waste disposal.

And the third direction means application of combined heat and power
system, which is particularly efficient in big industrial agglomerates with
dangerous air pollution and thermal load.

As you may see, the above three issues are relevant to the conditions
of many countries of the European region with its developed and diversified
industry. In our regional project, therefore, we are assisting the countries
to establish co-operation in exchange of experience, joint research and
other efforts to upgrade their level in handling the above problem.

We organized several workshops in the project countries where these
subjects were studied.

We are providing the project countries with the opportunity to get
acquainted with the most advanced experience available in this field
through expert and consultancy services, sub-contracting, study tours, etc.

***

Another means to minimize environmental risk from waste generation/
disposal and the risk of resource depletion is recycling. In the area of
recycling UNIDO has developed several projects. An interesting case in
point is the recycling of used oils generated by industry and means of
transportation.

Unlike many other materials used in present-day societies, lubricating
oils made from petroleum can be re-used as lubricants or for other purposes.
It is therefore worthwhile to collect them (at least significant quantities
of them), keep them free of contamination by other substances, and plan for
their re-use. When they are not suitable for re-use they should be disposed
of carefully, since indiscriminate disposal causes considerable damage to
water, air and land resources.

UNIDO's activities in this area include a combined project with UNEP's
Mediterranean Action Programme to assess the waste oil situation in the
17 countries that border the Mediterranean Sea and to recommend wavs that
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could divert waste oils entering the Mediterranean either to recycling or to
controlled and environmentally acceptable disposal ways.

Similar projects aiming at transferring appropriate technology for
dealing with waste oil problems are being implemented by UNIDO in Seychelles,
Togo and Burkina Faso.

***

Finally, in the area of hazardous waste management UNIDO is ready
to embark in the implementation of a large East-West project which will
establish a Regional Centre for Hazardous Waste Management. The proposed
participating countries are Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Malta, Morocco, Portugal, Poland, Romania, Turkey and Yugoslavia. Proposed
co-operating countries in this project are Austria, France, the Federal
Republic of Germany, Greece, Italy, Netherlands, Portugal, Spain and
Switzerland.

The physical location of the centre will be most likely in Poland.

The specific project objectives are:

To minimize and control the potential toxic effects of hazardous
chemicals/waste both to human beings and environmental resources (air,
water, soil) by developing the capability to adapt and introduce low- and
non-waste technologies into production processes of chemicals and by
elaborating management methods of hazardous materials/waste handling, treating,
disposal and/or recycling.

Another major area of UNIDO's work is in the

Control of Air, Water and Solid Waste Pollution

UNIDO's projects in these areas are being implemented in several develop-
ing countries with a major one in India encompassing all aspects of pollution
control.

A Pollution Control Research Institute in Hardwar, India, was established.
The project was initiated in 198** at the request of the Indian Government and
is receiving the advisory co-operation of the Indian Department of Environment,
Ministry of Industry, Indian National Engineering Organization, Universities,
and the Indian private industrial organizations. The United Nations Development
Programme contributed USS 2.9 million which is to be allocated among equipment,
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international experts and training. The Indian Government committed 21 million
rupees which are to be used for the construction of the Institute, the hiring of
local technical and scientific personnel and locally purchased equipment.

The objectives of this project are the following:

a) Development of industrial pollution control technologies and equipment
for air, water, noise and solid wastes;

b) Development of practical methods for the recovery and re-use of industrial
waste ;

c) Evolvement of processes and control procedures minimizing pollution
générât ion;

d) Advising industry on how to introduce and maintain pollution control
technologies and standards;

e) Serving as a reservoir of technical and scientific knowledge on pollution
control technologies;

f) Providing training facilities.

Since 1984, UNIDO has purchased for the Institute a range of sophisticated
equipment such as atomic absorbtion spectro-photometers, organic carbon analyzers,
air samplers, gas chromatographs, trailer mounted venturi flue gas scrubbing
system, mobile ambient air monitoring unit, mobile stack emission unit and
much more. Along with this impressive equipment came the necessary training
for the local personnel handling this equipment.

For the same project UNIDO is providing also training for a substantial
number of technicians and scientists. This training takes place in various
countries and in institutes and laboratories specializing in analytical and
practical pollution control methods. Furthermore, UNIDO has sent an impressive
team of international consultants in air, water, noise and solid waste pollution
control and more experts are to visit the Institute during the next two
years in order to advise on several crucial areas.

In 1986 the Institute has asserted its role especially in the priority
areas according to set objectives.
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Starting in April 1986 India's most holy river, the Ganges, greeted
some 7 million pilgrims with a new cleaner look which was the result of a
nation-wide campaign to control the growing threat posed by industrial
pollution. In this priority the Pollution Control Research Institute in
Hardwar has contributed in the clean-up drive.

Another of the Institute's priorities is the air pollution from power
generation.

Indian coal has a high ash content and power stations are throwing
thousands of tons of ash into the atmosphere together with a lot of nitrogen
and sulfur dioxide. The Inst itute is assisting the Indian power generating
industry to up-grade its electrostatic precipitator technology.

The Institute has already begun to have an impact on local industry.
A number of projects, including noise studies, dust pollution control,
and biological control of environmental pollution, are planned for the near
future. While the Institute's buildings are designed to blend inconspicuously with
the surrounding woodlands; the Institute's key role promises to make it more than
conspicuous in the environment of India's industrial future.

***

Another most interesting project is being now implemented in Romania,
where UNIDO assists a scientific team of the Ministry of Machine Tools,
Electrotechnics and Electronics to develop appropriate instrumentation for
an air pollution monitoring and warning network system. To this effect a
pilot system has been established.

The rapid industrial development of Romania takes place within large
industrial compounds situated in close vicinity of highly populated urban
areas, where different enterprises operate simultaneously. The technologies
used by these enterprises often generate large amounts of pollutants which
threaten the environment. The common pollutants could be identified as:
oxides of nitrogen, sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, as well as
fine suspended particles of lead and silicon dioxides. The heavy urban
traffic also contributes to the increase of air pollution.

The Romanian Government is deeply concerned about the quality of air.
Legal and technical measures are taken to remedy and prevent pollution from
air emissions disposed by industrial plants.
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UNIDO's assistance to the Romanian Government in the development and
manufacturing of specialized apparata and related detectors for the measuring
of various pollutants has as an ultimate purpose not only to help the Country
to develop its own inexpensive instrumentation but to transfer as well this
technology to other developing countries.

A third and important area of UNIDO's work directly related to risk
assessment preventions is the:

Assistance in Environmental Planning, Environmental Impact Assessment,
Elaboration of Integrated Planning Concepts for Industrial Areas

In this area, UNIDO is assisting several countries in conducting
environmental impact assessments of planned industrial activities and
in establishing integrated planning concepts. A case in point is an
on-going project in India.

People living in the Doon Valley believe that their environmental
quality has deteriorated during living rr.enory. Therefore, the Government of India
(Department of Environment) has recently become concerned about the
environmental problems which could be created by planned industrialization
in the Doon Valley, located about 200 km north of New Delhi. Of special
concern is environmental degradation due to limestone quarrying and limestone
processing.

Under the aegis of UNDP and UNIDO, IIASA was awarded a 7-month contract
in September, 1985 to undertake Phase I of an assessment of environmental
impacts of industrial development in the Doon Valley, India. The work envisaged
was as follows:

a) Development of a conceptual framework for an assessment of environmental
impacts of industrial development in the Doon Valley;

b) Preparation of a baseline report describing present environmental
conditions and past trends in the Doon Valley;

c) Development of computer software and provision of demonstration models for
environmental management in the Doon Valley elsewhere;
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d) Provision of advice to the Indian Department of the Environment with
respect to setting up a supporting structure and facilities in India
(e.g., national scientific team, monitoring systems);

e) On-the-job training of suitable national counterparts.

The data collection by the teams confirmed that there was environmental
degradation in the valley and in particular this showed in

- a recent drop in the water-table in the vicinity of Dehra Dun during the
dry season;

visible scarring of valley slopes due to limestone quarrying, with resultant
soil erosion and decreasing forest cover;

- poor air quality, particularly in the Dehra Dun - Mussoorie pocket, where
limestone kilns are operating;

- deforestation due to increased firewood demand;

declines in the numbers of valued species of birds, animals and fish.

The conclusions from this intensive study is that industry is only one
of several causes for environmental deterioration in the Doon Valley. It is
therefore essential that the environemntal impacts of industrial development
be viewed within a comprehensive land-use management framework.

Redevelopment of the Doon Valley requires a thorough understanding of
the carrying capacity of the region which depends on:

- levels of environmental quality deemed to be acceptable by society;

- the lifestyle expectations (incomes, food, shelter, eduction, etc.) of society;

the investments that society is prepared to make on environmental protection
and pollution control equipment;

- externalities such as new technologies, changes in world trade patterns,
etc.

A fourth major area of UNIDO's work is in the area of:
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Industrial and Plant Safety and Emergency Planning Systems

The December 1984 tragedy in Bhopal in which thousands were killed as a
result of poison leakage from a pesticide plant was among the latest in a series
of major industrial mishaps which have shaken the world.

The most recent industrial accident was that of Chernobyl.

Tragically, such mass disasters may become increasingly frequent unless
deliberate action is taken by the world community and by individual governments
now.

Toxic materials and toxic waste disposal is a foremost environmental and
health problem and it must be recognized as a part of industrial development.

UNIDO is assisting several governments of developing countries to identify
and classify their hazardous waste to elaborate legislative as well as
organizational solutions, to elaborate guidelines for appropriate disposal and
control and to foster plant and surrounding area safety procedures.

Countries such as Indonesia and Thailand, Portugal and Poland are ready to
begin the implementation of such projects with UNlDO's expert advice.

UMIDO's Future Plans and Work

Our work and the direction and focus of it depends partly on the
specific requests for assistance from governments and partly on our
technologists' and policy makers' perception of the rising needs and
urgencies.

An area that requires UNIDO's special attention is the problem of
transboundary pollution.

For example, the burning of fossil fuels for energy generation has
been recognized as a major source of air pollution (acid rain). European
public attention to this problem rose initially in the northern and central
part of Europe. However, at this time, it is evident that the less
industrialized European countries are also affected. As a matter of fact
this problem has been noted also in certain developing countries' regions
such as Latin America and Asia.
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UNIDO shares this growing concern over actual and potential damages
to health and the natural environment and is developing a comprehensive
programme which will provide assistance to interested governments for
utilization of energy source-oriented controls and transfer of technological
information services. This latter is of particular importance because some
industrialized countries have already undertaken advance research on this
problem. However, comprehensive research projects or pilot plants are
extremely costly and many countries - especially among the developing ones -
may not be able to duplicate these programmes. The exchange of technological
information plavs, therefore, a growing role in the area of emissions control
and UNIDO is ready to contribute in closing this gap and to assist countries
to avoid duplication of expensive research.

Clearly toxic materials and waste management, energy resources development
and conservation, low- and non-waste technology, risk assessment, industrial
and plant safety and emergency planning, transboundary pollution, are foremost
concerns of both industrial and industrializing countries at this time.

The fact that already exists ample know-how and research in industrial
countries as well as the fact that industrial countries are willing to transfer
their know-how to developing countries is encouraging and UNIDO is ready to
share and participate in the international drive to promote a safe and humane
World.

CONCLUSIONS

Societies face problems of choice in the face of scarcity that are
similar to those confronted by an individual or a fanily. Such a problem of
choice is confronted when we decide what level of pollution control or
environmental quality we want to achieve.

Viewing the problems in this way makes it clear that zero risk is
unrealistic. As it was mentioned earlier, the costs of achieving complete
control of pollution are probably far greater than we as a society would
desire to incur.

On the other hand, it seems clear that we are increasingly unwilling
to live with present levels of risk.
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Pollution control and risk minimization like everything else, is scarce
and we must choose how much of it we want. The range of choice lies between
zero pollution and zero pollution control.

What is important is that public concern about risk assessment and
environmental/safety problems is an increasingly important political force
in particular in industrial but also in industrializing countries.

Soon we will be entering the 21st Century. Nature has been giving us
several warnings which have been compounded the last few years. Let us
take this opportunity of co-operation in order to progress a little further
for a safer World.
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